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Shortly before the dissolution of Parliament, the
coalition government issued the final results of
the Technical Housing Standards Review. Running

to just over 4000 pages of legislation, regulation 
and guidance, the complete package was a ‘tidying
up’ exercise to deal with ‘complex, overlapping or
contradictory housing standards’, replacing over 100
different policies and standards into a single set of
national standards, most of which are published in
the Building Regulations. 

The final results of the review sees tiered regulations
in Part M and Part G, as well as a new mandatory
regulation for all new housing Part Q – security, as
well as a National Space Standard which has not
been placed in the building regulations.

From October 1st 2015 Local Planning Authorities
(LPA) can impose optional higher standards on space,
water and access to residential developments in their
area provided that they have set policies in their 

local plan. The ability to impose these standards is
dependent on the LPA demonstrating a local need
and also the viability of developments if the new
higher standard was required. 

The developer must then inform their selected build-
ing control body (BCB) if an “Optional” requirement
has been imposed on their development. It is the job
of the BCB to enforce these as if they were the mini-
mum standard for that development in the usual way.

Space – In addition to a minimum gross internal 
floor area and built-in storage area dependent on 
the number of bedrooms, the standard will insist that
at least one bedroom in a two-bedroom home is a
double (or twin) room. Minimum room sizes also
apply as well as a minimum floor to ceiling height of
2.3m for at least 75% of the gross internal area. 

This standard has not been incorporated into 
Building Regulations. Instead, it may be imposed by
LPAs as a planning condition. 

Water – Minimum water efficiency standards were
introduced in 2010 and currently require that new
homes are designed so that calculated water use is not
more than 125 litres/person/day. This minimum stan-
dard is to be retained with an optional tighter standard
of 110/litres/person/day available locally ‘where there is
a clear local need’. 

Security – The new mandatory Part Q standard
intends to introduce a level of consistency across 
different areas and consolidate around cost effective
measures to reduce the incidence of burglary. 

Access – The new 2015 regulations substantially
change Approved Document M to allow for new
optional access requirements to be available locally.
Existing standards are to be consolidated with Life-
time Home Standard being replaced by ‘Category 2 –
Accessible and Adaptable Housing’ and Wheelchair
Housing Standards to be replaced by ‘Category 3 –
Wheelchair User Dwellings in Part M.

I am literally still reading through the published 
documents and coming to terms with the complexities
of the issues that the new system will throw at the
building control and planning professionals as well as
our customers. It is going to be a busy six months.
The complete final package of documents and
announcements is available here. ■
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Introduction
As this edition of PBC Today is

put to bed, we are in the last
week or so of campaigning in

the General Election.

Both the Conservatives and Labour
are promising more housing, with the
former committed to 200,000 new
starter homes built on brownfield sites
by 2020 as well as 275,000 additional
affordable homes by the same date.
Their recent announcement of the
‘Right to Buy’ scheme however, has
not been met with enthusiasm and is
seen as achieving the opposite result
to the one promised. 

Whatever promises are made, it seems
a universal agreement that it won’t be
enough to meet the housing crises.

We open this edition with an article
from Cllr Ken Browse, Chair of NALC
who outlines his concerns arising
from the NPPF and why we need a
planning framework for communities. 

Turning to BIM, perhaps the biggest
news has been the release of NBS’
BIM Toolkit. This edition boasts two
articles from Stephen Hamil – one
outlining how the NBS BIM Toolkit has
been received around the country and
what happens next, and the second
describing how the Toolkit is used to
support Employer’s Information
Requirements (EIR). 

Our BIM section is as extensive as ever
with articles from experts discussing
the ongoing BIM revolution and how
to take advantage of the experience,
advice and guidance that is available.

Energy efficiency in buildings is also
extensively covered in this edition with
many articles detailing the benefits of
retrofitting and insulation methods.
Ed Matthew, Director of the Energy 
Bill Revolution also explores the facts
behind our fuel poverty crises and
calls on the next government to make
home energy efficiency a national
infrastructure spending priority. 

Finally, I would like to draw your 
attention to an article from Malcolm
Kent, of the CEA who provides an
update on the progress towards new
engine emissions legislation. The one
aspect of the proposed new legislation
which is potentially the most worrying
for machine owners is that it would
prevent the manufacture of all non-
Stage V engines from the date the new
stage starts. Industry groups are not
taking this lying down and are pushing
hard for the draft legislation to be
amended to allow the continuation of
the supply of like-for-like replacement
of engines for older machines.

I hope you find something of interest
in this edition, and as ever welcome
your comments and suggestions for
future editions. ■
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Finding a planning framework 
to support communities
Cllr Ken Browse, Chair of the National Association of Local Councils outlines concerns
arising from the NPPF and why we need a planning framework for communities…

Undoubtedly the coalition government sees
the reform of the planning system as a key
driver of economic growth. In other words

‘reducing all that red tape and bureaucracy’ from
previous planning policies, which according to the
government hampered development and therefore
stifled the economy. 

So the present National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) in a ‘bonfire of guidance’ reduces it from
1,000 pages to just 50. But once the framework went
live in March 2012, the serious business of planning
began. The country needs a huge effort at a local
level to get plans in place that properly reflect the
integration of social, economic and environmental
goals, and protect places people value. 

So what does NALC think the impact of the NPPF
has been on local (parish and town) councils and
communities? 

Firstly, NALC is a key supporter of neighbourhood
planning which revolutionised the way local councils
and communities can shape and design the future
of their places. 

We also support the broad thrust of the NPPF, in that
the rationalisation of government planning policy
statements and guidance notes to form a single
consolidated document is in principle a good idea,
and we think this should render the process of
understanding planning simpler and more open.

However, NALC believes the NPPF has not functioned
effectively in many parished areas since its introduction.
We remain concerned about the ability of planning

authorities to determine planning applications that
reflect the opinion of local councils without fear of
developers winning applications on appeal, and
planning authorities being awarded considerable
costs against them.

Furthermore, we think there is too much focus on
meeting housing targets and not enough focus on
the quality of developments or on the mix of housing.
It should be made mandatory to consult and engage
with local councils in advance of submitting an
energy-related planning application.

Local planning authorities should be particularly
mindful of the need to support infrastructure
requirements identified in adopted neighbourhood
plans. We strongly encourage local councils and
neighbourhood forums that have an adopted
neighbourhood plan to request from their local
planning authorities a share of infrastructure proceeds
from Section 106 agreements or the Community
Infrastructure Levy. We encourage local planning
authorities to give full consideration to such requests.

We recommend that the government revoke its
decision to limit to five the number of planning
obligations that can contribute to a single piece of
infrastructure until the proposed 2015 review of
the Community Infrastructure Levy has taken place.
In the meantime, local authorities should have a
free choice between the use of the Community
Infrastructure Levy and Section 106 agreements for
the funding of infrastructure. 

We call on local government (including local councils),
the property industries and the voluntary sector to

10 | Overview
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work together to produce a new ‘planning users
concordat’ setting out the respective responsibilities
of each group.

“We strongly encourage local councils
and neighbourhood forums that have an
adopted neighbourhood plan to request
from their local planning authorities a
share of infrastructure proceeds from
Section 106 agreements or the Community
Infrastructure Levy.”

Regarding the operational impact of the NPPF on
town centres – the original document stated being
concerned with the views of communities – our
experience is that developers have been delivering
as little community infrastructure as they can, and
we remain concerned there is no actual sanction or
community recourse. 

Developers in town centres need to better consider
the impact of their plans on communities, to under-
stand the demography, infrastructure, amenities
and workings of town centres. House builders need
to model communities on the people living where
development is taking place to test the impact of
their plans and intentions. It seems that not enough
of this activity has been happening on the ground
by developers. 

Our view on the operational impact of the NPPF on
energy (non-major infrastructure) planning in parished
areas, is it should be a mandatory requirement for
the applicant to consult with all locally affected
parishes/wards in advance of submitting a planning
application, particularly in the case of wind turbines
because the impact is far reaching.

We see the NPPF as a real test of the government’s
credentials, in that national targets of development
and house building continually ride roughshod over
the needs and demands of local communities and
councils. We believe that the government should be
putting more pressure on local planning authorities
to protect their communities against the threat of
undesirable development by moving quickly to get
an adopted local plan in place that fits alongside
communities’ neighbourhood plans. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cllr Ken Browse
Chair
National Association of Local Councils
Tel: 020 7637 1865
nalc@nalc.gov.uk
www.nalc.gov.uk
www.twitter.com/NALC

Cllr Ken Browse, Chair, National Association of Local Councils
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With a General Election weeks away,
it is not a bad time to see who is
offering what to that part of the

electorate for whom planning raises important
issues. Over the last two parliaments, one of
each colour with a bit of orange thrown in,
town planning and local government has
been legislated to within an inch of its life,
so much so that number one of the Royal
Town Planning Institute’s (RTPI) election wish
list is that, for the next parliament, there
should be no primary legislation, allowing all
of the changes of the last few years to bed
down, within a general framework of gradual
policy shift. So, for whom are the development
industry and the custodians of national/local
planning policy going to cast their vote come
7 May? 

Housing 
The competition for who promises to build
most new houses would be won by a Lib
Dem government for whom the annual target
is 300k built to the Zero Carbon Standard.
This would include ten new garden cities, five
of them on a new rail link between Oxford
and Cambridge. The Labour Party looks to
build 200k homes annually, and, to do so,
would endorse the use of Green Belt Land
for housebuilding. The Conservative targets
may not reach these heights, looking for 200k
homes on brownfield sites by 2020 and 165k
affordable homes (2015-2018). Perhaps
wisely, there is no commitment to an annual
rate of construction. 

New Towns 
The Garden City concept is experiencing a
new level of popularity. Labour’s housing
target includes 500k new homes to be built
in a new generation of towns, garden cities
and suburbs. The Conservatives look to local

authorities to drive the initiative for new
communities of at least 15k homes each. So
far, only the Lib Dems appear to have given
thought to how many and where. 

Affordable Housing 
The Conservatives claim that 200k affordable
homes have been built in this parliament, at
a rate not achieved since 1994. They look to
provide 100k discounted houses for first time
buyers, a new homes bonus for local author-
ities and a reduction in the time period for
right to buy opportunities. The Labour Party
promises to revoke the recently applied
threshold which precludes the provision of
affordable homes on developments of fewer
than ten houses. 

Brownfield Sites 
Each party’s planning policy lays understand-
able stress upon the role played by brownfield
sites. The Conservatives look to make brown-
field development immune from Community
Infrastructure Levy. Labour would adjust the

May 7th – Who gets
the planning vote? 
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NPPF to make it a requirement to include a
brownfield first sequential test. The Lib Dems
acknowledge that their ambitious housing
target would not be achieved only through
brownfield site development, notwithstanding
their endorsement of the brownfield-first
principle. UKIP’s interest in getting Britain
building includes the relaxation of planning
rules for brownfield development, the creation
of a national register of such sites, low-interest
government bonds to enable decontamination,
the suspension of Stamp Duty on first sale
brownfield site homes and the relaxation 
of VAT. 

Green Belt 
Probably not a vote winner to suggest that
the Green Belt is expendable, though Labour
is open enough to admit to the possibility if
it helps in building enough homes, and the
Lib Dems presumably accept that brownfield
sites and new communities will not hit their
ambitious target without greenfield sites. The
Conservatives, in the spirit of localism, leave



Green Belt definition and use to local councils.
UKIP “will protect the Green Belt”, though
they don’t say from what. 

“The competition for who
promises to build most new
houses would be won by a Lib
Dem government for whom
the annual target is 300k built
to the Zero Carbon Standard.”

Other Stuff 
Planning and development issues often crop
up as side lines in political manifestos, ideas
that might sneak in under the radar and
those which might be forgotten by 8 May.
The Lib Dems look to introduce devolution
into the Use Classes, allowing LPAs to deter-
mine such matters locally. UKIP would have
planning permissions for large-scale devel-
opments overturned by a local referendum
securing 5% of district voters. Planning Minister
Brandon Lewis has acknowledged that LPAs
which choose to rely upon the NPPF rather
than produce a local plan could do so without
coercion from a Conservative government.
Labour will allow LPAs to secure land from
developers who hoard it rather than imple-
ment a planning permission, and would give

towns a right to grow over boundaries into
neighbouring districts which oppose such
growth. UKIP would, of course, scrap HS2
while the Conservatives will move on to HS3
across the Pennines. Only the Labour Party
addresses the cost of providing a development
control service and would do so by enabling
LPAs to set planning fees locally on a full cost
recovery basis “in return for guaranteed high
levels of service”. 

Pre-Election Thoughts 
It is, of course, highly improbable that planning
policies or proposals will play a significant
part in the General Election, except where
local issues prevail. UKIP might secure more
votes than they might expect along the HS2
route and Labour’s seemingly flexible attitude
towards the Green Belt is unlikely to damage
their prospects in the Home Counties. While
housebuilding and the re-use of brownfield
land are critical issues, none of the parties
have anything new to say in this regard.
Indisputably, the country needs to build
houses at a faster rate, homes that new 
purchasers can afford. The targets are ambi-
tious, but they have to be, and none of the
parties appear to have a worked-up strategy
for housing, certainly not one that delivers in

Mark Thackeray
Principal Consultant
Walsingham Planning
Tel: +44 (0)162 853 2244
mark.thackeray@walsingplan.co.uk
www.walsinghamplanning.co.uk 
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the time scale of a single parliament. The
RTPI’s ambition for the new government, that
it should plan to solve the housing crisis
within a generation, is too long term for
politicians, especially when one generation
has already been let down by housing 
strategy. Perhaps housing is one social issue
which, can only be handled by a coalition.

The RTPI will be relieved to see that no party
anticipates more primary legislation and that
the changes of the past few years will get the
chance to succeed or fail over a reasonable
period. In the meantime, do what you always
do – vote for whoever cuts petrol and beer
duty the most.
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Building for life
John Slaughter, Director of External Affairs at the Home Builders
Federation (HBF) details how ‘Building for Life’ represents good urban
design, and could help with the national housing crisis…

The design of housing developments is rightly of
interest to all those involved in or affected by
the delivery of new housing – communities, local

authorities, and of course house builders themselves.
This interest is naturally growing as we seek to increase
the supply of new homes significantly to tackle our
national housing crisis. 

At the same time, however, everyone will have 
their own view of what constitutes good design in a
particular location and this means there is inevitably
a degree of subjectivity involved in reaching decisions.
How are we therefore to encourage and support
good urban design in a way that is responsive to
local context while being practical for house builders
to implement?

For HBF and its partners – Design for Homes and
Design Council Cabe – a large part of the answer lies
in the use of Building for Life 12 (BFL12)

Building for Life 12 is a distillation of many years’
experience of working to encourage good design.
The original Building for Life was established in 2000
with the aim of capturing the generally accepted
principles of urban design for residential development
in one place and in a way that could apply to a wide
range of different housing projects.

It comprised 20 principles broadly covering issues
from environment and community to design and
construction. The government recognised Building
for Life as the national standard for good design and
a system of “awards” was initiated for projects that
were judged to have achieved the majority of the 20
principles – silver for 14 and gold for 16 or more.

This was effective in raising awareness of good
design principles and providing recognition for 
well-designed developments. There were, however,
concerns over time that some of the 20 BfL criteria
were more a product of current policy objectives than
the enduring principles of urban design and that BfL
was not as accessible as it should be to local commu-
nities, councils and the full range of the industry.

This led the BfL partners to rethink their approach,
with a particular stimulus to doing so being the cur-
rent government’s promotion of localism in planning,
including neighbourhood plans, at the same time as
reinforcing the importance of good design in the
new National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

In this context we worked with local authorities,
design experts and community representatives as
well as industry practitioners to make sure that
Building for Life was fit for purpose for the new 
planning regime. We concluded we could rationalise
the key elements of good design into 12 principles
and express these in a way that was far easier to
grasp for non-professionals without detracting from
the robustness of Building for Life. 

The 12 principles are made up of 4 questions in each
of 3 chapters:

Integrating into the neighbourhood;•

Creating a place;•

Street and home.•

We launched the resultant BfL 12 in the autumn of
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2012 and it has already gained widespread recognition
as an effective means of promoting good quality devel-
opment and facilitating a sensible dialogue between
councils, communities and developers on design.

It has succeeded in the latter by providing a common
and accessible language exploring the 12 BfL princi-
ples and providing a set of questions or prompts that
allow the application of the principles to particular
developments to be probed by non-experts as well 
as professionals.

In addition, because the BfL 12 principles are set 
out in a non-prescriptive way they can be successfully
applied to all sizes of development and a wide range
of development contexts. It is this practicality that
underpins BfL’s usefulness and attractiveness to 
all parties.

Most recently, we have sought to reinforce the 
incentives for developers to follow BfL12’s principles
by creating an independent accreditation for new
projects – which we are calling “Built for Life”.

Based on a simple ‘traffic light’ system (red, amber
and green) BfL12 recommends that proposed new
developments aim to:

Secure as many ‘greens’ as possible,•

Minimise the number of ‘ambers’ and;•

Avoid ‘reds’.•

The more ‘greens’ that are achieved, the better a
development will be. A proposed development might
not be able to achieve 12 ‘greens’ for a variety of 
reasons not necessarily resolvable due to the nature
of a site and its context. The BfL partnership is there-
fore making developments that achieve 9 ‘greens’ 
eligible for ‘Built for Life’ accreditation. 

‘Built for Life’ accreditation is an independently
assessed quality mark available immediately after
planning approval, offering developers the opportunity
to promote the quality of their developments during
sales and marketing activity. It will also help those
seeking a home to find a place to live which has
been designed to have the best possible chance of
becoming a popular and desirable neighbourhood.

Developments that achieve 12 greens will be eligible
for Built for Life “Outstanding”.

We believe BfL12 offers an excellent basis for 
promoting constructive dialogue on good design and
supporting house builders in investing in this and
would wish to engage with all parties in ensuring its
many benefits can be maximised. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
John Slaughter
Director of External Affairs
Home Builders Federation (HBF)
info@hbf.co.uk
www.hbf.co.uk
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Many people will be aware of the Bradley Curve and the three

phases of Dependence, Independence and Interdependence.

Beyond that however, fewer will know about the how critical

workforce behaviours to each of the phases and fewer still how

it was derived. That apart there is still the question of what

does it mean for the day-to-day management of safety and

the development of your safety culture? This article provides

answers to those questions and looks at a modern approach

to Safety Culture assessment and development. 

At first sight the ‘Curve’ is presented as a tri-state model

rather than a continuum so the name seems rather anomalous.

So let’s examine that. The underlying principle is that Culture is

something that changes slowly; there’s no switch that can be

thrown overnight to move from one state to another. 

It’s notoriously difficult to measure things that move slowly

and even worse trying to tie down the intangible so how best

to quantify a culture and know how to improve it? If it’s a long

journey then perhaps we need a map as well as a model.

Figure 1 The Bradley “Curve”

Sociologists and Anthropologists tend to define a culture as

consisting of four elements, Belief Systems’, such as a religion;

and ‘Rituals’ – frequently performed behaviours often

associated with a ceremony or right of passage designed for a

particular purpose Language and ‘Artefacts’ as beloved of Time

Team and archaeologists; ‘. Put simply go somewhere where

any one of the four are significantly different and you have a

different Culture. 

So it can be seen that Behaviours which the Bradley curve

focuses on are only part of a Culture and need to be associated

with Beliefs, objects & places and how those are talked about. 

Figure 2 The Cultural Safety™ Model

It’s surprisingly easy to translate this neatly into the workplace.

Our tribe is our Company, the beliefs are the Values & Mission

Statements; the Rituals are the formal Method Statements &

Procedures (and the informal undocumented ones!); the artefacts

are the logos, workwear, tools of the trade, site layouts and

crucially the documentation & reports used to control and manage

a classic safety system; How they are written, style and tone as well

as when they are read and discussed, is the language element.

The interrelation of Behaviours to Beliefs, Artefacts & Language

would indicate that there’s more to developing a stronger

safety culture than the Bradley curve alone would indicate.

As you unpack the essential elements of the Bradley curve it

comes down to just two basic things: Teamwork and Ownership.

An easy way to determine the degree to which ownership

has been assimilated by the workforce what you are looking for

is the degree to which people believe that Safety is done: 

•  TO the workforce so they are being policed (Barely on the

Scale!) or 

•  FOR the workforce by managers or safety staff so they don’t

need to worry about it (Dependent), or 

•  BY the workforce looking out for themselves (Independent) or 

•  BY everyone for mutual benefit (Interdependent).

So what the Bradley curve mainly measures is how much

ownership of the Safety system has been taken up by the

front-line workforce and how much people look out for

others as well as themselves. To some extent it does look at

their beliefs (or motives) since in some implementations this

is judged by looking for specific behaviours. 

From Bradley Curve to Cultural Safety™ Map
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So far so good, but is that enough for a robust general

purpose tool? 

The answer is probably not. One issue is the tone and style.

What the Bradley curve uses to define progress are terms

which all contain the concept of dependence and a focus on

front-line behaviours. As with a lot of classic Health and Safety

is about ‘eliminating the negative’. What the psychologists

have shown in many spheres is that, in the words of the song,

‘Accentuating the Positive’ is far more effective. 

Another potential weakness in using the Bradley Curve

terminology is that it is widely acknowledged that people do

not normally turn up for work expecting to get hurt. This would

indicate that the starting point on the Bradley curve should be

the Independent state as people do have a natural tendency

to look after their own welfare. Dependence should be seen

a backward step!

Whilst Bradley defines just 3 phases most models in commercial

have five levels to describe safety culture development. Further -

more teamwork & concern for others have been championed

not just in safety but also in quality and environmental

management – there are other dimensions to a safety culture

that give a far wider and more subtle perspective.

The ideal would seem to be a model which reflects the four

elements of a culture, since that’s essentially what we’re trying

to assess, and draws out the ownership and teamwork elements

which makes Bradley an appealing, if simplistic, model.

These were the design criteria for the Roscoe-Bizzell model

which RyderMarshSharman are now using, The Model looks for

evidence of the development of the 4 elements of culture by

examining ownership plus other key factors. These are then

combined and you see distinct pattern emerging.

For example by pulling together the groups of factors which

define an area of interest. For example looking at the Extent,

Efficacy and Accuracy factors of the artefacts of the formal

safety management system gives an idea of fitness for purpose

and often opportunities for incremental improvements can be

identified here. It’s also crucial to see if “over dependence” has

set in and the organisation has become “System obsessed”

rather than genuinely concerned for the workforce.

Looking at how productivity and safety are really valued

relative to each other is key to understanding the true beliefs

driving the culture and in turn is the best indication of how far

the enablers of a strong safety culture have developed.

Looking at the individual and co-operative Behaviours

exhibited will complete the whole picture of the culture. 

Figure 3 The Cultural Safety™ Map 

This modular approach makes for a flexible, practical to

administer and useful tool with which one can both get a

snapshot of the present and use to pinpoint ideas for how

the strategic improvements can be identified, prioritised,

planned and implemented. 

Taking a view beyond psychology alone makes it the first

truly Cultural model and the focus on the key discriminators

makes it practical and robust. The combination of simple

administration and sophisticated analysis possibilities

makes Cultural Safety™ a powerful tool which eclipses the

single-focused survey instruments. 

Paul Bizzell Operations Director
RyderMarshSharman Limited

info@rydermarsharman.com
www.rydermarshsharman.com

http://www.rydermarshsharman.com
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Sustainable building the RE-Fab way
David Simpson MRTPI, Planning Advisor for the Alliance for Sustainable Building
Products (ASBP) examines the RE-Fab approach and its potential to allow for the
sustainable deconstruction and re-deployment of buildings or their components… 

RE-Fab was officially launched at Resource on
4th March 2015. The name RE-Fab is derived
from the term ‘resource efficient fabrication’,

an idea conceived by the Alliance for Sustainable
Building Products (ASBP) and Ecobond Cymru, the
aim of which is to facilitate the delivery of permanent
quality buildings that can be deconstructed and either
re-deployed as a complete building or as components
that can be re-deployed in new buildings. 

The approach of RE-Fab is to drive the move towards
a more circular approach to construction through
the development of sector specific business models
for delivery into education, health, military, retail,
offices and housing through the use of procurement
frameworks.

As its name implies, the RE-Fab concept would
involve a more flexible approach to building develop-
ment as needs and demands change over time, as
opposed to the traditional process of delivering a
permanent facility of a defined lifespan after which
the structure is largely demolished with only limited
scope for component re-use and consequent wastage
of material and the labour involved in its initial 
construction. The RE-Fab approach would therefore
also require more flexibility in statutory regulations
and their application, such as town planning and
building control.

This raises a number of fundamental issues for the
development process. The current town planning
system has to some extent evolved over time in
response to changing market conditions insofar as it
is now possible to change and adapt the specific use

of a building within certain parameters without the
need to apply or re-apply for planning permission. For
example, some commercial uses within retail areas
and high streets can, subject to certain restrictions,
be changed between different types of use – shops,
banks or building societies, food and leisure uses –
where occupancy changes or the premises become
redundant. It is also possible, as most householders
will know, to add to or extend dwellings and other
buildings subject to certain conditions and size
restrictions, without the need to apply for planning
permission, where these fall within ‘permitted 
development’. Such amendments to the control
regime have on the whole increased efficiency 
and market responsiveness without undermining 
the equally important function of protecting the 
environment and interests of other occupants and
the community.

Apart from such cases, however, on the whole, 
planning permission for most types of building 
must be made for a specific type, size and design
firmly defined on a set of scaled drawings showing
the development exactly located in relation to its 
surroundings and adjacent development. Apart 
from very minor variations to such drawings once
approved, any changes must be the subject of a 
further application and consequent local debate.

As part of the development of the RE-Fab approach,
we intend to explore with the relevant government
departments, professional bodies and other inter-
ested parties, whether the current systems of planning
and building control could be made more flexible
and responsive to the RE-Fab approach in order to
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allow for re-use and reconfiguration of building 
elements over time without the need to always have
to reapply for permission. 

For example, let’s suppose a school or other 
institutional building required more space for a 
specific activity – say an additional classroom block
or lecture hall – but that the need for this space
might not prove to be permanent. Ideally, it should
be possible for the occupants to reconfigure the
layout at some point in the future to enable the
space to be recreated on another part of the site or
development. This could be provided for in the initial
approval by defining, say, certain zones within the
overall site, which could accommodate the approved
structure(s) where these would not materially affect
adjoining occupants beyond the impacts initially 
considered when permission was granted. 

“As part of the development of the 
RE-Fab approach, we intend to explore
with the relevant government departments,
professional bodies and other interested
parties, whether the current systems of
planning and building control could be
made more flexible and responsive to the
RE-Fab approach in order to allow for 
re-use and reconfiguration of building
elements over time without the need to
always have to reapply for permission.”

Another potential solution might be to explore
whether the current concept of an ‘outline’ planning
permission with full details of siting , design, means of
access and other matters reserved for subsequent
approval could be extended to allow more flexibility
and/or time limits within which such matters could be
considered or re-submitted.

Alternatively, it might be possible to extend the 
concept of ‘permitted development’ as applied to
householders and other small scale structures, to
cover certain increases or variations in the size of
other types of building. The local planning authorities
and statutory agencies would of course need to be

satisfied that any additional flexibility did not under-
mine the ability and duties of the planning system to
safeguard the built environment, amenity and inter-
ests of the local community and it will be important
to ensure that any recommended amendments to
the current system of controls achieves this. 

There will no doubt be other potential solutions for
achieving such flexibility and these will need to be
carefully considered and debated over the coming
months. We believe however that the potential bene-
fits of the RE-Fab approach in terms of sustainability,
carbon reduction in construction and resulting ability
to secure the efficient re-use of building components
make the effort well worthwhile. Sustainability and
sustainable development are now central to the
planning and development process and RE-Fab 
represents a means of extending and developing 
this approach even further. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
David Simpson MRTPI
Planning Advisor
Alliance for Sustainable Building Products (ASBP)
Tel: 020 7704 3501
www.asbp.org.uk
www.twitter.com/asbp_uk
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A route to resource efficiency
in Europe
Europe’s local government organisation CoR, calls time on waste
and a route to resource efficiency in the building sector…

Reacting to European Commission proposals,
the Committee of the Regions (CoR) raised
concerns that “the role of local and regional

authorities had been worryingly overlooked” despite
their responsibility for local housing development
and resource efficiency. Led by Csaba Borboly, the
CoRs’ opinion adopted earlier this month calls for
greater EU investment in overcoming the challenges
in developing sustainable buildings and expanding
local green infrastructure.

Europe’s building sector produces roughly half of 
all extracted materials and generates about one
third of all waste. The Commission review of the 
life-cycle of building production seeks to improve
resource efficiency. President Borboly welcomes the
proposals but raised serious concerns: “Improving
resource efficiency in the sector is a huge global
issue and Europe must lead the way in promoting
more efficient use of materials, energy and water
consumption, as well as better waste management.
The Commission is right to pull together existing
policies and set out plans to promote resource 
efficiency in the building sector”.

The development of EU-wide core indicators to
measure and boost resource efficiency in the building
sector is the cornerstone of the current Commission
proposals. The Committee – the assembly of the EU’s
local and regional representatives – feels that it could
boost local economies and make a considerable 
contribution to the EU’s commitment to creating a
sustainable economy, but far greater clarity was also
needed in defining the guidelines. The EU must also
consider the use of traditional methods and materials
– such as wood – complemented by new technologies

to bolster recycling of construction and demolition
waste, and offer improved incentives for clients, 
contractors and developers in the construction
sector. Borboly further commented, “Indicators are
not the only way to green the building sector. While
sustainable green buildings will save money, to 
maximise performance they must be supported by
robust commissioning, effective management and
collaboration between owners and occupiers 
delivered at the local and regional level.”

The Committee recognises the economic, social 
and environmental potential of setting out European
guidelines in order to green the building industry,
better manage resources and create new jobs. 
However, with wide regional disparities and growing
pressures on local government funding, the Commit-
tee calls on the EU to develop a compensation
mechanism to help less developed regions to meet
the challenges involved in creating sustainable 
buildings and expanding green infrastructure in
those regions most affected by changes in land use.
Rural regions and small and medium-sized towns
should be backed with proper investment and
research into new technologies through EU funding
pots such as Horizon 2020. ■

The CoR draft opinion is available here.
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PBC Today
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Heritage Assets
Many towns have the potential for economic
revival based on their Heritage assets – listed
buildings, historic sites and the wider back-
ground provided by conservation areas.
Communities often campaign for a landmark
building to be listed for its historic interest,
but listing is only the start. The greatest 
challenge is finding ways for that building to
earn its keep. Yet with the right uses and
presentation, it can be a focal point for wider
regeneration and a real asset to the 
surrounding community.

In recent years, eminent heritage bodies have
abandoned the Regency gentry’s aversion to
“trade” and become more sympathetic to
business uses providing the income stream
to maintain a listed building or local land-
mark. Even so, they will still wish to see efforts
made to maintain community support 
and promote wider understanding of the
building’s significance.  

When you need Friends
The initial impetus to retain a landmark
building often comes from local enthusiasts
organising themselves into a Friends group
to support it.  This was brought home to me
a few years ago when the Friends group for
an Edwardian library asked me to prepare
an application for Listed Building Consent to
restore some of the original signage. 

Friends can contribute practical help or
attract extra capital funding - but for new
services or better facilities rather than to
maintain the core service. National Lottery
funds and charitable trusts have been impor-
tant resources for voluntary groups to draw
upon, but such funders are rightly reluctant
to subsidise the public sector.  Most funders
now expect to see well-developed business
plans to convince them that any rescued
building or amenity can survive in the longer
term.  Any realistic bid will demand collabo-

ration between different interests, to con-
sider what mix of services and attractions will
be practical.  Some of these may spin off as
community projects or social enterprises,
attracting other funding streams.

Making Conservation 
Areas Work
We have had Conservation Areas in our
towns for over 40 years, but they have
tended to restrict development rather than
promote it.  Many of the early conservation
areas were Georgian squares and the like,
where the priority should be maintaining a
uniform character.  Others are parks and 
gardens where the presumption should be
against cluttering them with extra buildings.
Developments in such areas are often 
exercises in camouflage.

However some now cover commercial town
centres, where the need is to balance com-
mercial vitality with maintaining the distinctive
character. In such town centres, the key is
encouraging variety while respecting the scale
and context – otherwise the risk is that a big
new block will dominate, whatever its style or
colour scheme.  

Councils find it easier to apply uniform design
policies across the whole borough, but each

Alan Piper
Chartered Architect
Alan Piper Consultancy
Tel: +44 (0)207 207 0347
APiperBrix@aol.com
www.alanpiper.co.uk

Conserving our heritage

conservation area needs its own guidelines
which identify what is special about it. Better
still if they also provide a vision of how it can
be improved and nurtured. 

Here to Help
Contact Alan Piper for advice on single 
properties or groups of buildings, and in 
particular for:
Building condition surveys.•

Conservation reports.•

Applications for Listed Building Consent or•
planning permission.

Feasibility studies and space planning for•
existing buildings.
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The Biodiversity Duty for Public Authorities
Victoria Bankes Price, Planning Advisor at the Woodland Trust examines the Biodiversity
Duty for Public Authorities and highlights how guidance is lacking in useful information…

In addressing The Biodiversity Duty for Public
Authorities, just how much guidance does the
‘guidance’ provide? 

“Every public authority must, in exercising its 
functions, have regard, so far as is consistent with
the proper exercise of those functions, to the 
purpose of conserving biodiversity.”

This duty was set down in the ‘Natural Environment
and Rural Communities Act 2006’. But what does it
mean for planning authorities? DEFRA published new
guidance on the duty last year, replacing the 2011
guidance (though interestingly this is still available on
the gov.uk website with no indication that it has been
archived or replaced). 

The guidance is very brief, comprising primarily of lists
without any practical advice or direction. It lists the land
authorities may own including school grounds, parks,
verges etc, and green infrastructure: sports pitches,
golf course and woodlands, it even includes ‘the wider
countryside’ in this definition. This is contrary to Natural
England’s more strategic definition. By including 
everything as green infrastructure there is an inevitable
feeling that authorities are being set up to fail.     

The Woodland Trust’s primary concerns are the 
protection of ancient woodland and the planting of
new woodland as part of a landscape scale approach
to conservation. The guidance’s only reference to tree
planting says that authorities can support biodiversity
by: using sustainably sourced native tree and plant
species in new planting. There is no detail on where
trees should be planted or how they should be 
maintained and monitored. The previous guidance
was entirely different, giving a holistic view, detailing
the many benefits of woodlands; from their role in
uniting communities to their function as a carbon
sink. Through case studies, the 2011 guidance gave

authorities ideas and inspiration, encouragement to
go above and beyond for biodiversity. 

The new guidance adds nothing to the duty. One 
and a half lines state that biodiversity should be 
promoted in planning and development. It does 
not set any requirements or best practice examples
which puts authorities in a difficult situation, making
it harder for them to justify asking for appropriate
evidence and surveys. 

The guidance fails to add anything to the localism
agenda; the duty applies to Parish Councils, legally 
putting them in a different position to neighbourhood
forums. The guidance does not say how the duty could
be applied to neighbourhood plans, meaning missing
a vital opportunity. Other elements of the guidance are
simply misleading. For example in section 3 it states
that ‘Public authorities can use the indicator “local 
sites under positive management” to measure their 
commitments to the duty.’ This is unworkable; Natural
England is the only public body that can take any
responsibility for privately managed sites. 

This ‘guidance’ offers no guidance or direction, it
barely elaborates on the Duty let alone going any way
to explaining its implementation. In these straitened
times with fewer ecologists employed in planning
authorities and Natural England increasingly relying
on standing advice, the need for guidance is greater
than ever, but the void is getting bigger. ■
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TheStoneYard.co.uk is your premier source for
stone working tools, as well as landscaping and
building granite. All of our tools are craftsman
manufactured in the UK or Sweden to the highest
standard to provide many years of use. Our
nationwide UK delivery service means wherever
you are we are able to provide you with first class
service and great products.

From our huge range of chisels, hammers, and
scutch combs, you are sure to find the right tool
for your job.

QUALITY TOOLS FOR
STONE AND GRANITE

thestoneyard.co.uk Long Barn, Sidbrook Orchards, Taunton TA2 8NH.  Tel: 01823 476369  info@thestoneyard.co.uk

UK stockists of:

UK stockists of:
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As anyone in the construction business
knows, the site office is no place for
technology that’s fragile and unreliable.

It’s also no place for large footprint devices
that don’t earn their keep. 

Yet, the building trade is probably one of the
most demanding businesses when it comes
to printers. They need to be robust and reli-
able – but they also need to be capable of
producing high graphical quality producing
top quality maps, plans and drawings at the
drop of a hat.

The site office is also a real communications
hub – drawings and other documents are
being emailed back and forth, yet finding
room for laptops, scanners, copiers and
printers often means little space for the
many contractors and other visitors who
come and go during the day.

This is why many businesses are now choos-
ing multifunction printers (MFPs) – devices
that bring a wide range of functions such as
printing, copying, scanning and faxing
together into a single machine. Not only do
these fit comfortably in the corner of an
office, but they also cut down the paper
mountain by providing functions such as scan
or fax to email. 

There are now also ways to ensure tighter
document security by using printers with
embedded software. A user can print to any
device on the network. However, this will be
stored until a card is swiped or password

given to confirm their identity and only then
will it be printed. 

MFPs also help cut energy costs – and incor-
porate additional energy-saving functionality,
including duplex printing as standard. The
latest OKI devices including the MC851+
deliver further benefits with their energy-effi-
cient digital LED technology. MFPs built on
LED technology have the added bonus of
having fewer moving parts which means less
wear and tear and exceptional reliability.

However, despite the obvious benefits of
investing in these new devices, it can some-
times be difficult to convince managers to
spend the money, especially as the economic
recovery continues to be slow. This is why
many in the industry are looking at alterna-
tives to major capital investment and instead
opting for Managed Print Services. 

Managed Print Services will help save costs
by putting in place, one, all-inclusive ongoing
contract which covers printers, supplies,
maintenance and support. Perhaps even
more valuable will be the consultancy the
service provider can offer.

This will begin with an audit of existing 
printers and contracts, volumes printed and
paper size. The services provider will then
work with the business to devise a managed
print and document management strategy.
Tactics will range from a few tweaks, such as
ensuring printers are configured and set 
up correctly – to larger changes such as 

Andrew Hall
Marketing Manager
Oki Systems UK
Andrew.Hall@okieurope.co.uk 
www.oki.co.uk 
www.twitter.com/OKIUK
www.linkedin.com/company/oki-uk

Tough But Smart
OKI multifunction printers can help solve the space
challenge on site says Andrew Hall, marketing manager
Oki Systems UK…
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consolidating printers and implementing new
multifunction models. If appropriate, they will
then work with the organisation to create a
more streamlined document workflow.

The provider will also give advice on the
types of devices best suited to different 
locations – from the office to the building
site, taking into account special needs such
as A3 and colour printing, the ability to print
from mobiles or the need for waterproof and
tear-proof documents.

With most construction companies still being
prudent, managed print services can help to
future-proof their spend, as the print estate
can expand or contract according to need. But
whatever the economic climate, smarter print-
ing makes sense, especially in the challenging,
complex and changeable environment of the
construction sector.
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Japanese knotweed control
Tackling and controlling the spread of Japanese knotweed is a problematic
issue that cannot be ignored. Here, The Property Care Association Invasive
Weed Group have provided essential guidance and advice for developers…

Japanese knotweed was introduced from Japan in
1825 as an ornamental plant. The plant is not
unattractive but its rapid annual growth and

relentless spread allows it to easily overwhelm
other garden plants, and more seriously, has the
capacity to cause structural damage.

It is extremely difficult to eradicate after any 
construction work is complete, so future property
owners must not be burdened with this invasive
species. It is essential that when developing land
impacted by Japanese knotweed, developers are
aware of the risks posed to avoid the pitfalls of costly
remediation, litigation and resale issues. 

Key considerations – where Japanese knotweed
is identified

If Japanese knotweed is on or within 7 metres of•
any proposed site you should seek specialist advice;

Once identified, fence-off the knotweed and use•
signage to warn other site users of the issues with
knotweed;

Do not excavate or use machinery/vehicles on or•
near to impacted land; 

Do not cut with flails or strimmers. Pull up knotweed•
or put knotweed material in refuse bins;

Do not allow any knotweed material to enter water•
courses;

Good site hygiene helps avoid the unnecessary•
spread of Japanese knotweed;

Swift action offers a greater range of cost-effective•
remediation options.

Why should you take Japanese knotweed 
seriously?
The cost of remediation should never be under-
estimated, particularly if impacted land is to be
excavated and infested soil removed from site.
Knotweed growth can be described like ‘an iceberg’ –
the growth below ground rhizomes (roots) which do
the damage, often extend more than 2 metres
downwards from any visible surface plant growth.
This requires large volumes of sub-soil being taken
off-site to a registered landfill site licenced to take
the waste, which creates extra financial implications
for any construction site. 

Where Japanese knotweed is growing within, or next
to a property being part of a residential development,
mortgage lenders demand that a management plan
and guaranteed treatment program is implemented.
To mitigate against the impact of Japanese knotweed,
bringing in the expertise of an invasive weed specialist,
as recommended in the Environment Agency Code
of Practice, is essential. 

The Property Care Association (PCA) Invasive Weed
Group is the only truly independent trade body
recognised by the Environment Agency (EA) and
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors where
member companies are vetted and assessed.

Selecting an Accredited Invasive Weed Specialist
PCA accredited specialists aim to provide impartial
advice evaluated to meet project requirements.
Note: Clients are advised to obtain more than one
estimate or quotation for the purpose of comparison,
but should remember that price is only one factor in
selecting a service provider. 

All PCA Invasive Weed Control Group members
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have signed up to a code of ethics and have been
independently assessed as being able to conduct and
document thorough site assessments, undertaking
work compliant with the EA and PCA Code of Practice.
Uniquely, members also have the ability to offer
independent, insurance backed guarantees.

Knotweed treatment programmes should include
management plans to demonstrate that a client’s
future land use objectives can be met (the PCA Code
of Practice acknowledges that herbicide treatment
alone is not normally enough to allow development
to progress on previously impacted land). 

The expertise and credibility of a PCA member enables
them to complete contracted excavations or provide
experienced technicians to oversee excavation works.
The objective of knotweed excavation is to ensure
that the optimum volume of land is excavated.
Excavating too much is inefficient and costly, while
too little will not lead to Knotweed remediation. 

Estimates or quotations will normally be provided
free of charge when quoting against a specification.
However, a fee may be charged if advisory work is
involved. Clients are advised to confirm their
instructions with the contractor from the outset.

For specific information relating to Japanese
knotweed, its identification and the legal issues
associated with this invasive weed see EA 
( https://www.gov.uk/japanese-knotweed-giant-hog-
weed-and-other-invasive-plants ) and PCA Codes of
Practice (CoP). ( http://www.property-care.org/profes-
sionals/technical-documents/ ) ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The Property Care Association
Tel: 0844 375 4301
pca@propety-care.org
www.property-care.org

1. Access for plant and logistics for the removal of
knotweed need to be assessed; 

2. Excavation of knotweed impacted land should
favour on-site solutions such as relocation and/or
burial; these must comply with the EA CoP.
Removal off-site needs to comply with Waste
Management Regulations;

3. Agree a Knotweed Management Plan as 
recommended by the EA. An outline plan may
form the basis of an estimate or quote but should
ultimately evaluate methods of remediation
against site objectives;

4. Implement the Knotweed Management Plan,
treating or removing knotweed-impacted land as
appropriate. Ensure that the chosen specialist
has suitably qualified staff, that the specialist
company is financially able to carry out the work
and can offer suitable independent Insurance
Backed Guarantees – IBG’s;

5. Ensure that all remediation work is fully documented
and recorded in order to meet all legal obligations.
A PCA accredited specialist will keep their own
records and will have procedures in place to make
such information available to their clients.

5 steps to deal
with Japanese

knotweed where
development is

proposed:

https://www.gov.uk/japanese-knotweed-giant-hog-weed-and-other-invasive-plants
https://www.gov.uk/japanese-knotweed-giant-hog-weed-and-other-invasive-plants
https://www.gov.uk/japanese-knotweed-giant-hog-weed-and-other-invasive-plants
http://www.property-care.org/profes-sionals/technical-documents/
http://www.property-care.org/profes-sionals/technical-documents/
http://www.property-care.org/profes-sionals/technical-documents/
mailto:pca@propety-care.org
http://www.property-care.org


In the last few years leading experts within the
Japanese Knotweed industry working closely
with the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors,
major lenders, building societies, the Property
Care Association, insurance underwriters and
more recently revised Government regulations
have combined to both resolve and assist
private and public land owners with solutions
to Japanese Knotweed infestations.

The outcome has been the adoption of advice
from the RICS which in turn removes the risk
identified by lenders and by the Property Care
Association Invasive Weed Group members who
now have access to 10 year insured treatment
policies. This has been followed by Home Office
guidance designed to enforce control and to
protect property owners from infestation spread
from adjoining land i.e. more specific legislation.
The guidance explains how Council officers or
police can use community protection notices to
“stop or prevent” people allowing growth of
Japanese Knotweed if it is causing problems. 
It is important to understand that the public
sector are not exempt from this guidance and
local government and public sector land has
the same obligations as private.

Individuals who ignore control orders will have
committed a criminal offence and can be fined
up to £2,500, organisations could be fined up to
£20,000.

The problems caused 
by Japanese Knotweed
and how to deal with them

The problems caused 
by Japanese Knotweed
and how to deal with them

We hope that this will lead to improved collaboration
between neighbours, local authorities and
miscellaneous land owners where cross boundary
issues have historically been difficult to resolve.
Composite treatment programmes between all
parties is the sensible way forward.

What would we recommend? The first and
obvious questions is “Do we need to control or
do we prefer to eradicate?”

Assuming the answer is to eradicate then as
with most things seek professional advice but
choose wisely.

If you choose control then compare the cost of
continuous control without defined outcome with
the induction of professional expertise and peace
of mind for at least 10 years.

There is no singular solution to the problem, it is
always dependent upon individual circumstances,
usually dictated by other constraints from an
infestation in a domestic garden through to a
redevelopment programme which requires more
immediate actions for the sale of land or a
redevelopment proposal with a strict timetable
for construction implementation. In the last
twelve months we have dealt with a small single
stand in a front garden through to a major
infestation on a multi-million pound superstore
retail development. 



Example of Japanese Knotweed
breaking through a brick wall

Example of Japanese Knotweed
destroying a canal side kerb

Does Japanese Knotweed spread? Example of Japanese Knotweed
destroying a car park

www.knotweed-uk.com

What you should be looking for:

• Expert site assessment.

• A follow up report and proposal in 
the form of a Japanese Knotweed
management plan.

• The plan should include consideration of
the options and an explanation as to how
the recommended action was arrived at.

• The plan should include or be accompanied
by costs or a programme of costs.

• If relevant to circumstances you should
be offered an appropriate warranty for
the work and the option of an insured
guarantee.

• If you accept the Japanese Knotweed 
management plan and associated costs
you should be offered a contract to agree
the works with the Japanese Knotweed
specialist.

Experts within the Japanese Knotweed industry
such as ourselves will be compliant with
adopted code of practice and can offer options
for eradication.

Remember, if you want to know more or simply
seek advice then your contact will always be
welcomed.

Guide to Japanese Knotweed: If you would like a
free copy of our Guide to Japanese Knotweed
please email michael@i-v-m.co.uk to request one.

Invasive Vegetation Management and Treatment Limited
Company Registered in England No. 6381111 • VAT Reg No. 920 6549 28

Invasive Vegetation Management 
and Treatment Limited

☎ 0121 366 8916

http://www.knotweed-uk.com
mailto:michael@i-v-m.co.uk


Reducing energy costs 
while cutting emissions
Gregor Paterson-Jones, Managing Director of Energy Efficiency at the UK Green
Investment Bank gives an overview of how investing in energy efficiency can help
reduce costs as well as carbon emissions…

It’s hard to believe that the Green Investment Bank
has only been in existence for 2 years. In that time,
we have backed almost 40 new projects which will

mobilise up to £5bn into the UK’s green economy. 

More importantly, all of these projects will be profitable.
Once built, they will generate an annual net profit of
between £10m to £15m for taxpayers.

Delivering a UK wide impact, we have financed vital
new infrastructure, activated private capital and we
are innovating so others can follow.

These themes might well be our key messages, 
however, the last one of innovating so others can
follow is perhaps more applicable when it comes to
reducing costs for public services.

We are leading the way in financing ground breaking
technologies, helping to create new markets and
building inventive financial products on fully 
commercial terms.

Let me give you 3 examples from the last 2 years, 
at Westernmost Rough in Yorkshire, we are backing
pioneering new offshore wind technology and in
London, with TEG Biogas, we are turning the capitals’
waste into renewable electricity. 

Lastly, in Glasgow, we used our Green Loan to help
the city make the switch to low energy street lighting
with the cost of repayments covered by their energy
savings. 

We are working hard to replicate this across the UK
as lighting our streets can account for as much as
30% of a local authority’s energy consumption. 

Adding new technology to older infrastructure is one
of the best ways of reducing energy consumption
and saving money in the public sector. We can help
with building retrofits, onsite generation, industrial
processes and infrastructure.

Retrofitting technologies, such as LED lighting, heat
exchangers and smart metering, could save UK 
businesses £3bn to £5bn a year, according to the
Carbon Trust, the energy saving advisory body. 

This could easily be replicated in the public sector.
One of our priority sectors for investment is public
sector energy efficiency, especially in the NHS and
local authorities where we have a track record of
activity.

We have developed an innovative offering with the
Green Loan and the Health Sector Energy Efficiency
Programme. It allows us to use the full spectrum of
financing across debt and equity with the ability to
fund long-term projects.

Our experience with Glasgow City Council Green Loan
shows local authorities can retrofit their streetlights
with LEDs, and using the savings to repay the capital
and interest used to finance them, and in certain
cases structured with cash left over from day one. 

In September, we concluded a deal with De Lage
Landen (DLL) to announce a new £50m funding
alliance focused on NHS energy efficiency projects.

The first project funded by the alliance is a £7.5m
investment into Queen’s Medical Centre in Nottingham,
part of Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust,
where £7.5m is being invested to finance the 
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installation of a suite of energy production and
reduction measures. 

The project has been developed under the Carbon
and Energy Fund (CEF) framework and it will be 
delivered by the energy services company, Interserve.

As with previous NHS energy efficiency projects, the
Trusts and Health Boards that will benefit from the
new funding won’t need to find the capital upfront.
The money saved by reducing their energy bills more
than covers the cost of the repayments.

GIB estimates that energy efficiency measures could,
across the UK, cut the NHS’s current £750m energy
bill by up to 20%, saving £150m each year.

Investing in energy efficiency isn’t just about cost 
savings and environmental benefits. Investment in
energy efficiency could provide the NHS with more
reliable and resilient systems that would significantly
reduce costs and operating risks. 

Energy efficiency technologies can also be used 
to improve industrial processes such as pumps, 

refrigeration and heating, motors and how we use
water. They can be used to generate heat and 
electricity on-site, often using renewable fuel sources.
And small changes like a switch to low-energy lighting
can add up quickly. We recently helped NCP to change
all the light bulbs in their 149 car parks to low energy,
saving themselves 65% on their energy bill.

We don’t have to look far for examples of good 
practice like these. And it doesn’t have to be large
multi-national companies. 

We recently helped Bernard Matthews install 179
renewable energy boilers in their turkey farms, 
helping them towards their target of sustainably 
generating 100% of their own energy. In the whisky
industry we are working with a number of distilleries,
helping them lower their costs and reduce their risks.
Our first project at Tomatin distillery, just south of
Inverness, cut the cost and carbon emissions of pro-
ducing the single malt that’s exported to 40 countries.

As we celebrate our 2-year anniversary, we closed a
further round of deals in the energy efficiency market.
The first was in the financial sector, a new area for
us. Global banking group Citi put in place innovative
energy efficiency measures to cut their energy use
by 10% at its London data centre with energy efficient
cooling units and efficiency improvements to the
building’s air conditioning system.

I hope these examples have given you the impression
that energy efficiency is an option for everyone.
Whether you are running an organisation that’s big
or small I’m confident that we can help you save
money, modernise your systems and improve your
environmental performance. We stand ready to back
these types of projects and can do it in a way that
means you do not have any up-front costs with 
payments made from the savings in energy costs. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Gregor Paterson-Jones 
Managing Director of Energy Efficiency
UK Green Investment Bank
enquiries@greeninvestmentbank.com
www.greeninvestmentbank.com

Gregor Paterson-Jones, Managing Director of Energy
EfficiencyUK Green Investment Bank
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Renewable Energy company, RWE
Innogy, urges the Prime Minister to
maintain his support for wind 

farms and suggests reforms that would
increase efficiency and reduce the number
of turbines. 

How do you cut the number of wind 
turbines, reduce their reliance on subsidy
and increase the energy produced?

That’s the challenge we in the onshore wind
industry face. The Prime Minister says
people are “fed up” with the number of wind
farms and there ought to be no more subsidy
in the next parliament.

As it happens, the polls show strong public
backing for onshore wind power, but we
recognise that some people have an issue
with wind farms.

However, there is a way out of the 
conundrum that will satisfy almost everyone:
fewer, more efficient and visually improved
turbines. 

Like all good businesspeople, we’re 
constantly looking to lower costs and be
more efficient in our operations, something
that will reduce subsidies over the long-term. 

There are two ways in which we can reduce

David Cameron has 
an energy problem
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the number of turbines while boosting 
their output.

Firstly, we want to replace older turbines at
existing sites with newer, more efficient
models, as we propose to do at our Kirkby
Moor wind farm in Cumbria. Secondly, we’re
looking to introduce slightly larger turbines
at new build projects. As a general rule,
adding an extra 5 metres of height would
boost the energy output of a turbine by 
over 10%.

Taller turbines can access ‘better’ wind – that
is, wind unaffected by low-level turbulence
– and carry bigger blades. That reduces the



number of wind turbines you need at a site,
cutting manufacturing costs, but increasing
the amount of electricity produced.

Unfortunately, planning precedents in the UK
make it difficult for a wind turbine to be
installed on land if it is more than 125 metres
from base to tip, and it means we can’t buy
from a standardised set across the European
supply chain.

If The Department for Communities and
Local Government issued updated guidance
to local planning officers, a number of
opportunities would open up. By permitting
a small increase in height, the UK could

reduce the number of turbines at wind
farms, see an increase in electricity 
produced, and reduce its dependence on
foreign fossil fuels. The move would also
help us reduce costs and therefore subsidies,
whilst creating a British wind turbine supply
chain that could sell to a wider market 
across Europe.

“As it happens, the polls show
strong public backing for on-
shore wind power, but we
recognise that some people
have an issue with wind
farms.”

None of this means people will see ‘monster
turbines’ springing up across the country-
side. We only need to go a little bit higher,
an additional 5 to 10 metres. People will see
little discernible visual difference in the size
of turbines.

Back in 2012, the Prime Minister told 
planners to “get off people’s backs” or face

Mike Parker
Head of Onshore UK
RWE Innogy UK
Tel: 01793 474100
www.rwe.com 
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the consequences. Embracing that reforming
approach on wind turbines, as well as in
dealing with the backlog of onshore wind
applications stuck in the planning system,
can deliver the results we all want to see –
less subsidy for onshore, less impact from
developments and cleaner domestic energy
that keeps the lights on. 
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Kirkby Moor wind farm – which is
now being repowered

Mike Parker, Head of Onshore UK, RWE Innogy UK
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A future flood resilient 
built environment 
One in 6 homes are now under threat of flooding from rivers, sea and surface water.
BRE’s Centre for Resilience is calling for a new approach to dealing with the risks
along with investment and the development of innovative technologies to improve
flood resilience. Director of the Centre, Dr Stephen Garvin reports…

From weather bombs to hurricane Bawbag our
climate is becoming ever more unpredictable
and the threats to property and infrastructure

significant. 

Climate change may have significant implications for
the built environment, with impacts likely on buildings,
energy, transport, ICT and water infrastructure.
Analysis from the UK Climate Change Risk Assessment
(CCRA) indicates that the built environment will be
affected by extreme weather events with flooding as
one of the highest order of risks.

With this in mind BRE’s Centre for Resilience recently
launched its flood resilience policy paper ‘A Future
Flood Resilient Built Environment’ which calls on 
government to adopt a new approach for tackling
flooding which is a risk to over 5 million homes in the
UK alone. 

In the past it was thought that a flood defence 
strategy could protect communities and individuals,
and their property. Government recently announced
£2.3bn spending on improving flood defences – this
investment will protect 300,000 homes which is
great. We also need a new approach to flood 
management to reduce the risks further as climate
change and increasing urbanisation create greater
exposure to flooding. This should be based on
resilience where we make space for water and adapt
our infrastructure for the inevitability of flooding.
Critical factors are investment in research and 
innovation to support this paradigm shift.

The paper urges the government to think about the
rise in surface water flooding, prevalent in urban

areas as this requires a more adaptive flood 
management approach. Surface water management
needs to be embedded in the new developments we
construct with things like sustainable urban drainage
systems, green roofs to decrease water run off as
well as localised flood resilient technologies.

“Government recently announced £2.3bn
spending on improving flood defences –
this investment will protect 300,000 homes
which is great.”

It raises questions about the thousands of new 
properties built each year in flood risk areas, increas-
ing the overall exposure and vulnerability of the built
environment. There are currently no building regula-
tions and standards that adequately cover the design
and construction of resilient buildings. Research and
innovation in this area would result in the development
of resilient buildings that meet high sustainability
standards in other aspects. Current thinking needs 
to be converted into a series of demonstration and
test sites to provide technical solutions that can be
adopted by designers and builders.

The paper identifies the lack of effective guidance
documents, tools, standards and certification
schemes related to the resilience of the built 
environment, therefore the construction industry
does not have the capacity and capability to provide
effective resilience solutions for new and existing
buildings. Education, training and CPD for designers,
builders, product manufacturers and property 
managers is necessary. Dedicated resources should
be put towards education in current courses, through
to current managers and directors in the industry.
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It explains how research and innovation on the 
management of water at neighbourhood/community
to city level is required. BRE has carried out research
on the LifE project which demonstrated potential
sustainable master-planning opportunities, but 
further research and implementation is required to
develop viable (economic, financial, social, technical
and environmental) solutions. Discussions should
take place on the need for a compulsory assessment
of flood risk for all buildings in the UK. The opportunity
for PLP and other flood resilience measures should be
determined.

“There are currently no building
regulations and standards that adequately
cover the design and construction of
resilient buildings.”

The aim of the White Paper is to encourage successful
approaches that address existing and future develop-
ments in the built environment. Resilient solutions can
be developed through research and innovation, but
there is a need to address policy and practice in order
for such solutions to be implemented.

Things are already moving in the financial services
sector, who move quickly in response to risks. One
area of change is in the insurance sector, from 2015
the current approach, the ‘Statement of Principles’,
will no longer apply and instead a scheme known as
‘Flood Re’ will be adopted. It will provide a fund to
offer people at high flood risk who might otherwise
struggle to get affordable flood insurance with cover
at a set price. Insurers will put into the fund those
high flood risk homes they feel unable to insure
themselves, with the premium to cover the flood risk
part of the household premium capped.

Customers should not notice any difference and 
will continue to be insured. However, the changes
will result in a need for insurers to better manage
their risk, especially for high risk areas. As a result
investment in property level protection may need to
be considered by owners, and at least better infor-
mation on where such measures have been installed
will be required.

Research by the University of Dundee for the Scottish
government involved a survey that made a preliminary
assessment of possible societal implications of the
insurance change. A particular area of concern
expressed by insurance industry representatives is
that they have had difficulty to date in accessing
information on improvements which may substantially
reduce the flood risk for individual properties in a
format that would enable those data to be used for
commercial purposes.

On this point BRE is working with AXA Insurance and
Lexis-Nexis on the difficulty of insurers accessing
information on improvements to buildings to manage
flood risk. The Property Flood Resilience Database
(PFR-d) project is funded by Innovate UK and will
result in the means to inform insurers of relevant
measures that have been taken. 

What the insurance industry is currently not able to
take into account is the investment made by the
insured and the government on protecting properties
through implementing flood resilience. The project
will be undertaken to develop a prototype, involving
the gathering and sorting of information on Property
Level Protection and resilience of buildings, it will
develop the framework for the PFR-d (combining
existing datasets with the new PFR-d) and will then
pilot the process through a trial area in the UK.

The white paper will be further presented to 
government departments throughout the UK, as 
well as leading industry organisations. A copy can 
be found at www.bre.co.uk/resilience. ■
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Director – Centre for Resilience
BRE 
Tel: +44 (0)1355 576200
garvins@bre.co.uk
www.bre.co.uk/resilience
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Martin Fairley Research Director at ACO Water Management explains how
SuDS have been utilised to achieve effective surface water management
and biodiversity…

Acollaboration between Leicester City Council,
Asda, ISG and ACO Water Management has
enabled a first in sustainable urban drainage

(SuDs) within a supermarket development. The inte-
grated drainage solution combines proprietary and
vegetative systems to achieve effective surface water
management, whilst introducing a level of biodiversity
never attained before on a retail development.  

The project had strict planning guidelines that
required two swale inlets to be incorporated onto
the site. Working within these guidelines, Asda’s site
feasibility team and ACO worked closely with Chryse
Tinsley, the council’s landscape architect, to move
away from the more common permeable paving
solution, towards a cost-effective engineered system –
integrating vegetative elements and proprietary
products that effectively manages stormwater on or
near the surface.

Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS)
SuDS is based on an underlying philosophy designed
to counter the evident problems of urbanisation and
climate change – where it is becoming increasingly
untenable to discharge to an aged, over capacity,
centralised sewer treatment infrastructure or to
groundwater or a water course. Supermarkets present
large, often impermeable areas that shed water to
discharge downstream. As such, they are rainwater
intensive. In addition, the pollutants introduced from
run-off through vehicle operation can have an
adverse ecological impact.

SuDS present methodologies and tools to re-examine
how surface water run-off is managed – controlling
it at site level and effectively decentralising and
decoupling any negative components of run-off
(volume, rate or quality) from receiving waters and
managing on the surface, using natural vegetative and
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manufactured features and products in combination
with modelling, engineering, design and creativity
that benefits flora, fauna and those who live nearby.

Surface water management for Asda
The car park gradient was set at 1:60 – falling away
from the building towards a site boundary positioned
swale feature. A high capacity slot drainage system
was installed over an approximate 90m length,
serving a catchment of over 4000m2. Specified with
shallow drainage inverts of 225mm Ø, the system
enables a treatment train to be employed, where
surface run-off cascades through a number of
treatment components en-route to eventual outfall. 

Surface water treatment
The first treatment stage comprises a shallow 
sub-surface granular stone media, to facilitate filtration
and biodegradation as well as usefully slowing the
flow of run-off.

With this feature allowing ‘on surface’ car parking, it’s
crucial that the aggregate is protected from sediments
that might otherwise bind the media. For this, two
components are employed for evaluation: a filter
device installed in the outlet chambers, designed to
filter particulates over 0.5mm; and polystyrene
filled sacks that sit in the gully, providing adsorbent
properties to which particulates bind.

Water is further converged via four manhole chambers,
two of which also serve roof and service yard areas.
Three manholes subsequently deliver water to the
receiving swale. This necessitated a shallow invert
design throughout; making use of the surface gradient
of 1:60 – in combination with specifically designed
shallow channel outlets.

The Swale installation

Continued on page 39…
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The Association has been in existence in
some form since 1981 when the
Association of CCTV Surveyors was

inaugurated by fledgling companies to break
what was perceived as a monopoly by the 2
UK pioneer companies. The name change
occurred when flow survey companies joined
in 1996; this allowed for companies in asso-
ciated disciplines to gain admission.

We regard the maintenance of standards to
be of paramount concern to safeguard the
good name and continuance of an industry
for which we have worked hard. Good health
and safety practices, sound workmanship
and employment practices, ongoing operator
training, good customer service and sound
common sense are expected of our members.

Our members operate in specialist drain and
sewer maintenance areas carrying out works
such as cctv inspections of drains, sewers and
culverts, flow monitoring, manhole surveys,
cleaning and descaling, blockage clearance,
small diameter pipe replacement/refurbish-
ment and minor civil engineering works. 

Many member companies have grown over
the years and are now considered to be
among the larger companies in their respective
fields, while some have been acquired by
larger companies and have been re-organised
to meet the changing market place and others
chose to remain small to serve local needs. 

Manufacturers and suppliers have also 
supported us with their membership over
the years and we have been able to work in
partnership to the benefit of all. 

The Association continues to meet its estab-
lished objective, among which are:

To act as a forum for closer working relation-
ship between manufacturers, contractors and
designers in ensuring that technological
development and improved contracting services
go hand in hand with common commercial
interest.

Customer needs and service standards in
performance, financial, quality and safety
terms are identified and guidance on their
achievement given on request.

Audit procedures have been established 
to ensure that members comply with the
standards set and to deal with any non-
compliance. A service is also provided for
arbitration, conciliation and expert witness
advice.

The development and promotion of appro-
priate training programmes whether in asso-
ciation with Develop, the Water Companies
or EU Skills in order to set operative training
standards, to accredit those achieving these
requirements and to ensure that these 
standards are upheld. 

We have had substantial input into the 
publication of The Manual of Sewer Defect
Classification – Fifth Edition (WRc) and the
new apprenticeship scheme for drainage
operators (EU Skills) in the recent past.

Discussions are ongoing regarding future
training needs within the CCTV inspection
industry.

The National Sewerage Association
Tel: 0208 330 0123
nsa@sewerage.org
www.sewerage.org

The National 
Sewerage Association
Setting the standards

The Association lobbies and liaises with
those bodies that can influence members’
interests, is represented on several Standards
committees and seeks to achieve National
and International recognition. It also acts as
a focus for external enquiry for the industry
and the general public.

The Association provides editorials on a wide
range of membership interest subjects to
several trade publications and we give support
to the Drain Trader who provide information
and a voice for the smaller specialist companies
in the field.

Further details can be obtained from the 
Secretary at 42 Manor Drive North, New
Malden, Surrey KT3 5NY (Tel: 0208 330
0123), email: nsa@sewerage.org or visit our
website, www.sewerage.org.

mailto:nsa@sewerage.org
http://www.sewerage.org
mailto:nsa@sewerage.org
http://www.sewerage.org
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High performance surface water treatment plant
The site’s petrol filling station is drained via a 
conventional oil separator to a detention basin to
the north of the main swale. To further treat the
potentially high pollution load, a high performance
surface water treatment plant was installed. The
system used effectively removes the majority of
sediments and also treats dissolved metals such as
copper and zinc. The system uses proprietary filters
to remove and contain pollutants providing a point
source for maintenance.

The swales
The ACO SuDS Swale Inlet unit links the proprietary
conveyance drainage systems to the swale, and serves
to dissipate some of the flow energy. The aesthetically
pleasing solution is manufactured from a high strength
sustainable material that offers greater durability.
The inlet detail also cuts installation time.

The swale itself receives run-off from the roof, the
west car park, east car park, service yard, PFS and
access road, and is the final conveyance stage to
outfall. Chryse Tinsley worked closely with main
contractor ISG to ensure the swale was constructed
with appropriate contours. The result is a clear
meandering pathway for the runoff.

Chryse Tinsley said, “Once developed, the planting
regime will provide further opportunities for wildlife
and biodiversity. Planting is expected to flourish over
the next 12 months and for those using the store
the natural features created will provide ambiance
and natural habitat. For nearby domestic premises
the trees, plants and water also provide a natural
dividing line – quelling noise, whilst also providing a
natural visual buffer.”

The scheme design exploits fully the drainage gradient
on site and by combining, in sequence, shallow outlet
inverts with granular sub-bases, filter strips, separators,
detention basins and swales, a treatment train has
been devised with many potential benefits. Water
quality will improve through filtration, biodegradation,
separation and exposure to sunlight. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Martin Fairley 
Research Director
ACO Water Management
Tel: +44 (0)1462 816666
technologies@aco.co.uk
www.aco.co.uk

Continued from page 37…

Filter treatment system
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All businesses, in whatever the state of
development and maturity will use
business processes to deliver services

and goods to their customers. These
processes evolve over time as companies
and public bodies become more mature,
complex with embedded fixes for problems
in the past and are conducted with implicit
rules by front line staff. In the case of public
bodies they are constantly impacted by
changes in government policy also. 

Documenting processes is seen as a painful
process, because it takes a long time,
involves a wide variety of staff and requires
a number of tools to document the out-
comes. Businesses are driven to provide this
document ation for certification, supporting
work instructions and training materials and
in some sectors this documentation is a dif-
ferentiator for winning contracts or demon-
strating good public services. However senior
management still consider this activity low
added value.

In manufacturing it has long been recognised
that viewing, reviewing and streamlining
processes is the key to improving quality, cus-
tomer service and reducing costs. A number
of key tools and techniques have been devel-
oped around this requirement, such as TQM,
Six Sigma and the 5S for example. Manufac-
turing processes tend to be very visible and
as a result can be more easily visualised and
subsequently transferred into words and dia-
grams. Also use of visual aids and problem
solving techniques is well understood.

Applying these sort of techniques to public
bodies and back office functions, such as
finance or HR, and creative functions such as
engineering or project management is much
more difficult. So how do we raise the value
of documenting business processes in the
mind of senior executives, make the exercise
more fulfilling for those engaged in it and
speed up the process of documentation 
and review?

Why and what is Modelling?
So why should business managers be inter-
ested in process modelling? ‘Surely this is
only relevant for certifying our operations?’ It
is fact that most errors and inefficiencies are
due to the way work is performed rather
than due to the person performing it. By
mapping and documenting the business
process it is possible to analyse where
improvements can be made, identify the 
correct balance of work and where to apply
controls. It is also a fact that the longer the
time it has been since businesses have been

Improving performance
and agility
The role of business processes
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reviewed, the less streamlined and poor 
performing they are. 

The statistics are that after 18 months there
is 25% waste introduced into a process and
within 5 years this has grown to 70%.  

So how would each management level
within a business use a process map? They
all need different views of the business and
a flat single level flow chart of the end to end
business process will not provide this. For
example the C band executives will require
a very high level overview of the entire busi-
ness showing how the Core business
processes deliver the business and how they
contribute to the strategy. If the Balanced
Scorecard is used to articulate the strategy,
then this will require targets to be set for the
key business processes.

Middle management will require a more
detailed drill down showing handovers
between functions and how the cross-func-
tional needs of business delivery to cus-
tomers can be in conflict with departmental
objectives or how poor handovers can affect
downstream performance. They also need to
understand how business policy as applied
to their processes impacts performance.

A fault in the interpretation of observations, seen
everywhere, is to suppose that every event
(defect, mistake, accident) is attributable to
someone (usually the one closest at hand), or
is related to some special event. The fact is that
most troubles with service and production lie in
the system and not the people.
Dr. W. Edwards Deming

Service companies go from an EBITDA of 1.3% to
37%* as they become process-driven.
SPI Services Maturity Model 2013



Front Line staff require a fully detailed 
step-by-step, model of the process, showing
the tasks, who does the work and how it
should be done and how to get to work
instructions, particularly for more periodic
processes that are not day to day activities.

Making the Business
Process Model the Centre 
of Day-to-Day Business
Once the business model is complete, it
should be deployed for access by the entire
business. By deploying the model to all staff
a number of objectives can be achieved
including knowledge transfer, continuous
process improvement and increased 
business agility. The key to success will be 
the reuse of that work. There are many
opportunities to do this namely:

Organisational design, such as introducing•
new departments.
Due diligence over mergers and acquisitions.•
Setting realistic process performance•
measures.
Identifying role requirements, supporting•
competency definition and resource planning.

Supporting business improvement initiatives•
and the application of technology.
Supporting internal audits for security and•
segregation of duties, and quality certification
such as ISO.
Training of staff who are new hires or •
promotions.

This represents a significant benefit to the
business and therefore should not be missed.
The key to ensuring this, is gaining ownership
of the model within the senior executive and
functional departmental management and
demonstrating immediate benefit.

Gaining ownership will only be achieved by
proving the benefit of the approach to those
asked to own both processes and outcomes.
For process owners to effectively use the
business process model on a day-to-day
basis, they will need demonstrable benefits
of its effectiveness. By designing processes
within the model business managers can
apply time and cost so that the cost of deliv-
ery can be assessed; this might be related to
rework loops and the benefit of avoiding
them or skill of the person undertaking the

Rod Horrocks
CEO and Founder 
H3 Partners Ltd
Tel: +44 (0) 777 211 4896
Tel: +44 (0) 845 118 0072
rod@h3partners.co.uk
www.h3partners.co.uk
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activity. If the model is aligned to business
KPI’s realistic targets can be set to drive
improvements and the removal of ‘waste’;
providing the source for ‘lean’ initiatives. 

Managers must be trained in how to use the
model to successfully facilitate process review
and internal organisational redesign, i.e. such
as moving jobs between incumbents and
removing jobs through the application of
technology. 

Making the model central to training and
induction is much easier; by using the model
as a ‘how to’ guide for each business role,
enabling access through the companies
intranet leading to more in depth materials
such as written work instructions or SOP’s,
or videos of the same. Rapid analysis of roles
and job scope is aided by the ‘where used’
report applied to the business role.
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This diagram shows how
the process knowledge
repository feeds all these
initiatives.
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Planning online 
– streamlining the process
Southwark Council explain the move from a paper-based planning
application process to an online version in an attempt to reduce paper
waste and to streamline processes…

Southwark Council has replaced its online 
planning system with Idox’s Public Access
system, a more robust planning portal, widely

used by councils across the country.

The new system will allow the council to improve 
the way it interacts with developers, residents and
stakeholders on issues that affect them.

“Like many local authorities, cost and efficiency is
important to us,” says Dennis Sangweme, Group
Manager – Validation & Fast Track. “We have imple-
mented electronic processes on the majority of the
5000+ planning applications received per year, from
multi-million pound regeneration and development
schemes to residents’ own home improvements.”

The system has a simple interface, making it easy for
users to submit their planning applications online.
Entries are automatically loaded to an online ‘back
office’ so updates to application data or documents are
available online as soon as they occur. It also provides
a standard set of search facilities so that users can
search for planning applications as far back as 1996.

“The system has already made it easier and more
efficient to process around 600 comments the 
council gets each week from residents and other
interested parties on a variety of planning applications”
says Dennis. “It also complements work that has
already been done to make it easier for people to
keep track of developments in their neighbourhoods,
such as Southwark Maps.
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“This allows for greater accessibility and transparency
as applications and comments are instantly published
on the website for the public to view. Making it easier
to view and comment on applications is essential to
ensure that people feel informed and are able to get
involved in decisions that affect their neighbourhoods.”

The previous paper-based process generated up to
two million printed pages per year which is time con-
suming, not environmentally friendly and expensive.

“Our move to an electronic system has changed the
way we handle planning applications and it has allowed
us as a council to work better and faster,” says Dennis. 

“This new way of working will not impact those 
applying for a planning application as the registration,
validation, consultation, assessment and decision
making process will stay the same. 

“The fundamental difference is that processing of
planning applications will be done electronically
instead of printing acres of paper at a huge cost to
the tax payer.”

Southwark Council’s move to an online system is not
surprising. Today, more than 82 per cent of adults in
the UK are online. Completing transactions online has
become second nature. While the private sector now
primarily delivers services online, the use of digital
service platforms in the public sector lags far behind. 

“We have big plans with regards to the way people
consume and respond to local authority information,”
says Dennis. 

“For example, we are working on a free mobile app
for smartphones and tablets to allow users to view
application information and submit comments on
the go. The app will be developed as part of the
Council’s ongoing Customer Access Programme and
MySouthwark to link directly to planning applications
on the new system to allow users to view and submit
comments on applications.

“In addition, neighbourhood consultation letters, 
site notices and press notices have been revised and

abbreviated to link to the Council’s Idox PA platform
to improve visibility and accessibility of notices.”

“Making it easier to view and comment
on applications is essential to ensure that
people feel informed and are able to get
involved in decisions that affect their
neighbourhoods.”

Residents who do not have access to the internet
are encouraged to use facilities at their local libraries
and dedicated ‘My Southwark Service Points’ to
access online services if needed. Postal comments,
when received, are processed into the new system.

As a council, Southwark has already achieved 
thousands of pounds in savings by moving towards
digital service delivery by default in line with the 
government drive.

“However this is not just about saving money,” says
Dennis. “The public increasingly expects to access
services quickly and conveniently at times and in
ways that suit them. It’s not a matter of leaving people
behind but rather, using digital technology to deliver
better services at lower costs.” ■
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www.twitter.com/lb_southwark

Dennis Sangweme,
Group Manager –
Validation and Fast Track
at Southwark Council
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Time to address the skills shortage
Julia Evans, Chief Executive at BSRIA examines the current
construction skills shortage and urges action to help promote
the industry as an attractive career path…

As the influence of the recession begins to fade
and the construction industry sees a return to
growth, all the things that beset us, such as

having too many staff, are now reversing and the
hunt for talent is on.

Recent figures from the CITB report that 200,000
more workers will be needed in the construction
industry by 2020. The Royal Academy of Engineering
reported in 2012, during a period of recession, the
need for the UK to increase the number of science,
technology and maths (STEM) graduates by 100,000
each year just to maintain the status quo. So where
are all these people going to come from?

Total construction employment is expected to hit
2.74 million by 2019 which is slightly less than the
number employed pre-recession in 2008 when 2.86
million were employed. So what has happened to all
the people that used to work in construction, and
are they likely to return? 

We have only to cast our minds back to the height 
of the recession and the precipitate loss of many
workers, including apprentices who were part way
through their courses, to understand that poor 
practice in difficult times has done the industry 
few favours.

Nevertheless, handling the recruitment of new staff 
is an issue that can no longer be ignored. So how can
companies now seeking that elusive new colleague
do their best to persuade the next generation that
the construction industry is a good viable long term
career move?

The National Union of Students has set up a 
commission to examine the Future of Work. The NUS
went out to ask 4000 students and recent graduates
about their view of the world of work. It revealed
some salutary and concerning findings. 
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About a third were pessimistic about the job market
which is an irony given the situation of impending
skill shortages. Respondents saw employers to be at
the heart of the issue (not government) and particu-
larly highlighted issues of low pay and no pay (as in
internships) being key. The other important factor
was the ‘catch 22’ conundrum of employers wanting
work experience; half of the respondents asked saw
that absence of experience was a huge barrier to
employment. And yet, as we know, whilst there are
many excellent work experience schemes available,
the majority of employers do not offer this kind of
opportunity.

Although the young people surveyed by the NUS
didn’t see government as being the driver for change,
many employers do. May 2015 sees our opportunity
to choose the next government. All the main political
parties have education and training as a key plank in
their manifestos. Central to education policy is the
approach taken to apprentices – always a part of the
foundation of construction employment. 

Policies do not differ greatly between the parties in
this regard. All see apprenticeships as being a key
part of future economic success. However, appren-
ticeships are now becoming a key issue with debate
around gross numbers, levels of investment and
interestingly, even producing a whiff of elitism. 

Whilst no one would argue against the drive to
improve overall educational standards, the idea that
apprenticeships are open to those who ‘get the grades’
(Labour), suggests that those for whom vocational
training is a more appropriate avenue to pursue than
A levels or a degree, may find themselves shut out of
the course which will lead them to a sound career.
Similarly, current government proposals (Tory and
LibDem) about change to apprenticeship schemes 
contain plans to change the point at which employer
funding becomes available. This is proposed to alter
from the beginning to the end of a course. Whilst this
change is not so much of a problem for larger employ-
ers, for many SME employers (which are where many
apprentices receive their training) the impact that this
change will have on cash flow may be unsupportable
leading to reductions in apprenticeship numbers. 

So where does all this leave us? Employers are clearly
in the driving seat as far as young people go so let’s
not wait for government to lead. If we want to attract
the best talent we need to look to our methods of
recruitment, our promotion of the changing nature 
of construction industry, packages of benefits and 
the scope of training to ensure we give ourselves 
the best chance of getting the right people into our 
businesses. We need to consider party policy and
vote accordingly. But most of all we need to get on
with addressing this issue now and grasp the situation.
After all, compared with the experiences of the 
recession, this is a good problem to have. ■
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Overriding our Unconscious Bias
Elspeth Burrage, National Chairman of the Association of Women in Property
explains what Unconscious Bias is, and how it can be overcome…

Last year researchers at the University of Illinois
found that people subconsciously assume 
that hurricanes with female names are less

dangerous than the male variety, so they take fewer
precautions.  The result — higher death rates. Is this
the ultimate, most perverse case of Unconscious Bias?

Unconscious Bias (UB) is possibly the buzz term for
2015, but actually it goes back a long way and is
arguably one of the biggest culprits behind gender,
ethnicity and ‘class’ imbalance. We are all conditioned
to think and respond in a certain way, whether that is
based on implicit prejudice, a feeling of familiarity,
preconceptions, appearance and so on. UB applies to
all of us, hence it is one of the most important issues
the property and construction industry should grasp
and deal with.

UB is defined as a psychological phenomenon. We all
have psychological reasons as to why and where we
gain our individual biases that affect our behaviour,
thought processes and decision-making. There are
different forms of UB, including implicit prejudice; a
gravitation towards the ‘safe’ or familiar; stereotyping
based on, for example, preconceptions of race or
gender; assumptions about someone, based on
their physical appearance; ‘covering’ ie when people
try to disguise part of who they are, for example their
class, sexual orientation, a medical issue; and being
‘in group’ or ‘out group’, for example, straight or gay,
male or female, Christian or Muslim, leading to overt
or unconscious segregation.

When faced with this barrage of psychological 
stumbling blocks, it’s surprising any of us make any
progress at all. My company, DTZ, with Women in

Property under the Mid Career Taskforce banner, 
is rolling out a series of workshops on UB for our
own staff, members and guests. We get involved in
role-play, and discussion, to demonstrate how we all
succumb to UB and how we can acknowledge and
override it. 

So here’s a starter for ten.  Be realistic, rather than
attempting fundamental change, start by recognising
and managing your biases, for example in appraisals
and interviews. Look for the facts, be open to seeing
and hearing what’s there and don’t depend on ‘rule
of thumb’. Add value by working with colleagues to
find ways to identify and calibrate skills, ensuring
equity above difference. Instead of relying on the
usual suspects, give opportunities to others to pres-
ent ideas, lead meetings and speak at conferences.
Recognise how you’re thinking about a situation – is
your decision based on rationale, or feelings?

Let me finish with an anecdote told by a colleague
who, very recently, attended a discussion on diversity.
As they went through the usual ‘Housekeeping’ they
were treated to the Fire Alarm scenario, with the 
following explanation from the host, “No fire alarm is
expected but if there is one, a female voice will signify
that this is not a real fire and therefore no evacuation
is necessary, however a male voice…”. Is there a 
hurricane heading this way? ■
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The NBS BIM Toolkit evolution
Stephen Hamil, Director of Design and Innovation at the NBS, outlines how the
NBS BIM Toolkit has been received around the country and what happens next…

Back in 2010, I remember listening to Paul 
Morrell, the then chief construction adviser,
present the government’s Construction 

Strategy and being inspired by the radical vision of
the part Building Information Modelling (BIM) would
play in transforming the construction industry.

To think that now, nearly four years on, NBS is in a
position to complete Level 2 BIM, and in advance of
the government’s 2016 deadline for its use on public
sector projects, is very exciting.

In the last issue of Planning and Building Control Today,
I explained how the necessary pieces in the Level 2 BIM
jigsaw are moving into place, with the development and
impending ‘soft launch’ of the NBS BIM Toolkit.

To recap, the Toolkit is a web-based resource, 
tailor-made to guide users through the construction
process. At the heart of the project is a standardised
and digitally-enabled classification system coupled
with a level-of-definition reference library and digital
plan of work tool. 

Combined, these have the power to transform the
delivery of construction projects for all disciplines and
across all scales of projects; from large infrastructure
schemes to small, domestic scale works.

Given the confusion that still remains over what
Level 2 BIM actually means or constitutes, the 
completion of such a defining suite of documents is
critical to further BIM adoption and the enhanced
building design and delivery this will bring.

The NBS-led team has been working hard to ensure
the BIM Toolkit is easy to use and offers step-by-step

support to define, manage and verify responsibility
for information development and delivery at each
stage of the asset lifecycle.

Whilst the NBS BIM Toolkit is being delivered by NBS in
conjunction with colleagues from BIM Academy, BDP,
Laing O’Rourke, Mott MacDonald, Microsoft, Newcastle
University and RICS, its development has benefitted
from input from a wide range of construction industry
professionals. 

Over the first few months of the project, the team
consulted with architects, clients, contractors, 
engineers, manufacturers and facility managers and
latterly, over the last month, the NBS BIM Toolkit has
been taken on the road around the UK in association
with the UK Government’s BIM Task Group’s BIM Hubs.

In addition to demonstrations at major industry
events such as Ecobuild, these free events have 
provided construction professionals in all regions 
of the UK with an early opportunity to preview and
comment on the Toolkit.

Feedback has been invaluable and a number of
recurring themes have emerged. For example, it is
clear that Level 2 BIM is not just about design but
managing the entire information set. Yes, graphical
representations of doors or boilers are important,
but equally so is the documentation of a solid brief,
the clear allocation of tasks and responsibilities and
any results of the consultation process.

The importance of the early stages (0 & 1) in the new
plan of work has also been made clear; making sure
you are thinking strategically before thinking about
the products.
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Above all though, these various events have made
the team more certain than ever that the Toolkit has
the very real potential to transform the procurement
of buildings and infrastructure by defining and testing
the BIM data required at each stage of the project.

“Whilst the NBS BIM Toolkit is being
delivered by NBS in conjunction with
colleagues from BIM Academy, BDP,
Laing O’Rourke, Mott MacDonald,
Microsoft, Newcastle University and
RICS, its development has benefitted
from input from a wide range of
construction industry professionals.” 

With this in mind, we are very excited about moving
the NBS BIM Toolkit website from private beta to
public beta, at which time the industry can actually
start using the Toolkit on its Level 2 BIM projects.

This ‘soft launch’ of the Toolkit will happen on April
8th to coincide with BIM Show Live, one of the UK’s
leading BIM events, to be held in Manchester.

In addition to a wealth of technical content, users 
will be able to access a support area that will include
a series of articles providing expert advice on a range
of relevant subjects such as; the concept behind
Level 2 BIM, the levels of definition for construction
objects and how to develop employer’s information
requirements.

Free-to-use, the NBS BIM Toolkit will empower all
parts of the construction industry.

Clients and managers of assets will be able to 
comprehensively define information requirements 
to ensure their needs are met and better project
outcomes are guaranteed. 

Design and construction teams will be able to
assemble a team with clearly assigned roles and
responsibilities to work collaboratively on their Level
2 BIM projects.

Finally, manufacturers will be able to provide 
digital information quickly and easily to specifiers 
on thousands of construction projects.

In summary, by proving the answer to achieving 
Level 2 BIM, the Toolkit will immediately start solving
some of the problems the construction industry 
has struggled to overcome by moving it from an 
analogue system of working into a digital world.

It will also ensure that the UK construction industry
capitalises on the clarity of its public sector vision for
BIM. A unique vision that is increasingly being followed
by the private sector and a digital approach that will
put the UK in a position of worldwide leadership. ■

To create your first BIM Toolkit project, go to
www.theNBS.com/BIMToolkit
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At the Viewpoint North American user
conference in Portland Oregon earlier
this year I presented the theory behind

Viewpoint’s BIM strategy. Because our goal
of developing the best Common Data Envi-
ronment in global construction is heavily
influenced by the UK BIM mandate, the 
diagrams and processes of PAS1192:2/3 
featured heavily, and information exchange
and activities either side of the contract line
were discussed in some depth. Nowadays,
the audience rates the speakers on mobile
devices and comments were captured in
snappy tweet sized snippets, so the feedback
wasn’t long in coming.  The most fascinating
was ‘Very informative, but the session wasn’t
about BIM’. If the process of building an
information model as a team to inform and
enrich the design – build – operate lifecycle
isn’t BIM, what then is? 

It’s clear that BIM means many things to
many people. 

This seemingly bizarre comment made me
think. Words and concepts behind acronyms
are overshadowed by the desire to adopt
new technologies to improve the processes
and parts of the project puzzle the beholder
occupies. The designers see reusable design
artefacts, the contractors see the greatly
improved design review process, estimators
can see the quantity take-off potential, and
the clients are promised better handover
information. It’s rather similar to the Indian
fable of The Blind Men and the Elephant – the
true form of BIM is masked by perspective. 

At 4Projects by Viewpoint in Newcastle 
we see the whole picture, or indeed, the 
elephant in the room, every day. Our users
span the entire asset lifecycle from concept
sketches, through construction and use to
demolition. The B555 roadmap describes

the need for a common data environment
on both sides of the contract line so that
information in the project information model
(PIM) can be curated collaboratively by the
tier 1 appointments and their supply chains,
before being passed into an asset informa-
tion model (AIM) for the clients operational
use. Critically this AIM information should be
structured in the same way as PIM. When the
next project starts, the information can be
churned back into the project as a key 
element of the briefing and tender process.
But the self-populating employers information
requirements (EIR) based on learnt wisdom
from previous projects is currently a long way
from fruition.  

Car manufacturers have already created
cleaner flows of products and data from
inception to the hands of consumers. A new
car comes with a handbook on operation and
maintenance, the specification of the wiring
or chassis is not relevant to the owner. In a
similar way a building should be delivered
with a well ordered handbook of relevant
information. COBie is designed for this pur-
pose; although each building is unique and
requires tailoring of the required elements. 

Why, also, do major construction companies
and design practices adopt an internal facing
strategy for BIM, when the government is
encouraging a more external facing collabo-
rative approach? Moving past this phase as
we approach 2016 is the key challenge, and
no one business can do it alone. 

Perhaps delivering Level 2 ahead of the 
mandate is stalling for some because they
believe their partners haven’t completed the
required work to reach this level, and focus
therefore on matters that can be addressed
today like developing a clash detection strategy,
or deploying new BIM authoring software.

BIM: The bigger picture
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One of the most commonly cited shortcomings
is the quality of EIRs. Lacking a fundamental
digital project briefing document draws the
focus away from creating a rigorous COBie
delivery process. This is a symptom however,
rather than the cause. How can a client prepare
an adequate EIR when they don’t know what
data they need, or are able to, procure. 

Contractor

Client

Consultants



With prime responsibility are the facilities
management software vendors. It is often
said that until the FM tools can take COBie,
the requirements cannot be set and, in turn
delivered. FM software vendors refute this.
They say that as soon as they know which
parts of COBie their customers care about,
they’ll happily map COBie to their tool with-
out risking access to legacy data. The FM
world is aware of BIM and its consequences,
but delivering BIM for FM tools which are
fully ‘COBie ready’ is like designing HD ready
televisions in the days when we only had 4
channels. The recent release of BS1192:4
was a key step towards BIM for FM in the UK,
but software is not developed overnight and
until this standard takes hold in live contracts
the scope of works will remain incomplete.

Clients also take issue with the project team
for not offering a menu of data for them to
choose from; a kind of data takeaway menu
allowing decisions to be made at the tender
stage about which bidder offers not only the
best price and value in terms of the physical
project, but allowing the data product on
offer to be judged as part of the process. But
as with the FM conundrum the contractor
counters with the need to understand the
scope of works before pricing the job. As it
is, BIM consultants are currently working
hard to uncover the client’s data needs by
playing the role of a digital archaeologist, and
the resultant bespoke EIRs lack consistency.

The government is also to blame for weak
BIM Execution Plans leading to BIM projects
resembling traditional projects but with more
models and some new software tools.  ‘They
haven’t even finished Level 2, so how can we
work to it?’ This is true; it isn’t all there yet
despite 2016 approaching fast, and the situ-
ation described may appear to be a Mexican
standoff, but the government has addressed

the issues they are charged with resolving
believing it will have a domino effect on the
other issues that prevent progress. They
believe that through standardisation and a
mandated process, a world leading construc-
tion industry will prosper in the UK, selling
its services to the world whilst delivering
better projects at home.  

Substantial investment in UK construction
has delivered the right platform to deliver
more efficient, more predictable and better
informed projects than ever before. The
1192 suite of documents has been designed
and delivered to address the situations 
discussed above. The classification system
required to unify the way we order work
across the supply chain to deliver informa-
tion exchanges has been chosen and is on
its way to delivery. The dPoW work is under-
way to allow clients to plan their projects and
specify their requirements in a standardised
way. All this with the COBie schema man-
dated some time ago to offer a framework
for passing information from PIM to AIM,
combined with the imminent EIR template
make for a compelling description and facil-
itator for Level 2 BIM maturity. When all of
this effort is outlined, or even distilled into
the Bew-Richards wedge, which first
appeared in 2008 it is no wonder the world
is paying attention, this includes global 
software providers like Viewpoint. 

Although UK defined, these are not just UK
specific issues. Every modern construction
industry needs to extract structured data from
their projects, distilling it into information,
which, combined and interrogated produces
knowledge, impacting their business with
wisdom won. 

As for BIM, has the concept outgrown its
acronym? Maybe it’s just ‘Big Data’ with BIM

John Adams
BIM Product Owner
4Projects by Viewpoint 
Tel: +44 (0)845 330 9007
sales@4projects.com
www.4projects.com
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processes as a mere source. We now have
software as a service (SaaS) databases for
construction, offering cross project knowledge
capture and the collaborative data capture
as and when it is created either on site, in
the office or in the factory. This is why View-
point, as a software company that focusses
solely on construction and which has a
wealth of experience in SaaS and databases,
is really focussing its energy in the BIM arena.
We know construction and understand how
challenging every day can be in your busi-
ness and develop tools to help. We are
already the home of thousands of live proj-
ects with all of the complex needs this brings.
However, as construction industry processes
evolve, the more structured data the supply
chain will be able to produce to clients
demand, creates a need for construction to
have software tools that facilitate the delivery
and acceptance of a digital product alongside
the built fabric.  So if you want to talk about
how to construct, procure and take advan-
tage of the ‘I’ in BIM call the 4Projects by
Viewpoint team. 
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Early steps towards validation
In early 2013 Bond Bryan Architects invested in a single
network license of Solibri Model Checker. We had recognised
that validation of information was going to be critical to the
future of Building Information Modelling (BIM) in both our
own business and the industry.

We began by testing a few of our models and quickly
realised that we needed to do more work implementing
standards within our models before we could develop a
viable model checking approach.

So during the summer of 2013 we spent a lot of time
focussed on the integration of emerging industry standards
in our authoring tool. At the same time the BIM overlay to
the RIBA Plan of Work became available (which was
subsequently published as the RIBA Plan of Work 2013).

So in September 2013 we introduced new authoring tool
templates to our staff for use on live projects. These
templates focussed on greater data integration and moved
away from creating and exporting native data fields to using
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) data, which is covered by
ISO 16739:2013. Moving to IFC also allowed us to align our
data deliverables with COBie-UK-2012. COBie is a subset of
IFC and is the non-graphical data deliverable for all UK
Government projects from April 6th 2016 and is at the core
of Solibri Model Checker (and its free accompanying viewer).
So we knew that aligning with open international standards
would provide us with the best methodology for validating
our data and subsequently using it for other workflows.

Building validation workflows
So six months after introducing our new workflows we were
starting to get better models. With this improvement in our
authored models, it allowed us to return to Solibri and work
on developing a matching set of rules to the authored
model standards. Having spent a long time understanding

the data we were creating building a set of rules was more
straightforward. Our whole approach has been built around
the RIBA Plan of Work 2013, BS1192:2007 (and subsequently
PAS1192-2:2013) and COBie-UK-2012. As a practice we are
keen to integrate as much of COBie as possible, irrespective
of whether we are asked for it. We have always believed
that standard BIM deliverables should become the ‘new
norm’ over time rather than something that is additional
to our services.  

Whilst we were building our model validation rules for
Solibri, a new version of our authoring tool, Graphisoft
ArchiCAD was released. This version allowed us to automate
much of our data creation through mapping. Changes were
also made to make the workflows simpler for staff. This
immediately offered the opportunity to integrate more
information as standard. This meant that the validation
process could be more specific and therefore more robust.
So in September 2014 we finally rolled out our company
rulesets for Solibri Model Checker to be used in anger on
our new live projects.

A JOURNEY TO
BIM MODEL VALIDATION
by Rob Jackson of Bond Bryan Architects

Workflow at Bond Bryan



The rulesets
Built to align with industry standards but coupled with a
clear understanding of what data we should produce at
each stage, the rulesets are split for each RIBA workstage.
This means the user can focus solely on the set of rules they
are required to pass at each stage. As much is automated,
many of these rules will be passed with very little effort. We
actually split out a lot of the out-of-the-box rules to create a
longer list. This meant that users would see that they had
passed an awful lot and not be daunted by the fact that a
rule had failed because one aspect had failed within a single
rule. Splitting the rules also allowed us to make the
descriptions simpler and clearer and add information about
where to fix the rules if they do fail. The advantage of this
approach also means that a clear report can be provided to
others about what has and hasn’t passed.

We now have a number of projects that have implemented
our rules. Instantly users are surprised at the power of the
issues Solibri picks up. Things they thought were thoroughly
checked manually throw up issues. It becomes a positive
challenge to resolve these issues rather than a chore. As we
have used the rules more we have realised that further
rules need to be added or existing ones tweaked. 

The benefits
Clearly model checking has obvious benefits to the quality
of traditional outputs. Ensuring that spaces don’t have
duplicate numbers means there is no chance of duplicated
Room Data Sheets and it’s a similar story for duplicated
window and door numbers. The benefit of this becomes
more pronounced on bigger or more complex projects. So our
outputs are more reliable compared to manual processes.

We are also using Solibri to check our 3-dimensional models
against others models such as Structure and Building

Services. These models are being used in coordination
meetings to discuss the resolution of issues. This is allowing
issues to be resolved faster and removing the need to
resolve these issues on site. This reduction in risk has an
obvious cost benefit to contractors and ultimately to clients.

However the benefits of integrating data and being able to
validate it is that our information is more reliable for others
to use. It can be used for COBie but it can also be used to
produce Information Take-off. Our project models have
become business development tools in their own right to
some sceptical contractors. Many are amazed about the
quality of the information we are now starting to output and
they are realising what our approach can bring to make
their lives easier. 

Next steps
So now in 2015 we have 3 licenses (with more planned) and
are now only a year away from ‘BIM Level 2’ becoming
required on all publicly procured projects. As a practice we
are already seeing projects requiring COBie and we started
our first projects, which formally required COBie in January
2015. Our model rulesets and Solibri’s COBie functionality
are making this process relatively straightforward. Live
projects are providing more valuable learning experiences
and our processes will continue to evolve.

2015 will also see the publication of the Digital Plan of Work
and updated Uniclass classification system. Both these will
need us to develop our approach further and we also plan
to introduce more checking for the extended requirements
of BS1192-4:2014, NRM1 and the NBS BIM Object Standard.
So over the summer we plan to further develop both our
authoring approach and our matching validation process.
September 2015 will be another step forward and the
opportunity to further improve our offering.

Solibri UK Ltd Phone: +44 (0) 844 854 9250   info-uk@solibri.com | Sales: +44 (0) 844 854 9250   sales-uk@solibri.com

www.solibri.com

Producing COBie output showing data and visualisationValidating building services

http://www.solibri.com
mailto:info-uk@solibri.com
mailto:sales-uk@solibri.com


The way we partner with organisations – understanding their requirements and aspirations
makes us stand out from the rest. Having successfully worked with numerous companies to
implement the move to BIM, we now have a highly developed and refined process that can
be adapted to individual needs.

What is BIM?
Building Information Modelling is a work-flow
process that uses modelling and software to
create a digital model that will react and
perform as it will in the real world.

This model is used throughout the construction
and ongoing maintenance of the project.

The Government have introduced a BIM
Mandate, where by 2016, all professional
businesses and construction workers wishing
to work with, or for the Government, must be
BIM trained and compliant to level 2.

High Level of
Customisation
and flexibility

Conflict 
Detection and
Risk Mitigation

Coordination and
Collaboration

Faster Drafting
without loss of

Cost and Quality

Easy
Maintenance
of Building
Life Cycle

Optimisation
of Schedule

and Cost

Benefits of
BIM Process

www.cadspec.co.uk  | info@cadspec.co.uk  | 0844 856 0701

Let US help YOU with your BIM requirements

Cadspec’s services are complimented
by those of Stanford Marsh, covering
the complete design office solution.

Celebrating our 50th year in 2015, and
still providing the same excellent

product knowledge and service as the
day our doors first opened, we have
earned our place as the UK’s leading

Design Office Solution Provider.

mailto:info@cadspec.co.uk
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BIM: the story so far
Anthony Burd, Head of Market Development and Stephanie Kosandiak, Lead
Programme Manager for Construction at BSI, outline the growing BIM landscape…

The architecture, engineering and construction
(AEC) industry previously relied on CAD and
marked-up drawings to build. With the need

to improve efficiency and reduce costs across the
process, BIM software has filled the gap and shown
that it can do both. The creation of a virtual 3D map
(embedded with all the relevant data) of a building
using digital technology, means that an accurate
model can be constructed. This has major uses
for everyone involved from the planning, design,
construction and facility management aspects of the
build, where all elements can be integrated and
viewed by the architects, engineers and constructors. 

Building in a simulated environment means that
unforeseen issues can be corrected before any
physical work can begin. As traditional methods have
dominated the AEC industry for such a long time,
this shift in process requires a shift in perception and
working too. This includes a move towards a faster
pace of working especially as BIM acts as a traceable
database for the project. Therefore, all the associated
costs of every design change can be tracked in real
time. Stakeholders do not need to wait as long as
they once had to, to see the implemented changes
and can see what the final project will look like with
demos and walkthroughs. 
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BIM is effectively changing the face of construction
and is recognized not just by industry but the gov-
ernment as a key tool. As older methods eventually
become obsolete, the AEC industry will have to
adapt. In anticipation of the importance of BIM,
BSI has developed a full BIM suite of standards to
support the use of BIM.

The key BIM standards
BS 1192:2007 Collaborative production of architectural,
engineering and construction information. Code of
practice. The standard establishes the methodology
for managing the production, distribution and quality
of construction information, including that generated
by CAD systems, using a disciplined process for
collaboration and a specified naming policy.

PAS 1192-2:2013 Specification for information
management for the capital/delivery phase of 
construction projects using building information
modelling. The requirements within PAS 1192-2
build on the existing code of practice for the collab-
orative production of architectural, engineering and
construction information, defined within BS 1192:2007.
It focuses specifically on project delivery, where
the majority of graphical data, non-graphical data
and documents, known collectively as the Project
Information Model (PIM), are accumulated from
design and construction activities.

PAS 1192-3 is the partner to PAS 1192-2, and
focuses on the operational phase of assets irrespec-
tive of whether these were commissioned through
direct capital works, acquired through transfer of
ownership or already existed in an asset portfolio. Like
PAS 1192-2, PAS 1192-3 applies to both building
and infrastructure assets.

BS 1192-4:2014 Collaborative production of 
information Part 4: Fulfilling employers information
exchange requirements using COBie – Code of practice
COBie (Construction Operations Building Information
Exchange), is required on all Government construction
projects where information must flow into portfolio,
asset planning and facility maintenance tools. 
BS 1192-4 provides users with recommendations on
how to use COBie to structure information required

for the operation of an asset or facility during the
construction process, supporting the processes
outlined in PAS 1192-2 and PAS 1192-3. 

BS 7000-4:2013 Design Management Systems:
Guide to managing design in construction. This BIS
funded revision has been radically updated to take
into account the development of BIM within the
construction industry. It replaces BS 7000-4:1996. 

BS 8541 Series of Library Objects for architecture,
engineering and construction – provides construction
product manufacturers and suppliers with guidance
on how to provide product information for inclusion
in Building Information Models. It comprises 
BS 8541-1:2012 Identification and classification, 
BS 8451-3:2012 Shape and measurement and 
BS 8541-4:2012 Attributes for specification and
assessment.

Upcoming BIM standards
There are several standards that work in synergy
with the BS 1192 suite of standards. The key ones
expected in 2015 are: BS 8541-5 and BS 8541-6.
As BIM Level 2 becomes more widely adopted in the
UK, BSI is adding two new British Standards to the
BS 8541 Library Object series in early 2015. They
provide best practice recommendations on how to
develop library objects for assemblies and product
and facility declarations. 

BS 8541-5 Library objects for architecture, engineering•
and construction: Assemblies (on the sharing of
sub-models representing combinations of 
components and spaces covering naming, 
classification and nesting) and; 

BS 8541-6 Library Objects for architecture, •
engineering and construction: Product and facility
declarations – Code of practice (on the sharing of
data expected from product declarations, labelling
and environmental tables) will be published in 
February or March 2015.

Lead Technical author, Nick Nisbet, explains, “Repeat-
able rooms and prefabricated modules, on the one
hand, and the Construction Products Regulation
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and energy performance reporting on the other, are
issues of growing importance in the construction
sector. These codes of practice build on the earlier
parts of the series to help the industry achieve higher
quality and accuracy when exchanging product (and
facility) information.”

BS 8536:2010 Facility Management briefing is being
revised as Facility Management briefing for design and
construction – Code of practice, to take into account
current industry best practices in briefing and the
emergence of the soft landings process and BIM.
The revised standard will give recommendations for
design and construction to ensure that design
takes account of the expected performance of the
asset/facility in use over its planned operational life.

BS 8536:2015 will introduce the integration of the
principles of the soft landings process, combined
with effective information management and the
requirements for post-occupancy evaluation (POE)
to strengthen the link between asset/facility owners,
operators, and their facility managers and the
design and construction team to assure perform-
ance of the design and the operational asset/facility
in all aspects.

The standard cross-references information require-
ments associated with the mandated documents for
BIM Level 2 PAS 1192-2, PAS 1192-3 and BS 1192-4
and is expected to publish in July 2015.

BS 8536:2015 is intended for use by individuals and
organizations preparing or contributing to design,
construction and operations, in both the public and
private sectors, including owners refurbishing an
existing asset/facility, organizations procuring a
new asset/facility and the designers, constructors,
subcontractors, operators, operations teams, 
facility managers and other specialists engaged in
such activities. 

PAS 1192-5. The UK BIM Task Group’s “Security
Working Group” announced late last year at “ICE BIM
2014: Business as Usual” Conference in London
that “PAS 1192-5: Specification for security-minded
building information management, digital built

environments and smart asset management”, is
currently in development.  

The PAS will outline a risk assessment process to
determine the sensitivity of information already held,
or which will be acquired during the course of a
project, and identify appropriate, proportionate
security requirements for BIM collaboration which
should be applied during all phases of the lifecycle of
an asset, i.e. concept, design, construction, operation
and disposal. It will then address the steps required
to assist in creating and cultivating an appropriate
security mind-set, and the secure culture necessary
to enable business to unlock new and more efficient
processes and collaborative ways of working. 

The intended audience for this PAS includes organisa-
tions and individuals responsible for the procurement,
design, construction, delivery, operation and mainte-
nance of buildings and infrastructure assets. Although
specifically targeted at the use of Level 2 BIM, the
requirements will provide a foundation to support the
evolution of future digital built environments and will
contribute to smart asset management.

The standard is expected to publish in quarter
two in 2015. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Anthony Burd
Head of Market Development

Stephanie Kosandiak
Lead Programme Manager for Construction

BSI
Tel: +44 (0)845 086 9001
www.bsigroup.com
www.twitter.com/BSI_press
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http://www.twitter.com/BSI_press


The first step towards Lloyd’s Register BIM Level 2 accreditation
is the gap analysis. The gap analysis represents a high-level
assessment undertaken to examine not only the overall status of
the BIM processes, systems and competencies against the
requirements of PAS 1192 and associated documents, but also
business good practice and collaborative culture. The objective of
the gap analysis is to identify any major gaps against the standard
and scheme principles, and report on any identified weaknesses.
The purpose of the assessment at this stage is not to undertake a
detailed analysis of all different elements of the BIM related
systems, but to establish an overview of the whole system,
identifying areas for improvement which present most risk to
the achievement of the organisation’s BIM-compliant practices
and objectives.

The gap analysis is typically performed through discussions
with key reports. The audit technique adopted for this process
provides the freedom for the auditee to explain their
management systems without concerning themselves with how
this meets the requirements of PAS 1192 and associated
documents and scheme requirements. This approach is based
upon the view that it is more important that interviewees use the
time to explain how they do their job within their existing BIM
related system, without worrying about ‘another’ specification.
Using a Socratic approach, the assessment team promotes a
challenging discussion around key issues, which teases out the
important areas for change and often helps the organisation
understand their own system more fully. The challenge for the
assessment team is to relate the information gleaned in these
discussions to the requirements of the scheme requirements,

reflecting the context within which the organisation is working
and providing relevant feedback. 

On the conclusion of the gap analysis, which typically represents
1 day, a verbal report of the findings is presented in a closing
meeting to the management team of the organisation under
assessment. This is followed by a detailed report as to findings,
classified according to the seriousness of the weakness identified.
Whilst the discussion may start around the items identified
requiring improvement, the key focus is on how the organisation
can explore options to make changes, taking them further along
the road to an effective BIM Level 2 compliant system.

The next step – certification assessment – is performed when
the organisation seeking accreditation is satisfied they have
addressed the findings, identified during the gap analysis, classified
as major deficiencies and have made significant progress on an
action plan to close out the findings classified as minor deficiencies.

The certification assessment will draw on the output of the gap
analysis and the progress made, and will seek evidence that
processes are in place addressing all areas of the scheme
requirements. This more detailed assessment represents a
verification, not only that all major issues identified during the
gap analysis have been addressed, but also that the systems
processes and competencies described during the gap analysis
have been efficiently and effectively implemented. An important
area examined at this stage is the communication within the
organisation and extending to its consultants and subcontractors,
such that all key contributory resource understand the scheme
requirements and are themselves fully compliant.

The Lloyd’s Register Route
to BIM Level 2 Accreditations

Lloyd’s Register Accreditation to BIM Level 2 is the
provision of a public statement of the credibility of
BIM business practice and effective performance of
the certified organisation.



Experience of the implementation of a number of accreditation
schemes that Lloyd’s Register currently operate has shown that
added value to the assessment process is best delivered through
the adoption of the following assessment principles:

n Seeking Evidence of Conformity rather than looking for non-
compliance, represents the most positive approach to
assessment and provides better value add to the organisation
and individuals being assessed whilst additionally providing
assurance that weakness in the system will be found.

n Socratic Questioning provoking discussion and debate and
assisting clients to identify the best practices that may be
relevant and applicable to their circumstances.

n Domain Sector Expertise – Assessors assigned based upon
their operational knowledge and experience in the domain
which represents the core business of the client organisation.
Ensuring that the assessors “speak the same language” are
empathetic to the concerns and issues of the client and have a
broad awareness of the risks to which the sector is exposed
and are therefore best placed to add value to the assessment
process.

The achievement of BIM Level 2 accreditation requires effort
and management commitment. It is a step along the BIM good
practice journey and reflects that organisations have met or
exceeded the requirements of the Lloyd’s Register BIM Level 2
Accreditation Scheme. To retain the accreditation requires a
sustained approach to improvement and management
commitment which must be evidenced during the surveillance
programme which is undertaken during the three year

accreditation validity. Failure to demonstrate such ongoing
commitment may result in accreditation suspension or
withdrawal – a measure of the effectiveness of the
accreditation scheme

The Lloyd’s Register BIM level 2 assessment process incorporates
PAS 1192 and associated documents but additionally evaluates
wider performance of the business in order to support its BIM
related corporate goals. Accreditation represents independent
confirmation of the achievement BIM level 2 good practices
leading to best practice through defined, continuous
improvement milestones, set out over the three-year
accreditation term.

For information on the Lloyd’s Register BIM Level 2 Accreditation
Scheme please visit the BIM scheme guidance document on our
website which may be accessed by clicking on the publication
above, or by the following link:

http://www.lloydsregister.co.uk/Images/BIM%20Guidance%20
Document%20Mar2015%20v3_tcm240-249617.pdf

Or contact: 

Terry Mundy 
Business Development Manager
Tel: 07712 787 851
Email: terry.mundy@lr.org
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Tekla, a Trimble company, announced it
has added a product to its portfolio,
Tekla Structural Designer; a dedicated

analysis and design software for structural
engineers working on commercial building
projects. Tekla Structural Designer complements
Tekla Structures - extending the benefits of
3D modelling for engineers with an innovative
approach that combines analysis and design
into a single, seamless process. Tekla Structural
Designer’s sophisticated loading and analysis
functionality, fully automated design, high-
quality documentation and seamless Building
Information Modelling (BIM) collaboration
allows engineers to analyse and design
buildings more efficiently and cost effectively.

Tekla Structural Designer offers powerful 
features for optimising concrete and steel
design, and enables engineers to compare
alternative design schemes quickly, efficiently
manage changes and collaborate seamlessly.
Regardless of project size or complexity, 
Tekla Structural Designer’s fully automated,
productivity-enhancing capabilities enable 

engineering firms to successfully bid on more
projects and enhance their client service.

“Many of us at Tekla are engineers ourselves
and understand the importance that produc-
tivity, value engineering, constructability and
change management play in the design and
build process,” said Barry Chapman, Director
of Engineering Segment at Tekla. “We have
created and added Tekla Structural Designer
to our Tekla product portfolio to further
extend the benefits of 3D modelling directly
to engineers, by bringing them the power to
analyse and design better in a way that can
save time, cut costs and provide a competitive
edge.”

Tekla Structural Designer:
Meeting the Real-World
Needs and Challenges 
of Engineers
Improving Productivity–By enabling
structural engineers to create a single analysis
and design model, Tekla Structural Designer

Tekla Launches
Structural Designer
A Powerful New Way for Engineers to Analyse
and Design Buildings…
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eliminates the need for post-processing
analysis results. Fully automated loading 
and design includes wind loading and finite
element analysis for faster design times,
while product documentation is automatically
produced, allowing engineers to make
informed decisions at every stage of a project.

Bidding Projects to Win – Structural
engineers can quickly create and compare
multiple design options for determining the
most competitive scheme to successfully bid
on more projects.



Streamlining Change Management
– With Tekla Structural Designer, changes
can be easily managed, reducing response
time at any stage of a project. The changes
can be applied across the entire model to
instantly assess impact and automatically get
a re-design in seconds. Calculation reports 
that automatically update eliminate the need
to generate new reports manually when
changes occur. 

Enhancing BIM Collaboration
and Integration – This was in mind
when Tekla Structural Designer was developed.
Structural engineers can synchronise models
repeatedly with Tekla Structures and other
tools without compromising vital design
data. Tekla Structural Designer’s auditing
tools let engineers see what has been
added, changed or deleted during integra-
tion, reducing the risk of errors and maximis-

ing collaboration with other project team
members, including technicians, fabricators
and architects. Internal communication
within the structural design office between
structural engineers and technicians is more
fluent and accurate.

Cost Savings and Convenience –
With all structural analysis and design 
functions combined into a single solution,
Tekla Structural Designer eliminates the need
for additional modules or software packages
to buy, maintain, learn or integrate with.

Tekla Structural Designer is available now to a
range of design codes, including British Stan-
dards, Eurocode and US design code. It offers
a range of services including local technical
support provided by experienced structural
engineers and an online knowledge base with
learning materials. 

Chris Wilson 
Business Development Manager
Tekla Engineering
Tel: +44 (0)113 307 1200
sales.uk@tekla.com 
www.tekla.com/uk
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For more information, visit www.tekla.com/
tekla-structural-designer .
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At Rider Levett Bucknall we think 
that Government Soft Landing’s is a
game-changer. 

Potentially, it paves the way towards a new
way of delivering construction. It leads to a
total focus on clients’ needs and an analysis
of what the building is for, and not what 
type of building it is going to be at practical
completion.

In reality clients do not want a building. They
want to know what it can do for them. What
matters is how it performs, how it functions,
how the occupants feel and how it meets the
objectives of the client’s business.

Crucially, the soft landings approach changes
our relationship with the people who commis-
sion and the people who use the buildings we
build. This is good, because ultimately the
building is only as useful as the occupants
make it.

A prime motivation for soft landings is the
often huge performance gaps that appear
between the promise sold to clients, the 
suitability of the building delivered and the
performance of that building in operation.

Too often buildings are handed over that
don’t work for the users and occupants are
sometimes left with little guidance on how
to operate what is a complex asset.

Poor aftercare and poorly considered design
are not isolated to construction but soft 
landings can deliver much more for the
client; an operational facility not the practical
completion of a building.

There are barriers. The biggest may well be

the fear of extra costs, particularly as these
costs tend to be accrued at the front end. But
longer term, costs will be reduced through a
higher performing asset which is designed
with the long-term in mind.

As part of our process we carry out whole life
costing through our own in-house tool. Our
software integrates capital, energy, carbon and
lifecycle costs into one model and considers
factors including; the upfront capital costs of
construction, maintenance and repair costs
(including replacement), projected energy
usage costs, carbon emissions, FM costs and
decommissioning and demolition costs at the
end of the asset’s lifetime. 

By linking this information with data from 
the BIM and Computer Aided Facilities Man-
agement (CAFM) databases we can develop
a considered view of costs throughout the
lifetime of the building. Regular performance
management and analysis is undertaken and
then fed back into the model which ensures
that the BIM is maintained and always relevant.

David Quirk 
Partner
Rider Levett Bucknall
Tel: +44 (0)121 503 1500
david.quirk@uk.rlb.com 
www.rlb.com/uk 

Why ‘Soft Landings’ matters
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By taking this holistic approach, clients can
significantly reduce their long term costs and
carbon emissions and ensure that their build-
ing is fit for purpose throughout a predefined
time period. 

With business needs changing, it also provides
enough information to enable an efficient,
flexible approach to estate management and
the ability to change things if required in the
future, for example repurposing existing space.

mailto:david.quirk@uk.rlb.com
http://www.rlb.com/uk
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Martyn Horne of the Landscape Institute’s BIM Working Group explains
why BIM data in the form of COBie requirements is not something to fear…

To paraphrase the former Chief Construction
Advisor to the UK Government, Paul Morrell,
BIM is an opportunity for the construction

industry to get its data in order. Of course BIM is a
lot more than that, and the ability to create models
of building and landscape projects in the virtual world
prior to construction offers all sorts of benefits such as
design analysis, clash detection, pre-visualisation and
increased levels of automated design documentation.
However, in this article I want to talk about data or
information — the ‘I’ in BIM. The UK Government’s 
BIM Mandate for Level 2 is fast approaching and the
provision of data in a standard known as COBie is an
important aspect of that mandate.

The UK Government BIM Level 2 Mandate 
and COBie
The ability to attach or embed data to virtual 2D or
3D geometry is not new. For exampIe, I have been
working with Nemetschek Vectorworks since the mid
90’s, and even back then it was possible to assign
data to objects in order to automatically generate
schedules, reports and bills of quantities. The problem
with working in any software of the time was that
due to a lack of data standards, almost every project,
certainly every practice, used different sets of data,
which typically evolved idiosyncratically over a number
of years. The difference with the BIM evolution is that
collectively, as an industry, we are trying to agree

Getting our BIM data in order
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common data standards throughout the lifecycle of a
project chain. This involves the multiple tiers of the
supply chain, the consultants, architects, landscape
architects, designers, the contractors, facilities 
management consultants and the client.

Such a big project will take time, and for it to be 
successful, it will be necessary to tackle it in a
number of stages. This is precisely the approach of
the UK Government and the BIM Level 2 Mandate
for 2016. One of the aspects of this mandate is the
ability to deliver COBie compliant data. As described
by Bill East of Prairie Sky Consulting; “COBie is the 
list of all the managed and maintained assets in a
building.” He goes on to say that “the data delivered
matches the information provided on the design
schedules”.  With my Landscape Institute hat on, I
would substitute ‘building’ with project, in order to
encompass wider industries such as landscape and
infrastructure. Many commentators incorrectly refer
to COBie primarily as a spreadsheet. It is more accu-
rate to describe it as a data set which corresponds
to a common standard, which can, if so desired, be
presented in a spreadsheet format or which can also
reside in a database. The important aspect is that
the data corresponds to a common standard. 

Why is COBie criticised?
To make my position clear, I think COBie is a good
thing even if it does come in for some criticism. Often,
I hear the general term that ‘It doesn’t work’. This is
generally unhelpful and simply leads to increased
levels of what my colleague Robert Anderson, refers
to as ‘FUD’, in other words fear, uncertainty and
doubt. Having said which, there are a few factors
which can lead to COBie failing. 

First is the misunderstanding that the full COBie
dataset needs to be completed at the outset of the
project. This misapprehension leads to consultants
involved in the design stages to complain that their
creativity is being stifled. The reality is that COBie can
be completed in stages and the data is built up over
time reflecting the level of resolution and detail of 
the design in progress. In the CIC Digital Plan of Work,
there are several formal ‘data drops’ ie designated
points in the design process where a data exchange
takes place between the various members of the
project team.

The early COBie data drops contain little more than 
a confirmation of the brief and schedules of the 
conceptual spaces, zones and areas of the building,
site and landscaping. These are easily produced
from today’s BIM software.

It is only during the later COBie data drops that an
additional refined dataset is required. At these stages,
COBIe requires a listing of the types of object used
within the project, followed by individual components
of the design and then the specific manufacturer 
and supplier. 

The requirement to provide product manufacturer
details leads to the second misapprehension about
COBie – that of product attributes. COBie allows for
product attributes to be supplied at the later stages
of the project. There are two questions to consider
here. Firstly, where does the designer get this 
information from and secondly, is it necessary to
provide a complete product data specification for
each object within the BIM?

To address the first question, let’s be clear, it is not
the intention of COBie to place the burden of data
input onto the shoulders of the architect designer.
Instead, this will be fulfilled by the development and
implementation of common industry standards for
product specification. Initially called SPie in the US
(Specifiers’ Properties information exchange) this 
has evolved in the UK into what we know as Product
Data Templates (PDTs) and Product Data Sheets
(PDSs) – simply put, these are common templates
(PDTs ) supplied by the respective industry institutions
(such as CIBSE, Landscape Institute ) which provide 
a common set of data fields. They are templates
because at this stage they contain only the field
names but no actual data. These templates are then
filled out by each manufacturer, and supplied to the
design team in the form of Product Data Sheets or
preferably, digital models embedded with the same
common Product Data Information.

Various organisations such as CIBSE and the Land-
scape Institute are working on these data templates
as we speak, and we are currently in a period of 
consultation with manufacturing organisations and
the manufacturers themselves. Another interesting
development on this side is the formation of a 
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BuildingSMART group including representatives 
from ARUP, Nemetschek Vectorworks, RIBA NBS, 
the Landscape Institute and the BRE, in addition to
several international organisations who are looking
specifically into how these data templates will fit 
into the open BIM standard of IFC.

It is fair to say this is an evolving process and with
this in mind it is important that when COBie is
requested at the outset of a project, the Attributes
section of the COBie dataset is considered carefully
at this point in time. This is where it becomes critical
to have both a BIM Execution Plan (BEP) and an
Employers Information Requirement (EIP) document
in place at the outset of the project. 

To address the second question, as to whether it is
necessary to supply a complete product specification
for each object within the BIM, the current consensus
would suggest that it is not. Instead, we need to think

about a number of aspects; what information is
required to make an informed decision about which
product to use in the design; what information needs
to be supplied in order to construct the project; what
information will be required to maintain the project
and what information are the manufacturers able to
provide. The Product Data Templates and Sheets
project outlined above will, I believe, go a long way 
to answering these questions and it will be very
interesting to see how this aspect of the BIM process
evolves to help us collaborate together effectively
and get our data in order. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Martyn Horne
Landscape Institute/ Nemetschek Vectorworks
Tel: 0207 685 2640
www.landscapeinstitute.org
www.twitter.com/talklandscape

http://www.landscapeinstitute.org
http://www.twitter.com/talklandscape
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INNOVATION IN 
VECTORWORKS BIM 
READ AXIOM ARCHITECTS STORY ON GETTING STARTED WITH BIM

     
   

    

      

        

THE PRACTICE
Since Axiom Architects was founded 
in 1986, the practice has grown from 
its origins in Lewes, East Sussex, to 
become a well-established company with 
experience in a variety of sectors from 

residential schemes and educational 

Our projects have allowed us to work 
with a wide range of clients, including 
multinational organisations as well as 
small companies and individual private 

Vectorworks Architect has been our 
primary CAD programme since its origins 
as MiniCAD, though it is only over the last 
2 years that the practice has begun to 
adopt a 3D working method and started 

provides as a Building Information 

STARTING SMALL - PREMIER INN 
HOTEL, CLACTON
The construction of a new Premier Inn in 

was a 3 storey new build hotel comprising 

and restaurant and associated staff 

simple rectilinear form and had a limited 
number of room variations based on a 

Given the modest size of the scheme, 
the high degree of standardisation and 
repetition and the project’s fairly modest 
size, the proposed hotel was ideally 

model design, it also offered potential for 
BIM components used in this project to 

Timescale was also a key consideration, 
the intended project programme allowed 
16 months from the start of RIBA Work 

scheme followed a traditional procurement 
route with a 12 month construction 
programme, allowing 4 months to 
complete production information for the 

EXPLORING BIM ON A LARGER 
PROJECT - HUB BY PREMIER INN, 
KINGS CROSS
With the success of Premier Inn across 
the UK and London, 2014 saw the public 

hotel opening in the West End of London 

The hub concept is based around an 
affordable compact bedroom designed 
for city centre locations that includes 
high tech features such as high speed 

most of the space available, the compact 

components to maximise functionality 

Given the compact footprint and extensive 

was key to delivering a successful 

After working on that project and 
developing the prototype design in 
a 2D traditional manner, the similar 

components and innovative high-tech 
room design were well suited to a BIM 

MANAGING A CONSOLIDATED MODEL
With a more developed understanding 
of 3D working in Vectorworks, initial 
BIM development for the project sought 
to develop a project resource library of 
building elements and symbols for key 
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By January 2016, everyone working in the UK construction 
sector needs to understand the potential of Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) and how they can use it to produce better 

Act now and contact us to make sure you are ready for BIM.

Vectorworks Architect - Supporting Building Information 

THE CLOCK IS TICKING…
ARE YOU READY FOR BIM?

I   
  

        

For more information on Vectorworks: 
visit www.bimvectorworks.com  
or call 020 8358 6668

Associations we work with include the following:

BIM & CAD SOFTWARE FOR ARCHITECTS AND INTERIOR DESIGNERS

 
     

       
       

     
       

    

       
       

     
     

     
      

         
        

       

     

     
 

        

        

     

       
       

       
      

      
      

       
       

      
     

        

     
      

     
     

     
      

 
       

        

        

       
    

      
       

       

    

      

      

      
     

      

    
        

   
     

      
      

       
      

components and room types and establish 
an organisational framework for the 

Working in 3D and developing BIM information 

those we had previously been dealing with, 
but learning from previous trial projects, it 
became essential to plan out how the model 

enable more than one person to work on the 

the general model co-ordination was managed 
by the project leader who referenced detailed 
sections, schedules and room layouts to be 

BREEAM BENEFITS

A

as materials quantities for building elements 
to be quickly and accurately scheduled for 

Floors, walls, roofs and partitions were 
scheduled to allow environmental ratings for 

DEALING WITH DESIGN CHANGES 

Over the course of design development, 
various aspects of the scheme and Hub brand 

and project symbol library, such changes 
could be easily and quickly accommodated, 
with changes in plan automatically updated 
in elevations, sections and other drawings 

The ability for Vectorworks to quickly and easily 

also meant that the same construction model 
could be used for planning applications without 

EXPORTING 3D INFORMATION

Whilst we are yet to use BIM collaboratively, 
this project did involve some limited exports 

generate Cinema 4D computer visualisations, 
which was also exported for the purposes 
of Rights of Light negotiations, helping to 
accurately establish the daylight and sunlight 
impacts of proposals upon surrounding 

model was also exported, allowing tendering 
contractors to call off materials quantities and 

CONCLUSIONS

W
the world of BIM, Vectorworks BIM capabilities 
have allowed us to progress fairly smoothly 
from our previous 2D working into 3D without 
the need to learn new software packages or 
suffer problems of compatibility moving from 

Written by Luke Bray of Axiom Architects and 
Jonathan Reeves of Jonathan Reeves Architecture

Architectural Design
www.axiomarchitects.co.uk

Vectorworks BIM Training & support was provided 
by Jonathan Reeves 
www.jra-vectorworks-cad.co.uk
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In what is otherwise a complex manualprocess, Kier Construction and LSI Archi-
tects have delivered an integrated digital

handover of some student residences for the
University of East Anglia using the leading
edge Clearbox solution, BIMXtra. What is
even more remarkable is that this is on a circa
£10m project that has utilised many different
BIM authoring tools. As a consequence the
project won the Construction Computing
Awards ‘Collaboration Project 2014’ after
bringing the whole team together to work in
a single federated source of data, and was
also a finalist in the BIM Project 2014 at the
same event.

“From a site and personal per-
spective the overall implemen-
tation of BIM on Crome Court
was a tremendous success and
testament to the hard work
and professionalism of the
overall team, including Sub-
contractors and Consultants”.

The key to this success on a project with so
many different authoring tools is the ability
of BIMXtra to gather models and data as a
single source of truth; in essence a real
Common Data Environment in which everyone
had only one instance of handover information
before the output was compiled directly to a
COBie level 4 data drop.

LSI Architects used ArchiCAD, the Mechani-
cal/Electrical Engineer used Revit, Ramboll
the Civil/Structural Engineer used Revit for
Substructure, and Microstation for Civils with
the CLT frame manufacturer using 3D Cadwork
to produce their fabrication model. Bringing
all these different types of authoring tools
together is notoriously difficult, but with

BIMXtra and using IFC where appropriate,
we imported the models into a structured
data environment and allowed all parties to
work on the handover information without
having to go back to the model to enter data
with all the inefficiencies and complexity of
double handling information. In reality once
you get beyond COBie drop 3 most of the
information is not relevant to the design and
so putting it in the model is of debatable
merit, it is also hard to attach documents and
other relevant information whereas in BIMXtra
any of this information is easily attached 
or referenced.

BIMXtra delivers an 
integrated digital handover 
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What will also potentially help the Clients FM
team is that many of the updates in operation
are simply data changes, whether they are
changes to a piece of equipment or confir-
mation of a recent inspection they require
quick and easy access without the complexity
and cost of the traditional authoring tools. 

The data captured in BIMXtra throughout 
the project delivery, has been extracted as a
COBie data drop via built in functionality. 
The University now have the opportunity to
drive the data  into their CAFM system via a
database to database transaction.



In essence the data content in the authoring
models can be as light as the author may
choose, with any additional required design
performance data inputted directly into 
the BIMXtra environment associated to the
components. Once design schedules were
complete and validated, we added the 
Construction and O&M information required
to populate the Asset Information Model
(AIM) for handover.

Speaking about the success of the project,
Kevin James the Project Manager for Kier
Construction said “From a site and personal
perspective the overall implementation of
BIM on Crome Court was a tremendous 
success and testament to the hard work 

and professionalism of the overall team,
including Subcontractors and Consultants”. 

This has been an enlightening project for the
Kier Eastern Team. We now have confidence
to deliver the 6D output and are engaging
with other clients to explore the benefits this
can provide for them, we see this as a key
factor to securing future work as we move
further into the digital delivery of construc-
tion information. While we found areas for
further improvement in the process, the
Clearbox team responded quickly to give us
the opportunity on the Crome Court project,
and this helped to inform the development
of this particular area of BIMXtra to be
refined further for the next project.

Andy Boutle
BIM Manager
Kier Construction Eastern
Tel: +44 (0)800 085 9872
sales@clearboxbim.com
www.clearboxbim.com
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Government contracts are increasingly
requiring the delivery of detailed
information about assets incorporated

into their construction projects. This information
is handed over during the construction project
and at completion and is commonly termed
“COBie” (Construction Operation Building
Information Exchange).

The initial source of the COBie data is from
the BIM models. Traditionally to develop the
COBie output, trained operatives either
insert information about the asset into a BIM
model or type it into associated schedules –
a time and skills expensive process with all
the opportunity for error that occurs from
disconnected information. 

And then what happens if there are changes
to the asset or you have several BIM models
created by different design disciplines?

Clearbox Ltd have developed BIMXtra which
makes creating the COBie output a simple
part of the design and construction process.

The BIMXtra process takes all of your BIM
models (most CAD formats) and consolidates
them into a single “federated” model.
Information about the asset is then enriched
with information generated by the project
stakeholders. Using common software tools
information is uploaded and stored against
the asset. Because it is held in an associated
database, any change to the asset is
highlighted and track changed, and because
we use common tools to upload the
information, no special training is required.   

With BIMXtra you can handover at
completion all the asset information,  i.e.
geometric, design, commissioning, test data,
O&M etc… as part of the normal project
delivery process.

BIMXtra provides the accurate COBie output,
giving the end user the digital asset
information to allow the end user to
effectively maintain and operate the asset
with the minimum of added effort from the
project delivery team. 

Delivering COBie in
the Real World 
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A digital handover enables the
operational phase
In reality, conventional handovers that were
focussed on paper based systems invariably
required the Client to employ people to
translate handover information into a format
that asset management and CAFM
(Computer Aided Facilities Management)
systems could use. The presence of COBie
helps this to happen by simple file transfer, but
goes on to reduce the cost of implementing
other valued toolsets like, energy monitoring



or remote fault monitoring which all rely on
the simple transfer of data at handover into
a specialist tool. Reducing the cost associated
with the information transfer reduces the
real cost of using other tools and
consequently improves the ROI (Return on
Investment) over other tools. So the benefits
to the operational phase arise from the
handover and will no doubt affect cost and
carbon at the same time. 

The digital output has moved
from Client, post-handover to
Project, pre-handover
So producing a digital handover (COBie or
otherwise) has real value, but the laborious
nature of producing the outcome has moved
from a post-handover task carried out by the
Client, to a pre-handover task carried out by
the project. BIMXtra is designed to make the
task simple

Level 2 BIM is a file based process
and this makes the task of
producing COBie cumbersome,
BIMXtra solves this issue
In Level 2 BIM the process is essentially a file
based output in which information has to be
collated and assigned to the COBie file. The
starting point of this is the model which
identifies the objects to be included in the
COBie file. However, much of the information
required for handover centres around
documents and attachments such as
procurement information, warranties,
commission records and test sheets. Model
based technologies are neither appropriate
nor efficient at handling such associations 
of information. Indeed, in operation the
problems are accentuated when you examine
typical day to day asset management tasks
which rely essentially on data changes to
objects, not changes to the geometry and
model information. 

A recent handover by Kier Construction on
Crome Court for the University of East Anglia
exemplified these points, but it was all the
more acute because the project had been
authored in four different BIM authoring
tools. Its saving grace was that it was small
enough to manage, but not large enough to
be able to afford dedicated personnel on the
issue. So BIMXtra really helped and led to the
project becoming the Construction Computing
Collaboration Project of the year 2014.

The benefits of a data centric
process for BIM don’t stop at
COBie, they are everywhere 
In BIMXtra, the process of data aggregation,
enhancement and compilation of the
information is a core part of the BIMXtra
toolset. BIM outputs from consultants are
pulled into BIMXtra and the data arranged
in a structured format for users to interface
with, pertinent to the way they work. BIMXtra
supports the management of the process to
ensure the current information is available
to export when necessary to the COBie
output, as a change managed outcome of
the process, not a process within itself. The
benefits of collecting information this way
ensures that when there are design changes
or updates, a user can simply push a button
and generate a new output report. 

In contrast to this, managing the process of
adding data into models; compiling,
structuring and organising documentation,
recreating an updated COBie file whilst a
project progresses – the differences are
significant. 

But the benefits of this data centric approach
to BIM does not stop at the ease with which
we produce the COBie output, or indeed
most digital handover packs. It is the
simplicity with which most other BIM tasks

Graeme Forbes
Managing Director
Clearbox
Tel: +44 (0)800 085 9872
sales@clearboxbim.com
www.clearboxbim.com
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can be undertaken; from efficient visual
programme simulation, right down to the
ease with which the federated model viewing
can be managed through our purpose built
viewer. A data centric approach to BIM makes
the process easier and more manageable.
Evidence from the recent handover of the
University of East Anglia student residence
project by Kier Construction Eastern bears this
out and highlights the benefits technology
can bring to this new BIM world.

Graeme Forbes is the Managing Director of
Clearbox a specialist digital information
solution provider that is focussed on bringing
game changing solutions to the construction
industry and other asset intensive industries
based around BIM based processes.

Access to the Clearbox website can be found
at www.clearboxbim.com
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Manage assets across their full lifecycle using BIMXtra

www.clearboxbim.com
+44(0)800 085 9872

Asset    Location    Documentation    Intelligence 

Deliver improved performance in the creation &
management of your assets

“Game changing products for the built environment” 

             Space Planning
  Multimedia        Document Manager    
  BIM Consulting

BIMXtra

  Asset information linked to intelligent
   visuals

  Cloud based with secure PC and mobile
   access

  Central revision controlled digital
   information hub provides access to all

  Operates in 2D & 3D from BIM or IFC

  Suitable for New Build or Existing 
   Projects

http://www.clearboxbim.com
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BIM and the SME: 
future-proofing operations
Alan Muse, Director of Built Environment Professional Groups at RICS
argues that without the engagement of SMEs in the BIM process, the UK
could stand to lose its global competitiveness in the long term…

Building Information Modelling (BIM) has come
into sharp focus in recent years, particularly
given the Government Construction Strategy

(GCS), which requires contractors to have attained
fully collaborative 3D BIM by 2016. 

However, when it comes to adopting BIM there
seems to be a two tier system developing between
those that are actively engaging with the technology
and those that aren’t. Furthermore, it seems that it
is the larger contractors that are more inclined to
engage when compared to their SME counterparts. 

In order to amplify, and collectively optimise the
benefits that BIM brings to the built environment, it
is imperative that all organisations regardless of
their size, start to stand up and take notice of the
technology. After all, there’s one thing we can all be
sure of, and that’s that BIM is not going to go away
anytime soon.

As it becomes a central part of construction procure-
ment criteria in the public sector, we can expect
the private sector to follow suit in the not too distant
future – particularly given the potential cost and
environmental savings that BIM usage brings. What’s
more, without the engagement of SMEs – a large part
of the UK construction industry – the UK could stand
to lose its global competitiveness in the long term.

That’s why more SMEs need to start taking the
necessary steps towards engagement. With the
amount of information now available, there’s never
been a better time to start a ‘BIM journey’.

RICS offers a number of resources, services and
qualifications in order to help the industry engage
fully with BIM. For example, we have dedicated

resources online with the aim of introducing all
organisations to BIM as well as a number of training
sessions which look at how BIM can be implemented
and managed. 

Furthermore, RICS has developed the first BIM 
Manager Certification scheme in response to industry
requirements to have a standard that demonstrates
the skills and competence of construction professionals
in using BIM.

In February, RICS held a conference dedicated to
BIM in London, which was designed to bring all
sections of the industry together to discuss the
issues surrounding the technology and its wider
adoption across the industry. 

With BIM set to gain momentum as the standard
platform by which organisations of differing sizes
and disciplines collaborate on construction projects,
we must ensure that all sectors of the industry are
equipped with the skills and training they need.
Not only will SMEs future-proof their operations by
adopting BIM, they will also help to support the UK
industry in becoming a global leader in the imple-
mentation and management of the technology. ■

For more information on adopting BIM, visit:
www.bimtaskgroup.org

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Alan Muse
Director of Built Environment Professional Groups
RICS
Tel: +44 (0)24 7686 8555
contactrics@rics.org
www.rics.org/uk
www.twitter.com/RICSnews
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invest in your success

CostOS V
Powerful Estimating & Bidding Software

the competitive edge you have been looking for



distributed in
the uk by

Succeeding in today’s marketplace is
not a simple task. You have to respond
promptly, accurately and confidently to
all estimating challenges.

Traditional estimating methods are
simply not enough.

CostOS Estimating brings the essential
innovation to comply with the modern
needs of estimating and sets the
standards for a successful future.

CostOS V covers all classes and types of estimates,
from high level conceptual to detailed and definitive
ones. It has been carefully designed with the
estimators in mind and provides a modern and
intuitive Graphical User Interface, making the
transition to the system quick and easy.

Today, CostOS V is successfully applied by
contractors, facility owners, consultants and
engineering firms. It is built to assist companies
operating both on a local and international scale
and it consolidates experience acquired through a
global network of presence.

CostOS V brings intelligence and adds value to the
work you have performed through the years. Its
unique engine allows estimators to build on their
experience and semi- automate or fully automate
their estimating processes.

BIM 5D

CostOS V has an embedded BIM engine allowing
you to work directly on your 3D models and apply
the ‘what you see is what you estimate’ method. It
works with Open Standard IFC files making sure
that you can work on 3D models of all common BIM
designing software. CostOS V was one of the two
systems to reach the final stage of the BuildingSmart’s
Quantity Takeoff information exchange (QTie)
challenge, and proved that BIM is ready for takeoff.

Excel Formulae
& Functionality

The new CostOS V comes preloaded with many
spreadsheet capabilities combined over a relational
resource database. You can define your own
formulae at a cell level, assign your own custom
fields and even take control of the calculations that
the software performs.

GIS Takeoff

Nomitech’s latest innovation is the GIS Takeoff tool
that comes on top of CostOS V. Large developments,
mega-projects and infrastructure projects can be
analysed with unmatched ease and speed, even
when no information is available. The tool can even
provide routes of transportation networks and the
depths of the sea for your offshore projects.
Combine the GIS Data with your cost models and
assemblies to make go/ no go decisions and to
optimise your engineering.

Innovative Estimating

ForgeTrack Ltd, 32a St Andrew Street,
Hertford SG14 1JA
Tel: 01992 500 900
sales@forgetrack.co.uk

mailto:sales@forgetrack.co.uk


Through a combination of its highly
experienced, knowledgeable personnel
and the latest cutting-edge technologies,

Murphy Surveys is at the forefront of delivering
expert survey solutions. Commenting on the
growth and expansion of the company since
its foundation, Kai Duebbert, Managing
Director of Murphy Surveys explains:

“We’ve grown considerably and established
ourselves as one of the leading surveying
companies in the UK, with a portfolio of long-
standing clients who return to us for our full
range of surveying services. We work with
our clients to find the best approach for them
– this is achieved through direct consultation
with the client to find appropriate solutions
to fit their projects and budget. A lot of effort
is invested into working with the client to
make sure that the whole system is designed
properly to meet their needs.”

Project Profile
Murphy Surveys recently completed a project
at Kidderpore, Hampstead which involved
the survey of 15 Grade II listed buildings, as
well as the surrounding land and all utilities
services. The project began with a precise
survey control. Murphy's then scanned the
area using a high definition 3D terrestrial
laser scan and produced high dynamic range
360 panoramic imagery. Collaborative point-
cloud viewing (TruView) was produced prior
to production of 3D parametric BIM.

Heritage projects such as these pose very
specific challenges; the random and varied
nature of each building means each one 
has its own levels, spaces and details.
Murphy Surveys were able to overcome such

hurdles due to the experienced nature of
both the surveyors involved and the BIM
modelling team. Collaboration was key to
producing the model.

“We work with our clients to
find the best approach for
them – this is achieved through
direct consultation with the
client to find appropriate solu-
tions to fit their projects and
budget.”

Windows and columns in the buildings were
all varied and extremely ornate. Custom 
families had to be built for each type of
window which included items such as glazing
bars, metal security bars and grills. Reveals
and stonework surrounds of a widely varied
nature across all 15 buildings were also
required. Point clouds were incorporated
into the model to ensure the utmost accuracy
when it came to modelling the existing 
surfaces. Modelling took into account the
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verticality and horizontality of the walls, 
ceilings and floors. Sagging often occurs with
heritage buildings and existing structures;
this was taken into account when these were
modelled.  

The ability to view point cloud scans of the
buildings using TruView allowed clients and
design teams to view the rich real time laser
scan of the existing structure internally as if
they were navigating in Google Maps
Streetview. Of vital importance is the ability
to pan and zoom around the scans and view
from each scanner position. This is invaluable
in saving time, as there were no site return
visits. It also allows quick, efficient and 
accurate collaboration.

Aside from being a visually accurate model
of the buildings on the site, relevant infor-
mation was also inputted to the model. This
included information such as customised
parameters, which allowed the BIM modellers
to note various conflicts or notes regarding

BIM for surveys – a model
of excellence



the model. Any items that were unknown or
deviations from real world conditions were
noted in the relevant walls and surveyed 
surfaces that were in the model, while other
deviations and comments from both surveyors
and the modelling team were also inputted
to the relevant object properties for tracking
and usability purposes.

“A lot of effort is invested into
working with the client to
make sure that the whole 
system is designed properly
to meet their needs.”

Once parameters like these are created and
used consistently by all, filters and schedules
can be set up easily in the model file which
allow the client and other users to isolate
and filter all relevant objects in the model,
even those that contain particular notes and
information. We can then view such objects
at a glance, instead of trawling through a
drawing looking for inaccuracies or devia-

tions manually and comparing these against
other information. This is essential on large
projects like this in order to cut down on time
spent checking over models and drawings.

At its most basic level, this allows errors or
difficulties in a survey to be highlighted
quickly and therefore tracked. It is essential
that such notes and tolerances are kept track
of in the model in order to improve the accu-
racy and collaborative nature of surveying.
Creating and maintaining good and accurate
data, with the help of notes and comments,
helps identify objects of interest other 
than just the visual. This means schedules
and spreadsheets can be generated for 
both asset management and fabrication 
purposes, as well as surveying real world
physical conditions.

This process allows valuable information to
be more viewable to everybody and high-
lights how important BIM can be. Aside from
creating 3D representations of the built 

Alan Halpin
Senior BIM Coordinator
Murphy Surveys UK
Tel: +44 (0)203 178 6644
london@murphysurveys.co.uk
www.murphysurveys.co.uk
www.twitter.com/murphy_surveys
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environment, BIM allows all information to
be kept in a single model or environment.
Instead of collating various sheets, CAD
drawings and specifications in various IT 
systems or cabinets, this single model 
significantly reduces waste, time spent on
return site visits and ultimately costs.

GLOBAL CONSULTING SURVEYORS
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www.adjacentgovernment.co.uk

Whether you agree, disagree, or have another
viewpoint with any news and features on our 
website, we want to hear from you.

Leaving a comment on any item on our website is
easy, so please engage and join the debate today.

YOUR OPINION
MATTERS

http://www.adjacentgovernment.co.uk


BIM Level 2 
Compliance and
Implementation
at Bill Prep 
Our BIM journey began in January 2014
with a significant investment in BIM
neutral collaborative software. This
software is fully integrated across 2D and
3D measurement and billing, 4D planning
and programming and 5D costing. 

Services include:

• Bills of Quantities and cost plans 
• 2D to 3D modelling 
• Additional tender information
such as window schedules 
• Rendering, animations and
construction sequencing 
• Model audits for BIM level 2
compliance 
• Clash detection 
• BIM consultation and
implementation  

BILL PRODUCTION 

Through our software we are able to
bring in 3D models from almost any
native format and automatically group
identical BIM components to generate
a substantial amount of quantity data
for use in preparing cost plans and bills
of quantities. 

This process reduces measurement
time and increases accuracy, it also
allows for manipulation and adjustment
of component data without affecting
the authoring model. 

All secured projects are now quantified
through BIM as our in-house team of
3D software engineers will create 3D
models from 2D drawings.  

These models are created for
measurement purposes and therefore
include a lot more information than
most models available at tender stage. 

By creating our own models we are
able to increase our scope of services. 

BIM SERVICES

BIM level 2 compliance has been achieved
through a series of coordinated
processes and implementation of
national standards such as BS1192:2007,
PAS1192-2:2013 and COBie-UK-2012
into our project workflows. 

We have our own internal BIM protocols
and have adopted the AEC Cad standards
best practise for open BIM. 

We are able to offer a wide range of
BIM services from simple 2D to 3D
modelling through to fully rendered
visualisations and 4D simulation.

We provide our clients with an
exceptional level of BIM modelling
service tailored to meet and support
specific requirements as well as
consultation and guidance to implement
BIM to achieve BIM level 2 compliance. 

To see samples of our models please
click here: FTP://remote.billprep.co.uk

Username: BP-Client    Password: Passw0rd

Bill Prep and Surveying Ltd, 5b Fircroft Business Centre, Fircroft Way, Edenbridge, Kent, TN8 6EL
T: 01732 866790 e: vince@billprep.co.uk w: www.billprep.co.uk

FTP://remote.billprep.co.uk
mailto:vince@billprep.co.uk
http://www.billprep.co.uk


Open standards for open BIM
Dr Anne Kemp, Chair, BIM4IUK and Vice Chair of BuildingSMART reflects on
recent discussions surrounding BIM in terms of the route to a Digital Built
Britain and open standards…

I’ve recently become Vice Chair of BuildingSMART
UK and Ireland, and over the past 2 weeks I have
been getting familiar with the organisation, both

at the UK Chapter level and at the International level
– since the last week of March was set aside for the
BuildingSMART International Summit which was
hosted at Watford followed by BIM Prospects, the
BuildingSMART’s first outward facing conference, 
in London.

I became very aware during this time of the vocabulary
that the “BIM” community adopts, and how there is
then a further vocabulary within BuildingSMART across
the international organisation, but also within each
Chapter. Why else would we still be having a debate
about whether BIM is “just a technology”?!

I also became aware that we were exploring two
parallel journeys, which were interdependent and
converging. 

The first was that of BuildingSMART itself – where it
has come from, its heritage, the cornerstones of
its success, and how it is evolving to adapt to the
disruptive changes across the industry which serves
the built environment.

Secondly, and particularly because the conference
was hosted in the UK, we were overtly exploring the
BIM journey here and how that appears to the rest
of the world – its relevance, its current status and
intentions, and the prospects for its contributions
globally to deal with the disruptive changes we all
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face. We determined that we are well on the road now
to providing the building blocks required to deliver
projects in Level 2, and that these were important to
implement before venturing to Level 3. 

But we also determined that the vision of what Level
2 then provides for us – the route to progression to a
Digital Built Britain – has to be underpinned by the
development and maintenance of international open
standards. This is why BuildingSMART International is
cited as one of the four organisations partnering to
facilitate Digital Built Britain.

Looking back into February, I took part in an interna-
tional thought leadership forum, followed by keynote
speeches on Geo-BIM at the Geospatial World Forums
in India and the Middle East. This provides a clue
to another parallel journey which I also believe is
converging with BIM in a way in which I have been
hoping for some time. And that is the continued
strengthening of the Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC) in developing open geospatial standards to
serve overall management of information. Neither is
it any accident that OGC has realised the strength in
collaborating with other open standards bodies,
such as the Worldwide Web Consortium (W3C).

BuildingSMART and OGC are working on a number of
initiatives to develop greater collaboration between
the organisations. It’s useful to observe that IFC
(Industry Foundation Classes) is to BuildingSMART
what GML (Geographic Mark-up Language) is to OGC.
And there needs to be a compromise, to achieve the
kind of integration across differing platforms, spatial
scales, and life stages that I believe the infrastructure
industry needs to deliver on the promise of what
BIM can achieve.

All these organisations have an over-arching,
common problem statement which the industry as a
whole needs them to address – that of how to stop
data becoming part of the problem, whether it’s open
and structured data, or whether it’s unstructured and
generated by numerous devices, including ourselves.

I’m writing this on a return journey from a GreenBIM
event, where I gave a talk on collaborative working –
and how BIM can help to realise this. What was
really insightful for me, was that this led on to two
roundtable discussions around what is really
required to realise BIM for Infrastructure – and the
role of open standards.

The feedback was very clear. People don’t really want
to know what is happening under the bonnet and
what format the data may or may not be in. They
simply want to know that the data is open, and it is
shareable – if that is appropriate, which it may not be
to the wrong people if it is the detailed design of a
prison. They also want to know that the services that
the data supports serves their purpose – from the
grassroots, of how a building can serve the needs of
the individuals and organisations using the facility, or
to a responsive BIM4Potholes where the individual
can feel that there will actually be a follow-up to
their report. That link of data to purpose also needs
to go up to the strategic level, where organisations
can prioritise investment projects to ensure that
their business delivers the right outcomes to the
customers they serve – whether that is a fast and
efficient journey from Edinburgh to Birmingham, or
supply of quality school places, to the demands of a
changing demographic profile across the country.



What is clear is that the open standards organisations
need the right people to come forward to help.
For a start, there is a challenge around succession
planning – we need younger people coming in with a
passion to get stuck in. And we also need relevant
Use Cases – examples of various problems and
challenges which need to be solved and which can test
current and evolving thinking. I am really heartened
to see some of our major clients coming forward to
collaborate – and the BIM4Infrastructure group can
certainly help others who are interested to get a
clearer picture of what is happening. Do please let
me know if you want to be involved.

But my final point – what could be the unintended
consequences of this immersion in digital data,
within a virtual as against real world? And how can
we design the way we deliver the data to avoid or
work with these unintended consequences? How
do we ensure that we not only enable intelligent
computers and intelligent infrastructure – but that
we also enable intelligent human beings who aren’t
merely consuming data – but are also able to engage,

reflect and make humane, socially responsible
decisions? ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dr Anne Kemp
Director (BIM Strategy and Development) at
Atkins, Chair for BIM4Infrastructure UK and ICE
BIM Action Group and Vice Chair for
BuildingSMART UK
bim4iuk@gmail.com

www.ice.org.uk/topics/BIM/ICE-BIM-Action-Group
www.bimtaskgroup.org/bim-4-infrastructure-uk/
www.buildingsmart.org.uk

www.twitter.com/ICE_engineers
www.twitter.com/BIM4IUK
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Egis now have some experience and
practice in BIM processes for infra-
structure projects especially in facilities

constructed on the ground or under the
ground for human activities development
inside the territories1 ”.

Compared to the buildings, the scope is
larger, in terms of scales to be covered, 
systems to be developed and type of works
to be constructed.

If the development of the BIM for Infrastructure
must avoid “re-inventing the wheel”, the items
of interoperability of data, tools and processes
need to be re-visited in order to stay relevant
and to provide some real added value.

Level of BIM maturity In
Infrastructure
The BIM European Task Group, is agreed
that the average level of maturity possible is
Level 2 with the objectives to deliver  for the
year 2016. To simplify the concept, the BIM
maturity Level 2 means: “Objects and models
in 3 dimensions delivered in using the avail-
able standards and collaborative processes
(for instance, Workflow, libraries…)

Two schemas compare how Egis evaluates
the Level 2 maturity for a construction to be
considered in a building, like a metro station,
and for a construction like a motorway,
based on the experience of delivered 
projects in France or in Middle East.

The processes for building are very much 
oriented by the 3D objects, natively managed
by the authoring tools, using IFC standard,
but losing maturity with the collaborative
processes due to the usual collaborative
tools: they are mainly dedicated for files
management.

The infrastructure processes are more ori-
ented models than objects which are not
natively managed by the authoring tools.
Nevertheless, because the collaborative tools
are oriented files management, they appear
relevant to manage the models files (work-
flow, versioning, etc.). It has to be men-
tioned, that the level of maturity cannot be
homogenized for all of the works included in
the infrastructure project and the extension
of the standards are in progress with BSI and
OGC.

Data Drop or Concurrent
Engineering (C.E.)
Two approaches are possible for the BIM
management: 
The data drop approach is mainly oriented•
on the deliverables to be produced by the
BIM models for each phases. The goal is to
deliver digital information for procurement.

Another approach is possible with the goal•
to organize the approval management

BIM processes for 
Infrastructure projects
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under a concurrent engineering process
by the workflow management. BIM is
used for the approval process, prior to the
usual submission of deliverables (drawings,
reports and models). The expected impact
is to decrease the number of deliverables
issuances.

In case of developing the C.E. approach, the
collaborative tools and the processes
become the center point, the node of the
BIM. The BIM benefits are not oriented to
the Client only, but also to the information
producers, improving their acceptance of
the BIM implementation. 

The BIM execution plan
The “Bim execution plan” has to be consid-
ered not only as a key document but a key
moment to clarify with all of the stakehold-
ers, the BIM expectations. 

Three aspects of the BEP:
The “Bim execution plan” or the “Bim pro-•
tocol” (NEC Contract) can be required by
the Client in the “Terms of Reference”. In
this case, it is a contractual obligation to
proceed through the design plan and the
design schedule.

For the C.E. process, the BEP is additional•
to the Project Management Plan. The
QA/QC system is impacted.

Level 2 for Buildings

LEVEL 2 for Linear Infrastructure

Rennes Metro station



But the BEP is also a communication’s doc-•
umentation: to develop with the design
team or the construction team how to save
some benefits from the BIM, and to define
with the Client what is the added value
expected. Usually, the time to spend for the
BEP creation, is largely underestimated.

In C.E., the BEP becomes the comprehensive
way and tools of the project management.

Model Review and Project
review
An Infrastructure project combines a large
number of heterogenic models and tools to
be associated and integrated. The Model
review and the Technical Project review must
be considered as two very different steps, in
a process of C.E.

The model review is integrated within the
QA/QC process, and resolves in one time, the
design quality and the models integration
quality. For C.E.,it can be done in any time,
to check each design progress. For an infra-
structure project, to have a view of the project
integration, it is needed to proceed to a ded-
icated 3D model integration in a specific tool,
which is no more an authoring tool. The Bim
Coordinator proceeds to this integration and
activates the QA/QC processes.

The Project review must be prepared in a very
different way, even if it is based on the same
3D models and the same integration tool. A

BIM project review must be focused not on the
3D aspects but on Contractual issues and 
constructability. The BIM manager role is to
associate any issues detected during the
Model Review to a contractual information or
requirement, in creating metadata and mon-
itoring relating to the Contract. The BIM navi-
gation needs to be organized by contractual
issues allocated by the 3D model viewer.

metadata and
standardization
The Perspective of the BIM level 3 for Infra-
structure projects requires solving at least
two main issues:
A full modeling of the infrastructure,•
including the underground with interoper-
ability between the various domains,
including geographical information. 

The possibility to have a full integrated•
meta data management, (versioning and
status) at any stage of the project.

This last issue seems a realistic perspective
in the shorter term than the full 3D objects
integration. But the cost saving for all the
stakeholders could be very profitable.

GOLD LINE in DOHA
With the current construction boom in Qatar,
Egis Rail teamed up with Louis Berger in the
Project Management of the Qatar Integrated
Railways Project. This will be a very challeng-
ing role for EGIS Rail since the Qatar Rail has

Christophe Castaing
Director of the corporate 
project: BIM by Egis 
Co-director of the National 
Research Project MINnD
Chairman of the Building Smart
International Infrastructure Room
BIM manager for several projects 
of Infrastructure
Egis
christophe.castaing@egis.fr
www.egis.fr
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initiated the use of BIM Building Information
Modelling in all its current and future proj-
ects. With experienced BIM Coordinators,
Egis Rail is assisting Qatar Rail in implement-
ing BIM Plan as per the Employers’ require-
ments. Checking and validation of the BIM
models as submitted by the Contractor,
making sure that BIM uses are strictly
adhered to and follow the Standard, Meth-
ods and Procedures as mandated the Client. 
1 MINnD: “Modeling the INfrastructures INteroperable INformation
in n Dimensions” is a French National Research Project, spon-
sored by the Ministry of Environment and Energy (MEDDE)
http://www.minnd.fr/
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NBS BIM Toolkit to support 
enhanced EIR
Stephen Hamil, Director of Design and Innovation at the NBS, describes how the
NBS BIM Toolkit is used to support Employer’s Information Requirements (EIR)…

Aset of Employer’s Information Requirements
(EIR) is a key document in the UK ‘standards’
(PAS1192-2) for anyone working to the Level 2

BIM process. It is intended to be part of the wider
tender document set for the procurement of the
Design Team and the Constructor and sets out
clearly what models will be required at each stage of
the project and what the purposes of these models
will be.

The core purpose of an EIR is to document the 
information requirements and also to establish the
information management requirements. This docu-
ment forms the basis upon which the bidders can
then respond with their outline BIM Execution Plan
(BEP).  The BEP demonstrates how, if successful, the
bidders will deliver and manage this digital information
throughout the project.

Figure 1 below shows the suggested structure of an
EIR as published on the HM Government’s BIM Task
Group website.

As can be seen from Figure 1 the EIR establishes,
from the outset of the project, a whole host of issues
and responsibilities that will run through its lifetime.
By providing this guidance at an early stage this
should enable bidders to remove allowances for
‘don’t knows’ within both cost and programme –
working towards meeting two of the primary objec-
tives of the Government’s construction strategy to
which BIM is an important contributor.

A template EIR with embedded guidance may be
downloaded for free from the BIM Task Group
website. This may then be adapted to form project-
specific requirements for each of the sub-sections.

From June, the free to use NBS BIM Toolkit should 
be used to generate the content for sub-section 1.1.4
of an EIR, which deals with level of detail. The toolkit
defines the specific information requirements that
are aligned to the project stages that the bidders and
then project team subsequently build on through the
digital plan of work.
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1.1 Technical 1.2 Management 1.3 Commercial

1.1.1 Software platforms

1.1.2 Data exchange format

1.1.3 Co-ordinates

1.1.4 Level of definition

1.1.5 Training

1.2.1 Standards

1.2.2 Roles and responsibilities

1.2.3 Planning the work and data segregation

1.2.4 Security

1.2.5 Coordination and clash detection 

1.2.6 Collaboration process

1.2.7 Health and safety/CDM 

1.2.8 Systems performance

1.2.9 Compliance plan

1.2.10 Delivery strategy for asset information

1.3.1 Data drops and project 
deliverables

1.3.2 Client’s strategic purposes

1.3.3 BIM-specific competence 
assessmentFigure 1 – Structure of an EIR

Figure 1 – Structure of an EIR
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Figure 2 shows typical tasks in the Toolkit, which the
user may adapt to the specific project needs. This
information can then be exported into a digital format
for re-use, and also a Microsoft Office format for ease
of insertion into an EIR document. 

The client’s high-level ‘plain language questions’ may
be added into this section of an EIR. This gives further
clarity to the supply-chain in terms of the specific
questions that need to be answered at each stage of
the project. Some of these questions may be quite
simply referred to against any tasks or deliverables
within the information requirements. However, for
other questions the complexity of the information
required to answer is probably best provided by the
expertise within the supply chain.

Figure 3 shows a simple relationship between a 
‘plain language question’ and a task. Figure 4 shows 
a complex relationship between a plain language
question and a task.

Example template ‘plain language questions’ may also
be downloaded for free from the BIM Task Group
Labs website. http://www.thenbs.com/BIMTask
GroupLabs/questions.html . 

The role of the NBS BIM Toolkit is not to pre-link each
potential plain language question with specific tasks
and deliverables. However, it does give an excellent
base framework through the combination of the digital
plan of work tool and the associated level of definition
templates. ■ www.theNBS.com/BIMToolkit

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Stephen Hamil
Director of Design and Innovation
NBS (National Building Specification)
Tel: 0345 456 9594
info@theNBS.com
www.thenbs.com
www.twitter.com/TheNBS
www.twitter.com/StephenHamilNBS
http://constructioncode.blogspot.comFigure 2 – Exporting the information

from the digital plan of work

Figure 3 – A simple one-to-one link between PLQ and Task

Figure 4 – The far more complex plain language question
to answer

http://www.thenbs.com/BIMTask
http://www.theNBS.com/BIMToolkit
mailto:info@theNBS.com
http://www.thenbs.com
http://www.twitter.com/TheNBS
http://www.twitter.com/StephenHamilNBS
http://constructioncode.blogspot.com


Established in 1989, Man and Machine
is part of a pan-European group, 
operating in 11 countries, with over

750 staff and over 500,000 installed CAD
seats. We provide expertise in digital design
and data management with over 60 years 
of combined technical experience and 
extensive industry. Our specialist knowledge
has allowed us to develop a wide variety of
services that address the needs of our cus-
tomers’ across multiple industries to enable
them to design, visualise, and simulate to the
highest standard.

Our goal is to help you optimise your design
process. Whether you are in the architecture,
plant or construction industries, we have the
experience to understand your business and
what you are trying to achieve, and we have
the expertise to enable you to do it better. 

It takes many activities and skills to bring the
ideas and designs of Architects/Engineers to
fulfilment. Building Information Modelling
(BIM) attempts to standardise the creation
and exchange of information to make 
the design, construction and operational
management of a facility or infrastructure
asset more efficient.

It is important to note that BIM is not just
about buildings, but in its wildest context is
being applied to facility, building, road, rail-
way, and infrastructure projects. It is also now
very much impacting organisations through-
out the supply chain including manufacturers,
fabricators and interior designers.

The word ‘building’ in itself also doesn’t 
necessarily describe the full scope of a project
– it doesn’t cover policies, assumptions, strate-
gic decisions, supply chain, specification, user

assessment, regulation and recycling 
sustainability. All are key parts of the projects
‘information model’ and should be included
in the creation of the facility or asset 
information as the project progresses.

BIM covers all aspects of the project lifecycle
and is being driven by UK Government, to
ensure that all public sector projects are
under-pinned by the creation, collation and
exchange or shared 3D models and intelli-
gent structured data that is attached to them.
UK Government has defined a minimum
requirement for Level 3 BIM by 2016, which
defines a series of domain models and the
provision of a single electronic environment
to store shared data and information.

With the enormous amount of data and
press available on the subject, making the
right choices to begin your own BIM journey
and maximise the return on your investment
is critical. Man and Machine offer a variety
of solutions and services to help you under-
stand the impact of BIM and the market
opportunity that it presents throughout the
supply chain. The solutions and services

Kirsty Walker
Marketing Manager
Man and Machine
Unit 8 Thame 40 
Jane Morbey Road 
Thame 
OX9 3RR
Tel: 01844 263700
marketing@manandmachine.co.uk
www.manandmachine.co.uk

Are you ready for BIM?
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include BIM-based products, modelling and
measurement solutions, BIM deployment
programs, training and consultancy.

Contact us today for more information, 
call 01844 263763, email marketing@
manandmachine.co.uk, visit www.manand-
machine.co.uk/BIM or @ManandMa-
chineUK on Twitter.

mailto:marketing@manandmachine.co.uk
http://www.manandmachine.co.uk
http://www.manand-machine.co.uk/BIM
http://www.manand-machine.co.uk/BIM
http://www.manand-machine.co.uk/BIM


Man and Machine Training Academy

Man and Machine specialise in Autodesk training for 
Manufacturers, Engineers, Architects & Product Designers.

All courses are taught with the o�cial Autodesk courseware 
and includes one month’s free post training support.

Autodesk AutoCAD courses include: 

• AutoCAD Essentials
• AutoCAD Electrical Fundamentals
• AutoCAD Advanced 
• AutoCAD 3D Drawing & Modelling
• AutoCAD Mechanical Essentials

E: marketing@manandmachine.co.uk  
W: www.manandmachine.co.uk  T: 01844 263 700 Connect with us

Man and Machine o�er an extensive 
range of Autodesk 2015 training courses
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Steve Jobs loved the discipline and pro-
ductivity of small teams. In an interview
with Fast Company, Apple CEO Tim Cook

was asked how he keeps Apple effective, fleet
and non-bureaucratic. Cook said “It’s harder
and you are fighting gravity... We’ve turned up
the volume on collaboration because it’s so
clear that in order for us to be incredibly suc-
cessful we have to be the best collaborators
in the world.”

Poor collaboration has set many government
projects on a path to failure, often with legal
disputes and exploding costs en route. 

One of the largest disasters was of course the
NHS IT program that cost around £10 billion,
but the same problems with collaboration
sap time and money from many construction
projects. 

Troubled projects often seem like chaos, and
it’s a fitting description. Chaos theory shows
that surprising complexity can emerge from
very few, simple rules. This means that even

if a project launches with a good plan, the
right direction and the right contracts, it will
often go badly off course. The only way to
keep it on track is by maintaining seamless
collaboration and complete clarity from start
to finish, so the inevitable array of problems
can be killed quickly.

It’s often easy to see in hindsight that a lack of
collaboration was key, but the solution is to
enable the team to work together in the cloud
from the start. This doesn’t just avoid prob-
lems, it enables greater productivity, smarter
solutions and a less stressful environment.

Adoddle is the cloud-based collaboration plat-
form used by many of the most challenging
projects, from London’s Leadenhall building
(the cheese grater) and Heathrow Terminal 5
(the UK’s largest free-standing building) to the
£20b Crossrail project.

Adoddle has quickly become the collaboration
platform for many of the world’s largest infra-
structure projects, from Dubai International

How to move faster, 
collaborating in the cloud
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Airport to major rail infrastructure projects in
Sydney and Hong Kong. 

Stop waiting for information
There is no secret to Adoddle’s success. It
simply uses the cloud to solve the age-old
problems of collaboration. Like a chain of
people all waiting for information from each
other before they can proceed with the next
task. With Adoddle, everyone can access all
the information they need in the cloud, at any
time, from any location. This also reduces risk
as everyone accesses the full original infor-
mation. During the construction of New York’s
Citygroup Centre, key joints designed to be
welded were instead bolted. Experts pre-
dicted that a storm could topple the building,
damaging 100 city blocks.

Stop email killing your
productivity
Email transformed productivity when it first
arrived, and has been gradually diminishing
it ever since. We have all felt the frustration of
dealing with endless emails instead of getting



things done, and struggling to find the files we
need. Email is a terrible way to store and
organise information, with endless strings of
comments and attachments, but few clear
action points.

Adoddle converts this chaos into highly
organised information, with clear tasks and
deadlines assigned to specific people. Many
of us are tied to email like a ball and chain,
and copying information into other applica-
tions can be a chore. To get around this,
Adoddle adds a button to outlook, to quickly
transfer information, so a monstrous string
of emails becomes an actionable list of tasks. 

The same Adoddle button appears in Word,
Excel and Powerpoint, to quickly send files to
Adoddle, where they can be shared, discussed
and attached to tasks.

Get control through clarity
Another big nail in the coffin for chaos is the
ability to see exactly what’s happening at all
times. Weekly or monthly reports from con-
tractors are fine as long as they are always

positive. Otherwise finding and fixing the
problem or isolating the bottleneck is a tough
task, particularly when contractors reports may
be designed to hide them. With Adoddle, the
project manager can see the progression of
all files, forms, tasks and models and all the
relevant conversations. 

A customisable dashboard enables a high-level
view of progress at a glance, and when there’s
a problem it’s easy to drill down and identify
it, before it becomes a bigger problem. Just as
everyone on the project knows what they need
to do and by when, project managers know
what’s causing delays and who to call, without
having to trawl through any ambiguous reports.

Collaborate better, for
smarter solutions
Saving time, money and stress are the obvious
advantages of a cloud platform like Adoddle.
But the most valuable advance is that it
enables more seamless multi-disciplinary
collaboration. Ideas are shared more freely,
which invariably means smarter, faster solu-
tions. Steven Johnson, author of ‘Where Good

Tracey Saunders
Sales & Marketing Manager
Asite
Tel: +44 (0)207 749 7880
tsaunders@asite.com
www.asite.com
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Ideas Come From’ spent five years research-
ing the subject. He found that the great driver
of innovation has been the historic increase
in connectivity and our ability to exchange
ideas with other people.

When Elon Musk floated the idea of a hyper-
loop - a 1200km/h train operating in a vacuum
tube - hundreds of engineers from firms like
Boeing, Airbus and NASA began collaborating
in their spare time to make it happen. Con-
struction on a 5km public hyperloop in central
California is due to start next year. Through
fluid, multi-disciplinary collaboration, these
teams from different companies and locations
are taking on challenges that most established
companies would shy away from. 

Cloud-based collaboration enables informa-
tion and ideas to flow faster. People can
access files directly, without bothering or 
waiting for someone else. The project man-
ager has complete clarity and with it the 
ability to quickly identify and kill problems.
And most importantly, everyone involved can
contribute more, achieving greater success as
a team. 

Visit asite.com to start working faster and
smarter with Adoddle.
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Surviving the BIM revolution
Karen Alford, BIM Project Executive at the Environment Agency discusses
how industry can adapt to the BIM revolution by utilising the standards and
data currently available…

Irecently read one of Charles Darwin’s quotations
from 1809; “It is not the strongest of the species
that survives, nor the most intelligent but the one

most responsive to change”. Is it going to be the
most adaptable organisations that survive the BIM
revolution as it’s introduced to government led 
construction projects in the UK?

Unlike most other industries construction has not
changed significantly for many years and up until 
this point has escaped the need to react to changes
in customer demands which can throw their whole

business model into a state of disarray. The landscape
of the retail industry has changed dramatically this
century with the rise of internet shopping combined
with more demanding customers with a world market
at their finger tips. Many long-standing faces on the
high street have disappeared, others have modified
their operations to enable them to compete, and new
ones have emerged to be global leaders.  

I recently attended a ThinkBIM session in Leeds and
learnt about how Hobson & Porter responded to an
East Riding of Yorkshire Council BIM model driven

94 | BIM
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tender for a new fire station for the Humberside Fire
Rescue Service at Clough Road in Hull. The SME was
daunted at first but embraced the challenge and
recognised the opportunity for them to understand
what it meant for their business, their supply chain
and most importantly, delivering a project in a 
different way for the benefit of their client.  

The Government Construction Strategy 2011 set out
some challenging efficiency targets and these were
built into the Construction Strategy 2025. Industry
leaders agreed to deliver a 33% reduction in whole
life cost of built assets, 50% reduction in time from
inception to completion and 50% lower emissions by
2025.  These ambitious targets will not be achieved
by simply adding a piece of software or two to existing
practices, but I am fearful that some within the industry
still believe this alone is going to deliver Level 2 BIM
and modernise the industry.

The retail industry uses technology and data analytics
in many ways to better understand their customer
needs. Tracking customer movements within a store
to improve layout is common place and we have all
noticed how seasonal stock appears when certain
weather conditions prevail. As a customer we can track
the location of our parcel at any time of day wherever
it may be in the world. Although the application 
and deliverables will be different, as a construction
industry client, we expect to progressively benefit
from the innovative use of data combined with a
range of technological solutions to provide a 
comparable service.

The government continues to forge ahead with its
digital agenda to improve and modernise its own
operations, make it easier for others to do business
with, and save £33bn from the public purse. The
Level 2 BIM deliverables are all about making it

easier for the construction industry to do business,
sharing data and information, and building on what
others have created rather than re-inventing what
already exists. 

The effort involved in exchanging documents and
information can be surprisingly large. The Environment
Agency exchanges about 10,000 documents within
projects via its project workspace every month. It can
be difficult to comprehend just how many transactions
occur within a business and if these are not managed
efficiently it can be a costly affair.

“The Level 2 BIM deliverables are all
about making it easier for the construction
industry to do business, sharing data and
information, and building on what others
have created rather than re-inventing what
already exists.”

The BS/PAS 1192 suite of standards set out a 
framework, which if adopted, allows the industry to
share data and information in a common way, using
common naming conventions and exchange methods.
Most client and supplier organisations use some
form of project workspace, which is likely to be 
configured slightly differently and with a range of
working protocols slightly tailored to each customer.
This type of back office activity creates a cost 
burden to the business. If the PAS 1192 approach 
is implemented at an organisational level it provides
a common workflow and assurance methodology
which is good practice whether a customer formally
requests it or not.

There is much debate around COBie, which is part 
of the PAS 1192 suite of standards. However, in its
simplest form it provides the functionality of an issues
sheet, commonly used within the industry, but with



the added benefit of a structured schema to allow 
the client to manage their data and information more
efficiently, and takes us all one step closer to a Digital
Built Britain.  

The starting place for building information models 
is to get a handle on how data and information is
currently used within your business and the processes
deployed to support it.  The full benefit of technology
can only be realised when it is treated as part of a
wider business change programme, and existing
roles and activities are reviewed and adapted to 
seek out the new opportunities operating in a digital
environment and what this can bring to a business
and industry.  

Government driven BIM is providing the pull but is
the industry gearing itself up to give the push? ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Karen Alford FCCA
BIM Project Executive
Environment Agency
karen.alford@environment-agency.gov.uk
www.environment-agency.gov.uk
www.twitter.com/EnvAgency
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selecting the right 
Facilities management 
sOFtware

Excitech Consulting supports stakeholders in 
all construction project types, from inception 
to operation and beyond excise

BIM Strategy & Execution

BIM Commercialisation Capability

Collaboration & Data Management

BIM & Asset Management

Bespoke Application Development

Technical & Business Process Improvement

Statutory & Government Compliance

Technology & IT Support

Training

Excitech Consulting partners with its customers to develop shared objectives and plans; building 

a close working relationship to take people, process and products forward on a journey through 

their learning and development curve.  Below is a small selection of the services we can provide.   

Of key importance to our working relationship however is to listen in detail to your needs and 

provide a fully personalised service that fits with your budget, timescale and aims for both the 

present and future.

Consulting means listening more than talking, gathering thoughts more than imposing 

suggestions and that is the basis on which we operate.

Find out more at 
www.excitech.consulting

consulting
Design, Construct & Operate ... Better
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New tools are empowering designers to 
explore new materials, builders to take 
advantage of innovative construction 
methods, and entire project teams to  
deliver better performing projects.

BIM, there is no turning back. 
It is no longer a question of 
why but how do you best take 
advantage of BIM? What’s 
your take on BIM? BIM is  
about integrating data,  
people, and processes in a 
unified environment.

Technology is the enabler and supports 
BIM processes. Today we are seeing 
projects delivering a return on investment 
in BIM when our users integrate people and 
processes, and are supported by appropriate 
technology.

The new Abu Dhabi Midfield Terminal 
Building project is a great example of a 
BIM-driven approach. This approach is 
fundamental to facilitating the delivery 
of this extraordinary project through its 
lifecycle - and is helping to minimize risk 
and ensure project success. In this project, 
the Consolidated Contractors Company, 
part of the TCA Joint Venture of TAV, CCC 
and Arabtec, managed to reduce the cycle 
of critical RFIs from 28 days down to 2 - 7 
days. They saved USD 1 million and 51,000 
working hours by resolving clashes between 
just the façade and other disciplines.

How are you supporting your customers 
in their BIM journey? Cadventure, a partner 
of Bentley Systems provides software and 
services that empower multi-discipline 
project teams to advance to what some call 
BIM Level 2 by facilitating optioneering as 
well as enhanced project delivery. Among 
these offerings are OpenPlant, AECOsim, 
and OpenRoads. Secondly, being able 
to collaborate and share information 
throughout the project lifecycle regardless 
of asset types is paramount. Bentley’s 
ProjectWise has long been the recognized 
industry standard for work sharing for 
design integration. Just two months ago, we 
launched ProjectWise Essentials, which we 
like to think of as “ProjectWise for everyone.” 
With ProjectWise Essentials, organisations 
of all sizes can now get immediate access 
to ProjectWise capabilities. It is fully 
provisioned as a “software at your service,” 
providing cloud-based access to ProjectWise 
and incorporating industry standards such 
as BS 1192 workflows, best practices, and 
processes based on our experience in 
working with larger organisations.

We also understand that projects vary in 
size and complexity. Bentley’s R&D team is 
committed to delivering solutions that are 
scalable in terms of the multidisciplinary 
project teams engaged in the effort, project 
size, project complexity, and geographic 
distribution.

With Bentley’s proven technology and 
LEARNservices, they help users address 
their design, engineering, and construction 
challenges. For example, The Crossrail-
Bentley Information Academy was launched 
as part of a technology partnership with 
Crossrail, Europe’s largest infrastructure 
project.

The Academy, located in Bentley’s U.K. 
headquarters, educates participants in 
the people, processes, technology, and 
workflows required to achieve the Crossrail 
target of delivering a worldclass asset, 
and is one of the innovative initiatives 
helping Crossrail become among the first 
organisations to reach BIM Level 2.

The challenge for any organisation is to 
get the most advantage of constructible 
models? How do you respond to that 
challenge? The mission is to help users gain 
more visibility into the path of construction. 
That’s why the focus is on improving 
information mobility, construction modeling, 
and industry interoperability. For example, 
Bentley is collaborating with Trimble to 
deliver realworld solutions that will transform 
the design to construction workflow - by 
enabling greater information mobility 
through ProjectWise CONNECT Edition and 
Trimble Connect platform.

Telephone:: 0207 436 9004       @BIM_Cadventure

Advancing BIM for 
comprehensive project delivery



Doing BIM? 
Whether you are just starting your journey into BIM or if you are looking for your next step, Cadventure can 
help guide you on the right BIM strategy for you by offering:

• BIM software solutions
• BIM training – from introduction to advanced level
• BIM consultancy – small to large projects
• On-project mentoring

To find out more visit the website or call 0207 436 9004

Doing BIM? 
Whether you are just starting your journey into BIM or if you are looking for your next step,  
Cadventure can help guide you on the right BIM strategy for you by offering:

• BIM process – Best practise 
• BIM software solutions
• BIM training – from introduction to advanced level
• BIM consultancy – small to large projects
• On-project mentoring

To find out more visit the website or call 0207 436 9004



BIM4FitOut – Tools of trade
Mark Norton, Chair of BIM4FitOut and ISG’s Head of BIM for Fitout and
Engineering Services describes the latest tools on offer to encourage and
assist those embarking on BIM implementation…

During 2014 and so far in 2015, we have seen a
marked change in Building Information Model-
ling and its take up in the fit out marketplace.

Client awareness of the benefits of using BIM have
manifested themselves in detailed scopes (Employers
Information Requirements or EIR’s) and this has duly
been adopted by certain Tier 1 contractors.

BIM by its nature is built on collaboration, shared
goals and shared responsibility; this should be born in
mind with any undertaking.  A team effort where you
can be supported whatever your experience, is one of
the cornerstones in the way we operate BIM4FitOut. 

The BIM4Fitout aim is to share knowledge across its
members and aid, assist, and promote supply chain
engagement with its own BIM journey. 

We are currently developing and promoting three
exciting tools for the supply chain – moving the BIM
agenda forward.

The BIM Workbook
An important launch tool set to get supply chain
engagement, increase awareness and capability is
the BIM4FitOut workbook.

Its primary goal is a simple approach on developing a
capability from scratch – to deliver a BIM project,
explaining the terminology used, various acronyms
and abbreviations, current guidelines, relevant British
Standards, and practices within the industry. As well as
being a ‘what document’ it is also a ‘how to document’
clearly taking a specialist contractor though the steps
of delivering a BIM implementation plan.  

Supply chain support is paramount and the work-
book will deliver solutions and answers to common
frequently asked questions in an easy to understand
language and format. This source of information will
then allow the reader to put together a roll-out plan
or strategy for BIM implementation.

The workbook which has been supported by CITB
will be available for all specialist contractors across
construction.

BID4Free
BID4Free is an exciting initiative to give BIM ‘newbies’
a free to use web based platform to tender and bid
for projects with a BIM content.
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Dr Jozef Doboš from 3D Repo is developing a common
principle web based software application that requires
no specialist technology – a simple laptop will suffice.
In addition, no specialist training is needed to use the
software. It is an intuitive application, easily adopted
by the user and productive – giving measurements,
quantities and a viewer. The software will allow
anyone to tender on a BIM project, on any machine
or tablet in any browser, and importantly, it will be
fully encrypted allowing for confidentiality.

Minimizing any financial outlay for this is a significant
benefit as the software is free at point of use by 
specialist contractors. This will start to give an idea 
of what to expect from a model and how to operate
it – aiding and enabling supply chain members to
interrogate, assess, and price projects that they may
well have been excluded from previously.

3D Repo have already tested the software with 
members of FIS and expect that by March 2016 it will
be fully deployed.

It has been stated widely that if SMEs (in this case
individual subcontractors) do not engage with BIM,
they could well be left behind and lose a great deal
of business. This software could be a saving grace for
many in the industry.

BIM capability 
BIM capability within the supply chain is an important
area when assessing skill levels and competency.
These can be awash with technical questions, process
interrogation and a bewildering array of acronyms.
We as a group are developing a Compliance Ques-
tionnaire to assist in this common form of assessment
used by Tier 1 contractors. Our questionnaire will
use a ‘plain language’ approach, reducing the poten-
tial for confusion and simplifying the ‘tech talk’ to an
easy, more palatable level to the newcomer.

This will not only aid the supply chain member with
what knowledge and technology may be required,

but also give a solid idea of where they may be and
what training is necessary to raise their profile to the
next level.

This plain language capability questionnaire has 
relevance and importance with Tier 1 contractors – it
allows them to assess during pre-qualification enquires
and at tender stage. ■

BIM4FitOut was formed by FIS (the Finishes and Interiors Sector) to

address the impact of BIM on the fit out and finishes sector. As a 

government’s BIM Task Group partner, the group aims to ensure that

the sector supply chain is ready for this new way of working.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mark Norton MIET LCIBSE
Chair of BIM4FitOut and ISG’s Head of BIM for
Fitout and Engineering Services
BIM4FitOut
www.bimtaskgroup.org/bim4fitout
www.twitter.com/BIM4FItOut
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Neill Ryan is CEO of VRM Technology
(VRM), a software company based
in London and Dublin that provides

a cloud based collaboration and invoice
management platform, Refurbify, to the 
construction industry. Integrated mobile
survey apps allow property surveys to be
completed and once uploaded to the cloud
will produce whole property 2D plans, 3D
models, schedules of works, bills of materials,
works budget costings and much more 
automatically in real-time! Live works can be
measured and monitored using smart phone
based evidence of use apps that track
progress in real-time against planned works
and specified products.

VRM has spent the last 2 years working on
private and government backed construction
research projects that cover many different
types of technologies and processes from
pre-works through to the final delivery
stages. This has given the company the
opportunity to collaborate with leading
industry organisations and learn how tech-
nology is currently used (or not used) in the
domestic refurbishment and retrofit market.

The most interesting of all the topics covered
is BIM and its use in the refurbishment and
retrofit markets. When the value of the works
at hand are generally less than it might cost
to produce useful BIM models, one has to
ask the question, why use BIM at all?

While there are benefits of BIM for all the
parties in the construction supply chain, for

the purpose of this article lets start with a
medium sized social housing provider with
limited budgets, increasing annual mainte-
nance costs, tenants not paying the rent due
to high energy costs and a desire to retrofit
or refurbish to resolve these issues. Due to
the high costs of the type of retrofits required
to adequately achieve these goals there is a
huge emphasis on the quality of works. This
is required to make sure that the reduction
in maintenance costs and energy costs will
be sustained for the projected life of the
works installed. So how can BIM help here? 

Using a survey tool such as Refurbify, whole
property surveys have been captured either
during one visit or smaller surveys completed
during ongoing maintenance visits. The 
difference with these surveys compared to

Large scale refurbishment
and retrofit using BIM
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those currently captured is that they have the
end goal in mind. The costs, the products,
the labour and the time that is required to
perform any chosen measures on properties
that that are being surveyed.

“VRM has spent the last 2
years working on private and
government backed construc-
tion research projects that
cover many different types of
technologies and processes
from pre-works through to
the final delivery stages.”

Once this data is captured, an IFC model of
each property is immediately available on
the Refurbify cloud. This model can be
instantly queried to provide estimated

Is it worth it?



schedule of costs and durations for any work
measures that are of interest. Contractors 
can be sent a link to IFC models, along with
associated tagged information such as
photos and videos, specified products and
labour skills. Costs and products can be
agreed and added directly to the system so
that the BIM data is updated accordingly.

“Even the small tradesman
can play a part in updating
the BIM information by con-
firming their tasks have been
completed and taking photos
of their work and products
use via a smart phone and a
mobile app.”

Once the works have been decided the agreed
BIM information can be used to schedule the
works and monitor them in real-time. Products
can be scanned onsite and referenced against
the specified products, the duration of tasks
can be compared pro-actively against the

planned task durations. Live costs can be 
compared to budgeted costs as all of the 
onsite data is continuously checked against 
the planned and specified BIM data.

Even the small tradesman can play a part in
updating the BIM information by confirming
their tasks have been completed and taking
photos of their work and products use via a
smart phone and a mobile app.

The end result for the social housing provider
is that BIM gives them complete control and
visibility of the process from the early 
deliberations of choosing which properties
should be upgraded, to choosing a contractor,
monitoring the essential elements of the live
works, approving invoices that are automati-
cally generated and linked to virtual evidence
from the works performed. 

The quality and costs of the planned works
have been matched to the delivered works and
the promises of ongoing reductions in energy

Neill Ryan
CEO
VRM Technology Limited
Tel: +353 866 099 062
neill.ryan@vrmtechnology.co.uk 
www.vrmtechnology.co.uk 
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and maintenance costs can be more certain.

For more information about VRM or Refurbify
please feel free to contact using any of the
details provided on our website.

http://www.vrmtechnology.co.uk/contact
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As the industry moves forward, so
are many companies with their BIM
projects and pilots. There is however,
still a reluctance to embrace the
technology, with many companies
dragging their heels. Less than a
quarter of building services
contractors and consultants are
currently using products with full
BIM information. Many small and
medium-sized firms can be reluctant
to take the next step, but the
benefits are not just for the big boys.

Time savings?
There are many articles written about the
advantages of BIM, but most state that the
biggest driver is time savings. With all
designs being held in one file, it is easy to
streamline boring and repetitive tasks,
allowing AEC professionals to spend less
time managing documents and more
designing and constructing.

But how will it change the day-to-day?
Hand renderings are an extremely time-
consuming, expensive activity. By using
interconnected design, these crucial 
pre-tender documents are easier to produce
and require less effort, experience and time,
which result in design concept images that
not only look good, but can also be used to
generate drawing sets. 

Which project?
Many firms will claim they are waiting for
the “right job” to come along before
implementing BIM. Any project that includes
elevations, sections and schedules are
perfect for a first BIM project. A dry run with
a small, already completed project is always
a good idea, minimising errors and risk
before attempting a live project.

More opportunities?
It’s a fact! - BIM helps organisations win
more work. Healthcare, Education and
publicly-funded projects will all require BIM
information. Even when clients don’t require
the use of BIM, being able to demonstrate
the ability to use BIM gives an organisation
a competitive edge.

Cost concerns?
There is a common misconception that BIM
applications are expensive and affordable
only for large firms. This is no longer the
case with “LT” versions of Revit and the
opportunity to purchase desktop subscriptions,
which can be rented for short or long term
projects. A 2013 McGraw-Hill Construction
report noted that firms that had adopted
BIM experienced a positive ROI, 36%
reporting an ROI of over 25%.

Why wait?
The efficiencies and benefits to be derived
from BIM adoption are well-publicised.
But why not tell us, what’s stopping you?

Quadra Solutions
Tel: 01254 301 888
bim@quadrasol.co.uk
www.quadrasol.co.uk

BIM – what’s stopping you
from starting?
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As a leading provider of Autodesk software,
we at Quadra Solutions have the expertise to
advise you on your move to BIM. Our
experience, coupled with our knowledge of
software, training and technical issues make
us the perfect partner for your BIM plans.
For more information about the services
we provide please contact us at
bim@quadrasol.co.uk or 01254301888 

mailto:bim@quadrasol.co.uk
http://www.quadrasol.co.uk
mailto:bim@quadrasol.co.uk


Where will your 
BIM Journey 
take you?
Quadra Solutions 
Your Partner for BIM Success
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The BIM Delivery Cube
Tim Cole of Causeway and Bill Healy, Chair of the BIM Technology Alliance explain how
the BIM Delivery Cube will support industry adoption of BIM, and why it was developed…

To unlock the potential of BIM we need to 
consider the questions that BIM adopters will
face and which, without clear answers, will

add inertia or become progress blockers. Questions
such as:

What do we need to do?•

What tools do we need?•

What skills do we need?•

What are the benefits?•

How much will it cost?•

The challenge was to distil the answers to these
questions into simple, clear and brief guidance and
to present them in such a way as to provide different
stakeholders at different stages in the process the
insights they need.

BIM is sometimes referenced as being a process.
However it is more helpful to expand the definition

to embrace the key aspects upon which the benefits
of BIM application depend. BIM is a technology-
enabled information process that is built on collabo-
ration and early engagement. Take away any of these
elements and, although you can still make progress,
the value is greatly reduced. The BIM Delivery Cube
(“Cube”) provides a matrix that links Stakeholders at
all project stages with the aspects that need to be
considered. This improves awareness; gives confidence
to evolve; builds maturity; enhances collaboration
and promotes adoption. 

Debate stirring?
The Cube was developed to be an aid to understanding,
and a mechanism to share understanding and learning
as BIM adoption spreads. It is not intended to offer a
single comprehensive reference but rather to be
treated as an open and shared resource that helps
the benefits of BIM to be more easily understood
and realised. People across our industry can use
the Cube to support both initial engagement and
operational use. Information within the Cube should
be validated against the information from practical
experience and, where changes are required or
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sections need to be updated, those changes should
be shared, reviewed and incorporated. This way,
the Cube remains a relevant source of information
that is continually subjected to peer review.

The Cube’s three axis are Stakeholders, Work Stage
and Delivery Component. We have considered the
guidance from the perspective of nine different
Stakeholder groups (from Client to Asset/Facilities
Manager), through the different Work Stages (from
Preparation to in Use) and for five key BIM information
aspects (Activities, Benefits, Tools, Costs and Education).
The Cube has been built to allow customised views
to be generated ranging from broad perspectives
through to specific Stakeholder/Work Stage/Delivery
Component information.

One of the most widely discussed aspects of BIM
adoption relates to the cost for the different stake-
holders at different stages in the project lifecycle.
The Cube provides a guideline estimate, based on
defined criteria and current experience. As experience
grows these figures can be refined or adjusted to
reflect industry averages. 

It was a deliberate decision to restrict the amount of
information that would be presented at each of the
many data-points within the Cube. This is considered
key to ensuring the Cube remains easy to use and
provides clear guidance that is accessible to the
widest possible audience. 

In time, it may be appropriate to provide an expansion
to deliver more information. However, there is a strong
argument that the Cube should remain centred on
providing a comprehensive summary of BIM. 

The Cube not only provides insights that define the
engagement plan for each individual stakeholder,
but also provides the opportunity to understand the
perspective of other stakeholders. 

It is widely agreed that we need to support effective
collaboration and early engagement if BIM is to deliver
its full potential. The Cube can be used to foster this
approach by providing a wider understanding of the
roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders engaged
in delivering successful project outcomes.

Presenting the Cube as a searchable information
source has proved challenging. The data is readily
available through the BIM Task Group website 
( www.bimtaskgroup.org ) and is increasingly being
used. We are currently developing a simple and
highly accessible on-line version that can be queried
in any set of two or three-dimensional slices. This
version should increase the number of people using
the Cube as well as the community value it delivers.

With the support of BIM users, the Cube will play a
key role in building a BIM community that is both
well informed and able to collaborate effectively. ■

The Cube can be accessed at
www.bimtaskgroup.org/tech-alliance-bim-investment-guide/

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Tim Cole
Executive Vice President, Research & Development
Causeway

Bill Healy 
Chief Executive
CIRIA
Tel: +44 (0)20 7549 3300
enquiries@ciria.org
www.ciria.org
www.twitter.com/CIRIAupdates

http://www.bimtaskgroup.org
http://www.bimtaskgroup.org/tech-alliance-bim-investment-guide/
mailto:enquiries@ciria.org
http://www.ciria.org
http://www.twitter.com/CIRIAupdates


There is a widespread fact across the UK
that BIM is the future for construction.
The UK Government has put a great

emphasis on Building Information Modelling
(BIM) recently as part of their Construction
Strategy, with the aim of all relevant depart-
ments adopting the collaborative Level 2 BIM
by 2016. In their BIM document “Strategy
Paper for the Government Construction
Client Group from the BIM Industry Working
Group” it is revealed that the renewed focus
on BIM is due to the fact they the UK Gov-
ernment expects this will bring a significant
improvement in cost, value and carbon per-
formance through the use of open shareable
asset information.

This emphasis, coupled with the current
decrease in construction programmes, means
that there is an increase in need for very
accurate co-ordinated drawings within clients
budgets. The CAD Room knows that this is
key to our clients successfully installing their
M&E projects, and so we ensure that we 
produce a fully co-ordinated BIM, CAD and
M&E solution for each client’s specific need.

The CAD Room specialise in providing a com-
plete integrated CAD service for any project
utilising the design to produce co-ordination,
fabrication, and installation drawings for all
building services. The CAD Room also ensure
that all services offered are totally co-ordi-
nated with the building fabric such as: steel
structure, concrete structure, walls, ceilings,
etc., and we also ensure that all building
services standards are adhered too.

The CAD Room is
geared up for BIM
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We make use of 3D structural and architec-
tural models, to give you the client the ability
to easily visualise the services within the
completed building, which allows early clash
detection enabling solutions to be found
quickly therefore reducing time and cost. All
building services are modelled using the
latest BIM software, to ensure that all ren-
dered images are realistic and this enables
us to provide “fly through’s” to clients so that
all disciplines involved in the project can
visually understand the extent of the instal-
lation. All our team are experienced in BIM
co-ordination and M&E services, and adopt
construction design management (CDM)
good practice on all projects completed.

Some of the key benefits to using BIM and
M&E co-ordination are:

Collaboration ensures a better outcome. If•
all people involved in the project (including
contractors, specialists, and suppliers) are
using the same 3D model, it means that
they should begin to cultivate better and
more collaborative working relationships.



It also means that the focus is on achieving
best value, from inception of the project to
the eventual decommissioning.

Enhanced performance. The use of BIM•
means that the comparison of different
design options becomes swifter and more
accurate, and therefore allows develop-
ment of more sustainable and cost-effec-
tive solutions.

Easier modification. Using BIM allows the•
project to be visualised thoroughly at an
early stage, which gives all parties involved
a clear idea of the project design, and
therefore easily enables modification of
the design in order to achieve the exact
results desired. BIM also allow the project
to be “built” in a virtual environment so

that complex procedures can be walked
through beforehand, temporary work
designs can be optimised, and the pro-
curement of materials, equipment and
manpower can be planned correctly.

Reduced Wastage. BIM allows for precise•
programme scheduling means that mate-
rials are not over-ordered and that they can
be ordered on a just-in-time delivery basis
which should reduce the potential for
damage. The BIM Model can also be used
in the automated manufacturing of equip-
ment and components, which should mean
more efficient material handling and waste
recovery.

Asset Management for the Machinery’s Life.•
BIM Models contain product information

Grant Hood
The CAD Room Ltd
Tel: 0161 427 0348
grant.hood@thecadroom.com
www.thecadroom.com
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which will assist with the commissioning,
operation, and maintenance activities of
each piece of equipment, including: inter-
active 3D designs showing how to take
apart and reassemble items of equipment,
and also specifications which will allow
replacement parts to be ordered.

The essential services which The CAD Room
offer in order to ensure that your BIM project
is a success are:

Co-ordination Design Development•

Drawing Production Management•

Drawing Production from 3D Model•

BIM Intelligent Modelling i.e. co-ordina-•
tion of Building Services

Improved Engineering Solutions•

The team at The CAD Room are also well
used to the major file transfer sites e.g.
ASITE, 4PROJECTS, 6PROJECT, BIW, etc. or you
can use our own FTP site if need be.

The CAD Room is located within easy reach
of major road, rail and airplane networks,
which enables us to carry out local, national
and international projects with ease.
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Building Information Modelling (BIM)
has fast become an essential in
today’s construction industry. The

challenge faced by management teams now
is to integrate the vast amount of data avail-
able in the most useful, accessible way, so
that it can support effective decision making.

Back in the 1980s, AceCad Software
employed expertise gained in the oil and gas
sectors to develop 3D modelling systems 
for steel fabrication.

The company has now put its sector expertise
to use in BIMReview, a software tool that 
provides an integrated project hub bringing
together data from multiple sources across a
complete project lifecycle.

“BIMReview enables you to view all your 3D
models simultaneously,” explains AceCad’s
Technical Director Simon Inman. “By import-
ing IFC, STEP, IGES, and CIS/2 models, along
with API links, it brings together intelligence
from all the major BIM authoring products.”

BIMReview evolution delivers a range of
practical benefits:
Improved workflow through real-time•
access to BIM model content across
multiple teams.
Enhanced decision support through•
improved collaboration.
Immediate identification of clashes and•
conflicts.
Improve planning with 4D timelines for•
engineering, procurement, suppliers and
construction teams.

Putting BIM to work

Because BIMReview enables more efficient
working, it has the capability to shrink sched-
ules and reduce the risk of overruns.

“BIMReview is proving to be an invaluable
tool because it brings together everything
you need to deliver a successful construction
project in one easy-to-use desktop applica-
tion,” says Simon Inman.

Low cost, immediate returns
One of the most appealing things about BIM-
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Review is its low cost of ownership. It enables
savings in materials, time and money
because all of the information about a con-
struction project is in one place. Because the
application can be downloaded and installed
within a couple of hours, the return on
investment is effectively immediate. The intu-
itive interface means that users don’t need
onsite training, however, extensive support
is available as well as online tutorial videos.

Cost savings from day one:
Eliminate duplication and over-ordering.•
Better decision making through enhanced•
information.
Immediate availability of essential data.•

Enhanced workflows
BIMReview is designed to facilitate collabo-
ration across the project. Architects, owners,
consultants, contractors, fabricators and
engineers can work on a single process
through the same model with a level of 
accuracy not previously possible. When
changes are needed, everyone involved 
has access to all the models and has the
information necessary to make the most
valuable input.

Improved project efficiency
By providing real-time access to BIM model
content and status throughout the supply
chain and across dispersed teams, BIMReview

Mr Simon Inman
Director
AceCad Software
Tel: 01332 545800
www.bim-review.com 
www.twitter.com/AceCadSoftware 

enables more efficient working. Those involved
in the project no longer have to locate and
cross-reference multiple design models in
order to properly understand and under-
stand and resolve issues.

Try BIMReview for free
It’s easy to use. You can download a free trial
of BIMReview or request a free demonstra-
tion from AceCad’s dedicated website:
http://www.bim-review.com

http://www.bim-review.com
http://www.bim-review.com
http://www.twitter.com/AceCadSoftware


Visualise your project 
from concept to completion

Call us on 01332 545800
or visit: www.bim-review.com

BIMReview, the affordable BIM collaborative and visual tool 
from design to the construction site.

4D Planning3D Clash Detection 3D Visual Mark-Ups

To start saving time, money and resources today:

© Copyright AceCad Software Ltd. Names, logos & imagery are the trademarks, registered trademarks or property of their respective owners. E&OE.

Brought to you by                                      developing industry software solutions since 1986   

http://www.bim-review.com
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The Information Manager and BIM
Steve Faulkner, Associate Director responsible for BIM Management at the
structural engineering company Elliott Wood, and member of the BIM4SME
Core Group, reviews the importance of the Information Manager…

The Government BIM Task Group is doing a
sterling job in producing the BIM Level 2 Toolset.
However, whilst the industry is developing

their knowledge and becoming more enlightened in
Building Information Modelling, what parts of the
Toolset should be put into practice now?

BS1192:2007 is a good document, however, not many
organisations adopted all of its recommendations.
Most of us simply extracted the parts that added
value; the drawing numbering. The same approach
could apply to PAS1192-2, another good document,
one which becomes clearer as one gains a better
understanding of BIM.

We think it’s imperative that we all try to adhere to the
general principles laid out in PAS1192-2 but on the
other hand, we do not believe that all of its recom-
mendations are required on every project – in some
cases it may actually cause unnecessary confusion.

So, who decides what should be included in the
Employers Information Requirements etc.? Well, The
CIC BIM Protocol, widely accepted as the industry
standard states:

“The Protocol requires the Employer to appoint a
party to undertake the Information Management
Role. This is expected to form part of a wider set of
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duties under an existing appointment and is likely
to be performed either by the Design Lead or the
Project Lead, which could be a consultant or contractor
at different stages of the project. In some circumstances
the Employer may appoint a stand-alone Information
Manager. The Information Manager has no design
related duties”.

“As an overview, the IM’s role should be
to work with the Lead Designer to
facilitate and document the BIM process
in order to make projects more efficient
from concept though to facilities
management.”

Considering this, the secret to successful BIM could
lie with the appointment of the Information Manager
(IM). After all, in many instances it will be the IM who
will advise the Client and instigate the route the BIM
journey will take.

To capitalise on the current situation, we have seen
the emergence of the BIM Consultant. Whether the
Information Management is performed by a member
of the Design Team or an external BIM Consultant is
up for debate. There are pros and cons for both
approaches; BIM Consultants are typically more aware
of government protocol, but Designers generally
deliver what is required for the project in hand.

Personally, we get frustrated having to trawl through
overly complicated BIM documents trying to find
the important bits. BIM documentation needs to
be simple and concentrate on the key features. 
10 pages of important information will likely get read,
200 pages of waffle will not, and the important bits
will be lost in the process. 

Additionally, it’s important that roles and responsibilities
are agreed at the outset. We are working on a project
where our initial structural Revit model was based
on the Architect’s version. The Services Engineer had
done the same. As a team we had had planned to
co-ordinate the models in the forthcoming weeks

(when the models were more complete). In the
meantime the IM federated the Designer’s models,
produced a list of every individual clash, and circulated
a report indicating all of the clashes to the team for
action – a complete waste of time!

As an overview, the IM’s role should be to work with
the Lead Designer to facilitate and document the
BIM process in order to make projects more efficient
from concept though to facilities management. The
BIM process can be as simple or as complicated as
we want it to be.

We prefer the simple approach, and using a traditional
procurement route we have attempted to outline
the key roles of the Information Manager below:

RIBA Work Stages 0, 1, 2 and 3
The pre-contract information management may be
managed by either one of the design team or an
external BIM consultant.

Stage 0 (Strategic Definition) – Government Soft•
Landings (GSL) & Information Manager (IM)

The Client appoints the IM. The IM, Client, and ideally
the Design Lead should then review any lessons
learned from previous projects (refer to Govern-
ments Soft Landings) and sets out the BIM Strategy
for the project.

Stage 1 (Preparation and Brief) – Employer’s •
Information Requirements (EIR) & Model Production
and Delivery Table (MPDT)

The IM produces the Employers Information
Requirements (EIR); detailing the specific BIM
requirements and inform the team what models
are expected via a basic Model Production Delivery
Table (MPDT).

Stage 2 (Concept Design) – BIM Execution Plan (BEP)•

The IM produces the Pre- Contract BIM Execution
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Plan (BEP) with the Design Team. The BEP shows how
the requirements of the EIR will be delivered. A basic
Common Data Environment (CDE) also needs to be
established.

Stage 3 (Developed Design) Model Production•
and Delivery Table (MPDT) & BIM Competency
Assessment (BCA)

Develop the Model Production Delivery Table (MPDT)
to include; models required, when, by whom and
the Level of Development (LOD) expected. BIM
Competency Assessment Forms are established to
evaluate potential Contractors.

“Personally, we get frustrated having to
trawl through overly complicated BIM
documents trying to find the important
bits. BIM documentation needs to be
simple and concentrate on the key
features.”

RIBA Work Stages 4, 5, 6 and 7
Post-contract, it is suggested that the lead contractor
should take responsibility for the information 
management. It may be prudent for the pre 
contract IM to be retained Client side in an 
advisory/monitoring role.

Stage 4 (Technical Design) – CDE, BIM Execution•
Plan (BEP), Master Information Delivery Plan (MIDP)

The IM establishes the CDE for use by the entire
Project Team. He then develops the Post Contract
BEP to show how his Delivery Team will deliver the
requirements of the EIR and include the Master
Information Delivery Plan (MIDP)

Stage 5 (Construction) Project Information•
Model (PIM)

The IM federates the Project Information Model
(PIM) by merging all of the models as required by
the MPDT. Where models have been developed by a

specialist (e.g. steelwork fabrication) these need to
replace the Designer’s elements.

Stage 6 (Handover & Close out) – Asset •
Information Model (AIM)

The IM then creates the Asset Information Model
(AIM) ready for handover to FM. The AIM should be
a true graphical representation of that constructed.
Add metadata for maintenance purposes as
required by the MPDT.

Stage 7 (In Use) Facilities Management (FM)•

PAS1192-3: 2014 Information Management in the
Operational Phase introduced The ‘Organisation
Information Requirements’ (OIR) and The ‘Asset
Information Requirements’ (AIR). However these
are for another article on another day.

Whoever performs the role of the IM, the important
issue is they look at what the requirements are for
the project in hand, and learn from previous mistakes.
The IM should adhere to the principles of the 
government’s BIM Toolset, using the parts that add
value, but most importantly, they need to keep
things simple. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Steve Faulkner
Associate Director at Elliott Wood and member of
the BIM4SME Core Group
BIM4SME
info@bim4sme.org
www.bim4sme.org
www.twitter.com/BIM4SME
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Data, data, data
Admit it. When you think of BIM the first thing
that pops into your head is a 3D model. That’s
fine. You’re only human. And those 3D models
look really nice, so we don’t blame you. But,
they are only the tip of the iceberg when it
comes to unleashing the true potential of BIM.
We believe what’s really important is the data
that’s attached to that 3D model.

Data is what BIM is about because every
single object in a 3D model can be described
by tens or hundreds of pieces of information.

When we first looked at BIM, we didn’t just
see a 3D model. We saw the huge potential
for swathes of interconnected data held
within – Open Linked Data. We saw a rich
semantic web of information that described
the asset. 

We didn’t build a 3D viewer first. We built a
semantic data engine that could understand
a BIM model, extract the rich asset information
and give us an infinite number of ways to slice
and dice it.

By building our BIM platform on top of
semantic web technologies we are leading
the way to the future.

Why do we say this?
Because we think our credentials speak for
themselves. Founded in 1998, we were the
only Project Extranet (CDE) vendor present
on the leadership team responsible for the
2011 BIM Strategy Paper – leading to the UK

Government BIM mandate.  In other words,
we’ve been working towards Level 2 BIM
2016 for a pretty long time!

Semantic BIM – Protect 
your asset’s future today
BIM brings enormous
advantages to construction:
Walk through a virtual model of a building•
Identify potential clashes before carrying•
out any work on site
View and optimise the construction sequence•

And more – but BIM alone is just scratching
the surface of what can be achieved.

Semantic BIM accelerates everything to the
next level.  Asset data is freed from proprietary
models and stored in a web of connected
data.  Information can be queried, analysed
and combined with both internal and external
data sources, making for better and more
informed decisions that are reached rapidly,
throughout the lifecycle of your assets.

How do we achieve
Semantic BIM?
By communicating information needs to•
the supply chain
By capturing the right data and delivering•
this to decision makers
By linking together data sources for rich•
analysis

BIM Platform Components
Common Data Environment (CDE)
BC 6.3 – CDE for documents: a highly 

Business Collaborator: 
Adopt our Semantic BIM Platform today and realise
the benefits for your asset’s lifetime…
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configurable document management, work-
flow and project collaboration platform.

BIM Data Server – CDE for models and data:
manages model geometry and data supporting
powerful searching across objects and their
properties.

Process Management
BC Assure: ensures that your projects follow
the BIM Execution Plan and adhere to your
processes.

3D BIM Data Viewer
A fully integrated BIM Data Viewer supporting
OPEN standards and delivering class-leading
performance and scalability when viewing IFC
3D BIM models.

Semantic BIM. The Future of BIM. Today.

To discover more visit: www.groupbc.com/semanticbim

Paul Houghton
Product Manager
Business Collaborator Ltd
Tel: 0118 902 8543
info@groupbc.com
www.groupbc.com
www.twitter.com/semanticBIM
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BIM paves the way to success
Tahir Sharif, EMEA Director Software Solutions at Leica Geosystems gives
an overview of how BIM has been adopted by civil engineers who are now
seeking to identify the role it can play in their field…

Civil engineers who are regularly engaged with
architects or structural engineers may already
be familiar with BIM, but for those who are

involved in designing roads and highways, the
process is a whole new world, but one that is highly
relevant now and will continue to grow in importance.

BIM helps not just in constructing ‘buildings’ but also in
building any sort of infrastructure. It is an integrated
process built on coordinated and reliable information
about a project from design through construction
and operations.

BIM can be considered a thought process that governs
work through various stages of the project in the
shape of information that stays digital, consistent
and coordinated. Hence, the chief benefits of BIM
are that there is no duplication of information. It is a
constantly updated centralised database model
and streamlined flow of information from field
(survey) to design and finally to construction and
maintenance/operations.

BIM and civil engineers
Implementing a BIM process for road and highway
design starts with the creation of coordinated, reliable
design information about the project, resulting in an
intelligent 3-D model of the roadway. The elements
of the design are related to each other dynamically,
not just points, surfaces, and alignments, but a rich set
of information and the attributes associated with it.

For example, halfway through a roadway design
project the profile may need adjustments to a vertical
curve and the grades. By adjusting the profile, all of

the related design elements update automatically,
allowing the designer to instantly see the impact. 

In this way, BIM facilitates evaluation of many more
design alternatives. As part of the design process,
civil engineers can leverage the information model
to conduct simulation and analysis to optimise the
design for constructability, sustainability and road
safety. Finally, with a BIM process, design deliverables
can be created directly from the information model.
Deliverables include not only 2D construction 
documentation,

but also the model itself and all the rich information
it contains, which can be leveraged for quantity take-
off, construction sequencing, construction stake-out,
as-built comparisons and even operations and
maintenance.

In the case of construction stake-out, digital points
are added in the office to the information model and
can be sent directly to total station equipment on
site. This equipment has the ability, once coordinated
to stake-out numerous points robotically removing
the need to generate stake-out points from 2D CAD
or paper drawings. This process allows a more
efficient and accurate way to link the office to the
site and through verification of the as-constructed,
links the site back to the office.

The use of modelling, 3-D visualisation and analysis
is nothing new for road and highway design 
professionals, but with traditional drafting-centric
approaches, design, analysis and documentation
become disconnected processes, making evaluation
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of what-if scenarios inefficient and cost prohibitive.

By dynamically connecting design, analysis, and
documentation in a BIM workflow, most of the effort
in a roadway design project is shifted back into the
detailed design phase when the ability to impact
project performance is high and the cost of making
design changes is low. This allows engineers to spend
more time evaluating what-if scenarios to optimise
the design and less time generating construction
documentation.

Machine guidance applications can benefit significantly
from a BIM model, an object based model supports
attribute meta-data associated to work packages for
specific machine types. High accuracy paving machines
require parametric models, while earthmoving
machinery can work with surfaces, string-lines as
well as parametric models. 

Benefits in civil design
The most immediate benefits of BIM in the case of
road and highway design are better designs and
increased efficiency and productivity. Because design
and construction documentation are dynamically
linked, the time needed to evaluate more alternatives,
execute design changes and produce construction
documentation is reduced significantly. This is partic-
ularly important for transportation agencies because
it can shorten the time to contract letting, resulting
in projects being completed sooner and within more
predictable timetables.

Beyond efficiency and productivity, BIM facilitates
roadway optimisation by including visualisation, 
simulation and analysis as part of the design process.
Many criteria can be assessed to achieve an 
optimal roadway design, for example in terms of
constructability, road safety and sustainability.



Constructability
Civil engineers typically design for code compliance,
not for constructability. But incorrect interpretations
about design intent made in the field because of
ambiguous documentation can lead to delayed
schedules, change in orders and RFIs (requests for
information) after construction begins.

Consider a typical new highway construction project
with bridges and interchanges budgeted for £100m.
Typically, about seven to eight per cent of the invest-
ment will go into design development. Reducing the
design spend by 35 per cent with a more productive
process saves £2.6m. But reducing the construction
portion by 15 per cent by considering constructability
during design saves nearly £14m. These savings
don’t take into account litigation that can result from
mistakes in the field. Designing for constructability
can help reduce these mistakes before they become
a problem.

“By dynamically connecting design,
analysis, and documentation in a BIM
workflow, most of the effort in a roadway
design project is shifted back into the
detailed design phase when the ability
to impact project performance is high
and the cost of making design changes
is low.”

Rich BIM models allow the machine guidance to
reach new levels of data capture and as-built object
modelling. Machine control, with a CAD based model
improves productivity on a job site, by eliminating the
need for traditional stake-out methods. However, the
BIM model offers the ability to work with specific
objects, and update at an object level the specificity
of as-built information. This includes capturing more
than just points; it includes layers, material type, and
underground utilities, contributing to a rich model to
be used further in the process. 

A single BIM model can be updated from a variety
of machine control applications simultaneously,
and shared across multiple systems, minimising
duplication of work.

Road safety
Analysis to ensure safe stopping and passing sight
distances is a key factor driving design decisions.
Traditional sight distance analysis is based on math-
ematical equations applied to vertical curvature in
the road profile. But this approach fails to take into
account factors such as horizontal layout and visual
obstructions. Integrating interactive visualisation
and sight distance simulation into the design
process allows the civil engineer to identify quickly
whether the road geometry meets critical safety
parameters related to sight distances, including
grades, curvature, and visual obstructions such as
barriers, berms and foliage.

Probably the most significant advantage of BIM
compared with a drafting-centric process is the
ability to extend the use of the information model
beyond design, analysis and simulation into the field
(construction) through solutions like Leica’s BIM Field
Trip. For example, transportation agencies increasingly
are using the 3-D model for operating construction
equipment with GPS (Global Positioning System)
machine guidance. Benefits include increased 
productivity and accuracy, reduced survey costs,
lower equipment operating costs and an extended
work day. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Tahir Sharif
EMEA Director Software Solutions
Leica Geosystems
tahir.sharif@leica-geosystems.com 
www.leica-geosystems.com
www.twitter.com/LeicaGeosystems
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The BIM Field Trip solutions are available in three basic 

levels to help companies bridge the gaps in their BIM 

processes. At each level of the BIM Field Trip, hardware 

and software selections are tailored to the needs of 

the contractor and are easily scalable from one level to 

the next to provide practical solutions to common BIM 

challenges. 

To find the BIM Field Trip solutions 

that are right for you visit 
www.thebimhub.com/leica

Inform, Enrich, Validate.
BIM is a very powerful way to design and build. The Leica 

Geosystems’ BIM solution concept is the BIM Field Trip – a lifecycle 

process that brings reality into BIM and BIM into reality. 

Perfectly tailored to fit any stage of BIM adoption in concrete 

layout, MEP layout, quality assurance, renovation/retrofit, and 

operations/maintenance as-builting applications, the BIM Field Trip 

by Leica Geosystems includes customized packages of hardware 

and software that make it easy to move from 2D to 3D workflows 

to achieve common BIM goals such as reduced rework, increased 

predictability and higher profitability.

Your Trusted BIM Partner.
An accurate point of view, 
when you need it.

http://www.thebimhub.com/leica


10D began as a Building Surveying practice
offering services including building design,
cost control and project management.
Through collaboration with UK laser scanning
Engineering firm Adv Simtech, we explored
the advantages of combining laser scanning,
building surveying and computer modelling.
Our first project was a complex site in central
London and it was scanned and surveyed
within an hour. Accurate 3D spatial data was
recorded and there was no concern
regarding the next consultant being able to
open and use massive point clouds of data,
we used it ourselves. The deliverable of
accurate “As built” models and drawings was
combined with analysis, such as rights to
light, and visualisation with the use of virtual
cameras throughout the scene. The accuracy
and detail of the scan data and model
exceeded the client’s expectations. We know
how quickly 3D data can be captured and our
concept of keeping our services in-house has
ensured these benefits are passed to the
client. The concept of laser scanning, design,
and modelling skills under one roof was
proven.

What clients need
Clients require usable deliverables and
that’s what we provide. Whether it’s an
accurate survey and the preparation of
drawings and a planning application, a
computer model for rights to light analysis,
an accurate digital terrain model to analyse
environmental impact, or a BIM model to get
you on the right path, we do it in-house. The
benefits of laser scanning are never lost

between consultants and speed and
accuracy remain the key advantages of our
method of working. 

Scan to planning stage
By combining new technologies from the geo
spatial sector with traditional Building
Surveying skills we now bring a whole set of
in-house skills to a client. We don’t just scan
to BIM, we scan and design. A one stop shop
to bring your vision to planning stage and
further. On larger projects where you have
your own design team you no longer need
to be concerned whether your Architect can
receive and interpret your scan data, leave
that to us.

Conclusion
At 10D, we combine traditional client facing
Building Surveying skills with the speed and
technologies of the Geo Sector. We believe
we are unique in that we can single handily

Dave McWilliams
Director and Building Surveyor
10D, DM Design and Planning Ltd
Tel: +353 (0)76 602 5071
info@10d.ie 
www.10d.ie 

10D – Surveying using 
laser scanning technology
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take your project from scanned data through
to the planning stage. Why deal with lots of
consultants when one will do?

10D, seeing things differently

mailto:info@10d.ie
http://www.10d.ie




The practical challenges of BIM
Hinesh Mistry, Water Global Technology Leader – BIM, at CH2M HILL
outlines the current challenges of BIM, but also the confidence within
industry that challenges can be overcome…

In 2012 the UK Government mandated that 
construction firms must achieve Level 2 Building
Information Modelling (BIM) on all central govern-

ment projects by 2016. With less than one year to go
until the deadline, UK construction companies are
aligning their efforts to meet the government’s 
compliance target, with a concern that firms who fail
to meet this target may not be able to tender for
work. During my time working in the sector I have
seen first-hand some of the challenges that 
companies across the industry are experiencing in
this. However, I have also witnessed the steps that
many clients such as the Environment Agency have
taken to tackle head-on some of these issues. 

At a basic level BIM is a very broad term that
describes the process of creating a digital model of 
a building or other structure, such as bridges, in a
virtual manner and maximising the use of that infor-
mation. BIM Level 2 specifically concerns information
which is linked to a 3D virtual model that is used in
the lifecycle of that asset. As such, there are a
number of standards that have defined the 
requirements. In the work I have undertaken with
government agencies to develop their BIM
processes, this has posed several challenges. 

The Common Data Environment (CDE) is the first of
these, as it raises a number of practical issues. The
standard (BS 1192:2007) calls for a single environment
for all entities to work within for the lifecycle of that
asset. There are two options; supplier provided CDE
and Client provided CDE. 

If a supplier provides this CDE, a client will require a
log-in in order to access information — all of which is

within the supplier’s system. If there are multiple 
suppliers, then there will be numerous systems,
requiring clients to have multiple accounts and 
passwords. Further problems of access may also arise
should one supplier leave the project. Secondly, if a
CDE is provided by the client, all information will be
stored on a central location. However, this is generally
inconvenient for suppliers whose systems may not be
suitable for authoring models. This is because each
supplier will have a multitude of complex BIM author-
ing tools which together provide the BIM.  As a result
of these issues, a typical project will have, as a mini-
mum, two common data environments; namely the
client CDE and the supplier CDE. [see Figure 1].

“The approach that companies should
take with regards to the transfer of
information is defined in BS 1192-4
standard which prescribes the use of
Construction Operations Building
Information Exchange (COBie), a
spreadsheet data format, as the data
exchange medium.” 

Another challenge arising is the enabling geometry
to be viewed by any party. Currently, one of the few
formats which is vendor neutral and can be viewed
across different systems is Industry Foundation
Classes (IFC). However, while this format retains 
the geometry of the model, it loses some of the 
intelligence which can result in a rather static model.
Even the use of native formats, if not properly 
considered, can be costly. 

The popular Revit design authoring package for
example, which has been used in the building 
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industry is not backward-compatible, which means
that future Revit model users will need the latest 
version to open the latest files. However, with most
UK government agencies recognising the need for
vendor neutral model formats, there is confidence
that software suppliers will have recognised this
opportunity and provide the necessary output. And
with IFC 4 under development, this vendor neutral
format is here to stay.

“It may require a lot of effort in the short
term, but once fully implemented, Level 2
BIM will be a positive development for
the UK construction industry.”

A further hurdle for construction companies
attempting to reach government compliance targets
is information or data transfer. The approach that
companies should take with regards to the transfer
of information is defined in BS 1192-4 standard
which prescribes the use of Construction Operations

Building Information Exchange (COBie), a spreadsheet
data format, as the data exchange medium. This was
selected as a means by which companies can 
package up data from various sources and deliver it
in a standard format. It has been relatively successful
in the building industry where the COBie template
was developed, however, transferring this COBie
template into the infrastructure arena can be 
somewhat more challenging as there are difficulties
with mapping assets across. 

There are two issues here. The first concerns mapping
across the nomenclature to ensure that the language
being used is applicable to the infrastructure, and the
second is for design authoring applications to provide
automated outputs directly in COBie format. This first
challenge has been addressed by the Environment
Agency, where the COBie data structure has been
mapped to their data structure, which means that
automated data exchange is a reality. As for the
second challenge, continued and consistent dialogue,

Figure 1



standards and interactions from all levels should help
to ensure that the required technology will become
available soon. 

The final challenge for BIM is, and in all likelihood 
will always be, the need for a human user to create,
navigate, and assess a virtual 3D construction and to
transfer information across systems. However, whilst
having to learn new methods of working may pose
difficulties, undertaking this learning gradually using
bite size chunks of information will pay dividends.
Companies can help improve their employees’
understanding by facilitating their learning through
the provision of materials and information
sessions/briefings. In addition, once standards and
workflows become automated, users will find they
have more time to focus on the great projects they
are working on. 

Whilst achieving BIM Level 2 compliance in time for
the government’s 2016 deadline may seem a little
daunting, and whilst there certainly are challenges
arising, the majority of these issues can be tackled.

The 2016 deadline is fast approaching but it will help
to spur companies on to implement changes that
they are more than capable of making with their
skilled workforces. It may require a lot of effort in the
short term, but once fully implemented, Level 2 BIM
will be a positive development for the UK construction
industry. It will enable more complex and imaginative
designs, improve the design process, and benefit
workers through increased risk mitigation and on-site
health and safety. Challenges are there to be over-
come, and I believe that these will soon be conquered
as companies adapt, and technology develops to see
BIM become the norm. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hinesh Mistry
Water Global Technology Leader (GTL) – BIM
CH2M HILL
Tel: +44 (0)19 9266 6951
Hinesh.Mistry@ch2m.com
www.ch2mhill.com
www.twitter.com/ch2m
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Organisations involved in the design,
construction and operation of a public
building are being impacted by the
information requirements inherent in
meeting BIM Level 2. For designers,
contractors, and the contracting supply
chain, this means a more disciplined and
comprehensive approach to the collection
and recording of data about building
assets. The Government goal is to
provide asset data in a structured and
recognisable format which can be
transferred into a CAFM (Computer-Aided
Facilities Management) system. COBie
(Construction Operations Building
information exchange) is the specified
data format.

Whilst designers and contractors have
been preparing for COBie for some time
there is one community within
construction which has only recently
become aware of what Level 2 means for
them – the manufacturers of building
products. These manufacturers are the
originators of the product data required in
COBie and have the greatest incentive to
ensure that this data – descriptive,
performance, sustainability, etc., – is
recorded accurately in BIM models. If it’s
accurate in the BIM model it will also be
accurate in COBie.

The Level 2 data required for different
types of building products is now being
identified through the provision of Product
Data Templates (PDT) –
www.bimtalk.co.uk/pdts – which
manufacturers can fill out to provide data
on their products (a Product Data Sheet –
PDS). How this PDS data is incorporated
into a BIM model can be achieved via a
number of methods but most have the
disadvantage of being manual, and
therefore error prone, and time
consuming. The most succinct method is
to include this data with the geometric
representation of the product – a BIM
object. All manufacturers are able to
produce a PDS but only a few have the
skills to create geometric representations
which will work well in the popular BIM
modelling softwares. For this reason most

manufacturers look to an outside supplier
to create their geometric objects, which
also include the PDS data.

Having to use an outside supplier to
create geometric objects clearly has cost
implications for manufacturers. Today
creating objects is largely a ‘craft industry’
with a limited number of experts able to
develop objects. This craft industry isn't
scalable so the large number of objects
that will be required, both for 2016 and

beyond, will be impossible to produce.
And with this hand-crafted approach
consistency is difficult to achieve and
creation costs will remain at the higher
end. In this situation with a requirement
for many more objects, but only a limited
pool of experts, how can the needs of the
construction industry and product
manufacturers be met?

BIMobject® has been reviewing this
conundrum for some time and concluded
that the development of BIM objects has
to be ‘industrialised’. This process has to
include all the constituent parts of a BIM
object - the geometric representation, the
structured data (e.g., PDS) and any other
unstructured information (e.g., PDF of
installation instructions). This is a strategic
focus for BIMobject in 2015. Put simply,
there are two communities of
manufacturers which need to be
supported: those with no 3D
representations of their products, and
those with 3D representations produced

from mechanical design CAD software. To
support the former, BIMobject Mosquito™
was introduced in late 2014. A new
technology which enables manufacturers
to self-build and maintain place-holder
BIM objects containing 3D visualisations
and data properties. During this year
further releases of this software will
extend the range of manufactured
products to which this technology can be
applied. An introduction to Mosquito can
be view on the YouTube channel – key
‘bimobject mosquito’ into the search
criteria. For those manufacturers which
already have digital representations from
their mechanical CAD system then it really
is a case of ‘watch this space’ for
upcoming announcements from
BIMobject. The aim here is really simple:
convert easily and accurately what
already exists into formats which can be
used by different BIM modelling
softwares.  To keep up to date check out
https://bimobject.com regularly.

Through its cloud based portal
BIMobject® provides the development,
maintenance and syndication of BIM
objects of manufactured building and

interior products. These
objects are provided from the
BIMobject portal, at no
charge, to architects,
designers, specifiers and
contractors, and are available
in native format for a number
of the model authoring tools
including ArchiCAD, Revit,
SketchUp and also AutoCAD.
Other formats are also
available.

BIMobject was founded 3
years ago and since January
2014 has been a public

company list on NASDAQ OMX. A winner
in 2013 of a Global Red Herring Award,
which recognises world-wide the most
promising start-up companies for their
innovation and technology, BIMobject is
now the largest provider in Europe of BIM
objects with nearly 300 manufacturers as
customers, over 65,000 registered users,
and with over 1,000,000 downloads from
its portal. BIMobject is headquartered in
Sweden with subsidiaries in France,
Hungary (for Eastern Europe), Germany,
Italy, UK, and with business partners
elsewhere in Europe.

Article written by;
Alan Baikie, Managing Director, BIMobject UK

BIM Objects
The fundamental building

blocks of Building Information
Modelling (BIM)

The Government mandate to achieve BIM Level 2,
on publicly procured projects, by April 2016 is

edging ever closer.  

Kitchen layout in a BIM model including a cooker hob object
created with BIMobject Mosquito. 

www.bimobject.com
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Organisations involved in the design,
construction and operation of a public
building are being impacted by the information
requirements inherent in meeting BIM Level
2. For designers, contractors, and the
contracting supply chain, this means a more
disciplined and comprehensive approach to
the collection and recording of data about
building assets. The Government goal is to
provide asset data in a structured and
recognisable format which can be transferred
into a CAFM (Computer-Aided Facilities
Management) system. COBie (Construction
Operations Building information exchange)
is the specified data format.

Whilst designers and contractors have been
preparing for COBie for some time there is
one community within construction which
has only recently become aware of what
Level 2 means for them – the manufacturers
of building products. These manufacturers
are the originators of the product data
required in COBie and have the greatest
incentive to ensure that this data –
descriptive, performance, sustainability,
etc., – is recorded accurately in BIM
models. If it’s accurate in the BIM model it
will also be accurate in COBie.

The Level 2 data required for different types
of building products is now being identified
through the provision of Product Data
Templates (PDT) – www.bimtalk.co.uk/pdts –
which manufacturers can fill out to provide
data on their products (a Product Data
Sheet – PDS). How this PDS data is
incorporated into a BIM model can be
achieved via a number of methods but most
have the disadvantage of being manual, and
therefore error prone, and time consuming.
The most succinct method is to include this
data with the geometric representation of
the product – a BIM object. All manufacturers
are able to produce a PDS but only a few
have the skills to create geometric
representations which will work well in the
popular BIM modelling softwares. For this
reason most manufacturers look to an

outside supplier to create their geometric
objects, which include the PDS data.

Having to use an outside supplier to create
geometric objects clearly has cost
implications for manufacturers. Today
creating objects is largely a “craft industry”
with a limited number of experts able to
develop objects. This craft industry isn’t
scalable so the large number of objects that
will be required, both for 2016 and beyond,
will be impossible to produce. And with this
hand-crafted approach consistency is
difficult to achieve and creation costs will
remain at the higher end. In this situation
with a requirement for many more objects,
but only a limited pool of experts, how can
the needs of the construction industry and
product manufacturers be met? 

BIMobject® has been reviewing this
conundrum for some time and concluded
that the development of BIM objects has to
be “industrialised”. This process has to
include all the constituent parts of a BIM
object – the geometric representation, the
structured data (e.g., PDS) and any other
reference information (e.g., PDF of
installation instructions). This is a strategic
focus for BIMobject in 2015. Put simply
there are two communities of manufacturers
which need to be supported: those with no
3D representations of their products, and
those with 3D representations produced
from mechanical design CAD software. To
support the former, BIMobject Mosquito™
was introduced in late 2014. A new
technology which enables manufacturers to
self-build and maintain place-holder BIM
objects containing 3D visualisations and
data properties. During this year further
releases of this software will extend the
range of manufactured products to which
this technology can be applied. An
introduction to Mosquito can be view on
the YouTube channel – key “bimobject
mosquito” into the search criteria. For
manufacturers which already have digital
representations of their products in a

mechanical CAD system, now they can
benefit from the conversion process to BIM
developed by BIMobject. This process is
quicker to deliver, less costly and provides
consistent quality – all of which are
significant improvements on the current
hand crafted methods. What could be more
effective than taking what exists already
and re-using it in a different way?

Through its cloud based portal BIMobject®
provides the development, maintenance and
syndication of BIM objects of manufactured
building and interior products. These
objects are provided from the BIMobject
portal, at no charge, to architects,
designers, specifiers and contractors, and
are available in native format for a number
of the model authoring tools including
ArchiCAD, Revit, SketchUp and also
AutoCAD. Other formats are also available. 

BIMobject was founded 3 years ago and
since January 2014 has been a public
company list on NASDAQ OMX. A winner in
2013 of a Global Red Herring Award, which
recognises world-wide the most promising
start-up companies for their innovation and
technology, BIMobject is now the largest
provider in Europe of BIM objects with over
300 manufacturers as customers, over
90,000 registered users, and with over
1.6m downloads from its portal. BIMobject
is headquartered in Sweden with subsidiaries
in USA, France, Hungary (for Eastern
Europe), Germany, Italy, UK and with
business partners elsewhere in Europe.

Article written by:
Alan Baikie, Managing Director, BIMobject UK

The Government mandate to achieve 
BIM Level 2, on publicly procured projects, 
by April 2016 is edging ever closer. 
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The fundamental 
building blocks of 
Building Information
Modelling (BIM)

Kitchen appliances as Objects produced by BIMobject Mosquito software
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BIM: Library objects 
for AEC industries
Stephanie Kosandiak Lead Programme Manager for Construction at BSI
and Nick Nisbet Lead Technical Author discuss how the BS 8541-5 Library
objects for architecture series will impact BIM…

As BIM Level 2 becomes more widely adopted
in the UK, BSI is delighted to be adding two
new British Standards to the BS 8541 Library

Object series providing a consistent set of 3D
libraries and definitions for construction product
manufacturers and suppliers. 

The BS 8541 series has become the key point of
reference for specifying and assessing the quality of
manufacturers’, generic and template objects for
use with BIM, and is heavily referenced in the NBS
Object Library recommendations. 

BS 8541-5:2015 Library objects for architecture,
engineering and construction: Assemblies
Assemblies are an increasingly important aspect of
construction, as built-environment design, (pre-) fab-
rication, construction and operation are streamlined.
BS 8541-5 addresses the problem of supplying some
information on the overall assembly, and some on
the constituent parts. The transmission of information
about assemblies is especially challenging when
both the overall assembly and the constituent parts
have significance in the management of the design,
construction and use. In particular, attention might
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switch between the overall assembly and the 
constituent parts, which might affect processes such
as material take-off. 

This has implications for specification, comparison
and selection of products and solutions, for coordi-
nation, for take-off and for asset management. 

Examples include during design, pre-designed
aspects, complex system solutions, and repetitive
space types. During construction, assemblies 
represent pre-fabricated and off-site manufactured
items and recommended details. For handover and
operations, assemblies may represent engineered-
to-order solutions, standard furniture schedules and
standard asset groupings.

BS 8541-5:2015 Library objects for architecture,
engineering and construction: Product and
facility declarations
Most construction products are now supported by
a plethora of declarations of properties supported

by third party schemes. This part ensures that the
attributes relating to any such scheme, such as
Environmental Product Declarations (EPD), WRAP
and DEC, can be transmitted clearly with details of
their source, degree of authority and applicability.
Whilst the inclusion of such information in a 
construction library object for BIM is optional, this
Code of Practice will help ensure that the appropriate
degree of comparability and verification can be
used. Construction products regulations and CEN
standards for buildings and products provide the
primary examples. This part of BS 8541 supports
the communication of the voluntary environmental
product declarations (EPDs) required by BS EN
15804 and BS EN 15978, as well as the CE marking
details, in a format which can be incorporated in
BIM processes. It also covers the communication
of other product declarations such as wastage
rates developed with the UK Government WRAP
programme and UK Government Display Energy
Certificate (DEC) declaration scheme.

Summary
Repeatable rooms and prefabricated modules on
the one hand, and the Construction Products 
Regulation and energy performance reporting on
the other, are issues of growing importance in the
construction sector. These codes of practice build
on the earlier parts of the series to help the industry
achieve higher quality and accuracy when exchanging
product (and facility) information. ■
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Click here to download your free copy  
of Saint-Gobain’s BIM Basics guide

Saint-Gobain’s newly launched Multi-Comfort approach to 
building design, which focuses on the wellbeing of building 
occupants by ensuring that thermal, acoustic, indoor air quality 
and optimised glazing solutions are all properly considered 
from the beginning of the design process, is enabled by Saint-
Gobain’s BIM approach.

Continually updating the training that is provided to Saint-
Gobain BIM technologists to the highest, most current 
standard is a key enabler of this approach. This ensures that all 
Saint-Gobain companies have individuals capable of producing 
and managing BIM data that is of a market-leading standard. 
This is a unique approach from the world’s leading sustainable 
habitat business. 

The right software
Autodesk is the leading brand for BIM design software, data 
production and management. Their suite of products provides 
a portfolio of interoperable 3D visualisation tools that support 
BIM-based workflows. These two global thought leaders have 
entered into an agreement in order to ensure that Saint-Gobain 
continues to be positioned as the reference in the production of 
BIM data for the construction industry.

The agreement enables Saint-Gobain to share software licences 
across its 34 brands in the UK on a totally flexible basis. This 
keeps BIM data provided to the market completely up to date, 
accurate and available free of charge to construction industry 
partners, designers and clients. 

As its BIM activity continues to expand, new users can be 
added to the Saint-Gobain BIM community without the need 
to purchase additional licences. This is because individual 
software licences can be used by multiple individuals over time, 
rather than under the previous widely adopted model whereby 
a licence, once assigned, could not be easily re-deployed.

Optimum Results
Saint-Gobain is globally positioned at the forefront of innovative 
thinking on issues of comfort and sustainability for the owners, 
designers, constructors and occupants of the built environment. 
The agreement that Saint-Gobain in the UK and Ireland has 
entered into with Autodesk is a major step towards ensuring that 
it is positioned to deliver the optimum level of BIM data to the 
construction sector. Continuing to support and assist customers 
to produce buildings that are truly comfortable, affordable and 
sustainable. BIM is critical to those objectives, as reflected in 
Saint-Gobain’s action to guarantee its leadership.

BIM is not a complete solution; it’s a process to be added to the 
skill set to promote best practice. If all members of the built 
environment supply chain start to use BIM to its full potential, 
the industry can begin to work together more effectively. With 
the announcement that all new central government-funded 
buildings must be constructed using BIM software in tandem 
with Government Soft Landings (GSL) by 2016, this awareness 
and collaboration will only support the promise made when 
delivering building design. 

A longer-term approach to buildings is needed to improve 
industry efficiencies and quality. If we give greater weight to the 
user’s requirements at the design stage, the focus is on meeting 
their needs at the design stage, streamlining the process in the 
long term.

With the construction industry fast recovering with spirit from 
the recession, there has never been a better time to embrace 
new technology and approach our craft with fresh perspective. 

BIM is a fundamental part of the Government’s ‘Construction 
2025’ vision and, as we get closer to the 2016 deadline it has 
started to gain momentum . At this point, all centrally funded 
Government projects will need to be constructed using BIM at 
level 2, with the aim of improving construction efficiency. Finding 
the errors in the computer-generated model before the actual 
build begins will help to reduce errors and strengthen proposals.  
This should ultimately add immense value, reducing time on site 
and improving efficiencies during the construction stage. 

Before BIM, Computer-Aided Design (CAD) drawings were relied 
on for helping to complete a construction project and differing 
as-built drawings from the contractor to get an insight into 
architects’ choices. This was not always enough information to 
aide a project efficiently and cost effectively over the its lifetime.

With the potential to serve as an electronic manual to assist 
those maintaining the built environment, it can allow users to 
share a common set of information on construction projects that 
can be transmitted easily between all interested parties.

Quality Control
BIM has been around for several years and has been used across 
many sectors to ensure that many types of construction are 

Previously architects did not always have the most efficient way of sharing information, so their design intent could 
be lost. Andy Murphy, Non-Residential Sector Director at Saint-Gobain, explores how Building Information Modelling 
(BIM) has the potential to revolutionise the efficiency of projects in the built environment. 

digitised at the design stage. In the automotive and defence 
industries, BIM has been a key driver of innovation, enabling 
supply chain efficiencies, encouraging collaboration and allowing 
best practice to be shared in depth and breadth throughout the 
community of partners involved in the activity. The pace at which 
BIM is now being used in the construction sector is accelerating, 
with recent research indicating that 94% of main contractors 
expect to be using BIM technology by 2017.

BIM technologies enable improved quality of project design 
while driving down the cost of construction by streamlining and 
modernising the processes by which we design, construct and 
manage Government-built assets. 

Coordination is key
Three years ago, Saint-Gobain adopted a coordinated approach 
to its BIM data production with the objective to position itself as 
the leading touch point for architects, designers and contractors 
who require high-quality information on the sustainable 
materials, products and solutions that are available from  
Saint-Gobain.

The project to coordinate Saint-Gobain’s BIM data ensures that 
it’s as accurate and detailed as it can be. This means that projects 
designed using its solutions can be the most integrated available 
on the market, with the best opportunity to offer economies in 
design, construction and post-delivery management. 

A coordinated  
approach to BIM.
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A coordinated  
approach to BIM.



There is a better  
way to work
With SMART visual collaboration solutions, people collaborate in visual and interactive ways, 
whether they’re in the same room or in workspaces around the world.  Because our solutions 
are designed to streamline the exchange of information and boost productivity, they can benefit 
virtually any organisation. They have been implemented by businesses in various industries, 
from architecture to manufacturing to telecommunications. SMART have helped customers find 
innovative ways to make more informed decisions, reduce costs, engage clients and stakeholders 
and train personnel – all by making it easier to share information and communicate ideas.
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To find out more on SMART visual collaboration solutions, 

technology with purpose

contact Steljes on 08450 724810
www.steljes.com
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For Architecture, Engineering and 
Construction teams, project schedules
can slip as much as 30% due to mis-

communication. Miscommunication leads to
mistakes, and at any level, mistakes lead to
rework, costing time and money. Wouldn’t it
be great if all that extra work could be
avoided by keeping everyone involved and
up-to-date at all times? The award winning
SMART Visual Collaboration Solutions enable
any meeting delegate, regardless of location,
to participate in a meeting as if they were in
the room, including interacting with content,
be it simple sketches or in-depth 3D models,
allowing them to manipulate and implement
changes immediately. This leads to faster
decision making, more project completions,
quicker target achievements and ultimately,
a faster return on investment. 

As the global leader in interactive white-
boards, SMART Technologies brings over two
decades of collaboration research and devel-
opment to a broad range of easy-to-use,
integrated solutions that free people from
their desks and computer screens, making
collaborating with digital resources more 
natural – transforming how AEC project teams
coordinate, collaborate and communicate.
SMART’s solutions include large format 
interactive touch displays with collaboration
software to make meetings more productive
and distance collaboration software to 
support remote workers. Touch recognition
features allow all meeting participants –
wherever they are located – to directly mark
up and manipulate images in the software.
There are options for saving the work and
integration with Microsoft® Exchange to
instantly email session notes to all attendees.

Combining SMART’s visual collaboration
solutions with industry leading software from

Autodesk, Tekla, Adobe and Solibri, project
teams around the world have experienced
an increase in productivity, decrease in devel-
opment time and an accelerated rate of
innovation and time to market.

Companies including Ibsecad, 4té, Turner
Construction, DPR Construction and Volker-
Wessels are transforming the BIM industry
by using SMART’s visual collaboration 
solutions to deliver projects on time and on
budget, without sacrificing project quality.
Recent research by Stanford University in the
US stated the estimated savings of combining
SMART with design review can be up to 
£2 million.

At the BIM Show Live 2014, SMART Technolo-
gies received the prestigious BIMMY Award
for Most Innovation Product in recognition
of how the solutions are changing the way
the BIM industry works.  The BIMMY Awards
honours those that have raised the bar in
relation to the AEC and BIM industry. 

Sarah Feeney
Marketing Executive – 
Business Solutions
Steljes Limited 
Tel: 08450 724810
info@steljes.co.uk
www.steljes.com
www.twitter.com/SteljesBusiness

There is a better way…
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To find out more on how SMART are revolu-
tionising the world of AEC please contact us.

mailto:info@steljes.co.uk
http://www.steljes.com
http://www.twitter.com/SteljesBusiness
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The BIM menu of information
Steve Thompson, Chair of BIM4M2 and Market Manager for Construction
and Infrastructure at Tata Steel discusses the game-changing potential in
efficiency improvements that BIM offers, but says it will only be deliverable
consistently with clear definitions of what information is required and a
menu of information for a project team to select from…

The recent BIM4M2 survey of manufacturers
highlighted a number of things, one of which
was that manufacturers are often asked for

BIM objects or ‘all of your BIM’, without it being clear
what information is really being asked for. To use
the well-known quote from Theodore Levitt, “People
don’t want to buy a quarter-inch drill. They want a
quarter-inch hole!” When someone asks for a BIM
object or ‘all of your BIM’, what they really need is
information in a digital, exchangeable format that
supports their project activities. There are significant
efficiencies that can be gained within the supply
chain if we all work together to ask and answer the
right questions.

Beyond the commonly accepted information
requirements to enable exchange such as IFC and
COBie, the information necessary to meet these
requirements can vary significantly, and can have a
huge impact on the results. If too much information
is included for the sake of covering the bases, this
can provide unnecessary constraints on the supply
chain, but also miss the opportunity to get the
most suitable products and solutions into the
project efficiently. 

Looking at the first sketch to illustrate the point, a
manufacturer may have a range of available products
to suit a generic application. The specifiers may look
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at the range of products and identify those that are
suitable for the project they are working on, and
specify a range to work from. The contractor may
then look at what he can deliver at an acceptable cost
and timescale that falls within the range identified by
the specifiers. The asset owner and FM organisation
are likely to have a set of criteria for ongoing mainte-
nance and renewing of the products, but that view
may only include a small range of products already
selected. In other words, the proportion of products
within a range that meet all those requirements is
unlikely to be a large proportion of the full product
range as a result of over-constraint. This can be the
story if information is thrown over the wall between
players, or BIM objects passed between stakehold-
ers without a clear definition of what information is
required. 

“If too much information is included for
the sake of covering the bases, this can
provide unnecessary constraints on the
supply chain, but also miss the opportunity
to get the most suitable products and
solutions into the project efficiently.”

It’s important to understand the impact of exchange
of information on the supply of construction products,
not just on their specification and installation.

How does a product get from its specification and
production through to its integration within a built
asset? What complicates the issue further is that the
distributor of the products may look at that original
range of products and decide that he can only
deliver a proportion of those products to a project
based on his view of timescales, costs, etc. 

So how do we increase the likelihood of delivering
the right products and information to suit everyone’s
needs? We need to increase the depth of field
(distance between the nearest and farthest objects
in a scene that appears clear) and field of view
(the extent of the observable world seen from a
given viewpoint). We need to define information
requirements based on purpose, not just by product
type and generic application, and ensure these
requirements are clearly shared through two-way
communication between players if we are to benefit
from some of the available efficiencies in the supply
chain. These include reducing delivery times by
providing information on clear decisions that impact
on the supply of products, followed by early supplier
awareness of product decisions. If people want a
quarter-inch hole, let’s understand that’s what they
want and make sure that’s what we help deliver; not
just focus on delivering a drill without understanding
which drill bit we need for the job in hand.
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I’m hopeful that the BIM Toolkit will help us achieve
this, supported by the further development and
application of PDTs (Product Data Templates),
enabling each of the players within an asset’s and
product’s lifecycle to increase the depth of field
and define information requirements. It’s important
that we don’t overload models with unnecessary
information and constraints, but that instead we
make information available for project teams to use
where appropriate. For this we can learn from the
concept of Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
used in the manufacturing and other sectors, and
looking forward to Level 3 and Digital Built Britain,
real-time analytics will make the potential opportuni-
ties for improved efficiencies much more transparent.
For example, supply chain partners may be assessed
based on their performance, measured throughout
a number of projects instead of data being
exchanged and validated only at key project stages. 

“It’s important that we don’t overload
models with unnecessary information
and constraints, but that instead we make
information available for project teams to
use where appropriate.”

So to summarise, BIM is a process which offers
game-changing potential in efficiency improvements,

but these will only be deliverable consistently with
clear definitions of what information is required at
a project and discipline level (including product
supply), and by enabling project teams to select
relevant information to answer those requirements,
nothing more and nothing less; that is the concept
behind PDTs, a menu of information for a project
team to select from. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Steve Thompson RIBA
Chair
BIM4M2 – BIM4 Manufacturers and Manufacturing
info@bim4m2.co.uk
www.bim4m2.co.uk
www.twitter.com/SGThompsonBIM
www.twitter.com/bim4m2
www.linkedin.com/company/bim4m2

mailto:info@bim4m2.co.uk
http://www.bim4m2.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/SGThompsonBIM
http://www.twitter.com/bim4m2
http://www.linkedin.com/company/bim4m2


1April 15: Wienerberger, the leading
provider of wall, roof and landscaping
innovations, launched its fully func-

tional Building Information Modelling (BIM)
portal on its website called BIM Lab in April
2014. BIM objects from Wienerberger can
now be downloaded directly from the
Wienerberger website www.wienerberger.
co.uk/welcome-to-bim-lab or via BIMStore.

The portal marks the first time that Wiener-
berger has opened up its product and 
construction system portfolio for use with
BIM technology – allowing architects and
specifiers the opportunity to get a clear
understanding of exactly how certain prod-
ucts will practically function in their projects,
and has proven very popular. Wienerberger
has made full BIM specifications available on
products right across its three divisions of
roof, wall and landscaping.

Annette Forster, Marketing Director of
Wienerberger UK commented: “We have a
catalogue of wall types based upon our brick
products as well as individual components
being modelled. These are much more useful
for architects. We also have the performance
data, weights, densities and other useful
information included in our offering. We are
the first manufacturer to offer this informa-
tion across the entire building envelope of
roof, wall and landscaping.”

Harald Schwarzmayr, Managing Director of
Wienerberger UK, commented:

“We pride ourselves on innovating on behalf
of our customers, and it’s clear to us that BIM

provides an incredible level of information
and insight for architects and specifiers at the
crucial initial design stages of projects. As
such, we feel it is really important for
Wienerberger to have an easy-to-access BIM
platform to showcase exactly how well our
products perform, and indeed how versatile
they are.”

He continued:

“We understand that evolving technology has
a huge potential to transform the construction
industry, and we are committed to ensuring
that we translate the latest thought leadership
and research into practical innovations for our
customers to use. Our BIM Lab is a great exam-
ple of that, and just one of many more that we
hope to launch over the next few years.”

Richard Bishop
Category Marketing Manager 
for Roof at Wienerberger
Wienerberger Ltd
Tel: 01427 871200
Richard.Bishop@wienerberger.com
www.wienerberger.com

Wienerberger BIM objects
now downloadable directly
from its website!
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To visit the Wienerberger BIM Lab, please
find visit www.bimlab.biz . To find out more
about Wienerberger UK please visit:
www.wienerberger.co.uk

An example of a Wienerberger model

http://www.wienerberger
mailto:Richard.Bishop@wienerberger.com
http://www.wienerberger.com
http://www.bimlab.biz
http://www.wienerberger.co.uk


BIM technology is no longer the coming force in construction 
and building design, it’s the present and the future.

The Wienerberger BIM Lab means that our product models can be 
downloaded for FREE and slotted in to your BIM design, allowing you to 
see just how well they perform.

Visit the BIM Lab today: www.bimlab.biz 

Email: BIMLab@wienerberger.co.uk 
Web: www.bimlab.biz or follow links from www.wienerberger.co.uk 
Twitter: @wienerbergeruk

One Wienerberger  
BIM Lab.

Endless 
possibilities.

The whole 
Wienerberger product 
range is included in 
the BIM Lab

The building model will 
show the user how certain 
products will practically 
function in their project

All BIM Lab downloads 
are FREE and available 
immediately

Roof SolutionsWall Solutions Wall Solutions Landscaping Solutions

http://www.bimlab.biz
mailto:BIMLab@wienerberger.co.uk
http://www.bimlab.biz
http://www.wienerberger.co.uk


The use of BIM is increasing rapidly
across the construction sector. By 2016
it will be compulsory for fully

collaborative BIM processes to be used 
on all government projects greater than 
£5 million in value. The wider industry is
adopting BIM as a way to more accurately
predict and ensure performance throughout
the life of the building; from initial design to
operation and even deconstruction. It is
suggested that by 2016 over half of UK
projects will use the method1. In order to
get the best out of BIM, accuracy of product
and system objects is essential.

A key discussion point at the recent BIM
round table hosted by British Gypsum was
the difficulties that facilities managers
currently faced in obtaining building
information data from projects at handover.
This collaborative forum consisted of various
industry representatives including an
architect, an off-site manufacturer, a facilities
management company and a technology
solutions provider. Discussions highlighted
the importance of accurate data being
available to the end users of a building 
to enable the most efficient running of 
the property.

Critical to the realisation of the benefits BIM
can bring to the construction industry is the
use of BIM objects that are current and
updated in real time. To support this, British
Gypsum launched the White Book System
Selector, which is an online tool designed to
help streamline the specification process for
construction professionals. It allows specifiers
to search and filter through tested British
Gypsum plaster, partition, wall lining,
encasement and ceiling system solutions to

select the right specifications for the job.
Building Information Modelling objects
(.rvt), CAD (.dwg) drawings, National Building
Specification (NBS) Clauses and product and
system datasheets (.pdf) are then available
to download for the chosen solutions. This
allows specifiers to retrieve important
information in a few easy steps. Featuring
simple and easy to follow search criteria,
familiar to users of the White Book, this tool
enables specifiers to filter by a variety of
performance requirements, such as fire and
acoustics, and be presented with a relevant
solution for the job. 

The holistic efficiency benefits that the use of
BIM can bring to a construction project
throughout its entire life can only be realised
if accurate data is used, therefore it’s vital to

Paul French
Commercial Market Manager
British Gypsum
british-gypsum.com

Ensuring accurate data
for BIM projects
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include high-quality product information,
and where better to get this than direct from
the product manufacturer? 

1 Competitive Advantage, Adoption of BIM 2013



british-gypsum.com

White Book System Selector
Find system solutions and BIM data quickly
Revit BIM files for all our system solutions can be downloaded from our online White Book System Selector. This tool 
works by using performance filters, such as fire integrity or acoustic insulation to search for the ideal solution to meet 
your project requirements. 

It is vital that information contained within a building model is correct, as it will remain with the construction 
throughout its life; design, construction, operation and deconstruction. A key element to this approach is accurate system 
and product data, which is why we produce and validate this ourselves, ensuring a precise and reliable solution.

For more information, visit www.british-gypsum.com/wbssapr or call our Technical Advice Centre on 0844 800 1991.

          

http://www.british-gypsum.com/wbssapr


BIM: A view from the coalface
Terry Gough, BIM champion at Kent County Council outlines the challenges faced
as a Client attempting to implement BIM technology, along with the challenges
faced by working practices both in-house and with the supply chain…

This article is intended to help anyone embarking
on a BIM journey by describing what challenges
I faced from the very beginning, and how, as a

Client, we have found solutions. The BIM experience
can be difficult, but with the buy-in and support from
partners, the process can be enjoyable. As someone
who has ‘been there, done that, and got the t-shirt’, I
hope my first-hand account will at least be informative.

“I recognised early on that educating BIM
was a key aspect, and have helped and
worked with a number of small businesses
within their own offices to up-skill staff and
give them a better understanding of what
BIM can offer in relation to being better
informed through better design, clear
information, and working collaboratively.”

In my first foray into the BIM world, it was critical that I
understood what BIM was, what it meant for the busi-
ness, but also how that would impact on our wider
supply chain. Therefore, my first step was to absorb
the PAS and BS documents that had been produced
on behalf of the Government. This lasted a number of
weeks before I knew what I was talking about and
could communicate effectively with all partners. This
then lead me on a journey of discovery, not only with
the documentation, but also with the current thinking
in technology. My first thoughts were one of horror,
but then I realised that this was not a lonely journey,
but one that I would be on with a number of other
BIM enthusiasts. This thing called BIM needed to be
tamed, and that was what I set out to do.

I began by looking at what BIM implementation
meant to staff and colleagues and how this would 

fit with our existing processes and procedures. This
was never going to be easy, but I relished the challenge.
I started by developing a number of presentations
that covered the very basics of BIM, but in relation to
data and information capture as this is, and remains,
the most important aspect of BIM. I arranged for a
number of external companies to attend our office
here in Maidstone to give first-hand experience of
working with BIM and what it meant to them. This
gave the staff a good grounding in what BIM was,
and meant how it could be used in all of our projects
on a day to day basis. The next stage was to progress
with the processes and procedures, and I quickly
undertook an exercise of re-writing a number of 
Proforma’s to meet our requirements with BIM in the
shape of EiR’s, BIM Protocol and a BIM kick-off meet-
ing agenda. This agenda marked the starting point. I
also created a workflow process chart which broke
down the tasks in relation to Project Management,
Design Management, Cost Management, BIM, GSL
and HSE in-line with the RIBA stages 0-7, which also
worked well with the BIM information delivery cycle.
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Terry Gough 
(MCIOB, MAPM)
Senior Project
Manager/BIM
Champion
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All of the above happened at the same time that I
began to work with the SME’s here in Kent in relation
to BIM. This was the most satisfying aspect, as I
could impart my newly gained knowledge. I worked
alongside both the National Federation of Builders
(NFB) and Project Five on a 5 month learning curve
which took the SME’s through the basics of BIM,
giving them all a great grounding and understanding
of how to implement BIM within the business. This
small group has now led to the Kent BIM Hub being
formed which is going from strength to strength. 

The Kent BIM Hub group initially started out as a 
few members who had carried out the NFB training,
and we thought it may be a better long-term effort if
we stayed as a group which I was happy to administer.
However, the group then expanded through a talk I
gave at a Construction Excellence (CE) breakfast
meeting where there was more interest than we
realised. I am now looking at the Hub to see how this
will be sustainable for the future, and have set up a
Steering Group to examine whether we could be a
not-for-profit organisation aiming to help all members
on their BIM journey through education and process
change.   

I recognised early on that educating BIM was a key
aspect, and have helped and worked with a number
of small businesses within their own offices to up-skill
staff and give them a better understanding of what
BIM can offer in relation to being better informed
through better design, clear information, and working
collaboratively. It was my intention that if Kent County
Council was going to procure any contractors or 
consultants, they all needed to be able to deliver to
Level 2 and work within a collaborative environment.

As someone that has experienced the implementation
of BIM processes, I do feel that one area of concern
worth mentioning is that of software vendors. I would
advise that it pays to be mindful of what information

is available, or what claims are made regarding what
the software is capable of, as this is sometimes an
exaggeration, and they can’t always do everything.
Please do look at all options when assessing potential
software solutions and ensure that it meets the needs
of your business. 

I have personally looked at a number of solutions for
a Common Data Environment and have found this to
be quite a lengthy exercise as lots of vendors offer a
solution, but in reality, only offer a small percentage
or a repository for information and not the actual
collaborative tool, or indeed the tool to ensure that
data and information can be captured and utilised to
the benefit of the client or indeed their FM provider. I
am now in the process of looking at potential solutions
that would provide a Design, Build, Operate and
Maintain solution, but this I feel is a step to far at this
point in the development of software solutions, and
don’t feel that a one-stop-shop is currently available
to Kent County Council. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Terry Gough (MCIOB, MAPM)
Senior Project Manager/BIM Champion
Kent County Council
Tel: 03000 41 61 61
www.kent.gov.uk
www.twitter.com/Kent_cc

http://www.kent.gov.uk
http://www.twitter.com/Kent_cc


The government has launched its building
information modelling (BIM) level 3 
initiatives with a view to implement in

2025 and aim of improving data security and
accessibility, scrapping paper contracts and
driving infrastructure-spending efficiencies.

Here, David Wigglesworth, Managing Director
of UK Specification, a division of ASSA ABLOY
UK, looks at the new level in terms of its
objectives and likely levels of adoption, 
and how the global leader in door opening
solutions is already on its way to achieving
its aims.

Government BIM task force chief – and BIM
working group chair – Mark Bew said “BIM3”
would bring every aspect of an infrastructure
project into one central plan that each 
construction team member had access.

Its predecessor, BIM2 must be used on a
mandatory basis on all government projects
from 2016. That means client, contractor and
designer will be working from data-rich
models – but in the current state, not 
necessarily the same one.

What makes BIM3 different, and the 10 year
journey the Government is taking, is it
believes it will improve the design process
further and make it even more efficient, so
that the whole specification process, right
from manufacturers will be able to feed
straight into models and all parts of the
supply chain will have better access to
resources such as manufacturing data.

According to Bew, BIM3 will allow a signifi-
cant shift from traditional agreement forms

to “much more transparent and paperless
contracts.” 

Mobile is Key
BIM as a concept has undoubtedly been
bubbling under the surface for many years
and the Government acknowledges the 
challenges ahead to achieve BIM3, as an
intense step up from BIM level 2 in terms of
further moving away from the traditional
contract forms. 

In addition, any future proof BIM activity
must be accessible from any device, as more
business is conducted by tablet and mobile
technology.

“You get people using quite complicated 
software in big machines which limits 
[accessibility] to a community of designers
and engineers,” Bew said. “It needs to be
accessed by anyone onsite or in the building
via iPhone or iPad.”

Bringing all the information together into
one project file also improves data security.
In effect in accordance with BIM3, data will
be secure by design, and not an afterthought
and additional resource.

BIM3 will also improve the understanding of
existing assets, which will “aid planning and
forecasting around need”, said Bew.

Building Physics, People and
Traffic Flows
Bew added that this would allow for
improvements in the design and planning
process through the better modelling of
building physics, people and traffic flows.  

BIM3 Initiatives Launched
by Government – but what
about BIM2?
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To translate this to ASSA ABLOY’s world, this
is something UK Specification has adopted
right from the start of its BIM journey, based
on the amount of doorsets that can be used
in a building and the impact on its daily use. 

Taking specification from this perspective, for
example, can influence the door width of a
building’s overall dimensions, flow of people
through a building and ultimate safety and
security of those people.

Smart Future
Looking to the future with the emergence of
smart homes and intelligent buildings, Bew
believes the data gathered from BIM3 will
feed into the smart cities and services,
already being developed in concept with
Bristol being primed as the first smart city in
the UK.

“The aim is for construction to become much
more focused on customer and community
need rather than asset oriented,” he says.

“So the asset is created for the provision of a
service not the other way around. Once this
matures it will enable us to control social
wellbeing and the cost base of the nation.”

BIM Adoption
Whilst all this sounds enlightening and the
potential of BIM3 is clear and highlighted by
Government to have a positive impact on the
specification process as a whole, challenges
over adoption remains of critical concern.

For the most part, UK Specification still
believes there is a significant requirement to
demystify the objectives of BIM right from the



basics of what it’s about and how it can really
help the specification process. After all, it’s
not described as the biggest cultural change
in a generation by the RICS for no reason!

“The aim is for construction
to become much more 
focused on customer and
community need rather than
asset oriented.” 

BIM really represents not just a process or
technological trend but also a culture change,
caused by external forces i.e. Government
and other groups. 

UK Specification currently offers to partner
with specifiers architects, design led main
contractors and property development com-
panies, who we know are under increasing
pressure to use BIM building practices (and
will have no choice post 2016 for public sector

programmes) to seamlessly adopt the princi-
ples of BIM in all aspects of building design.

But we also go one step further, and offer over
60 of our own exclusive BIM doorset objects,
carefully designed following significant research
to deliver on specific applications.

With this proposition, we believe UK 
Specification as a business division from
ASSA ABLOY UK, can not only become a total
provider of the highest quality architectural
ironmongery and innovative doorsets, but
also we can provide added value and 
knowledge of BIM practice, to level 2 and 3
to which we are already striving, together
with the flexibility to engage with architects,
design led contractors, property develop-
ment companies and end users.

For more information on UK Specification,
please visit www.assaabloy.co.uk or join the

David Wigglesworth
Managing Director 
UK Specification, a division 
of ASSA ABLOY UK
Tel: +44 (0)190 236 4060 
David.wigglesworth@assaabloy.com
www.assaabloy.co.uk
www.linkedin.com/company/
assa-abloy-uk
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debate on LinkedIn at www.linkedin.com/
company/assa-abloy-uk .

Issued on behalf of UK Specification by ASSA ABLOY UK.
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The National Planning and Building Control Directory
aims to be the one-stop-shop for anyone seeking help and
advice or products and services from the construction
industry. 

In conjunction with the now strongly established ‘Adjacent
Planning & Building Control Today’ digital magazine which
carries heavyweight content from both the trade and
government, this essential tool is already well on its way to
being the most comprehensive guide currently available.

Having built a huge database of over 50,000 email contacts
for the construction industry, the Directory is growing at a
rapid rate with subscribers joining every day. 

NATIONAL PLANNING & 
BUILDING CONTROL DIRECTORY
THE ONE-STOP-SHOP FOR PLANNING & BUILDING CONTROLwww.adjacentgovernment.co.uk/npbc/

YOUR 
ONE-STOP-SHOP
PLANNING 
DIRECTORY

http://www.adjacentgovernment.co.uk/npbc/
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BIM for coastal defences: 
Identifying data
In the second of a series of interviews with Carl Green, Head of Engineering
Services for Wyre Council, we follow the progress throughout the construction
and operation of the Fylde Peninsula Coastal Programme…

The Fylde Peninsula Coastal Programme (FPCP) is
a partnership between Wyre Council, Blackpool
Council, Fylde Council and the Environment

Agency. It is responsible for managing the Fylde
Peninsula’s coastline and reducing risk of flooding 
to people and the developed, historic and natural
environment. The new defences will protect 12,000
properties in total – 7500 in Rossall and 4500 in
Anchorsholme, plus critical drainage and transport
infrastructure.

Carl explains to PBC Today how the project is 
progressing compared to the team’s expectations…

“We were surprised at the lack of interoperability
between CAD packages as well as the limitations of
exporting models and data to IFC and other formats.
Initially, this caused us a great deal of concern as we
were worried that critical data could be lost or be too
difficult to find on a scheme of this scale.

“To help define and then address this challenge, 
Rob Umphray from Sitedesk suggested a situational
questioning workshop. The aim of this exercise was
to identify all of the situations that could arise during
the lifetime of the asset in order to define the data
sets and data sources that would be required to
effectively manage each of these situations should
they occur. This exercise provided us with an infor-
mation template that we could work to, as well as a
legend to work from when we need to recover the
information. We were surprised by the number of
permutations that resulted, ranging from the relatively
benign to complete disaster scenarios.

“One of the early outcomes of the exercise was that
there are lots of data sets and information buried at
different levels in both the models and drawings. This
disparity, allied to the challenges of interoperability
may have made it challenging for the team to get the
information that they needed.  

“We solved this issue by overlaying a 3D grid over the
entire area of each of the original models (see image
above). The grid allows us to separate what are very
large schemes into smaller segments which were
aligned to the topography of the scheme. This way the
relevant data sets are constrained to a smaller area.
The data is presented in line with our scenario tem-
plates so should someone be maintaining the lifebelts,
it is simple for them to find anything they need. On 
the other end of the scale, should there be a massive
storm that damages the defences, we have all of the
information that we need to reconstruct or repair as
necessary, related directly to the area of the damage.
The grid also helped mitigate some of the risks identi-
fied by interoperability concerns. Critical data sets
could be re-entered if required to ensure that all of the
right data was in the right place before we needed it.
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“One of the biggest successes arising from the 
exercise was that it provided us with a template that
made it simpler for the Balfour Beatty staff and council
officers to capture and relate the required groups 
of information to each area of the scheme. It also
allowed the data to be captured and logged once,
avoiding a duplication of effort. The grid system has
also made it simpler to validate the information, as
this too is completed on a grid by grid basis. 

“The exercise also made us think about and define
our workflows, particularly in relation to planned
maintenance schedules and how we cope with
expected reactive maintenance. We are already 
creating bespoke digital forms for each of these
workflows so in the event of any planned or expected
reactive maintenance, we can automatically assign
the work to a council officer or subcontractor with
the correct information and drawings.

“The Sitedesk software www.sitedeskconstruct.com

contains a form creator as well as a time and user-
based task assignment system. This provides us with
the ability to integrate all of the benefits of the 3D
design and virtual construction process into our
asset management and FM processes, without the
cost of an FM system or the data integration costs.
We see this as a massive plus which keeps the model
and the data alive.

“This exercise provided us with an
information template that we could 
work to, as well as a legend to work from
when we need to recover the information.
We were surprised by the number of
permutations that resulted, ranging from
the relatively benign to complete disaster
scenarios.”

“We will shortly be completing the Anchorsholme
scheme and the Rossall scheme is progressing at
pace. The grid scheme has also helped minimise

Rock armour continues to be delivered to site where it is lifted from the wagons with
an excavator, weighed and placed on the beach in the defined storage area

http://www.sitedeskconstruct.com
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errors by breaking a large scheme into understand-
able pieces which has helped make the evolution
into BIM workflows far less challenging.

“Moving forward, we are considering expanding the
ways to use the model and the system. We are already
incorporating pavement and lighting maintenance,
lifebelt maintenance, statutory sand level measure-
ment and compliance, but there is no reason that we
cannot include environmental surveys, litter surveys,
water quality measurements, fly tipping and graffiti
hot spot identification, parking meter maintenance –
the list seems almost endless”.

Lessons learned so far…

For Green, the biggest lessons learned so far are:

To work with the entire team to identify and define•
all of the scenarios that the asset may encounter
throughout its lifetime;

To use these scenarios to understand, define and•
map the combinations of data that are required to
manage each situation and keep the map in case
an unidentified scenario arises;

To ensure that the relevant data sets are easy to•
populate and verify for those entering the data as
well as simple for current and future users to find
and use. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Carl Green
Head of Engineering Services
Wyre Council
Carl.Green@wyre.gov.uk
www.wyre.gov.uk
www.twitter.com/wyrecouncil

Environment Secretary Owen Patterson MP attended an event to
mark the start of the work on the flood defence scheme, along
with Councillor Derek Antrobus, Chair of the Regional Flood and
Coastal Committee

mailto:Carl.Green@wyre.gov.uk
http://www.wyre.gov.uk
http://www.twitter.com/wyrecouncil


Building Information Modelling, Com-
puter-Aided Design, and Visualization
projects are becoming more complex

and demanding, is your hardware is up to
the challenge?

Enhanced workstations for professionals in
the design and construction industry are now
essential to help them realise their full
potential and reduce business operating
costs. Only by optimising workflow can you
enable critical changes and decisions to be
made efficiently.

Workstations Specialists primary goal is 
to provide industry professionals with the
necessary advice and solutions to enable the
user to complete projects effectively and
within deadlines. Being an award-winning
computer workstation and rendering system
manufacturer based in Derby, UK, they
design and manufacturer high performance
computing solutions for a variety of sectors
including, BIM, 3D CAD, CAM/CAE and Visual
Effects industries. As part of the AceCad 
Software group of companies they have been
proudly producing computer workstations
for nearly 30 years, and are at the forefront
of the industry with their class leading 
product portfolio and an in-depth knowledge
of the industry.

Available with a wide variety of specifications,
with prices starting from as little as £950
Workstation Specialists offer a complete
custom built service with excellent pre-sales
advice and consultancy; allowing you to
invest in the most suitable configuration for
your requirements (whether this is dictated
by application, project, performance or
budget). A free no obligation evaluation or
demonstration service is also available,

allowing new customers the ability to trial the
latest computing technologies first-hand.

Find the right workstation for you:
For high intensity and office based work-•
loads the WS-E tower based range is the
perfect companion to industry professionals.
Designed and built with only ISV certified,
enterprise grade components. Intel’s Xeon
processors coupled with professionally 
certified NVIDIA Quadro Graphics, allows
professionals the confidence that their work-
station will deliver the results they require.

For on the go users, Workstation Specialists•
have developed their WS-M Mobile work-
station range. Designed to deliver workstation
performance within a portable form factor.
This range also includes the WS-M Slim the
world’s most powerful ultra slim professional
laptop at under 2 cm thickness, under 2 kg
and furthermore is now available with a 
4K screen.

For computationally intensive simulation•
task Workstation Specialists recommend
the use of a NVIDIA Tesla GPU compute
cards. NVIDIA Tesla technology allows you to
have supercomputer performance running
near silent under your desk.

Workstation Specialists integrate inde-•
pendent software vendor (ISV) certified
components in their workstations, giving
customers the confidence that the system
is compatible, reliable and has the true
performance they require. 

Full independent reviews can be located•
on their website at the following page.
http://www.workstationspecialist.com/
corporate/press_room/reviews/

Phil Howarth
Sales Manager
Workstation Specialists
Tel: +44 (0)800 180 4801
sales@wksmail.com 
www.workstationspecialist.com

Realising a BIM solution
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Following a comprehensive 48hr hardware•
testing process, all their systems are
backed up by a complete 3 year warranty.

Worldwide shipping is also available.•

“Enhanced workstations for
professionals in the design and
construction industry are now
essential to help them realise
their full potential and reduce
business operating costs.”

Whether you are in need of single system or a
larger offering, improve your company’s effi-
ciency and remove bottlenecks with a truly
dedicated BIM solution. You no longer need
an internal IT specialist to know the correct
hardware systems for your requirements.
Workstation Specialists will assess your specific
needs and tailor the perfect solution to
enhance your business and help recover costs.

For a free, informative consultation and 
quotation contact their pre-sales team today.

http://www.workstationspecialist.com/
mailto:sales@wksmail.com
http://www.workstationspecialist.com




The structural Eurocodes
Dr Graham Couchman, CEO of the Steel Construction Institute details the
evolution of Eurocodes and what they mean for today’s practitioners…

The lineage of international collaboration of
organisations that has led to the current
Eurocodes can be traced back to the 1950s.

This history is well explained in an excellent article by
Prof Roger Johnson of Warwick University published
some years ago in the Proceedings of the Institution
of Civil Engineers. The article has a subtitle of ‘why 40
years’, the answer to which lies in some of the details
given by Prof Johnson. For example, in the early
1970s the Joint Committee on Composite Structures
(JCCS) began preparing a technical document that
could act as a basis for international codes on com-
posite (steel-concrete) structures. Progress was slow.
Its initial convention was that contributors could
speak and write in English, French or German, which
presumably was not conducive to speed. As well as
taking time, this led to much input from multilingual
academics! 

Skipping forward 20 years, by the start of 1990 the
development of the Eurocodes had been put under
the direction of the Comité Européen Normalisation
(CEN), whose remit had previously only included
standards for products and testing. This was logical,
as the Treaty of Rome (1957) had an aim to remove
barriers to trade, and both product standards
and design codes were deemed to be barriers.
Working documents, called ENV drafts, for the major 
construction materials appeared in the early 1990s.
The hope was that these would be used by industry
and feedback given to inform the final EN documents,
scheduled to appear some time later. Unfortunately
not much practical feedback was given (perhaps
hard pressed industry felt it had better things to do),
and it took more than another decade to write
these documents. 

Finally, in March 2010, national standards bodies (such
as BSI) were required to withdraw the preceding
national codes and standards. It is worth noting that
in a regulatory environment such as the UK, this did
not mean the old standards could no longer be
used for an awful lot of designs.

What is happening now?
Although still far from being used for all designs in
the UK, the Eurocodes have nevertheless gained
much momentum in the past five years or so. This
means that the early 1990s aim of having codes
that were used by practitioners, who might therefore
be able to give valuable feedback, has been achieved.
After a number of years of careful planning, a process
that will enable this feedback to be considered and
reflected is now beginning in earnest. 

During 2014, so called ‘systematic reviews’ were
undertaken on a number of Eurocode parts. More
will follow. Although it remains almost impossible to
persuade most practitioners to give up time to
comment (because the rewards from doing so will lie
some years in the future), this review has produced
some valuable feedback. At the same time funding
has been secured to allow an evolution of the
Eurocodes. One of the, if not the primary aims of this
evolution is to improve the ease of use of the codes.
In this context ‘ease’ is multifaceted, and some of
those facets are mutually contradictory, but the
intent is clearly good and sensible. 

When revised Eurocodes appear around 2020, users
should find they better cover common practice,
they will contain fewer alternative methods, they
are easier to navigate around, and there are fewer
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inconsistencies between them. Mistakes will hopefully
be corrected, ambiguities clarified, and a number of
other changes made to improve use. This will all be
done within another aim to avoid fundamental change
unless it is really necessary (an example might be
retaining the current numerous parts of Eurocode 3).
The use of ‘Eurocode English’ looks set to persist!

Why am I telling you this?
My own organisation, SCI, has over 400 member
companies who are active in the design and execution
(to use a good Eurocode word) of steel and composite
structures. Through our technical advisory service
we know the problems that practitioners can have
when codes are unclear, sometimes incorrect, or
lacking in detail or scope. I and a number of my
colleagues are active in code development, but there
is a limit to what can be achieved, so help is always
welcome. Achieving the right result is not always
possible – we no longer have to attend meetings run
in three languages, but we do have to reach agree-
ment between many interested parties with often
fundamentally different philosophies and regulatory
systems to satisfy.

Finally, I would encourage all code users to recognise
that codes do not contain ‘absolute truths’. They
contain the best knowledge that was available at the
time, sometimes (necessarily) interpreted with a level
of subjectivity by those writing the rules. Users of
design codes should never blindly trust, even when
something has taken 40 years to develop and is
pan-national, but rather assure themselves that
what they are doing is within what they feel the rule
writers would have envisaged. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dr Graham Couchman
CEO, Steel Construction Institute, and Chairman
of CEN committee CEN\TC250\SC4 Composite
Construction
Steel Construction Institute
Tel: +44 (0)1344 636525
www.steel-sci.com
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Last June, NHBC, the leading warranty
and insurance provider for new homes
in the UK, announced its biggest

recruitment campaign in 30 years by creating
more than 100 new frontline technical jobs.

As part of the campaign, NHBC recruited over
80 new building inspectors with new
management roles also being created. More
surveyors, engineers and special project
managers were also recruited to ensure that
the appropriate technical support is available
for builders and their design teams, both on
site and during the design stage.

With 2014 registrations up 9% on 2013’s
outstanding year the recruitment campaign
demonstrates NHBC’s commitment to
providing the additional support for builders
across the country who are facing a new set
of challenges as production increases.

Here, we look at four different people
involved in the recruitment drive, each with
their own story.

Danny Massey
In 2013 NHBC re-opened the doors of its
Operations Academy to new recruits for the
first time since the economic crisis of 2007.

Danny Massey completed the Academy
course a year ago and as part of the recruitment
campaign he is now a Building Inspector (BI)
for the Central region, covering Bedfordshire,
Buckinghamshire and Hertfordshire.

Having joined NHBC in 2011; he has worked
across the business including time in technical
service support and customer services and
is a good example of how the recruitment
drive opened up new opportunities for
existing members of staff.

Now, a typical day will see Danny visit up to
12 different sites a day – from large scale
residential developments nearing completion

Coping with 
demand
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to single plot developments by smaller
builders who may build a handful of homes
every few years.

Explaining his new role and the benefits of
undertaking NHBC’s comprehensive training
regime for new inspectors, he said: “It was a
good mix of classroom based training,
shadowing, accompanied inspections and
coaching, as well site-based and written
assessment of how well we were doing. It
was crucial in helping the trainees get a
thorough understanding of being a BI before
we actually started the role.

“As housing demand has soared over the last
year and a half we will all have an important
role to play as builders ramp up production
and face a new set of challenges after a
number of quiet years where housing
volumes have been relatively low.

“Overall it is a highly enjoyable role and it is
great to be able to put into practice
numerous aspects of the training academy,
be out on sites of all sizes and understanding
the issues and concerns that builders have
as production levels have increased.” 



Andy Looms
NHBC’s recruitment drive also enabled the
organisation to employ external candidates
with significant industry knowledge. 
Andy Looms is a former NHBC Pride in the
Job award winning site manager who 
was recruited as an Inspection Manager
covering Somerset after working for
builders including David Wilson and
Persimmon for more than 20 years, most of
which time he was a contracts/construction
manager.

Currently working his way through the
comprehensive training programme which
began when he joined the company in
October Andy is looking forward to using the
many skills learnt on site and transferring
them to NHBC.

Andy, who is moving from his West Midlands
home to Somerset with his wife, explained;
“I decided to apply as I had reached a point
in my career where I was looking for a new
challenge. Working within the industry for
such a long time I had worked with NHBC for
many years and it appealed to me to able to
transfer my skills and knowledge to the other
side of the fence, so to speak, and to have
the opportunity to work for a company that
values its employees; NHBC has always had
this reputation.

“In many ways managing a team of site
managers and managing a team of
inspectors is quite similar and hopefully I am
able to bring a new perspective to the role
and to the inspection team.

“The sector has really picked up over the last
couple of years and that was another reason
behind wanting to join NHBC; there is a real
feel-good factor on site and in the office and
long may this continue.”

Paula Bolam
Having worked at NHBC since 2000, originally
in Claims, the recruitment campaign also
presented a new opportunity for Paula
Bolam. With eight years inspection
experience behind her, Paula was able to
take advantage of the opportunity to further
her career and was appointed Inspection
Manager for Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambr -
idgeshire last year.

Working as an inspector and witnessing 
first-hand the property boom leading up to
the recession in 2008 and the subsequent
recovery of the last two years, Paula believes
that the sector is in a very healthy shape 
in 2015.

“Being out on site during the years when
the industry was recovering from the
effects of the recession through to the
beginning of the upturn at the start of
2013, it is really encouraging to see how
builders are adapting and looking ahead
to dealing with a very different set of
challenges,” she said.

“Overall everybody appears to be a lot more
positive and up for the challenge of building
more high quality homes that the country
needs.

“From a personal point of view, working in
what has traditionally always been a male-
oriented industry has never been an issue
and I find that the site managers I meet
across the Eastern region enjoy the change
and are appreciative of the knowledge and
experience I have gained by working at NHBC
for the past 15 years.

“The recruitment campaign opened up this
new opportunity and new role for me and I
am loving every minute of it.”

Mark Donlon
Having worked for NHBC for ten years as an
Inspection Manager up until May 2013 when
he left to work as a Senior Manager at Taylor
Wimpey, Mark Donlon has since re-joined
the company in his original position, as part
of last year’s recruitment campaign.

Now covering Sussex and Surrey and
managing a team of nine inspectors Mark
explains that he originally parted ways with
NHBC following a difficult period for the
sector ahead of the recovery seen over the
last two years.

“It was time for a change for me when I
originally left, but once I heard that NHBC
would be embarking on its biggest ever
recruitment campaign I felt it would be a
perfect opportunity to think about returning,
with the industry recovering and me being in
a position to use the experiences I learned
from the builders perspective,” he said.

“I am relocating to Croydon to be closer to
my new area and have been hugely
impressed with the professionalism of
everybody involving in the recruitment
process to ensure the right people were
selected and employed; although I had
previously been employed by NHBC for more
than a decade I was treated exactly the same
as all the other new candidates and recruits.”

NHBC
Tel: 0844 633 1000
www.nhbc.co.uk
www.twitter.com/NHBC

http://www.nhbc.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/NHBC


Scaffolding training – ensuring
best practice
CISRS announces new requirements for the CISRS Part 1 Scaffolding Training course…

CISRS has announced that as of 1st September
2015 it will be a scheme requirement that
anyone wishing to attend a CISRS Part 1 

Scaffolding Training course must have held a valid
CISRS Trainee Scaffolder or Labourer card for a 
minimum of six months.

Since the scheme began around 40 years ago, in
order to be eligible to attend the Part 1 course a 
delegate must have had a minimum of six months
on site experience as a as a Trainee Scaffolder or
Labourer working under the direct supervision of a
qualified scaffolder. They were not however requested
to provide a copy of a valid CISRS card at this stage to
demonstrate registration to the scheme and help
establish their time in the industry.

The on-going CISRS standardisation programme has
helped to highlight this loophole. Around two years
ago the CISRS Operative Training Scheme (COTS)
course was introduced for new entrant trainees and
labourers which allowed a lot of the essential generic
health and safety, manual handling and component
recognition type training to be delivered in the initial
stages of an individual’s career within the sector.
Anyone applying for a CISRS Trainee or Labourer
card after June 2013 was required to complete 
COTS training.

The introduction of this course allowed the stan-
dardisation group to consider reducing time spent
on those modules within the Part 1 programme in
favour of more up to date industry guidance and
best practice e.g. TG20:13, and introduction to 
scaffold inspection etc. Although it was becoming an
increasingly rare occurrence, some delegates were
still attending Part 1 courses without having completed
COTS training or holding a CISRS Labourer or Trainee
card. There have been instances where a delegate

will claim to have had the relevant prior on-site 
experience, however, upon attending the course it 
is apparent that this is not the case and they will 
subsequently fail the course. 

As such it was agreed by CISRS and the Access and
Scaffolding Industry Training Organisation (ASITO)
that this loophole should be closed.

The new rule was initially going to be introduced 
with immediate effect, but it was felt that industry
should be given a short notice period to be made
aware of the changes to the scheme. This would 
also accommodate those who had previously
booked a Part 1 course prior to the announcement,
it has since been confirmed that the rule will now be
implemented from 1st September 2015.

Dave Mosley CISRS Scheme Manager said: “We think
that this is a sensible change of scheme rules and is
basically a case of housekeeping. The standardisation
programme has highlighted a few minor anomalies
within current scheme criteria and these are now
being addressed.”

For further details about CISRS card courses, training
changes following the introduction of TG20:13, 
information and dates on courses available, a list of
approved training providers, or to find out more
about CISRS, please visit www.cisrs.org.uk or email
enquiries@cisrs.org.uk . ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
CISRS (Construction Industry Scaffolders Record Scheme)
Tel: 0844 815 7223  
enquiries@cisrs.org.uk
www.cisrs.org.uk
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“ I always  
have my eye  
on the ball.”

  Alan 
NHBC Building Control Surveyor  
and football coach

To find out more about the services  
we offer, visit www.nhbc.co.uk or call 

0844 633 1000

It’s reassuring that people like Alan are 

there at kick-off, working with your design 

and technical teams and supporting you 

in developing cost-effective solutions to 

comply with the Building Regulations.

As a football coach Alan knows the  

value of teamwork to overcome the 

challenges you face.
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Proactive building control
Paul Wilkins, Chair of the ACAI outlines the benefits of a proactive building control
service delivering competence and independence in the construction sector…

There is no doubt that building control as a 
professional service has evolved over the last
20 years or so into a highly valued proactive

part of the compliance and construction process.
This was clearly demonstrated in the Value of 
Building Control and Compliance Actions Research
reports published in 2012. 

The introduction of the private sector, firstly in 
1985 with NHBC in the residential sector, and the
wider expansion in the mid 90’s, has surely played a
part in this. This initiative found a profession and its
professional institutions ready to change and willing
to adopt the spirit of Egan, Latham and Bourne by
playing its part in removing conflict and barriers from
the design and construction processes.

We now have a profession and service that is 
much more accessible and proactive throughout 
the pre-application, design and construction phases
of a project.

Whilst the ‘building inspector’ has always been
proactive in many respects, perhaps advising on 
the depth of domestic foundations or domestic
simple structural alterations, the days of the
poacher/gamekeeper approach has long gone.

The construction industry now benefits from 
proactive advice on options for achieving compliance
whether using ‘code compliant’ solutions provided 
by interpretation of the Approved Documents to
alternative methods demonstrating compliance with
the functional regulations.

This approach to building control potentially raises
two issues.

Competence 
Can building control professionals and building 
control bodies demonstrate that they have the 
necessary competence to provide proactive advice
alongside assessment of compliance of potentially
complex design solutions? 

Building control professionals whether they work in
the public or private sectors have to demonstrate
high levels of competence across a wide range of
construction related subjects both academically and
practically in order to achieve professional status
with one of the three main professional bodies; RICS,
CABE or the CIOB. They then have to demonstrate
ongoing competence via the robust CPD requirements
of each of the institutions.

With regard to building control bodies, taking the 
private sector first; Approved Inspectors are one 
of the most highly regulated disciplines in the 
construction industry with a robust code of practice
and an ongoing audited requirement to demonstrate
competence and sound business practice. 

I am aware many of our colleagues in the public
sector are keen to adopt similar mechanisms to guide
their working practices. 

Both sectors provide annual KPI returns to the 
Building Control Performance Standards Advisory
Group which include elements demonstrating 
competence of their workforce.

Independence 
The second potential issue raised is that of 
independence and the balance between proactive
advice and design. In order to demonstrate maximum

158 | Overview
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value to government and society it is essential that
building control as a service maintains the underlying
principle of a third party independent auditing service. 

At the building control body level, in the private
sector, independence is dealt with via the regulatory
framework where Approved Inspectors are required
to demonstrate adequate independence during the
approval and ongoing re-approval process.

The balance between proactive advice and design is
a matter for individual building control professionals
and their professional bodies. The three institutions
provide a context via their support and training
frameworks, codes of conducts and ethics policies
that guide individual building control professionals 
in using their judgement when advising clients and
their agents on achieving compliance. In order to be
effective this must always be the case.

In conclusion 
The benefit to the construction industry, government
and wider society of a modern proactive service is 

to facilitate the effective delivery of compliant, safe,
sustainable and accessible buildings; this, building
control is achieving. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Paul Wilkins
Chief Executive at Butler and Young Group 
Chairman at Association of Consultant Approved
Inspectors (ACAI)
chairman@approvedinspectors.org.uk
approvedinspectors.org.uk

mailto:chairman@approvedinspectors.org.uk


Further revisions are then likely to update reg-
ulations relating to Conservation of Fuel and
Power (Approved Document L) which may
move the industry closer to the Governments
original intention of delivering zero carbon
homes by 2016. It is possible that we could
see a situation of different levels of Part L
compliance dependent upon the Planning
Authority by applying the optional require-
ments procedure described above.

As new Approved Documents start to emerge
Salus will launch a series of update seminars
for all concerned and work with all our clients
to ensure a smooth transition into the new
regulations, only applying any additional
requirements as appropriate.

Salus welcome early involvement in all projects
and are happy to provide initial advice and
guidance on any project without obligation.

Martin Taylor
Regional Marketing Manager
Salus Approved Inspectors
Primea House
Marina Court
Maple Drive
Hinckley  Leicestershire
LE10 3BF
Tel: 0333 800 5678
martin.taylor@salusai.co.uk 
www.salusai.co.uk

The Government’s on-going initiative to
simplify new build housing regulation
should see Building Control Bodies and

Planning Authorities working closer together to
apply the new ‘optional requirements’ that may
be appropriate in respect of individual sites.

Following the Housing Standards Review
DCLG published a technical consultation 
document on 12 September 2014, part of
the studies into:
‘Improving the energy efficiency of build-•
ings and using planning to protect the 
environment’ and

‘Making the planning system work •
more efficiently’

The consultation exercise closed on 7
November 2014 and public feedback is 
currently being analysed.

At Salus, Building Control and Fire Safety
Consultants we welcome the Government’s
determination to simplify the standards that
regulate house building in the UK and in
ensuring that standards will be maintained
and improved. We look forward to early
interaction with Planning Authorities to apply
any optional requirements considered
appropriate.

The Government has utilised the Deregula-
tion Bill to amend the Building Act 1984 to
enable Building Regulations to set ‘optional
requirements’ which can be set at a level
above the basic minimum requirement level
contained in the Building Regulations 2010,
these in turn can then be applied by Planning
Authorities as planning conditions. Planning
Authorities will have to complete a viability

assessment to justify that the optional
requirements are necessary. Building Control
Bodies will then ensure that the optional
requirements are delivered on site.

The next step, subject to Parliamentary
approval will be for the Government to lay
amendments to the Building Regulations
2010 in early 2015 and these are likely to
include optional requirements relating to
access (Approved Document M) and water
efficiency (Approved Document G). It is also
proposed to include a new mandatory 
security Building Regulation requirement to
all new homes which will take the form of a
new Approved Document.

Outside of the Building Regulation framework
but within the above agenda a new standard
is being taken forward relating to space which
again can be referenced in planning policies.

Unlike all other Building Regulation require-
ments the optional requirements will not be
applicable across the board. They will only
become applicable where the local Planning
Authority has a plan policy in place that
specifically triggers the application of the
additional measures.

This could, therefore, create a situation of
adjacent Planning Authorities asking for a
higher standard of sustainability compliance
from each other.

As part of the above proposals it is anticipated
that the Code for Sustainable Homes assess-
ment procedure will be wound down and BRE
have launched a new voluntary sustainability
standard for new homes to allow performance
above minimum standards to be recognised.

Building Control and Planning
Working Together to Inform the
Future of Sustainable Homes
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CORBY - NORTHAMPTONSHIRE | DURSLEY - GLOUCESTERSHIRE | FARNBOROUGH - HAMPSHIRE | LEYBURN - NORTH YORKSHIRE

HINCKLEY - LEICESTERSHIRE | REDDITCH - WORCESTERSHIRE | DARTFORD - KENT | HENDON - LONDON | WIRRAL - MERSEYSIDE 

www.salusai.co.uk
Building Control Approved Inspectors

Salus is a leading Approved Inspector to corporate clients covering all areas of building control, 
�re engineering & �re safety consultancy. Operating from nine regional o�ces, with highly 
experienced surveyors & �re engineers, we o�er a single point of contact throughout your 
project with an assured consistency in advice and Regulation interpretation. 

Need the Right Approval?

OFFICES NATIONWIDE:  

Our core services are:

Building Control
  Salus Approved Inspectors, licensed  
through the Construction Industry Council 
to Act as Corporate Approved Inspectors, 
operate a no nonsense approach to 
construction projects & the legislative 
expectation to ensure compliance with the 
Building Regulations.

Every client is designated a project manager to ensure a 
consistent interpretation on each and every project we 
undertake throughout England and Wales. 

This is supplemented by our duty to inspect projects on 
site and fulfill the rightful expectation of the Building 
Control Performance Standards, which we fully support.

Salus does not employ ad hoc site inspection personnel 
and all our staff are based within a regional office, one of 
which will be selected to cover your project. 

Fire Engineering
  Fire Engineering continues to 
develop more and more as buildings become 
increasingly unique in terms of size, shape and 
occupancy. We will develop Fire Engineered 
solutions to allow designers �exibility by using 
modern science and established solutions.

Fire Safety
  Drawing upon our vast experience 
and knowledge of Fire Safety, we can take on 
a Risk Assessment role on behalf of clients 
and following a detailed site Risk Assessment, 
we will produce a qualifying report of issues 
relevant to meeting the expectation of the RRO.

For further information or to arrange an informal meeting please contact: 

Paul Meadows: 0333 800 5678  |  info@salusai.co.uk
or visit: www.salusai.co.uk
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Leading Building Control Approved 
Inspector for all types of building project

Approved Inspectors 
and Consultants

Everything under one roof

LONDON  |  RUGBY  |  TRURO  |  TUNBRIDGE WELLS  |  WINDSOR

Head Office Contact Details:  
T: 01892 891282   F: 01892 890400   E: office@bbsgroup.co.uk 
www.bbsgroup.co.uk

Environmental Consultancy for CfSH, 
SAP’s, SBEM, BREEAM, Thermal Modelling, 
Planning Advice, Air Pressure & Sound 
Testing & Thermal Imaging

Health & Safety Consultancy, Training 
and Site Quality Auditing

Party Wall Surveying services

mailto:office@bbsgroup.co.uk
http://www.bbsgroup.co.uk
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Private sector safety – new regulations
miss electrical danger
Phil Buckle, Director General at the campaigning charity Electrical Safety First
explains why the government’s response to the review of the Private Rented Sector
lost an opportunity to protect both landlords and tenants…

Housing Minister, Brandon Lewis, recently
announced that private sector landlords will
be required to install smoke alarms on each

storey of their property — carbon monoxide alarms
in the rooms considered most at risk from high levels
of carbon monoxide, and to check the alarms are in
working order at the start of any new tenancy.

At Electrical Safety First, we support any improvement
in safety for private tenants. But we were extremely
disappointed (and concerned) that electrical safety
was not included in the Minister’s announcement –
part of the government’s response to the Communi-
ties and Local Government Select Committee’s Review
of the Private Rented Sector (PRS). Yet almost 80% of
those who responded to the review supported our
call for regular, mandatory electrical checks through-
out the sector.

The omission is particularly odd, given that almost
half of all domestic fires in Great Britain arise from
electricity, creating an estimated £1bn of damage in
the last year. The personal cost is, of course, incalcu-
lable, but we know electricity kills one person each
week and seriously injures 350,000 each year.

For some time now, Electrical Safety First has been
campaigning across the UK to improve electrical
safety in all housing tenures.  Our initial focus how-
ever, has been on the PRS. Not only has the sector
seen a huge expansion in size – it’s now estimated at
9 million, with almost 50% of growth due to families
with children – but a third of PRS properties fail to
meet basic standards. And research indicates that,
while 16% of private tenants’ experienced electrical
hazards during 2013-14, this figure increased to 20%
for tenants with children. 

Continued on page 165…



       

 
   

           

Please contact us on 020 8253 4900 
or email sales@butlerandyoung.co.uk

Our clients enjoy: Society enjoys: 

COMPLIANCE
THROUGH

COLLABORATION

www.butlerandyoung.co.uk 
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Given this context, concerns around electrical safety
can only increase. Badly maintained properties often
have badly maintained electrics, where the danger is
invisible until its effect is felt.

“We have called for mandatory, five 
yearly checks of the electrical installations
in all PRS properties (along with any
electrical appliances supplied), and for
residual current devices, which help
prevent electric shocks, to be installed.”

We have lobbied hard to bring electrical safety in the
sector more on par with gas, which requires landlords
to provide an annual gas safety certificate. We have
called for mandatory, five yearly checks of the electri-
cal installations in all PRS properties (along with any
electrical appliances supplied), and for residual current
devices, which help prevent electric shocks, to be
installed. The charity successfully pushed for these
requirements to be included in the recent Scottish
Housing Bill and we are lobbying Westminster and
Wales to follow suit.

Currently, registered houses in multiple occupation
are already required to have a five year review of the

electrical installation. But a blanket requirement for
such testing in all PRS homes would reduce confusion
around best practice and provide a degree of parity
with gas safety. The cost for this essential precaution
would be a small price to pay for the protection of
people and property. We are working on it. ■

Electrical Safety First has developed various tools to help both 

landlords and tenants ensure their electrical safety. These include a

detailed guide for landlords, a smartphone app, which allows a basic

visual check of a property and a socket overload calculator, which 

can help prevent the risk of fire.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Phil Buckle
Director General
Electrical Safety First
enquiries@electricalsafetyfirst.org.uk
www.electricalsafetyfirst.org.uk
www.twitter.com/ElecSafetyFirst

Phil Buckle, Director General
at Electrical Safety First

Continued from page 163…
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It is vital for a business to have facilitiesand procedures in place to help disabled
people move around a building – and 

it is even more important to have effective
systems in place to help them get out.

When the need arises to evacuate a building
the likelihood is that large numbers of
people will be heading for the same exits at
the same time. The resulting congestion adds
significantly to the difficulties facing disabled
people, and dealing with it demands the
preparation of GEEPs and PEEPs – generic
and personal emergency evacuation plans.

Key to these is the recognition that designing
with disabled people in mind goes beyond
the provision of physical facilities. Proper
planning will help a business overcome
potential problems, and that requires
research and anticipation.

One of the main issues with a GEEP is a lack
of knowledge about how many people will
be in a building when the time comes to
evacuate, but general business planning 
can help.

In a department store you know from 
your takings when you are likely to be at your
busiest, with more customers and therefore
more staff. So you might want to make sure
that at those times you have more staff 
available who are trained in evacuation 
procedures. In making that connection you
are using sales information to help design
your GEEP.

You are not thinking at this stage about 
specific conditions and impairments, such
as emphysema or a knee replacement.
It is about planning to evacuate
people who have poor mobility
rather than a specific condi-
tion. That can mean
someone using a stick
or a wheelchair or
who just needs
someone to hold
onto. It also means
proper use of disabled refuges.

Refuges should be provided, the location
should be outside the general circulation 
route and give a minimum of 30 minutes fire 
protection. It should include a two-way 
communication system which is accessible –
can be reached from a seated position and
can be operated with a clenched fist or elbow.
It should have an induction loop and should
not be too close to the nearest alarm sounder.

There should be a refuge for each protected
staircase, clearly signposted and free from
obstruction. If you need to assist a disabled
person on the first floor during the evacuation
of a five-storey building you might use the
refuge to let everybody else go past, so you
can then move down at the pace of the
person with the impairment.

Your GEEP should include making visitors
aware of your evacuation process or asking
them how they want to receive assistance in
the event of an evacuation.

A plan for evacuation
Disabled people may need extra assistance to evacuate a building safely.
Here, Ian Streets explains the procedures…
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This is particularly important where you have
people staying overnight. It is easy for a hotel
to establish the needs of individual guests, and
accessibility should be part of that. Accessibility
requirements could be identified in the same
way as finding out if someone wants a smoking
room or a non-smoking room, a double or a
twin, a bath or a shower. Just ask whether a
person would require assistance and how they
would like to receive that assistance.

The significance goes beyond common 
courtesy – you are in a position to make a
big difference to the quality of that person’s
stay, and to whether they are likely to want
to come again.

A PEEP is easier to resolve because you are
designing it around a known individual. You
would send out a confidential questionnaire



asking if staff require assistance with evacu-
ation. Then you might meet with them and
write a PEEP. It becomes part of the induction
process, but you also need to remember that
people’s needs change over time.

Someone might acquire an impairment
during their employment. They might become
temporarily disabled because of an injury or
operation, needing a wheelchair or sticks but
only for a short period of time.

Once a PEEP has been agreed upon the
question arises of whether it is appropriate
for other members of staff to be made aware
of what’s required.

We advised in a case where an occupational
health department refused on the grounds
of employee confidentiality to inform the
health and safety manager pro-actively of
new staff who had mobility issues.

We quoted the Equality and Human Rights
Commission Code of Practice which says that

if an employer’s agent or employee, such as
the occupational health adviser, knows in
that capacity of a worker’s or applicant’s or
potential applicant’s disability, the employer
will be considered to be aware and will be
expected to make reasonable adjustments to
its procedures.

At About Access, we provide services concerned
with accessibility for disabled people. 

Our aim is to help organisations avoid costly
and damaging conflict by ensuring that their
premises are accessible. We also work to
make sure staff are properly trained, and that
they recognise disabled people – including
customers and colleagues – as individuals
whose requirements and treatment are key
to the wellbeing of a business.

Managing Director Ian Streets is a member
of the National Register of Access Consult-
ants, the Access Association and Network
Rail’s Built Environment Access Panel (BEAP)
and as such works with BSI Standards, the

Ian Streets
NRAC Auditor
About Access
info@aboutaccess.co.uk
www.aboutaccess.co.uk
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UK’s national standards body, to advise on
appropriate designs for buildings and their
surrounding areas.

If you want to know more, or you have a
question or concern, please contact us at
info@aboutaccess.co.uk
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With NHBC’s annual registration
statistics showing a 9% increase in
2014 over the previous year and

demand for new homes growing steadily,
the industry is facing up to a new set of
challenges to build upon this buoyancy,
which came on top of the significant sector
growth in 2013.

Builders and developers who are registered
with NHBC have always benefited from being
able to use the NHBC brand in promoting
their businesses, to offer Buildmark new
home warranty and insurance to their
customers, and have access to the technical
expertise and advice that NHBC offer in new
house building.

Following the findings of the NHBC
Foundation research into issues impacting
small builders NHBC is now launching a wide
range of new benefits to its registered builder
and developer customers which support
their businesses. Smaller companies often do
not have the scale to gain significant discounts
on trade materials or business insurances,
or the contacts to get deals on land sourcing,
surveying and valuation services that are
essential to building new homes.

From April 2015 NHBC registered builders
and developers will be able to access a new
set of free or discounted services that will
support their business whether or not they
are currently building new homes, enabling
smaller building companies to operate at
lower costs and with increased professional
support.

For example, NHBC has teamed up with
TradePoint for registered builders to receive
special discounts on building materials. With

360 trade counters across the UK open 7
days a week and for longer working hours
than most merchants, their stores are more
accessible for the builder customer.  

NHBC’s support to builders extends to the
technical and health & safety helplines which
are available for registered builders to call
for a range of advice on house building.  

NHBC already offers a number of land-related
services including market reports, site evalu -
ation reports and land quality endorsement.  

To add further value to registered builders
NHBC has now agreed a new partnership
with Countrywide Properties to provide free
access to a dedicated regional land manager
for land sourcing.

Countrywide’s nationally based land division
source quality on and off-market sites
throughout the UK, using their local area
knowledge and experience of the local
planning system to identify the unidentified. 

From single plots to strategic land, residential
to retirement, the Countrywide land &
planning team will listen to a developer’s
land requirements, provide input and
guidance on planning matters and can
provide early notifications when suitable
land opportunities become available.

Also available is a free pre-site valuation
advice service, designed to suit smaller
developers who can access Pre-site mortgage
related valuation advice from a RICS
qualified surveyor and direct contact with a
qualified, RICS registered valuer through
Countrywide Surveying Services, one of the
largest new build valuers in the UK. 

NHBC
Tel: 0844 633 1000
www.nhbc.co.uk
www.twitter.com/NHBC

New NHBC registration
benefits revealed
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Also new as a benefit this year is a 10%
discount on asset protection insurance with
DUAL Asset Underwriting Ltd on residential
and commercial legal indemnity and title
insurance products.

The new partnership means that builders
will have access to a 10% discount on an
extensive range of ‘Specific Risk’ and ‘All
Risks’ legal indemnity policies that can help
manage issues identified during land
acquisition and site development such as:

easement/servitude •
restrictive covenants/title conditions•
breaches of planning•
mines and minerals•
boundary issues•

To assist in selling homes, builders and
developers also now have access to the
NHBC Home User Guide which is available
free for every new plot registered, discounted
home exchange solutions services via the
Countrywide Home Exchange Exclusive
service and can promote properties on the
Propertywide portal. 

For more information on becoming an
NHBC registered builder, or any of the
benefits, both new and existing, please visit
www.nhbc.co.uk/register or call 0844 633
1000 and ask for ‘register’.

http://www.nhbc.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/NHBC
http://www.nhbc.co.uk/register


The Aedis Group is an independent, built environment & compliance 
specialist. We deliver professional and pragmatic, compliance and 
safety solutions across the vast range of UK construction sectors - 
from small domestic extensions to multi-national building projects.

Solutions for the Building Sector

Building Compliance, 
Sustainability and Safety
UNDER ONE ROOF

Building Control is ‘core’ to our business, but as a progressive, 
forward thinking company and responding to the needs of our 
clients we also deliver other complementary ‘Solutions for 
the Building Sector’. These wholly independent services link 
many aspects of a construction project together:

 Building Control & Specialist Services

 Energy, Environmental & Sustainability

 Party Wall Surveyors

 CDM & Site Safety

 Fire Engineering

 Structural Warranties

 Training

NATIONWIDE COVERAGE WITH 25 OFFICES

All initial consultations
are free of charge

VISIT: AEDISGROUP.CO.UK
FREEPHONE: 0800 622 6903

EMAIL: martin.barrett@aedisgroup.co.uk (Quote ref: pbc ) 
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SP205 certification for success
PBC Today outlines how the BAFE SP205 UKAS accredited certification scheme
can increase business for those offering fire risk assessment services…

The SSAIB’s BAFE SP205 UKAS accredited 
certification scheme enables anyone who is
required by law to carry out a fire risk assessment

of a premises, and who employs a specialist third
party company to provide this, to demonstrate that
they’ve taken the necessary reasonable steps to
comply with their legal obligations and requirements
under fire safety legislation.

Last year, the SSAIB Chief Executive, Geoff Tate
explained to PBC Today what the scheme means to
customers and certificated service providers alike. In
explaining BAFE’s objective, he said that they want “to
bring a single registration scheme to market for each
fire protection product or service for which third
party certification is considered appropriate, and life
safety fire risk assessment is one of the most
recently introduced of these.”

Obviously, anyone carrying out a fire risk assessment
must be competent and have received appropriate
specialist training, but whilst the assessor has a duty
of care to the organisation involved, the ultimate
responsibility for the adequacy of the fire risk assess-
ment rests with the duty holder (normally a company)
or responsible person. This follows a change in fire
safety law with the introduction, in October 2006, of
the Regulatory Reform Order (Fire Safety) 2005.

Given these circumstances, BAFE’s SP205 UKAS
accredited certification scheme enables those
responsible, and required under law to carry out a
fire risk assessment of a premises, to employ a 
specialist third party company to provide this. Taking
such a step will allow them to demonstrate that
they’ve taken the necessary reasonable action to

comply with their legal obligations and requirements
under fire safety legislation.

Geoff Tate went on to say that: 

“Besides those responsible for carrying out such 
an assessment, the new independent third party 
certification service offered by SSAIB and others will
also benefit fire risk assessment providers, who’ll be
able to use their accreditation to attract end user
customers. Certification provides a benchmark
recognition of a company’s capability in providing
high quality fire risk assessments – by showing 
that they have the required technical and quality
management competency, and that their assessors
possess the relevant proficiency and knowledge.”

Achieving SP205 certification offers accredited
providers with a significant marketing tool by enabling
them to display a valuable certification mark (including
the ‘crown and tick’ logo). Tate went on to explain that:

“At SSAIB we’ve invested time and resources in
achieving this UKAS accredited approval, so that end
users with responsibilities under the law can rest
assured that risk assessment service providers 
holding certification approval will provide fire risk
assessments that fully comply with the law.” ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PBC Today
editorial@adjacentgovernment.co.uk
www.adjacentgovernment.co.uk
www.twitter.com/PBC_Today
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A smoke alarm victory
Graham Ellicot, CEO of the Fire Industry Association details the long campaign
to ensure that smoke alarms are installed in all privately rented homes…

In May 2011 I attended a seminar in the Palace of
Westminster given by Devon & Somerset Fire &
Rescue Service (FRS) to the ‘All Party Fire and

Rescue Group’ concerning fire safety in rented
accommodation, which called for the fitting of 
hard-wired smoke alarms at the change of a tenancy.
The presentation contained compelling detailed 
evidence gathered throughout the UK which 
indicated that the fitting of hard-wired smoke alarms
in rented accommodation would save a score or
more lives per year, and that this was a cost effective
measure to further drive down the annual number
of fire deaths.

Roughly 18 months later I was in Scotland, in part to
hear an update on the Devon & Somerset FRS work.
This well written and researched study was ‘pushed’
by Adrian Sanders MP in his Fire Safety (Protection of
Tenants) Private Members Bill. The update in question
described a unique toolbox approach to fire safety in
rented accommodation.

Indeed at that time, Building Regulations already
required the installation of automatic smoke detectors
to new dwellings, loft conversions and circulation
spaces to extended dwelling. All dwellings were to be
fitted with a fire detection and fire alarm system in
accordance with BS 5839-6:2004-Grade D-category
LD3 standards.

However the government disagreed with the view
from Devon & Somerset FRS and the second reading
of Adrian Sanders’ bill was delayed on several 
occasions and, in March 2012, the bill failed to 
complete its passage through the House of Commons
and thus could make no further progress. Had the

bill had government support then it is likely that it
would have eventually become law. It was difficult
then to see any reason other than that of political
dogma as to why the government should have failed
to support the bill; the dogma in question being the
question of extra regulation and red tape problems
for landlords. 

Adrian Sanders’ proposed bill arose out of the deaths
by fire of two children in his Torbay constituency. The
fire occurred in October 2009 in housing association
rented accommodation, and a Devon & Somerset
FRS spokesman made the following comments at the
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When you specify fi re alarms, portable extinguishers or emergency 
lighting you need to be sure that they meet the latest standards, 
using approved equipment and that your contractor is competent.

There are now over 1200 BAFE registered contractors from all parts of the UK 
who are certifi cated so that they meet your requirements. 

These key third party certifi cation schemes are backed by UKAS accredited 
Certifi cation Bodies thus ensuring you get the products and systems your fi re risk 
assessment requires. 

...You need BAFE

Fire Service College, London Road, Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire GL56 0RH
Tel: 0844 3350897 • Fax: 01608 653359 • Email: info@bafe.org.uk

It’s no good burying your 
head in the sand...

BAFE.... Independent – National – Quality!

   www.bafe.org.uk 
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time; “There were no smoke alarms in the property.
This is an absolutely horrific incident, the worst that I
have been confronted with in 26 years.”

The government was well aware of fire deaths in
rented accommodation as Penelope Schofield, the
West Sussex Coroner, wrote to them asking that
hard-wired smoke alarms be a legal requirement for
private landlords’ rented accommodation. This
request followed three separate fire deaths in West
Sussex where battery operated smoke alarms were
fitted but the batteries had been removed. 

The West Sussex Coroner was quoted as saying,
“We’ve got to remember the private rented sector
houses some of the most vulnerable people in 
society.” Ms. Schofield went on to say; “You may 
have people who have alcohol problems who would
rather spend the money on drink than fitting a new
battery; you’ve got elderly people suffering with
dementia, they might not even realise that the 
battery is no longer working or that the battery 
has been removed.”

Indeed, Penelope Schofield was not alone in her
views as a BBC report quoted a spokesman from 
the Residential Landlords Association who said after
the West Sussex’s Coroner’s actions that making
mains-connected smoke alarms a legal requirement
of private landlords was a good idea.

Plus, the Westminster Government was then out of
step with Scotland where the Repairing Obligations
require smoke alarms to be fitted in rented 
accommodation.

And then there was talk in late 2013 of the 
government considering smoke detection and
carbon monoxide alarms as part of an Energy Bill.
That interest in part spawned, in February 2014, a
Policy Paper entitled ‘Review of property conditions
in the private rented sector’ which included two
questions concerning smoke detection and carbon
monoxide alarms. 

In May 2014, Nick Raynsford MP called on the 
government to make the provision of smoke alarms
mandatory via the introduction of a 10-Minute Rule

Bill in the House of Commons to require smoke
alarms to be installed in all privately rented homes.
The Bill received significant cross-party support and
MPs voted in its favour by 245:8.

And now roll forward to March 2015 and the 
Communities and Local Government Department
(DCLG) has made the following announcement:

“Landlords will be required by law to install working
smoke and carbon monoxide alarms in their proper-
ties, under measures announced by Housing Minister
Brandon Lewis today (11 March 2015).The move will
help prevent up to 26 deaths and 670 injuries a year. 

The measure is expected to take effect from 
October 2015, and comes with strong support after
a consultation on property condition in the private
rented sector.”

Simply put, the FIA welcomes this announcement
which is due to the hard work by many parties over
the years including the MPs Adrian Sanders and Nick
Raynsford, Devon & Somerset FRS, CFOA and the var-
ious Coroners who have had people die in their ‘juris-
diction’ where there have been no smoke detectors.

Based upon DCLG’s own numbers, by the time the
law requiring the installation of working smoke
alarms and carbon monoxide alarms is enacted
there could, since the death of the two children in
Torbay, have been 156 preventable deaths and 4,020
preventable injuries.

Mahatma Gandhi once said, “The measure of a 
country’s greatness should be based on how well it
cares for its most vulnerable populations”. I wonder
what he’d think about a six year wait since the 
horrific fire in Adrian Sanders’ constituency that
killed two children. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Graham Ellicot
Chief Executive Officer
Fire Industry Association (FIA)
Tel: +44 (0)203 166 5002
info@fia.uk.com
www.fia.uk.com
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Ivorfire Safety Services Ltd can provide services specialising in Fire
and Fire Safety based on sound practical experience with;
• Former Fire Safety and Fire Service personnel who have years of
experience of dealing with fire.

• Former Fire Safety legislation enforcers, with excellent awareness
and knowledge of the fire regulations.

• Fire Risk registered and degree qualified staff, that are competent and
have excellent knowledge of fire; to deal with any type of premises.

For all your Fire Safety service needs including;
• Advice on building regulations dealing with Fire Safety Information
and Regulation 38.

• Fire Safety design and fire engineering.
• Fire Safety for all types of buildings including fire safety management,
policies and procedures.

• Fire strategy advice for new and refurbished buildings
• IFE Accredited Fire Safety training
• Fire risk assessments and reviews.

Professional, competent 
fire safety advice

✔ Fire safety and fire legislation advice
✔ Fire risk assessments,
✔ Fire safety engineering services,
✔ Building regulations advice dealing with fire safety,
✔ Fire strategy advice,
✔ Fire safety awareness training,
✔ Fire investigation and post fire audits,
✔Health and safety advice

For a free no obligation quote, please contact: Shaun

Tel: 02920 330885 
office@ivorfire.co.uk

www.ivorfire.com
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CDM2015 and domestic projects
James Ritchie of The Association for Project Safety answers the questions most
raised about the new CDM Regulations with regard to domestic projects… 

The phone line has been red hot since the
beginning of the year. Everyone wants to know
the implications of the new CDM Regulations;

what they mean for their projects, clients, designers
and contractors. “Can I be a Principal Designer?” 
“My client wants to appoint me to carry on giving him
advice on his construction projects – is that allowed?”
“How strict is the Principal Designer duty to ensure
designers comply with the regulations?” “What is
going to happen on domestic projects?” “What if my
domestic client appoints all the contractors separately?”

CDM2015 is aimed at small and domestic projects –
the very area where most construction accidents and
incidents are occurring – and many of the calls are
from architects who do nothing but domestic projects.

So what do Domestic Clients Need to do?
CDM2015 understands that most domestic clients will
not be familiar with design or construction projects or
associated legislation. If someone is about to alter or
extend their house or buildings, thinking of putting up
a new one or demolishing an existing one, then the
Construction (Design and Management) Regulations
2015 (CDM2015) place a number of specific duties on
them as a construction Client. 

The aim of the CDM2015 Regulations is to make
health and safety an essential and integral part of the
planning and management of projects and to make
sure that everyone works together to reduce the risk
to the health or safety of those who work on the
structure, who may be affected by these works, or
who will use it once it’s completed. A domestic client
is someone who has construction work done on their
own home, or the home of a family member which is

not in connection with a business. Unlike CDM2007,
domestic clients have duties under CDM2015. 

The extent of these duties varies with the type of
project involved. On projects that are likely to involve
more than one contractor, the domestic client is
required to appoint a Principal Designer before 
significant detailed design work starts so that they
can advise and assist the client with their health 
and safety duties and plan, manage, monitor and 
co-ordinate the health & safety of the pre-construction
phase of the project. The Principal Designer is a
designer (architect, building surveyor or engineer 
for example) who can demonstrate to the client 
that they have knowledge, skill and experience of
CDM2015 and understand the process of design 
risk management.

When clients are talking to a designer or designers
about their project they should check that the
designer has the capability and experience to do the
work. A designer might be a member of one of the
following professional bodies – ARB, RIBA, RIAS, CIAT,
RICS, IStructE etc. and, in order to carry out the 
Principal Designer role, should have an accreditation
in construction health and safety risk management
(Registered membership of APS for example) or can
provide evidence of having undertaken appropriate
training on CDM2015.

The Regulations recognise that Clients hold the power
to influence and control the designers and contractors
they engage or appoint on a project, and therefore
that the ultimate responsibility for the achievement 
of a safe and healthy project is in your hands as much
as theirs.
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The Regulations are about making sure that there is:
Early appointment or engagement of capable key•
people or organisations that have sufficient skills,
knowledge, experience and resources;

A realistic project programme which gives enough•
time for planning and programming as well as 
carrying out the work itself;

Early identification and reduction of construction•
risks and proper management of those that remain,
so that construction is safe and does not damage
the health of workers or others;

Co-operation between all involved in a project •
and effective coordination regarding Health and
Safety issues;

Adequate welfare facilities provided from the start•
and throughout the construction phase; and that

Appropriate information is made available to the•
right people at the right time so that work can be
carried out safely and without risk to health.

However, it is very important that the amount of
effort devoted to managing health and safety is 
kept appropriate and proportionate to the complex-
ity of the project and level of risks. It is particularly
important to be aware of, and avoid, unnecessary
paperwork. Most domestic work should be relatively
simple and therefore require minimal paperwork.

What type of domestic project is being planned?
Irrespective of size or duration, the CDM2015 regula-
tions separate construction projects into two types –
dependent on how many contractors will be involved
in the project.

The two types are:

Projects with only one contractor – where the
project will only require one contractor working on
the site. An example of this might be an electrician
rewiring the house or a plumber installing a replace-
ment boiler, when no other trades are required to
do any work. Where the project only involves one
contractor, the client duties specified in CDM2015
Regulation 4(1) to (7) and Regulation 6, must be 

carried out by the contractor. The contractor needs
to undertake these duties in addition to their own
duties as a contractor.

When clients are selecting a contractor, they should
ensure that the contractor is aware of the client duties
under CDM2015 as well as their own contractor
duties. Clients are advised to ask for examples of how
the contractor has done this on previous projects.

Projects that are likely to involve more than
one contractor – this will be the majority of projects.
For example, if the work will require a bricklayer,
electrician, plumber, roofer and plasterer, then that
is five contractors.

If it is likely that the project will require more than
one contractor, then the client must appoint a
designer with control over the pre-construction
phase as Principal Designer and a contractor with
control over the construction phase as Principal 
Contractor. These appointments must be made as
soon as practicable and before the construction phase
begins. If the client fails to make these appointments,
then the designer in control of the pre-construction
phase is deemed to be the Principal Designer and the
contractor in control of the construction phase is
deemed to be the Principal Contractor.

If the client is in doubt, they should assume that 
the project will require more than one contractor.
The appointed designer or contractor should be able
to help clients decide or alternatively clients can 
contact the free Public CDM Helpline as a source of
independent advice on 0333 088 2015. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
James Ritchie BA BArch RIBA RMaPS
Head of External Affairs and Deputy Chief Executive
The Association for Project Safety
Tel: 0845 2691847
james@aps.org.uk
www.aps.org.uk
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Collaboration solutions for building and infrastructure
Information. Communication. Process. Simple.

CDM
(Construction     Design     Management)

• Design Change Management - helps projects teams to 
control design change management, making it much easier 
to manage distribution, review, query and instruction 
processes 

 

• Package Management – allows project teams to easily 
create and manage work package structures to reflect the 
dynamic nature of individual projects or work streams.  
Packages can be easily created, updated and distributed

• Information Required & Design Deliverables Schedules 
– create schedules that identify when key project 
documentation or milestones must be completed.  Track 
planned, forecast and actual dates of information delivery so 
that problems can be identified in advance

• O&M Manual – simple to capture, search and publish 
information for Operation & Maintenance (O&M) manuals

• Health & Safety File - makes it easy to assemble, distribute 
and maintain key information and documentation required 
for the health and safety file 

• Archiving – removes the challenge of having to maintain 
access to key information at the end of a project for liability 
or contractual requirements. Online or offline archive 
solutions are available

Everyone involved in the construction 
industry have their part to play in 
looking after safety, wellbeing and 
improving the industry’s health and 
safety record.
 

The Construction Design Management 
Regulations (CDM) are designed to help:

• monitor & improve health and safety. 
• management of resource and risk 

without unnecessary bureaucracy. 
• focus on effective planning and 

management throughout the entire 
project lifecycle.

Ensuring that working conditions are 
appropriately safe before work begins, 
and the proposed work is not going to 
put others at risk requires planning and 
organisation.

4Projects offer a range of solutions to 
make it easier for project team members 
to work within CDM requirements.

Features

Documents can be effortlessly distributed and the relevant project team 
members notified. 

4Projects makes it simple to gather the information required to compile Health 
& Safety and O&M files.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Collaboration solutions for building and infrastructure
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Collaboration solutions for building and infrastructure
Information. Communication. Process. Simple.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



• Software as a Service (SaaS)

• Deploy in hours not days

• No IT infrastructure investment 
required

• Low cost

• Continual investment in product 
development

• Unlimited technical support

• Over 12 years experience on a global 
project portfolio of over $10 billion

• ISO27001 compliant

• Voted best collaboration solution 
2011 and 2012 (Construction 
Computing Awards)

4Projects Collaborative Toolkit

Collaborative solutions for every stage of the project/programme lifecycle
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www.4projects.com      info@4projects.com

4Projects

For a free consultation 
on how 4Projects can 
help, contact us today:

0845 330 9007

Fully customisable folder structures can be created to help users locate the relevant 
information quickly & easily.

Produce your own bespoke e-forms to help with design change management such 
as programme & cost implications.
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Over 25 years providing effective and
efficient health and safety advice and
training to the construction industry

and others…

Callsafe Services Limited has been providing
health and safety advice, assistance and
training to our clients, and our clients’ proj-
ects, since 1987. Our clients have included
many central and local government organi-
sations, as well as private industry clients,
designers and contractors.

Consultancy
Our consultants consistently ensure effective
communications on projects and within
health and safety management systems,
with the minimum amount of paperwork
produced, continuously questioning why a
document is required and whether it is any
use in effective management.

Callsafe Services Limited have an enviable
knowledge and experience of the Construc-
tion (Design and Management) Regulations
(CDM), and have provided the duties of
Planning Supervisor under CDM1994 and
CDM Coordinator under CDM2007. We are
now prepared to act as Principal Designer
under CDM2015, to assist other organisa-
tions with these duties and to act as the
Client’s CDM Advisor.

Training
The training provided by Callsafe Services
Limited includes a focus on effective commu-
nication and management, rather than just
the production of documentation.

Training provided is made as appropriate and
relevant to our trainees, incorporating client
procedures and processes where possible.

Accredited training is also available. Callsafe
Services Limited provides courses accredited by:
• Institute of Occupational Safety and Health
(IOSH)

• Chartered Institute of Environmental Health
(CIEH)

• Association for Project Safety (APS)
• Safety Pass Alliance (SPA)
• Currently applying for accreditation thorough
CITB-ConstructionSkills Site Safety Plus

Our consultants/trainers are all practicing
health and safety professionals working
within the construction industry, and have
extensive experience as health and safety
advisors/officer/managers for client,
designer and contractor organisations.

If you need an organisation that understands
the requirements of CDM, projects, other
health and safety requirements, and how
these requirements can be achieved in a
cost-effective way, to act as your Principal
Designer, provide health and safety advice
and assistance and/or provide effective train-
ing; please contact Callsafe Services Limited
to discuss your requirements.

CDM2015
Construction (Design and Management 
Regulations 2015 (CDM2015) are in force on
6th April 2015, with all construction projects
commencing after that date having to fully
comply with the requirements.

Health and safety
training provision
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Additional training will be required to update
all of the duty holders with the amended
regulations and guidances.

The courses available from Callsafe Services
Limited for CDM2015 are described below:

CDM2015 Briefing
This 4.5 hours course is designed to provide
personnel who perform the duties of client,
project manager, designer, principal contractor
and contractor, who are familiar with
CDM2007, with an understanding of the
requirements of the CDM Regulations 2015.

CDM2015 Overview
This 1 day course is designed to provide all
persons involved in construction projects,
including current and potential clients, project
managers, principal designers, designers,
principal contractors and contractors with a
broad overview on the CDM Regulations 2015.

CDM2015 Client
This 1 day course is designed to provide 
personnel who are tasked by their organisation
to perform the Client’s duties with a sound
understanding of the Client’s responsibilities
& duties under the CDM regulations 2015
and what should be expected of the principal
designer, designers, the principal contractor
and contractors.

CDM2015 Reducing Risk by Design
This 1 day course is designed to provide
personnel who perform the duties of a
Designer with the necessary knowledge and
confidence in the performance of the task for



full compliance with the designers’ duties
under CDM2015.

CDM2015 Principal Contractor
and Contractors
This 1 day course is designed to provide prin-
cipal contractors and contractors with the
construction health and safety management
requirements of the Construction (Design
and Management) Regulations 2015, includ-
ing the preparation of the construction phase
plan, which is required for all projects, even
those with only one contractor.

CDM2015 APS Certificate in the
Management of Pre-construction
Health and Safety
This 3 day course is aimed at those persons
who will be performing the duties of the
Principal Designer on behalf of their
employer, who has been appointed to this
role by the Client. It provides knowledge on
the requirements, methods that could be
used to achieve these requirements and the
personal qualities necessary. The course also
provides for the additional services that
could be offered by the Principal Designer
for advising and assisting the client with the
Client’s duties. This course is currently being
developed for accreditation by the Associa-
tion for Project Safety (APS).

CDM2015 APS Certificate in
Principal Designer Service
This 3 day course is aimed at those persons
who will be performing the duties of the
Principal Designer on behalf of their
employer, who has been appointed to this
role by the Client. It provides knowledge on
the requirements, methods that could be
used to achieve these requirements and the
personal qualities necessary. This course is
currently being developed for accreditation
by the Association for Project Safety (APS).

CDM2015 APS Design Risk
Management
This 2 day course is aimed at Design Risk
Managers and Design Managers who do not
lead the Principal Designer team, but who
manage the requirements of design risk and
CDM2015 for Designers. The course could be
suitable for Principal Designers if they are
experienced in the design requirements of
CDM2007. This course has been re-accred-
ited, after being amended for CDM2015, by
the Association for Project Safety (APS).

In-House Courses
All of the courses are offered as ‘in-house’
courses, where the trainer presents the
course at a venue provided by the delegates’
employer, and are priced at a daily rate.

David Carr, PgD, FIIRSM, DipSM, RFaPS

Managing Director
Callsafe Services Limited
Tel: 01889 577701
enquiries@callsafe-services.co.uk
www.callsafe-services.co.uk
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Public Courses
Some of the above courses are occasionally
available as publicly available courses will
also be arranged for some of the courses.

The CDM2015 APS Design Risk Management
course is now available as a public course for
individual delegates to attend on Wednesday &
Thursday, 27th and 28th May 2015 at Colwich
House, Colwich, Staffordshire, (Ref: ADRM150527),
at £650.00 per delegate, plus VAT

Further details of these, and other, courses
can be found at: www.callsafe-services.co.uk ,
or by contacting Gemma Esprey at:
gemma.esprey@callsafe-services.co.uk or by
phone on: 01889 577701.
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CDM 2015 for FM
Mike Packham, Partner of Bernard Williams Associates and BIFM member
examines how the new CDM regulations are likely to impact the FM sector…

Like many Facilities Managers I suspect, my
involvement with Construction, Design and
Management (CDM) in the past has been fairly

limited – essentially to those occasions when I have
been involved with one of the capital expenditure
budget funded construction projects that most
organisations will have needed to undertake at some
stage of their development.  However, the scope of
the new CDM regulations is such that this scenario is
about to fundamentally change. In the future, FM’s
are going to have to pay far more attention to this
aspect of the regulatory framework than has 
previously been the case.

Why is this? Well, whilst the requirements for notifica-
tion to the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) have
been relaxed, the definition of what constitutes ‘con-
struction’ has been broadened such that FM works are
now clearly included. Thus, many of the minor works
projects and maintenance activities which form a core
element of the FM’s workload, will now fall within the
scope of the CDM regulations for the first time. This
situation is further complicated by an additional
requirement of the new regulations, which also now
relate to any works involving more than one contractor
– something which I think we can all recognise as
something that is fairly common in an FM context. 

Alongside this, the regulations place new liabilities on
the client in several areas – in particular they must
ensure that their advisors are competent to carry
out the required duties. Three distinct ‘advisor’ roles
have been identified, ie Principal Designer, Principal
Contractor and Client Advisor; these roles have been
more than adequately explained in related articles
and I do not therefore intend to reiterate them here.
Suffice to say though, that where advisors are not
appointed, then the respective CDM duties will fall to
the client organisation.

For most organisations the logical choice for where
all of these new client responsibilities should lie is
with the FM department; this is regardless of whether
any ‘advisors’ are appointed or not. Where there are
no separate specialist advisor appointments, then
the FM is likely to find themselves directly responsible
for undertaking the CDM related project activities,
perhaps being involved in the preparation of the 
construction phase plan. Even where separate
appointments are made, the FM is likely to find 
themselves involved in the associated procurement
and appointment process.

So what does all of this mean in practical terms? Firstly,
I think we all need to recognise that all of this is not
going to come without cost and we therefore need to
make appropriate provision when we are putting our
FM budgets together. Secondly, and more importantly,
we need to recognise and understand our new 
organisational CDM responsibilities and ensure that
we have access to an appropriate level of expertise –
either through internal or external resources or, more
likely, through a combination of the two. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mike Packham
Member
British Institute of Facilities Management (BIFM)
Tel: +44 (0)127 971 2620
info@bifm.org.uk
www.bifm.org.uk
www.twitter.com/BIFM_UK
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 New sections on health 
and safety management 
and site set-up

 Updated guidance 
on Training, Lifting 
Equipment, Demolition, 
the Environment,  
and Electricity

 Comprehensive  
legal section

The Construction 
Health & Safety Manual
Helping you to comply  
with current legislation

Get your copy now by visiting 

www.cip-books.com

Or call: 0870 078 4400
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Q. Are you sure that you understand the duties and requirements of CDM2015
and/or other health and safety requirements?

Q. Have you amended your policies and procedures to reflect the current 
legislation and practices?

Q. Are your employees competent to perform their duties?
Q. Do you select competent organisations to work with you?
Q. Do you manage your organisation and projects without copious amounts 

of paper?

If the answer to any of the above questions is no, you need to consider training and advice to
achieve legal compliance and develop best practices.

Contact the experts

CALLSAFE SERVICES LIMITED

David Carr PgD, FIIRSM, DipSM, RFaPS, Managing Director
Callsafe Services Limited. Yardley House, 11 Horsefair, Rugeley, Staffordshire. WS15 2EJ
Email: enquiries@callsafe-services.co.uk  Web: www.callsafe-services.co.uk

Call: 01889 577701

mailto:enquiries@callsafe-services.co.uk
http://www.callsafe-services.co.uk
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Excellence in workplace safety and health
Behavioural safety is a key part of a business’s journey towards ensuring
excellence in workplace safety and health. Here Jill Joyce, Senior Policy & Research
Adviser at the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH) explains the
process that companies can take…

Behavioural safety programmes can help to 
prevent work related accidents and diseases,
which are expensive for companies. Research

has shown that up to 80% of work related accidents
are caused by employees’ behaviour.1 Behavioural
safety is about identifying bad habits that could cause
accidents or lead to ill health and reinforcing good
habits. It’s important not to confuse this approach
with inspections, which are looking for unsafe condi-
tions. Safe behaviour is regarded as a critical work
related skill so unsafe behaviours can act as an early
warning system for accidents and incidents. If we
measure these behaviours, this provides information
we can use proactively to improve workplace safety
and health.

What do organisations need to do before 
introducing a behavioural safety programme?
If a behavioural safety programme is to be effective it
must be implemented well. There are several stages

to follow for a successful implementation. The first is
to assess whether the company is ready culturally for
such a programme. For example is there management
commitment to the idea, does the company have a
good internal communication strategy and is there a
‘fair blame’ culture? A survey could be carried out
before the programme starts to measure the safety
climate.2

It is essential to have support from both the 
management and work force. The best way to gain
support from employees is to involve them in the
programme. A steering group needs to be set up to
oversee the programme and it is important that this
is representative of the whole workforce.

The next step is to train the observers how to identify
critical safety behaviours, what to record and how to
provide feedback. It’s important that everyone is using
the same criteria to judge behaviours. It is usual to
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compile a checklist of critical behaviours. These can
be based on analysis of previous accidents or incidents.
Near misses are particularly important to consider as
they may give an indication of behaviours that could
have led to accidents. When the checklist is ready, it
is useful to establish a base line by conducting initial
observations and noting the current level of safe
behaviours. This enables future progress on the 
programme to be measured. 3, 4

Then there follows a continuous loop of observation,
feedback and review and if necessary training. It’s
important that feedback is phrased positively so 
that safe behaviours are reinforced. For example,
someone who is acting safely would be praised, but
someone who was not would be told how they could
change their behaviour without apportioning blame
to them. The data from the observation process can
be used to examine trends and identify areas for
improvement. Participative goals that employees
help to set are more effective.5 Rewards can be given
for meeting safe working goals, for example at the
London Olympic Park, these ranged from verbal
praise to monetary rewards, vouchers, knock off
early schemes, T shirts and fleeces etc.6

Visible leadership is important
Managers need to show commitment to the process
and can do so by allowing observers time to conduct
their observations and encouraging employees to
report problems with safety and health. They should
praise individuals they see working safely and ensure
there are resources available if any corrective actions
are necessary.

It’s also important to understand why employees
might behave unsafely. For example, do work 
deadlines mean that they have to cut corners (for
example not using a mask because it is uncomfortable
and a job will not take long to do)? Do employees
understand the risks associated with a particular
task or are there ergonomic factors that prevent
them behaving safely? At the London Olympic Park
construction site, employees handed out yellow and
red cards to highlight unsafe behaviour. These were
followed up with a discussion with the employees
concerned to establish why they acted unsafely. 

Behaviour based approaches work best when the
physical environment and plant are well maintained
and procedures are in place. The benefits of intro-
ducing a behavioural safety programme within an
organisation is the opportunity it provides for the
whole workforce to co-operate together proactively
to continuously improve safety and health. ■

References

1 Pigeon T (1991) Safety culture and risk management in organisations.

Journal of Cross Cultural Psychology. Volume 22 pp 129-140

2 http://www.hsl.gov.uk/products/safety-climate-tool.aspx
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Jill Joyce
Senior Policy & Research Adviser
Institution of Occupational Safety & Health (IOSH)
www.iosh.co.uk

Jill Joyce
Senior Policy &
Research Adviser
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Following the correct
party wall procedures
James Jackson, Head of Training and Education with the Faculty of 
Party Wall Surveyors emphasises the correct procedures to follow under
the Party Wall etc. Act 1996…

Ensuring that correct procedures are put in
place to guarantee that the service of party
wall notices and their subsequent awards are

valid need not be an onerous task, despite the fact
that so many members of the general public when
serving their own notices and, indeed, party wall 
surveyors, fail to follow the correct procedures that
are necessary to ensure that both notices and
awards are all served correctly.

Duties of Owners 
First and foremost, it must be made clear to persons
who may be seeking party wall advice that it is the
duty of a building owner to serve the appropriate
notice or notices upon all adjoining owners. In
absolute terms – NO NOTICES means NO RIGHTS
under the terminology of the Party Wall etc. Act 1996.

Identification and validity of Owners 
It is essential to establish who is a building owner. 
A building owner is a person, persons or body 
corporate who owns the freehold of a property or
plot of land, or who possesses a leasehold interest in
the same, providing that the leasehold interest is for
more than one year. When serving party wall notices
all persons who are owners must sign the notice or
authorise an agent to act on behalf of the building
owner, or alternatively when acting as a body 
corporate, a duly authorised representative of that
organisation i.e. a director or company secretary
must have been appropriately authorised to act on
behalf of the organisation.

How does one identify a building owner? Merely asking
a person if they own a property is not sufficient. It will
lead to the most amazing type of replies and, as has

often been said – trust no-one. The most reliable
and satisfactory way in which to identify ownership 
is to obtain access to this information from the Land
Registry web site. For the princely sum of three pounds
it will be possible to find the most reliable source of
who owns property throughout the whole of the
United Kingdom. Not only will this provide the most
reliable source of such information, it will also stand
you in good stead if the ownership of a particular
property is ever called into question.

Identification of owners is paramount, and not only 
is it necessary to identify the building owner(s) but
the same procedure should, likewise, be followed to
identify all of the adjoining owners. 

To avoid the risk of a party wall award being appealed
by either of the appointing owners it is essential for
party wall surveyors to create a good “Paper Trail”
which must deal with all of the following issues:

Letters of Appointment•

Service of Notices•

Agency and Statutory Roles•

The Third Surveyor (where applicable)•

Letters of Appointment 
Building Owners may discharge their Party Wall
duties via agency providing that all Building Owners
subscribe to the letters of Authorisation for the
Agent to serve Party Wall Notices on their behalf. 
It is common practice for letters of Authorisation to
continue with the statement “In the event of a dispute
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arising I/we authorise you (naming personally the
Party Wall Surveyor) to settle all matters in dispute
by Award and to make any further appointments on
my/our behalf (see standard Faculty of Party Wall
Surveyors letters in this regard).

Letters of Appointment must be directed to an 
individual only. Corporate organisations cannot be
appointed to act as Party Wall Surveyors.

Service of Notices 
Party Wall Notices must be served upon all adjoining
owners for all elements of works which are notifiable
under the Party Wall etc. Act 1996 and, to ensure
their validity they must contain three essentials:

The name(s) and address(es) of all of the •
Building Owner(s)

The nature and particulars of the proposed works•

The date on which the proposed works •
will commence

N.B. Additionally, where a Notice is served under 
Section 6 of the Act, plans and sections of the 
proposed works showing the relative relationship
with Adjoining Owner’s foundations must also be
provided.

Agency and Statutory Roles 
Building Owners may discharge their duties to 
serve Party Wall Notices via Agency i.e. by authorising
another person to act on their behalf. This duty is
normally discharged by a Party Wall Surveyor acting
in anticipation of a dispute arising.

Until such time as a dispute does arise, the Party
Wall Surveyor is not acting in a statutory capacity; 
he is merely discharging his Client’s responsibilities
and duties.

The agent’s role will only change to a Statutory
Appointee if there is actual or deemed dissent from
the Notices served upon the Adjoining Owner(s) 
and the letter of authorisation further confirms the
appointment of the named Agent “in the event of a
dispute arising”.

Life and expiration of Notices 
Notices shall cease to have effect if the work to which
they relate has not begun within the period of twelve
months beginning with the day on which the Notices
are served and also if the work is not prosecuted with
due diligence.

These conditions shall apply only where consent is
granted to the Notices.

Where there is dissent to the Notices, and Party Wall
Surveyors are appointed to prepare Awards, the life
of the Notices becomes indefinite. It is established
custom and practice however, for Party Wall Awards
to give a reasonable life expectancy to the works. It is
also established custom and practice for Party Wall
Surveyors to incorporate within their Awards the
right for them to prepare and serve a further, or 
further Awards (as the case may be), to ensure that
the process is not thwarted if and when additional
matters need to be dealt with

Adjoining Owners replies to Notices 
The Adjoining Owners have a number of options
when Party Wall Notices have been served upon
them; namely:

They may consent to the Notifiable works•

They may dissent from the Notice and agree •
to the Building Owners Surveyor acting as “The
Agreed Surveyor”

They may dissent from the Notice and choose to•
appoint their own Surveyor who will become an
“Appointed Surveyor”

James Jackson FFPWS
Head of Training and
Education
The Faculty of Party Wall
Surveyors



They may choose to ignore the Notice. Should•
they do so for a period of fourteen days after 
service of the Notice a dispute is deemed to have
arisen. Once this has occurred the Building Owner
(or his Surveyor) may serve a further notice giving
the Adjoining Owner a further ten days in which to
appoint a Surveyor.

If the Adjoining Owner ignores the further notice•
the Building Owner (or his Surveyor) may appoint
a Surveyor to act on behalf of the Adjoining Owner
under Section 10 ( 4 ) ( b ) of the Act.

Serving the Award 
Party Wall Awards are always served. Use of the 
words “deliver” “issue” “post” etc. are to be discouraged
and awards are never “published”. They are private
documents between the respective parties and are to
be served “forthwith” upon the Appointing Owners. 

An Appointed Surveyor cannot refuse to sign an
Award until his costs have been paid to him. A 
blanket refusal to do so from an Appointed Surveyor
should be met with a statement that his actions are
improper and that the Award will be served without
him and may also be served without reference to his
costs being included within it.

There is a Duty of Care placed upon Appointed 
Surveyors to inform their Owners that they have a
right of appeal against a served Party Wall Award
which must be made in a County Court within 
fourteen days of the date of service of the Award. 

Failure to inform Owners of this right of appeal is a
dereliction of duty.

Third Surveyor’s may call for their costs to be met by
both of the Parties prior to the service of his Award.
After service of his Award, the Third Surveyor may
then choose to reimburse them in direct proportion
as directed within his Award.

Third Surveyors’ Awards may be appealed in the
same way as Appointed Surveyors’ Awards. i.e. via an
appeal to the County Courts made within fourteen
days of the date of the Award.

Costs and Payment 
It is always “Costs” that are referred to within Party
Wall Awards, and these costs may contain Surveyor’s
fees and other disbursements accordingly. It is
established custom and practice that Adjoining
Owner’s Surveyor’s costs are generally incorporated
into Party Wall Awards thereby committing the 
particular Owner against whom costs have been
awarded to the responsibility for “Third Party” fees
and costs. It is also good practice to Award the 
Building Owner’s Surveyor’s costs within the Award
thereby making the recovery of such costs from a
defaulting Owner a more certain process.

If Party Wall Surveyors are required to involve 
specialist services or engage other professional disci-
plines they are empowered to do so and such costs
of doing so may be incorporated within the Award. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
James Jackson FFPWS
Head of Training and Education
The Faculty of Party Wall Surveyors
Tel: 01424 883300
enq@fpws.org.uk
www.fpws.org.uk
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Orpwood Associates offers a full range of professional
services relating to Party Wall, Neighbourly Matters,
and Rights of Light on projects throughout London
and the South and West Home Counties.

We have been providing advice on party wall matters
to institutional, corporate, and private clients on both
residential and commercial property for nearly 40 years.

Our surveyors are all Chartered Building Surveyors
(MRICS or FRICS) with considerable post qualification
experience and with most being members of the
Pyramus & Thisbe Club, an organisation which
promotes excellence in party wall surveying practice.
In addition our surveyors are trained to combine
their academic, practical and people skills to resolve
disputes and obtain agreements so that the developments
can proceed on time, and in a manner which protects
the adjoining owner’s property and interests.

In situations where the engineering issues are complex
or the risk of potential damage to the adjoining
property is high we work closely with specialist
structural, geotechnical and acoustic engineers to
ensure that the risks are identified, monitored, and
minimised.

We also have extensive experience in dealing with
the problems associated with basement excavations
and loft extensions, and the assessment of damage
which sometimes occurs from this type of work.

The services we provide for Building
Owners/Developers & Adjoining Owners are:

• Advising whether the Party Wall etc. Act 1996 is
relevant to the project

• Providing advice (for freeholder or lessee) on the
permissions required for works in leasehold flats

• Carrying out the procedures under the Party Wall
etc. Act 1996 

• Drafting and negotiating Scaffold, Access, and Crane
Oversailing Licences

• Providing advice on Boundary Disputes and matters
of Trespass

• Providing advice on Rights of Light Issues

• Acting as an Expert Witness on Party Wall matters

If you are unsure whether your project falls within
the remit of the legislation, are concerned to know
whether other consents or permissions are required,
or just require a quotation please contact us for a
free initial consultation.

PARTY WALL AND NEIGHBOURLY MATTERS

Orpwood Associates Ltd. 15 West Hill, London, UK, SW18 1RB
tel: 020 8877 0777
fax: 020 8877 5789

surveyors@orpwood.co.uk

www.orpwood.co.uk
Regulated by RICS

mailto:surveyors@orpwood.co.uk
http://www.orpwood.co.uk


The issue of fees for a party wall
Sara Burr, Chair of The Pyramus and Thisbe Club warns of the potential
under the Party Wall etc Act 1996 of escalating fees should a dispute arise…

In the main, The Party Wall etc Act 1996, when 
followed correctly, is an effective means of allowing
works to proceed and can protect both the owner

and adjoining owner. However, as I explain here, both
parties do need to be aware of any escalating costs
whereby they are agreeing to pay any shortfall that is
not awarded. Knowing what you may be liable for
could mean the difference between a harmonious
solution or one where the costs far outweigh the
work being undertaken.

The general consensus is that the building owner that
is doing the work should therefore pay the adjoining
owners costs. This makes perfect sense and is all well
and good until the adjoining owner sees the process
as an exercise to stop the works rather than to facili-
tate them. Surveyors and engineers have the ability to
rack up fees unreasonably if the process isn’t carefully
controlled, and the adjoining owner should be aware
that if fees aren’t agreed as part of the award process,
they could become liable.  

Adjoining owners should be very wary of signing 
Letters of Appointment whereby they are agreeing to
pay any shortfall that is not awarded. This is a means
of surveyors creating a contract between themselves
and the adjoining owner where there would not,
under normal circumstances, be one.  The majority
of party wall matters end in harmony but some
don’t.  Some surveyors try to use the issue of fees 
to delay matters unreasonably which then leads to
building owners giving in to unreasonable fees to 
get the award that they need to be able to start, or
some owners starting work because they have got
fed up with the delays and cannot afford the
time/cost implications.

So the implications of starting work without an award,
the risk of injunction, not being able to sell the prop-
erty and what happens if damage is caused are all
areas that could see fees increasing. Some surveyors
use all of these threats to obtain unreasonable fees
and these situations are often the subject of third
surveyor referrals. Again, third surveyor referrals add
to the costs and the potential delay. Who wants to
pay for a third surveyor award and who will the third
surveyor award fees to in order to see what the
award says. I expect there are many third surveyor
awards still not been served. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sara Burr BSc (hons) FRICS
Chair of London Committee and Vice-Chair of
National Committee
The Pyramus and Thisbe Club
Tel: 028 4063 2082
info@partywalls.org.uk
www.partywalls.org.uk
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Peter Judd Associates are a member of the Pyramus &
Thisbe Club and specialise in party wall issues.

Are you undertaking any of the following?

• Constructing a new boundary wall;
• Undertaking works to a party wall, which could include the

insertion of a damp proof course or flashings;
• Demolishing a building of any size or type that has a party

wall or chimney stack;
• Demolishing, increasing or lower the height of a party wall

or rebuilding a defective party wall or chimney stack;
• Cutting pockets into or inserting steel beams into a party wall;
• Building up against the wall of a neighbouring property that

requires works to the foundations or roof/eaves details;
• Undertaking excavations of any type adjacent to or below

the foundations of any adjoining structure;
• Undertaking Piling works or the installation of rock anchors.

If so, you will need the services of a party wall surveyor. 
We can advise you whether you have to comply with the
requirements of the Party Wall etc. Act 1996 and explain all
the liabilities and the workings of the Act.

Even if you are just looking for advice about the Act we are
happy to talk it through with you.

Peter Judd Associates are also able to provide the following
services to you:

• Building surveys of residential, retail and commercial
premises

• Schedules of condition of retail and commercial premises
• Dilapidations advice
• Defects analysis
• Property insurance valuations
• Expert Witness 

If you would like to discuss any party wall issues or are
interested in any of the other services we offer, please
contact us for more information at our Plymouth office.

Tel: 01752 211515 or 01822 614546 peterjuddassociates@btconnect.com

Regulated firm of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors

Working throughout Devon and Cornwall

mailto:peterjuddassociates@btconnect.com


Masonry party walls have seen
many changes over the years,
driven by the need to improve

acoustic performance, prevent thermal
bypass and reduce the cost of installation.
Tom Foster, senior product manager at Saint-
Gobain Isover, looks at the evolution of the
masonry party wall and how Isover have
supported the industry in developing a
better performing construction. 

1900-1950
During the first half of the twentieth century
the majority of homes were built with a solid
brick party wall. The acoustic performance
was relatively good due to the high level of
mass, and restriction in air movement also
ensured no heat could be lost from the party
wall via thermal bypass, a concept that
would not be identified for many years.

Despite good acoustic and thermal perform-
ance, the cost of materials and speed of
installation were too high, which resulted in
the industry gradually moving to a cavity wall
construction in the 1950s and 1960s.

1950-2003
The acoustic twin leaf concept was intro-
duced to reduce mass from the construction
by around a third, without negatively impact-
ing acoustic performance. The introduction
of the cavity allowed the industry to build
the same standard of wall more cheaply
and quickly.

The unforeseen consequence was that, by
introducing an empty cavity, the industry had
created a way for heat to escape from the
building – a concept that would later be
known as ‘party wall bypass’. 

2003-2010
Developments in the past ten years have pri-
marily been driven by the introduction of
Approved Document E 2003, which set out a
minimum 45dB requirement for party walls,
as well as on-site pre-completion testing
(PCT). The requirement for PCT, while effec-
tive at enforcing the regulation, proved a
burden to house builders and so Robust
Details Limited was established as an alter-
native route of compliance in 2004.   

In 2005, Isover were the first to market a
series of Robust Detail compliant proprietary
party walls that removed the requirement for
PCT and the labour-intensive parge coat,
without negatively impacting the acoustic
performance. This was achieved with a par-
tial-fill insulation product called Isover RD35
and was the first time an insulation product
had been used in the party wall, something
that has now become an industry norm.  

Despite this leap forward for the industry,
the partial-fill construction still didn’t fully
address heat loss through thermal bypass,
an issue that was gaining momentum within
the industry. 

2010-Present
After work was carried out by Leeds Metro-
politan University to prove the concept of
party wall bypass, steps were taken to
address the issue in the update of Approved
Document L in 2010.

Once again, Isover were the first to market in
2009, a year before the regulations were
introduced, with Isover RD Party Wall Roll.
This full-fill roll restricts air movement within
the cavity and when installed with effective

Tom Foster
Senior Product Manager
Saint-Gobain Isover
Tel: 0115 969 8005
tom.foster@saint-gobain.com
www.isover.co.uk 

The evolution of Party Walls
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edge sealing, helps the house builder to
claim a zero heat loss party wall.

Summary 
Since the introduction of Approved Document
E 2003, Saint-Gobain Isover has been at the
forefront of maximising acoustic performance,
reducing cost of installation, and removing
thermal bypass from party wall structures.

Isover offer the widest choice of proprietary
full-fill Robust Details on the market. E-WM-
17, E-WM-20 and E-WM-24 all deliver three
credits towards the Code for Sustainable
Homes, remove the requirement for parge-
coating and help to deliver a zero U-value
party wall.

mailto:tom.foster@saint-gobain.com
http://www.isover.co.uk


The ‘Sound’ Choice  
for Party Walls

Isover RD Party Wall Roll is a proprietary component of three 
Robust Details; E-WM-17, E-WM-20 and E-WM-24.

•   Helps to deliver a zero U-value party wall

•   3 credits  towards the Code for Sustainable Homes

•   No requirement for render or parge-coat

Visit www.isover.co.uk for more information

http://www.isover.co.uk


20 years of experience 
in the energy efficiency 
of buildings and industry

www.challoch-energy.com

Clean, low carbon energy has emerged as a suite of effective
solutions to delivering Greenhouse Gas reductions to combat
global climate change.

Challoch Energy believes that societies need a mix of energy
efficiency, CHP and Renewable Energy meet the challenge of
massive reductions in Carbon Dioxide emissions. Whilst
technological innovation is necessary to bring forward new and
improved technologies, much can and should be done with
existing technologies and techniques. Challoch Energy focuses
its efforts on helping business and governments to deploy
clean energy technologies.

Challoch Energy’s deep understanding of clean energy
technologies and techniques, markets and policy frameworks
makes us ideally placed to provide insight on how to maximise
the opportunities, and overcome the challenges, of the
emerging clean energy sector.

Dr Simon Minett Challoch Energy, Belgium  Tel: +32 2 688 32 32  Mobile: +32 477 544 905  simon.minett@challoch-energy.com

http://www.challoch-energy.com
mailto:simon.minett@challoch-energy.com
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Warm Up Bristol: 
City-wide energy efficiency
A part of Bristol’s status as 2015 European Green Capital involves becoming the 
UK’s most energy efficient major city. Here, the Council outline their Warm Up Bristol
initiative targeting poorly insulated and energy inefficient homes…

Bristol has some of the oldest housing stock in
Europe and each year in the city around
£108m is spent on heating homes, a third of

which could be saved if all houses were insulated in
line with current building standards. That’s the
equivalent of the UK average annual heating bill for
140,000 houses.

In response to this issue, Bristol City Council recently
launched Warm Up Bristol, an initiative offering up to
45 different home improvement measures, designed
to make houses across the city warmer, cosier and
more energy efficient. 

The programme kicked off in October 2014 and will
run for four years during which time the team aim to
fit 30,000 measures across Bristol to help citizens
save money and energy. 

It’s not a one-size fits all solution and measures
available range from solid wall insulation to draught
proofing, double glazing and new boilers, depending
on the best solution for a property. The ambition is
to offer something for everyone and advisers from
the council’s delivery partner, Climate Energy, will be
visiting every home in the city over the period to tell
people about the scheme.

At the heart of Warm Up Bristol is a community-led
approach. To get the initiative off the ground and
engage people from the grass-roots up, Bristol City
Council has been working with local community
energy groups such as the Bristol Energy Network
and Easton Energy Group. These groups have been
helping to spread the word about the scheme and
effectively ‘warm up’ areas before advisers go around
speaking to people – and this approach is working well.

Local residents at the launch of Warm Up Bristol
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Mareike Schmidt, Service Manager of the council’s
Energy Service, said: “We’re running the most ambitious
energy efficiency scheme in the country in Bristol as
we want to help people improve their homes.

“It’s not just about energy efficiency and carbon
savings, but rather the benefit of living in a cosy
home. We want to give people one less thing to
worry about and with energy bills continuing to rise,
insulating your home is one way to counter rising
costs in the long-term.”

To make the benefits of installing energy efficiency
measures more palpable, the team has opened a
Warm Up Bristol show home in Easton, which is
open to the public three days a week. It’s complete
with an energy-themed mural on the outside so it’s
easily identifiable and is staffed by the volunteers
from Easton Energy Group who are on hand to tell
people about the scheme and what’s on offer.

Mareike continued: “One of the barriers to people
insulating their homes is that it can be quite intangible
and hard to imagine what solid wall insulation and
other energy efficiency measures look like in practice.
The show home helps us overcome these issues as
people can come and take a look around and speak
to a local community group about the scheme if they
want to find out more. 

“As well as local community energy groups, we’ve been
working with Streets Alive which is a local charity who
organise street parties to engage people. We want to
make insulation fun and engage people in any way
we can as it’s a hugely important scheme to the city.”

The show home is fully equipped with external and
internal wall insulation, underfloor insulation, loft
insulation, new double-glazed windows, a humidity
sensitive ventilation system, new gas condensing
boiler and water saving features as well as rain water
which is used to feed the garden 

Around the corner in Easton, the Demonstrator
Streets can be found. These are the homes of
people who won a competition to have solid wall
insulation fitted on their homes. The competition
was organised by Bristol City Council to build a buzz

around Warm Up Bristol ahead of launch and it was
hugely successful as over 100 people entered in
Easton alone. 

In the context of Bristol’s European Green Capital
year, energy is one of the key themes and Warm Up
Bristol is central to this. Delivering the programme
will help the city reach its ambitious carbon reduction
targets, whilst also helping Bristol along the way to
becoming the UK’s most energy efficient major city.
Warm Up Bristol is also supporting jobs in the
industry with local SMEs doing the majority of the
installations.

Mayor of Bristol, George Ferguson, has been
championing the scheme from the offset. He said:
“Warm Up Bristol gives a huge opportunity for us to
address householders’ energy needs and costs.
We are working with local communities with the
ambition to engage residents right across the city.
Real change comes from the community and I’d like
to personally encourage all to grasp the nettle.

“This is a cause that is central to our Green Capital
status and will lay a vital part of the foundations
for Bristol to be the most sustainable city in years
to come.”

Funding for Warm Up Bristol has come largely from
the European Investment Bank under the European
Local Energy Assistance ELENA programme, as well
as Energy Company Obligation funding provided by
EDF Energy, and £7.2m from the Department of
Energy and Climate Change – the largest funding
pot allocated to any local authority. There is special
funding available for landlords with the lowest energy
efficiency rated properties, as well as funding for
what’s known as ‘Green Deal Communities’ in Bristol
who have particularly hard to treat properties. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Bristol City Council
Tel: 0800 107 4100
www.warmupbristol.co.uk
www.bristol.gov.uk
www.twitter.com/BristolCouncil

http://www.warmupbristol.co.uk
http://www.bristol.gov.uk
http://www.twitter.com/BristolCouncil


Lateral Thinking

Help with Building Regulations & Standards 
Sometimes it takes a different approach and lateral thinking to help you through the 

Building Regulations and Standards. Have a look at our handy guides or talk to one of our 
knowledgeable technical advisors.

Visit kingspaninsulation.co.uk/lateral1 or call 01544 388 601 for more details  

@KingspanIns_UK
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It is widely recognised that developing a
competent supply chain of designers,
surveyors and installers is critical to the

retrofit market, especially given the
increasing focus on improving the existing
building stock with technologies such as solid
wall insulation, floor insulation and more
efficient glazing. Saint-Gobain is at the
forefront of providing routes to competence
across different industry roles. Its continued
commitment is demonstrated through its
new partnership with CoRE, the Centre of
Refurbishment Excellence, the leading
network of retrofit experts.

For many years now, Saint-Gobain has been
providing practical training courses through
a nationwide network of Technical
Academies. Mark Weaver, Project Director
for Retrofit for Saint-Gobain explains “having
delivered over 70,000 hours of training since

2011 at our Technical Academies, Saint-
Gobain plays a leading role in providing skills
and training to the construction industry,
something that is hugely important in
supporting growth and ensuring that we are
able to construct and retrofit better
performing buildings.” 

The most popular of these courses are the
drylining, plastering and internal wall
insulation courses provided by British
Gypsum, external wall insulation, rendering
and floor screeding by Weber and technical
insulation by Isover. In retrofit, these lead to
trained installers who can be further
assessed on site to gain a personalised card
(recognising their competence) from the
system designer. Weber alone has issued
over 1000 cards as key components to the
PAS2030 accreditation of installers. Saint-
Gobain companies were deeply involved in

Competent retrofit
Mark Weaver, Project Director for Retrofit at Saint-Gobain in the UK describes
how the retrofit industry can become competent experts…
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the development of the SWIGA Quality
Framework for the solid wall insulation 25
year guarantee scheme.  

Saint-Gobain has teamed up with CoRE to
become a Founder Sponsor of the CoRE
Fellowship, which draws together leading
retrofit practitioners from construction,
design and academia. Saint-Gobain’s
support will enable CoRE to extend its
activities, especially the delivery of its award-
winning Retrofit Coordinator Diploma
programme. This Diploma includes modules
which focus on best practice principles that
are at the heart of Saint-Gobain’s retrofit
strategy of fabric-first, whole-house retrofit,
technical expertise, innovation and training
for competent design and installation. The
nationally accredited CoRE Diploma provides
knowledge and skills essential to the
construction professional undertaking the



refurbishment and improvement of existing
housing stock. Modules include the
assessing of buildings to determine the
appropriate interventions, understanding of
fabric insulation, building services and
ventilation, the fundamentals of solid wall
insulation and retrofitting traditional
buildings (a full list of modules is in the box
opposite, below, etc)  

The CoRE training centre, in Stoke-on-Trent,
complements Saint-Gobain’s nationwide
network of Technical Academies, its
Innovation Centre in London and the
Greenworks Training Academy in
Birmingham. CoRE retrofit courses will now
be held at these locations, enabling
attendees to learn more about additional
training available from Saint-Gobain,
including practical installation training in
retrofit technologies such as Internal and
External Wall Insulation systems. Mark
Weaver explains more; “CoRE’s focus on
developing the industry’s practical
experience is what Saint-Gobain values and
supports in order to grow the retrofit sector
for a more sustainable future. We are proud
to become the lead supporter of this
programme and we look forward to a long

partnership. The quality of the CoRE
Diploma is already highly regarded by virtue
of the experts providing the course material
and Diploma training. What better
environment to receive this training than at
a Saint-Gobain Technical Academy where
products are on display in our well-
equipped showrooms and the dedicated
practical training facilities are on site?
Candidates can understand how these
fabric technologies perform and learn about
the practical training available to those
installing Saint-Gobain’s retrofit systems. We
believe that Saint-Gobain is the only
supplier able to fully deliver training at all
stages of retrofit – to designers and
specifiers, assessors and surveyors,
installers and merchant staff – in the best
facilities within the construction sector.”

Speaking on behalf of CoRE, CEO David
Pierpoint said: “Saint Gobain’s commitment
to the retrofit industry has been evident for
many years. It echoes our ethos and our
commitment to sharing knowledge openly
and widely. It is a partnership that is good
news for professionals in the retrofit industry,
bringing wider access to expertise and
support available to them.”

Mark Weaver
Project Director for Retrofit
Saint-Gobain
www.saint-gobain.co.uk
www.twitter.com/SaintGobainUK
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Retrofit Coordinator Diploma courses are
excellent value at £2,000 per ten module
programme, and if booked through a Saint-
Gobain referral, are subject to a 10%
discount. Courses for the second half of 2015
are taking bookings now and can be booked
through http://coretraining.wpengine.com
/diplomas/retrofit-coordinator/ or by calling
CoRE on 01782 792900.

More details on the training available from
Saint-Gobain at the various Technical
Academies can be found at: 
www.saint-gobain.co.uk/training . 

The Ten Modules of the CoRE Retrofit
Diploma (one day per module):

Introduction to Domestic Retrofit•
Assessing Dwellings for Retrofit•
Funding Domestic Retrofit•
Building Fabric Retrofit•
Building Services Retrofit•
Fundamentals of Solid Wall Insulation•
Retrofit Ventilation•
Retrofit Building Physics•
Responsible Retrofit of Traditional •
Buildings
Coordination & Risk Management•
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As part of a trial into solid wall insulation
by the Energy Saving Trust, Saint-
Gobain Isover installed its newly

launched Optima Internal Wall Insulation
(IWI) system into a three bedroom family
home in Bolton, Greater Manchester.

Recent figures have revealed that the
installation resulted in a reduction of the wall
U-values by 84 per cent, contributing to 26
per cent less fuel being used to heat the
house – a saving of £312 per year. As a 
solid wall property, this work would eligible
for significant grant funding under the
current Energy Company Obligation (ECO),
as well as being a measure suitable for a
Green Deal plan.

Background
At the end of 2011, the Energy Saving Trust
(EST) commenced the largest in situ solid
wall insulation trial ever undertaken in
England. By gathering a detailed data set
from more than 75 houses across the
country, the EST aimed to develop a clearer
understanding of building performance in
relation to domestic solid wall insulation.

As part of this project, Isover’s Optima IWI
system was installed at the Bolton property,
in order to better understand the
effectiveness of internal solid wall insulation
in a variety of areas:

Reducing energy bills through lower fuel•
consumption 

Decreasing CO2 emissions, as a result of•
minimised fuel consumption 

Controlling internal ambient temperatures •

Reducing energy waste through heat leakage.•

The effectiveness of internal wall insulation,
as a way to address the problem of Britain’s
un-insulated, solid wall housing stock –
approximately 7.5 million homes. 

The house
This particular property is a post-1900, three
storey, mid-terrace house with solid, natural
stone walls. The home has three bedrooms
and two bathrooms, as well as a kitchen-
diner, living room, study and a utility room.
Double glazing is installed throughout and a
single storey extension has recently been
constructed at the rear of the house. 

Because the home has ‘conservation status’,
and was constructed of natural stone,
external wall insulation (EWI) was not
considered suitable for the property and, as
such, IWI was decided on as the most
appropriate and effective form of insulation
by the owners and architects.

Isover’s Optima IWI system
insulates Bolton Home
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Action taken
The Bolton house was fitted with Isover’s
Optima IWI system, an insulation solution
specifically designed to improve the thermal
performance of solid or ‘hard to treat’ walls.

System components were assembled in-line
with installation guidelines, insulating all
walls within the property, with the exception
of the extension (which had been built to
more recent Building Regulations with an
insulated cavity wall), and the two
bathrooms. In addition, Isover’s Protect
external wall treatment was applied to the
external surface of the masonry wall to
control moisture ingress. 

Measurement, assessment
and results
To accurately assess the effectiveness of
Optima IWI, a variety of data from the
insulated property was collected and



analysed. This included thermal imaging,
measurement of the U-value and air
permeability. Temperature and humidity
sensors were also installed to monitor
environmental conditions and smart meters
were fitted to track gas consumption. 

Heat leakage
Thermal imaging demonstrated a clear
improvement in heat leakage from the
house, from pre- to post-insulation, as the
internal insulation had an effect on reducing
internal heat from escaping through the
walls. The post-insulation image clearly
shows the difference between the insulated

and un-insulated property (to the right),
showing an approximate two degree
difference in wall temperature.

Comparison of energy
performance
Table 7 also shows the recorded gas
consumption before and after Isover’s
Optima IWI system was installed. As external
temperature has a large impact on the
amount of gas used to heat the house, 
data collected from sensors measuring
environmental conditions was taken into
consideration when analysing the figures.
Comparing energy consumption data

PROFILE

collected pre and post-insulation, the trial
found that yearly gas use decreased from
26685 kWh to 19748 kWh, a significant 26
per cent reduction. This equates to a 1271 kg
reduction in CO2 emissions from the property
and a saving for the homeowner of £312
over the course of a year.

Condensation
Significant investment was made during 
the project to analyse condensation.
Measurements of wall surface temperature
were taken in all EST trial houses, along with
humidity and ambient temperature and this
information was used to calculate the dew
point of the wall surface and identify any risk
of condensation. Condensation could have
occurred before insulation was installed due
to cold external walls, but was unlikely to
occur post-insulation, unless poor ventilation
and humidity had allowed it to build up. In
this property, no risk of condensation was
identified after Optima IWI, Vario membrane
system and Isover Protect had been installed.
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Senior Product Manager
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Heat leakage

Before After

Comparison B: Bedroom interior, second floor

Table 7 – Gas use calculations

Before After

Recorded Gas
Consumption

(kWh)

Monitoring 
period 

(weeks)

DDH12

Total
Normalised total
gas consumption
per year (kWh)

Pre 19695 20 1519 26685

Post 5527 9 576 19748

Reduction 6937

Percentage 26.0%

Average DDH/Year 2058 degC/degK

mailto:tom.foster@saint-gobain.com
http://www.isover.co.uk


Energy efficiency and housing:
what next for Local Authorities?
Ian Hutchcroft, Head of Local Delivery at the Energy Saving Trust explains
how local authorities can retrofit for energy efficiency and deliver benefits
for carbon reduction, health, jobs and growth…

There is no doubt that the drivers for local
authority action on housing energy efficiency
are strong, and getting stronger.

With 22,500 excess winter deaths per year and many
more avoidable winter hospitalisations, the economic
and social costs of cold homes are significant and on
the increase. One in five of us live in fuel poverty, and
burdened with the oldest, least efficient housing
stock in Europe, the single greatest driver for local
authority action is health improvement. 

“To develop and deliver effective
strategies for housing, health, economy
and carbon, councils need to know which
measures are required in which houses,
the costs, impacts on bills and carbon,
funding available and the investment
business case.” 

There is a strong economic case to make for 
retrofitting because it creates real, local jobs and
growth. A striking example of this is Energy Saving
Trust’s ‘Ready for Retrofit’ programme in the South
West which created 274 additional jobs and £50m
for the economy, as well as many warmer and easier
to heat homes. This is work that is done locally by
skilled local businesses and there is a lot of work to
be done. Indeed, the programme has just begun a
new energy efficiency retrofit initiative in Devon, with
a £725k investment.

But underpinning all of this there is a legally binding
commitment to meet the targets in the Climate
Change Act: a zero carbon housing stock by 2050,
now less than 35 years away. Achieving this will 

overcome many of the health problems associated
with cold homes and create thousands of long term,
skilled jobs. 

With the role of local authorities increasing as we
approach the General Election, delivery has so far
been difficult. Budget cuts and staff resource 
constraints coupled with the ever changing policy
and funding environment has not helped. However,
there are examples of local authorities taking a 
lead, forging ahead and delivering results for their
communities.
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Bristol is this year’s European Green Capital, an 
accolade that is underpinned by an ambitious 
housing retrofit programme backed by the Mayor.
Further south, the Plymouth Energy Community has
a large social housing retrofit programme, with Green
Deal Communities funding filling in the privately owned
gaps, and a Community PV programme funding 
provision of advice to householders through a new
cooperative. Just next door in rural Devon, 10 local
authorities are working on the Cosy Devon programme. 

In the capital, the Re:new programme has moved

from doorstep advice and referrals to insulation
schemes, into a European Investment Bank funded
programme to help landlords invest hundreds of 
millions of pounds in retrofitting their stock. The UK’s
other major cities are all active and some, Leeds and
Newcastle, are working with their neighbours in large
regional programmes. 

So, what next for local authorities? 
1. The big challenge needs big data. 
To develop and deliver effective strategies for 
housing, health, economy and carbon, councils 
need to know which measures are required in 
which houses, the costs, impacts on bills and carbon,
funding available and the investment business case.
We have been collecting housing data for over 20
years and developing our Home Analytics database
for all of the 27 million addresses in Great Britain,
and this is available to every local authority. Our
recent research has shown that access to clear, 
comprehensive data and analysis is one of council
officer’s biggest barriers. Many officers joined our
recent webinar where we showed how to access 
and analyse the many sources of available data.

2. Do everything, in the same place, at the
same time, for a consistent period of time.
Many local projects have suffered from being just a
partial solution, looking at one part of the problem:
grants, supply chain or community engagement, and
often constrained by very tight spending and delivery
timescales. And no sooner have they got up a head 
of steam, then their funding runs out. Our Ready for
Retrofit programme, referred to earlier, has shown the
benefits of working on demand stimulation through
grant aid, together with supply chain development
and local business support, market development by
supporting community groups and Open Homes
events, and helping local authorities access longer
term finance. Doing all of those things in the same
place over 3 years has delivered real results and we

Home analytics data can be used to produce
address level spatial analysis



believe should be the template for local programmes
in the future.

3. We need catalysts to increase scale and 
reduce costs. 
Could social landlords play a greater role in making
trusted, well managed, good value retrofit schemes
available to privately owned homes in their areas 
as well? Could the next big idea in housing retrofit
have been developed in the Netherlands, called
Energiesprong (Energy Leap)? This net zero energy
retrofit is built off-site to reduce costs and time on-site
to 10 days, with guaranteed energy performance

and maintenance, and funded by replacing energy
bills with monthly service charges. Dutch housing
associations have now come together and let a 
contract to Energiesprong to retrofit 100,000 
properties, which enables the supply chain to move
from prototypes to industrialised methods and 
significantly reduce costs. 

Local authorities increasingly recognise that focusing
on improving housing energy efficiency is one of the
most effective ways to improve health prospects,
create local jobs, reduce energy bills and cut carbon
emissions. There will be many willing partners for the
next government to work with. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ian Hutchcroft 
Head of Local Delivery
Energy Saving Trust
Tel: 020 7222 0101
energy-advice@est.org.uk.
www.energysavingtrust.org.uk
www.twitter.com/EnergySvgTrust
www.twitter.com/IanHutchcroft
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With the ever increasing need to
improve the thermal performance
of our buildings, designers and

specifiers are always looking for new methods
and products to achieve these aims. Cold
bridging at balcony and walkway connections
is potentially a significant contributor to heat
loss from a building. The latest generation of
the Halfen HIT insulated structural connectors
provide an effective solution to these cold
bridging problems. However besides these
very important thermal issues there are a
number of other considerations that should
be taken into account when selecting a thermal
connection product. 

ETA & CE Marking
Under the Construction Products Regulation
(CPR), it is now mandatory for manufacturers
to apply CE marking to any of their products
covered by a harmonised European standard
(hEN) or a European Technical Assessment
(ETA). Halfen’s HIT thermal connections have
undergone an extensive third party review
and approval process together with a rigorous
testing regime to enable the HIT-HP & HIT-SP
products to gain its European Technical
Approval (ETA-13/0546). This approval
uniquely allows Halfen to CE mark the HIT
thermal connections giving customers added
confidence to specify and use the Halfen 
HIT system. 

Robust and easy to install
With many thermal units, one of the key
problems once they have arrived on site, is
that they can be easily damaged during
normal handling, transporting or installation
of the product. Some units needed to be very
carefully stored to ensure they did not
degrade when exposed to the elements. 

The latest generation of Halfen HIT HP and SP
thermal connections sought to address this
reoccurring problem on site with a number
of key innovations. The new units now come
encased in a hardened plastic shell which
both firmly holds the essential HIT compo-
nents in place whist providing a robust and
easy to handle unit. This in turn means that
the HIT units are easy to place and install,
something which is made even easier by the
fact that the new generation of HIT HP and 
SP units have eliminated the protruding 
compression studs and shear bars. 

Fire protection
The shell also contains the high quality fire
protection material which enables every HIT
HP and SP unit to attain F120 fire protection

Thermal Performance
Halfen outline the innovations available to mitigate cold
bridging and improve thermal performance…
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as standard. This is something which is 
often only offered as an optional extra at
additional cost. 

The standard fully encased fire protection is
a major improvement on previous products
because of the way in which this is provided
in traditional systems. The old method of
fire protection normally involved the provi-
sion of cementitous fire board top and
bottom of the insulation. The main problem
with this form of protection is that it can be
easily dislodged, cracked or crushed during
normal site operations. To ensure that fire
protection is maintained, all the damage
needs to be repaired or the fireboard
replaced. Whilst it is possible to provide
replacement fire board it is difficult to glue
this into place on site. 

It is important to remember that the cementi-
tious fire board also needs to be provided at
the sides of the thermal units to ensure com-
plete protection of the structural components.
This is something that is often missed and yet
could cause major structural problems in the
event of a fire. 

European 
Technical 
Approval 
ETA - 13/0546 
0432-CPD-11-9188-14 (A)
0432-CPD-11-9248-12 (P)



Finally the addition of cementitous fire board
to the traditional insulation units will reduce
the thermal performance particularly if these
units are attempting to achieve a two hour
fire rating.  Again this is something that can
be overlooked however it is not something
you would need to worry about when using
the HIT HP units as the fire protection is 
standard and fully included within the 
thermal  performance figures of the unit. 

Passive House
The unique innovations implemented in the
new second generation of HIT products have
resulted in some substantial improvements in
the thermal performance of the system. The
utilization of the CSB components has enabled
Halfen to eliminate the thermally inefficient
steel compression pads and shear bars pen-

etrating through the insulation. This has
resulted in Halfen achieving Passive House
approval for its HIT products, including some
of the standard 80mm thick HIT-HP units. 

Psi values
When HIT products were first introduced it was
often sufficient that the designer was doing
something to counter act cold bridging. With
the ever increasing thermal requirements from
part L, designers are having to look much more
closely at the thermal performance of products
they select and use. Even today though, design-
ers should be cautious when reviewing thermal
values as some published figures are not
appropriate for linear connections.  

With the Halfen HIT system, the quoted Psi
values are both internationally recognized as

Mark Smith CEng MICE
Technical Director
HALFEN Limited
Tel: +44 (0)158 247 0327
mark.smith@halfen.co.uk
www.halfen.co.uk
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the correct thermal values for linear thermal
breaks and are approved by official third party
organizations. 

To conclude, thermal performance is one of the
key factors when selecting products for poten-
tial cold bridging connections therefore care
needs to be taken when reviewing thermal
values. There are also other issues such as fire
protection, robustness and easy of installation
that should also be considered and third party
approvals such as ETA, CE marking and Passive
House can give the customer, specifier and end
user confidence in the product selected. 
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Bridging the performance gap 
Buildings rarely perform as well as their designers predicted – energy
consumption can be as much as double what was expected, so annual
energy costs can also be doubled. This difference has become known as
the performance gap, as explained by Andy Lewry of the BRE…

Operators of commercial and public buildings
need clear and realistic guidance on targeting
energy running costs for their properties and

on the potential savings available. At their disposal are
two seemingly irreconcilable indicators of performance:
energy performance certificates (EPCs) provide a 
theoretical assessment of their asset but under 
standardised ‘driving conditions’, while operational
ratings based on energy bills give no indication of 
how much lower those bills could be. The operational
rating is nearly always higher due to non-standard
hours of operation, occupancy patterns and 
unregulated loads, such as IT and office equipment.

To truly understand how a building uses energy it is
necessary to know something about the building
itself and about how it is used; this requires both an
asset rating and an operational energy rating.

“The scenario where a difference is 
found between the EPC and DEC – is 
the so called “PERFORMANCE GAP”.
This is where the real operation of the
building is different to that predicted by
design due to the conditions of use being
totally different from those standard
assumptions.”

What do they do?
The asset rating is intended to inform people on 
first occupancy, i.e. at the point of construction, sale
or rent, in order to help purchasers or tenants in
selecting the right building. At this point in time, any
previous metered information is either unavailable or

not very helpful as the previous occupants’ operation
of the building, unregulated energy use, etc., could be
quite different to that of the new occupants. 

An operational rating gives information on actual
energy usage and example is the Display Energy 
Certificate (DEC). Public buildings in the UK have to
display a DEC; there is pressure to extend DECs into
the commercial sector – initially on a voluntary basis. 

What are the differences?
The two ratings show different aspects of a building’s
total energy performance. A DEC, or operational rating,
records the actual energy usage from a building over
the course of a year, and benchmarks them against
buildings of similar use. An EPC, or asset rating,
models the theoretical, as designed, energy efficiency
of a particular building, based on the performance
potential of the building itself (the fabric) and its 
services (such as heating, ventilation and lighting).

The building quality (provided by the EPC) has a large
impact on the total energy usage (from the DEC), 
but does not explain them all. Other factors such as
unregulated loads or building user behaviour also
use energy, which is reflected in the DEC. However,
in order to understand what is driving these emis-
sions, the EPC plays a critical role in separating the
influence of building quality from other influences
such as end user behaviours. 

To truly understand the energy performance and 
the factors driving consumption within a building,
you need both ratings and the ability to tailor them. 
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The scenario where a difference is found between 
the EPC and DEC – is the so called “PERFORMANCE
GAP”. This is where the real operation of the building
is different to that predicted by design due to the 
conditions of use being totally different from those
standard assumptions.

Resolving the performance gap
The poor performance of buildings in use compared
with their design predictions has been much discussed
and various approaches to resolving the problem
have been suggested, including: 

Whole building energy benchmarking – modelling•
the energy use at the design stage and comparing
this directly with the in-use performance. This 

requires realistic whole building energy calculations
at the design stage, which has been infrequent
and, as stated earlier, is not straightforward as it
depends so much on occupancy. In common 
with DECs, it also requires benchmarks which are
robust and applicable to specific building types.
Such benchmarks were researched and produced
by the Energy Efficiency Best Practice Programme
in the 1990s but have not been maintained.

More complex modelling such as dynamic simu-•
lation models. The extra detail may provide more 
accuracy in the comparison process, but it does
not necessarily resolve the underlying problems:
modelling all building energy uses and addressing
actual occupancy and services operation.



Practical analysis of building energy as the sum •
of all end uses such as lighting, ventilation and
small power at the design stage and in use. TM54
Evaluating operational energy use of buildings at
the design stage, published by the Chartered 
Institute of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE),
covers the analysis of the energy use of systems,
so that this can be done at the design stage with
the likely building occupancy and use, ready for
later assessment when in use. This provides one
process for resolving the problems identified above. 

EPCs/DECs – use existing data and tools – can be•
used as a first cut to target issues or prioritise a 
portfolio of buildings. We will now consider how
this can be achieved.

Using existing data and tools
One of the software tools used to create a Non
Domestic EPC (NDEPC) is the interface for Simplified
Building Energy Model (iSBEM).
http://www.ncm.bre.co.uk/.

The Operational Rating Calculation (ORCalc) is the
software used to calculate the operational rating of 
a building from annual utility consumption, and to
produce the DEC and an advisory report providing
advice on energy efficiency measures.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
display-energy-certificate-software-specification .

A possible solution
The tool supporting the UK Green Deal is the 
non-domestic GD tool based on iSBEM and has 
the ability to link NDEPCs and DECs. 
https://www.ncm-sbem.org.uk/.

The Green Deal tool brings the two assessments
together by unlocking the “standard driving 
conditions” and allowing assessors to tailor the
model to real life occupancy. Actual data on how the
building is being run and used can now be entered.
This allows the asset performance to be compared
to the performance in use.

The tool also identifies potential operational 
measures and quantifies savings from improved
management, to the benefit of owners and occupiers.
In addition, scenarios for asset improvement can be
input and the tool calculates the cost/benefits. As a
result this tool can be used to provide data to 
underpin business cases. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dr Andy Lewry 
Principal Consultant
Building Research Establishment (BRE)
Tel: 0333 321 88 11
enquiries@bre.co.uk
www.bre.co.uk
www.twitter.com/BREWatford
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Dr Andy Lewry is a principal
consultant at the Building
Research Establishment and
author of its new guide,
“Bridging the performance
gap” – Understanding pre-
dicted and actual building
operational energy” on which
this article is based. The full
publication is available from

http://www.brebookshop.com/details.jsp?id=327495
quoting reference “PerfGap” for a 20% discount. 
He will also be speaking on these topics at the Eco
Technology Show in Brighton on 11th & 12th June
2015. More information on this event covering 
solutions for sustainable energy, build, transport,
innovation and resource efficiency can be found
here www.ecotechnologyshow.co.uk .
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
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Cold bridging is now a recognised prob-
lem in any location the building insu-
lation envelope is penetrated by steel

work. While bespoke custom made thermal
break connections offer excellent perform-
ance they are often cumbersome to fit and
more often cost prohibitive especially on
large section connections. 

Armatherm™ supplying both Europe and the
USA with over 10 years’ service in the industry
offers a simple bolt through solution. The
high thermal resistance offers excellent cold
break performance. The advantage of a bolt
through design is ease of installation, fast
production and simplicity of the connection
detail.

Given these advantages there is an increasing
trend for engineers to specify a simple 
high strength “plastic” with a low thermal
conductivity. The assumption being this will
effectively address the issue. 

In such an application, the thermal break
plate is subjected to compression, shear,
and flexural loads. In some applications
these loads can be excessively high. While
some materials will have an acceptable 
compressive strength to withstand these loads
originally there is little concern or data to
support the creep behaviour of the product.
In the event of a material exhibiting even
minimal creep the tension in the fixings of
the connection will be compromised.

Armatherm™ FR is the only structural thermal
break offering a close woven fabric reinforce-

ment to eliminate this concern. Armatherm™
has undergone independent structural testing
to not only confirm the thermal break pads
will resist any creep but more importantly the
isolation washers, which on the tension
side of the connection see a much higher
compressive stress than the pad also perform
sufficiently well to ensure connection tension
is maintained. Copies of this full report are
available by emailing sales@armadillonv.com

A further element of connection design
which may not be addressed with low cost
solutions is the degree of friction offered in
a shear connection detail.

The coefficient of friction value of Armatherm™
material can be used in conjunction with the
applied compressive stress on the material

Armadillo NV                                                                                                                   
Tel: 01274 591115  
Fax: 01274 591279  
sales@armadillonv.com
www.armadillonv.com

ARMATHERM™
Bolt-through structural
thermal breaks
Why not just use GRP?

to help resist shear load transfer through the
connection. 

Help in designing the thermal connection is
available at sales@armadillonv.com

Large Section Thermal Break Plate

mailto:sales@armadillonv.com
mailto:sales@armadillonv.com
http://www.armadillonv.com
mailto:sales@armadillonv.com


Independently Accredited by the Steel Construction
Institute, (SCI) Armatherm™ Thermal break pads have been
employed for over a decade throughout Europe and more
recently in to the USA. With increased awareness for energy
efficiency in buildings more projects are demanding they
be included within the design. It is now apparent that in
addition to large penetrations through the insulation
envelope, masonry supports, lintels and cladding details
also be considered. 

Armadillo NV, offer a complete thermal
modelling design service to fully evaluate
the building wall build up, not just the
large section steel penetrations. Contact
us today with details of your project.

                           

ARMATHERM™
THERMAL BREAK
CONNECTION PLATES



Armadillo NV    Brighton Street, Shipley, West Yorkshire. BD17 7EB    Tel: 01274 591115    Fax: 01274 591279    sales@armadillonv.com

www.armadillo .com

• Cut to size and pre drilled for
easy installation.

• Design and Supply of steel
fixing brackets.

• High friction coating for high
shear slip critical applications.

• Grade 500 for Column Base
Isolation.

• Masonry Support Isolation.

http://www.armadillo
mailto:sales@armadillonv.com


The INCA Manifesto – A future for EWI
INCA has published a manifesto ahead of the General Election calling on
any future government to set out a clear role for EWI as part of a coherent
energy efficiency strategy. Here, they deliver their message…

INCA (Insulated Render and Cladding Association)
is the recognised trade association for the external
wall insulation (EWI) industry, representing the

major system designers, a nationwide network of
specialist installers and the key component suppliers.
With 100 members, INCA represents over 80% of
the EWI industry by volume and is at the forefront of
transforming the energy efficiency of homes and
businesses in the UK.

The recently published INCA manifesto builds on the
findings of the report from the Institute of Public
Policy Research (IPPR), Up Against the (Solid) Wall:
What Changes to the ECO Mean for Energy Efficiency
Policy, which demonstrates the substantial benefits
of solid wall insulation for the UK, including the
employment, health and social impacts on residents.
INCA is calling for support for EWI to improve energy
efficiency, cut fuel bills and lift households out of
poverty and the manifesto makes the case for a
long-term energy efficiency strategy with sustainable
funding initiatives.

INCA Chairman Pádraig Barry said:

“There is still a huge challenge to meet with the latest
government figures showing that only 3% of the 8
million solid wall properties in Britain have received
insulation. At the current installation rate it will take
around 150 years to insulate all solid wall homes,
which undermines the important role upgrading
our existing housing stock has on lowering carbon
emissions and reducing fuel poverty. The General
Election offers a real opportunity to make the
industry’s voice heard and bring about a step
change in the approach from Government.”

SWI or EWI?
Solid wall insulation (SWI) includes both external
wall insulation (EWI) and internal wall insulation (IWI).
It involves the application of an insulation layer to 
the wall of a building in order to improve the building’s
thermal efficiency. As solid wall properties have no
cavities to fill, SWI is the only option to upgrade their
energy performance. For EWI, a choice of cladding
covers the insulation layer and this can be finished in
a variety of ways with a result that not only improves
the thermal efficiency of the building but also
enhances its appearance. It is estimated that EWI
represents around 75% of SWI installations1 and this
rises to over 90% for Government-funded schemes2.

Vision for the EWI Industry
There are more than 8 million households in Britain
living in solid wall properties who are suffering from
the highest energy bills, including almost half of the
country’s ‘fuel poor’ 3. With solid wall properties
typically leaking twice as much heat as those with
cavity walls, there is a vital and central role for EWI
in improving energy efficiency, cutting fuel bills and
lifting households out of fuel poverty.

The economic case
INCA is calling on any future government to recognise
the economic case for investment in EWI to reduce
carbon emissions and fuel poverty, to create growth
in the UK economy, and to support community
regeneration as set out in the IPPR report.

For every £1 spent by government on the installa-•
tion of SWI, the Exchequer can recover up to
100% of its investment depending on the funding
option chosen.
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The insulation of 100,000 solid walls every year,•
which was the original target until 2022 under the
Energy Company Obligation (ECO), would directly
and indirectly support up to 29,340 jobs.

SWI provides a healthier living environment which•
reduces the burden on the NHS of typical lung
and respiratory illnesses associated with living in
poorly insulated properties.

SWI also contributes to area regeneration by •
improving not only the appearance and value of
individual properties but whole estates.

As SWI is a labour intensive construction activity,•
it can create significant local training and job 
opportunities which can help to re-establish a
sense of ownership and pride in areas that suffer
from anti-social behaviour.

In turn, this can help to connect communities,•
increase social capital and deliver a better quality
of life for residents.

If value for money remains central to policy decisions,
then any future government must recognise EWI as a
cost effective solution.

An energy efficiency strategy
We are also calling on any future government to
deliver a coherent energy efficiency strategy which
supports 200,000 EWI installs by March 20174 and
an ambitious upscale with interim targets in line
with delivering the Committee on Climate Change’s
indicator of 3.5 million solid wall properties insulated
by 2030.5

The industry needs a clear commitment to •
energy efficiency which is long-term, joined up,
and supported by investment.

Energy efficiency is the only long-term solution•
to rising energy costs and should be a national
infrastructure capital investment priority.

As EWI maximises the efficiency of the building•
fabric to provide the greatest energy savings,

Continued on page 220…



When it comes to installing any form
of insulation, the performance
characteristics of a product must

always be considered. Indeed, when
approaching a masonry cavity wall applica-
tion, the fire and thermal performance of the
insulation, in addition to the prevention of
water penetration are vital issues that must
be addressed - the selection of appropriate
materials and jointing methods for the outer
leaf are therefore crucial. 

Alongside these factors, another key 
consideration can be cost. Fundamentally,
housebuilders and developers require high
performing products that can save them time
and money. With this in mind, Knauf 
Insulation recommends fully filling cavity
walls with their DriTherm Cavity Slab. This
glass mineral wool insulation is currently in
the process of obtaining LABC Registered
Details certification1 and carries the 
manufacturer’s guarantee.              

These systems not only provide U-values that
comply with Building Regulations, but they
are also the lowest in cost. Even with dense
concrete blocks it is possible to achieve very
high thermal performance in a manageable
wall width; and a full-fill solution is suitable
for all types of buildings. 

Full-fill solutions are the most commonly
used in the market with approximately 55%
of new build cavity walls incorporating them,
and 85% of all residential cavity walls when
including refurbishment.2

Housebuilders using full-fill solutions will
make significant savings, whilst still achieving
the thermal performance required to meet
compliance with Building Regulations. In
fact, compared to partial fill solutions, 
specifiers can save up to 50 per cent of the
cost, which can equate to up to £535 per plot
– a substantial cost saving for housebuilders
when they are building multiple plots. 

Meanwhile, mineral wool insulation products
are non-combustible and classified as Euro-
class A1 to BS EN ISO 13501-1 – the highest
possible “Reaction to Fire” classification –
compared to a D or E typically achieved by
foam plastic insulation materials.

Furthermore, there is a common misconcep-
tion that water can bridge the cavity and a
full-fill solution cannot be used in severe
exposure zones. In reality, there are mineral
wool insulation products available on the
market that contains a water-repellent 
silicone additive to ensure that no liquid
water is able to pass through and reach the
inner leaf of masonry. Specifiers should only
choose those products that are BBA certified

Andrew Hale
Product Manager – 
New Build: Glass
Knauf Insulation Ltd
PO BOX 10 
Stafford Rad 
St Helens 
Merseyside 
WA10 3NS
Tel: 01744 766600
info.uk@knaufinsulation.com
www.knaufinsulation.co.uk

Full fill for the perfect fit
How fully filling with mineral wool insulation can be
the most practical and cost effective solution
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for all exposure zones – even when a site is
being insured by the NHBC3. 

Undeniably, full-fill mineral wool insulation
to cavity walls offers the most practical, high
performing and cost effective solution. This
all helps in contributing to keeping proper-
ties warmer and for the homeowner, saving
money on their energy bills in the long run. 

For more information please visit
www.knaufinsulation.co.uk

1 Subject to final confirmation

2 Building Insulation Market,Construction Markets 2011

3 Consult NHBC Standards for guidance regarding wall construction

in each exposure zone

mailto:info.uk@knaufinsulation.com
http://www.knaufinsulation.co.uk
http://www.knaufinsulation.co.uk
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there should be a clear role identified for EWI
within energy efficiency policy.

By September 2014, almost 14 million cavity wall•
properties had received insulation (72%) compared
to just over 270,000 solid wall properties (3%)6.

Any strategy needs to take into account solid•
wall properties as with no cavity to fill, the cheaper
solution of cavity wall insulation is not an option.

Upgrading these homes is a long term task and•
there must be a realistic upscale of EWI to make a
meaningful start on addressing the eight million
households that need EWI otherwise at the current
installation rate it will take around 150 years to
insulate all solid wall homes.7

If warm, healthy and energy efficient homes are a
priority, then any future government must support
the delivery of EWI on a large scale.

Consistent policies
A future government should also commit to consistent
energy efficiency policies and targets that provide
certainty and stability for the EWI industry in order

for businesses to invest and plan for the future to
the benefit of its clients.

The industry up-scaled its workforce to meet the•
expected demand for insulation as a result of ECO;
however, it is currently facing 20,000 job losses 8

as a result of policy change and a subsequent
75% reduction in the target for SWI.

Inconsistent policy changes have created a •
damaging boom and bust cycle which is hugely
detrimental to the industry and its clients.

In the face of rising energy prices, the need for •
effective energy efficiency solutions is more 
significant than ever, yet it is difficult for busi-
nesses to invest or plan until there is a clear and
consistent approach to energy efficiency policy.

INCA members are at the forefront of industry•
developments and a more consistent approach
would support and encourage innovation in 
systems, components and installation methods.

If significant improvements in energy efficiency is a
goal, then any future government must help the
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EWI industry to move forward with a far greater
degree of certainty.

Funding Initiatives
INCA also believe that any future government should
prioritise funding for sustainable initiatives developed
with input from the industry.

The Green Deal has failed to live up to expectations•
due to flawed planning, inefficient delivery of
funding and poor implementation9; ECO targets
for SWI have been cut by more than 75%; and
there is ongoing uncertainty around the Green
Deal Home Improvement Fund (GDHIF).

Funding initiatives should be well designed and•
managed with input from the industry so that the
industry can deliver energy efficiency improvements
effectively and successfully.

The benefits of installing EWI to homeowners•
are wide-ranging so funding initiatives should not
undermine the value of EWI.

If there is limited funding, this should be directed•
towards the fuel poor to support hard to treat
measures.

The stop-start nature of GDHIF is not only a setback•
for the industry but also for customers planning
energy efficiency improvements and it is important
that funding initiatives are sustainable in the
long term.

Industry engagement is key to developing funding•
initiatives that are appropriate, well-managed and
sustainable and linked to wider sector policies
and funding streams.

Consideration should also be given to legislation•
and policy changes which could help to drive 
demand for EWI in the long term and provide a
more sustainable position for the industry.

If public money is to be spent in a cost effective way,
then any future government must focus on initiatives
that support the EWI industry to meet the needs of
its clients. ■

1 An analysis of the market for external wall insulation, BDS Marketing

Research, 2013.
2 The Final Report of the Community Energy Savings Programme

(CESP) 2009 – 2012 and Domestic Green Deal, Energy Company

Obligation and Insulation Levels in Great Britain, Quarterly Report,

December 2014.
3 Fuel Poverty: changing the framework for measurement. Taking

forward the recommendations from the Hills Review Department

for Energy and Climate Change, 2012.
4 INCA’s response to ‘The Future of ECO Consultation’ called for an

increase in the SWI minimum to 200,000 to March 2017.
5 Energy Prices and Bills – impacts of meeting carbon budgets,

Committee on Climate Change, December 2014.
6 Domestic Green Deal, Energy Company Obligation and Insulation

Levels in Great Britain, Quarterly Report, December 2014.
7 Based on the current rate of installations set out in the Domestic

Green Deal, Energy Company Obligation and Insulation Levels in

Great Britain, Quarterly Report, December 2014.
8 Up Against the (Solid) Wall: What Changes to the ECO Mean for

Energy Efficiency Policy, IPPR, April 2014.
9 The Green Deal: watching brief (part 2) – Energy and Climate Change,

House of Commons Select Committee on Energy and Climate Change,

September 2014.
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INCA (Insulated Render and Cladding Association)
Tel:+44 (0)844 249 0040
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www.twitter.com/INCASecretariat
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Investment in energy efficiency 
Paul King, Chief Executive of the UK Green Building Council highlights why infrastructure
investments for energy efficiency should be a priority for the government…

Blind spot. These are the words I used to
describe government’s thinking on the energy
efficiency of UK homes and the various infra-

structure projects it considers worthy of investment.
When the National Infrastructure Plan (NIP) was 
published last December, it included a list of the
Coalition’s Top 40 priority infrastructure investments…
energy efficiency didn’t make the grade.

So what did make the list? It was a case of the usual
suspects. Transport in the form of roads, railways
and airports; flood defences; communications; water
– areas that most of us would agree fit the classic
definition of infrastructure – all got a look in. Energy
generation also featured heavily, occupying 4 of the
Top 40 places. 

While all these areas rightly fit the bill for infrastructure
investment, domestic energy efficiency should not
have been ignored. Why? 

Firstly there’s the economic rationale, from both a
consumer and wider economic perspective. Not only
could a national programme of home energy efficiency
deliver savings of up to £300 on the average annual
household energy bill, it could also contribute to 
economic growth by creating thousands of jobs
across the UK.

Then there’s the environmental benefit. The scale of
the retrofit challenge means we must retrofit one
home every minute between now and 2050 if we are
to meet our legally binding climate change targets of
reducing emissions by 80% mid-way through the
century. And our current efforts are falling short of
this. Energy efficiency offers by far the most cost
effective way of meeting our carbon targets and
combating climate change.

Government’s own analysis suggests that investment
in energy efficiency could save the UK the equivalent
of 22 power stations of energy by 2020 and around
9% of estimated total demand by 2030.  

Cold homes are estimated to cost the NHS £1.36bn
each year. Improving the energy efficiency of the
coldest homes can also lift the vast majority of
households out of fuel poverty and improve the
health of residents. 

Together with a coalition of 20 other partner organisa-
tions such as the Aldersgate Group, Green Alliance
and WWF, we have campaigned for “a housing stock fit
for the future”. Others have joined this growing chorus
such as Kingfisher’s outgoing CEO Sir Ian Cheshire and
the CBI from the business community, Labour’s
shadow energy team and even senior Government
ministers such as Energy Secretary Ed Davey.

Overall, there’s a compelling case for elevating the
status of energy efficiency to an infrastructure priority
and allocating significant capital investment on it. It
was therefore frustrating that government effectively
ignored the “significant opportunity” for greater energy
efficiency which it identified within the NIP itself. A
future government must think more broadly about
what it considers infrastructure if it is to truly capitalise
on the benefits energy efficiency can offer. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Paul King
Chief Executive
UK Green Building Council
info@ukgbc.org
www.ukgbc.org

mailto:info@ukgbc.org
http://www.ukgbc.org


The Greater Norwich area has become 
a focus for major growth in homes, 
jobs and infrastructure, with Broadland 

District Council covering one of the key 
expansion zones. 

The Council has joined forces with NPS
Group to set up Broadland Growth Limited,
a development company which will generate
income to support council services, while
NPS is utilising its Passivhaus expertise to
raise the bar for sustainable house building
in Norwich and beyond. 

The first development will be at the leading
edge of low energy design. A 14 home scheme
delivered to meet Passivhaus standards on a
site owned by the Council to the north of the
city in Hellesdon. 

Two 3 bedroom and six 4 bedroom detached
houses will be sold on the open market, and

four 2 bedroom and two 3 bedroom semi-
detached houses will be offered on a shared
equity basis with priority given to people with
strong links to the area. 

At 43%, the proportion of affordable housing
on this site significantly exceeds the 30%
policy requirement set out in the local growth
strategy for the area.

Despite tasking the company with raising 
revenue which will be driven back into 
supporting public services, the Council 
has also recognised the wider social and
environmental benefits building this way 
can bring. 

Phil Kirby, Chief Executive of Broadland District
Council recently commented: “Committing
ourselves to the Passivhaus standard for
these homes means we are ensuring they
will operate economically and with low

At the leading edge
of low energy design
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carbon output into the future”.

“The key purposes in creating this company
are to generate income to support council
services in Broadland, build new homes that
will be an exemplar for future development
in the area and also to meet our commit-
ment to environmental excellence. NPS was
an ideal choice of partner because of the
company’s previous experience of the Pas-
sivhaus standard as well as shared public
service values.” 

To date, NPS has delivered Passivhaus
schemes in Great Yarmouth, Suffolk and
Sussex, and has also designed the UK’s first
zero-carbon Passivhaus school, Montgomery
Primary in Devon. 

On this first project for Broadland Growth
Limited, the NPS design team – which
includes a Certified European Passivhaus

A joint venture between a Norfolk local authority and property consultancy NPS
Group is setting a strong benchmark for housing standards in the area by delivering
high quality and energy efficient homes. Richard Gawthorpe, Director of Broadland
Growth, explains more as the company’s first development gets underway…



Designer – has gone to considerable lengths
to ensure the development acknowledges
the special nature of the site and delivers
high levels of occupant comfort. 

“Committing ourselves to the
Passivhaus standard for these
homes means we are ensuring
they will operate economically
and with low carbon output
into the future”.

The properties have been carefully grouped
so the development sits comfortably in its
woodland setting – an aspect which received
positive feedback during the planning 
consultation process.

A material pallet of white render, black
stained timber cladding and either slate or
plain red roof tiles also reflects the materials
used in the adjacent Carrowbreck House. 

With the removal of trees kept to a minimum,
shading was carefully analysed and subse-

quently significantly influenced the design.
Every home has been positioned so as not to
experience excessive tree shadow while the
estate road has been deliberately positioned
to the east of the main tree belt where the
tree shadows have the biggest impact. 

The positioning and orientation of the homes
maximises the access to solar gain in winter
and prevents over heating in summer, with
louvred timber panels reoccurring across the
design to provide solar shading and privacy
screening.

The homes will achieve a thermal bridge 
and draught free building envelope which
exceeds building regulations requirements
for airtightness five times over. Fresh filtered
air will be provided to the homes 24 hours a
day, utilising a heat recovery system capable
of achieving over 90% efficiencies, and an
equivalent power requirement of 20p per
day or the same as a low energy light bulb.

As well as being put forward for Passivhaus

Richard Gawthorpe
Director of Broadland 
Growth Limited and NPS Group
NPS Group
Tel: 01603 706000
richard.gawthorpe@nps.co.uk
nps.co.uk
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certification, all homes will also be Level 1
compliant with the National Housing 
Standards Review. 

This high quality and ultra-low energy
approach to house building will continue,
with a number of exciting new developments
in the pipeline. 
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plasterboard (known as thermal board) or a built-up
system using fibrous insulation such as mineral wool
held in place using a studwork frame. 

Laminated insulated plasterboard which normally
replaces existing lath and plaster is fixed directly to
the existing brick. Depending on the system, thermal
boards can either be screwed or glued using a dry
wall adhesive directly onto the brick work just like
standard plaster board. It has the advantage that it
can be installed room by room with the tenants in
situ. It increases internal surface temperature within
a room and also improves response to heating input
when heated intermittently. It has the lowest thermal
conductivity available and allows installation on
damp surfaces without drying periods because it’s
hydrophobic.

EWI comprises of an insulation layer fixed to the exist-
ing outside wall, with a protective render or decorative
finish. Dry cladding offers a wide range of finishes such
as timber panels, stone or clay tiles, brick slips (brick
effect finish) or aluminium panels. EWI increases the
thermal quality of the building – particularly relevant
when refurbishing non-traditional housing. It also over-
comes moisture and condensation issues, protects the
existing building envelope can reduce heating bills by
up to 25% as well as greatly improve the appearance
of the building.

EWI is a tried and tested method of upgrading the
thermal performance and external appearance of
existing properties which are literally transformed
into warm, energy efficient and attractive homes and
buildings. Improving appearance is of particular sig-
nificance to many local authorities targeting housing

The NIA insulation service
The National Insulation Association (NIA) announces the introduction 
of a new service for Local Authorities and Housing Associations looking for
insulation companies to work on their projects…

With the cuts to the Energy Company 
Obligation (ECO) announced by government
last year, an increasing number of Local

Authorities and Housing Associations are now unable
to secure ECO funding for insulation programmes
and are therefore funding these from their own
budgets. As a result, the NIA is increasingly being
contacted by them asking for help in finding local
installers to carry out work on their behalf.

Neil Marshall, Chief Executive of the NIA commented:
“Local Authorities and Housing Associations can 
provide us with the details of their projects and we
will then issue expressions of interest and tender
requests on their behalf to our members through
our electronic communication system.  This provides
the benefit of avoiding the need to contact lots of
different companies and is immediate.

“The NIA is the lead trade body for insulation measures
in the UK and our members can provide multi meas-
ure solutions. In addition, our members are required
to meet our robust membership criteria and adhere
to our strict code of professional practice meaning
our members provide additional reassurance and
peace of mind.” 

Insulation for solid walls comprises of either Internal
Wall Insulation (IWI), External Wall Insulation (EWI), 
or a combination of the two known as Hybrid Wall
Insulation (HWI), and any option will greatly increase
comfort, while also reducing energy bills by up to £455
per year and the associated environmental impact.

The Solutions
IWI typically consists of either laminated insulating
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projects in poorer areas. Adding EWI on a whole
street basis will raise residents’ morale and give a
sense a pride in their community.

There are many benefits of EWI including the fact
that no living space is lost. There is minimum disrup-
tion for the residents as the work can be carried out
while they are in their homes and there is no risk of
condensation within the property as it is moved to
the outside of the system that is being put in place.
Also there is minimal maintenance once installed.

CASE STUDY – SHERWOOD COURT, NOTTINGHAM
Many Local Authorities throughout the UK are now choosing EWI insulation as an energy efficient measure to
upgrade their existing housing stock in order to meet the government’s Decent Homes Standard.

Sherwood Court, a two storey sheltered housing complex in Kirby-in-Ashfield, has recently benefitted from 
government funding, allowing clients Ashfield Homes to begin the major refurbishment on reducing unnecessary
heat loss and CO2 emissions.

A Weatherby Epsicon EWI system was chosen as a cost effective solution to a project that would reduce energy
usage and carbon emissions whilst protecting and prolonging the external fabric of the building.

The system build up consisted of a layer of 60mm Phenolic Insulation that was mechanically fixed to the substrate
of the building. Following the application of a strengthening scrim mesh, embedded into scrim adhesive, a layer
of White Dashing Mortar was applied at a thickness of 8-10mm. Whilst still wet, two aggregates chosen and
thrown into the mortar, ensuring an even distribution of chippings. The combination of the two aggregates gave
a contrasting finish which dramatically uplifted the worn out exterior of the two storey building.

Originally built in 1972, Sherwood Court was failing to meet current building regulations, but with the application of
EWI it upgraded the building from starting u-values of 2.1W/m2K to an impressive 0.29W/m2K.

Any organisation interested in the new service 
please email or telephone Bev Hodson at the NIA
bev.hodson@nia-uk.org or call  01525 383313 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The National Insulation Association (NIA)
Tel: 08451 636363
www.nia-uk.org

mailto:bev.hodson@nia-uk.org
http://www.nia-uk.org


As a leading specialist in the provision of advanced
solutions for thermal energy structural insulation,
Schöck demands extremely high product perform-
ance standards. The company always ensures that
all solutions exceed the necessary building regula-
tions and that any performance claims are verifi-
able. To guarantee the accuracy of its current
performance values, Schöck has submitted three
of its main connectivity solutions for independent
evaluation by the Oxford Institute for Sustainable
Development (OISD), at Oxford Brookes University.
One of the UK’s largest research institutes dedi-
cated to sustainable development research in the
built and natural environments.

To identify areas where there is a risk of conden-
sation and therefore mould growth in different
design situations, a ‘surface temperature factor’
(fRsi) can be used. It allows surveys under any thermal
conditions and compares the temperature drop
across the building fabric, with the total tempera-
ture drop between the inside and outside air. The
ratio is described in BRE IP1/06; a document cited
in Building Regulations Approved Documents Part
L1 and L2 and Section 6 in Scotland. Using the 
formula, the recommended (fRsi) value for offices
and retail premises is equal to or greater than 0.5;
and to ensure higher standards of comfort for
occupants in residential buildings, equal to or
greater than 0.75. 

Three connectivity types were submitted for eval-
uation. Namely, concrete balcony connections
(type K), steel balcony connections (type KS14) and
steel beam connections (type KST). All three were
tested using different construction methods. The
purpose of the investigation being to determine
the resultant heat loss, minimum surface temper-
ature and therefore temperature factor (fRsi) to
comply with UK Building Regulations Part L.

With the type K thermal break element, two situa-
tions were modelled. The first represents was a
wall construction with balcony slab formed by 

Schöck performance values 
independently verified by the OISD

projecting concrete floor slab through wall with
balcony door. The second is the same wall con-
struction, but with a Schöck type K50 isolating the
balcony slab from the floor slab with balcony door. 

The results obtained show a temperature factor of
0.725 for the connection without Isokorb and
0.912 for the connection with Isokorb. As in the
UK, the temperature factor (fRsi) must be greater
than or equal to 0.75 for residential buildings, the
type K50 exceeds these values and meets the
requirements of Building Regulations Approved
Documents L1 and L2. The result for the model
with no connector was a failure in this application.

The type KS14 modelled four situations. (1) Direct
connection of balcony support bracket to concrete
floor slab; (2) a 10mm ‘thermal pad’ using welded
endplate on balcony support bracket; (3) a 20mm
‘thermal pad’ using welded endplate on balcony
support bracket and (4) a KS14 unit connecting 
balcony support bracket to concrete slab. 

Results: Without
Isokorb

With
Isokorb K50

Temperature factor
(based on wall surface)

0.725 0.912

Results:

Description Min surface
temp ºC

Temperature
factor fRSi

No balcony connection 0.949

Model 1
Direct connection

13.62 0.681

Model 2
Pad connection 10mm

14.26 0.713

Model 3
Pad connection 20mm

14.11 0.706

Model 4
KS14 H200

18.07 0.904
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It is evident that the performance of the Isokorb
KS14 is the only solution, with fRsi = 0.904, to exceed
these values by some margin and will therefore
meet the requirements of Building Regulations
Approved Documents L1 and L2. Further, the
results demonstrate that where no unit is used (fRsi
= 0.681) and also with the 10mm and 20mm pad
connections (fRsi = 0.713 and 0.706 respectively) –
all three would fail against the criteria required for
residential buildings. 

The third product to be studied was the KST
module. A steel I-beam is assumed to pass
through an 80mm layer of insulation, which could

(All of the images show display Fig numbers as they appear in the published OISD report).

Fig 8. Direct connection (Case 1). This detail DOES NOT con-
form with UK Building Regulations Part L requirements for
minimum temperature factor in dwellings (fRSi = 0.75) Fig 2. Schöck KS14 unit used with masonry wall and 

concrete slab

Fig 11. KS14 H200 connection (Case 4) where this detail
DOES CONFORM with UK Building Regulations Part L
requirements for minimum temperature factor in
dwellings (fRSi = 0.75) 

Fig 3. The KS14 unit SOLIDO model (surrounding construction
omitted for clarity)

Fig 10. 20mm pad connection (Case 3). This detail DOES NOT
conform with UK Building Regulations Part L requirements
for minimum temperature factor in dwellings (fRSi = 0.75)  



represent a roof beam running through the building
envelope to support an exterior canopy or overhang.
Here three types of situation were studied. First an
HEA200 I-beam separated by thermal isolator unit
Isokorb KST16 and a HEA240 I-beam separated by
thermal break unit Isokorb KST22. Second, a single
HEA200 I-beam and a single HEA240 I-beam passing
straight through the insulation layer. Third, an
HEA240 I-beam divided by a PTFE ‘thermal pad’.

The Isokorb KST16 and KST22 units, with fRsi = 0.82
and 0.81, are the only solutions to exceed the required
values, whereas the results for the continuous
beams and beams separated by PTFE pads are
marginal/failures for commercial buildings and are
definitely failures for residential buildings.  

The independent test results from OISD therefore
all verify the product performance standards
claimed by Schöck, with the various Isokorb solutions
exceeding the necessary building regulations.  

Technical Support Data
For the type K Isokorb, SOLIDO software from Physibel
was used to construct three dimensional models of the
applications described, in accordance with BS EN ISO
10211:1 (1996) Thermal Bridges in Building Construction
– Heat flows and Surface Temperatures, General Calcu-
lation Methods BSI, 1996. Half a unit was modelled
about its axis of symmetry. Steady state solution was by
means of the iterative finite difference method.

Schöck Ltd
Tel: 01865 290 890
Fax: 01865 290 899
design@schoeck.co.uk
www.schoeck.co.uk

For the type KS14 Isokorb, SOLIDO v3.1 software from
Physibel was used to construct three dimensional
models of the applications described, in accordance
with BS EN ISO 10211:1 (1996) Thermal Bridges in
Building Construction – Heat flows and Surface Temper-
atures, General Calculation Methods BSI, 1996. Steady
state solution was by means of the iterative finite differ-
ence method.

For the type KST Isokorb, TRISCO software from Physibel
was used to construct three dimensional models of the
applications described, in accordance with BS EN ISO
10211:1 (1996) Thermal Bridges in Building Construction
– Heat flows and Surface Temperatures, General Calcu-
lation Methods BSI, 1996. Steady state solution was by
means of the iterative finite difference method.

Full test results are available on request:

Type K Report Reference: 121212SCH

Type KS14 Report Reference: 120927SCH

Type KST Report Reference: 060814SCH

The report findings are based on the basic standard detail
with cavity wall below the slab and glazing above. 

For the above and for your free copy of the Schöck 
Specifiers Guide and/or the Technical Guide, contact the
company on 01865 290 890 or visit www.schoeck.co.uk

Results:

Description Temperature
factor fRSi

Isokorb KST16 0.82

Steel I-beam HEA200 
passing through insulation

0.51

Isokorb KST22 0.81

Steel I-beam HEA240 
passing through insulation

0.50
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Scotland gets tough on carbon
Scotland will soon implement Section 6 2015 of the building standards.
Tony Millichap, Technical Manager at Kingspan Insulation Ltd outlines how
the additional carbon reductions for new buildings provide a strong base
for a near zero carbon construction in the future… 

The construction industry in Scotland faces a
whole new challenge on the 1st of October this
year as the Scottish Government implements

Section 6 (energy) 2015 of the Building Standards.
The new Technical Handbooks introduce some key
changes from the 2011 Standards, including a 21%
aggregate reduction in carbon emissions from new
domestic properties and a 43% aggregate reduction
for new non-domestic.

New Dwellings
As with the 2013 Domestic Technical Handbook,
there are two routes to compliance for new domestic
buildings. A simplified approach requires dwellings to
meet all of the criteria set out within a space heating
fuel table, which includes tightened building fabric
requirements shown in Figure 1. However, only 
limited deviations are allowed from the specification
and costly renewables may be required dependent
upon the main heating fuel.

The whole dwelling approach provides greater 
flexibility. A Target Emission Rate (TER) is calculated
based on a ‘notional dwelling’ of the same size and
shape as the actual building. A Dwelling Emission
Rate (DER) is then calculated for the property and
must not exceed the TER. Both of these calculations
will be carried out using SAP 2012. To ensure that a
high level of thermal performance is achieved as part
of any dwelling, the area weighted maximum U-
values have also been lowered (Figure 2). 

By attaining the best possible U-values it is possible
to limit the use of renewables and relax some of the
more stringent notional dwelling requirements.
Kingspan Insulation has analysed the options and

provided recommended building fabric U-values in
Figure 2. These will be a little more than is required
for some buildings and a little less for others, but
provide a good starting point for the majority of
applications.

Refurbished Dwellings
The most notable change for retrofit projects 
centres on improvements in the maximum U-values
for dwelling extensions. As shown in Figure 3, 

Figure 1: Space heating fuel table fabric requirements
in Section 6 2015 and 2013 

Section 6 2015 Section 6 2013

Walls (W/m²K) 0.17 0.19

Floors (W/m²K) 0.15 0.15

Roof (W/m²K) 0.11 0.13

Area weighted
average limit

Recommended
Starting Point 
U-values

Walls (W/m²K) 0.22 0.16

Floors (W/m²K) 0.18 0.11

Roof (W/m²K) 0.15 0.11

Figure 2: Maximum U-values for new domestic
insulation envelopes in Section 6 2015 
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extensions to dwellings, which are particularly 
poorly insulated, must achieve a much higher level 
of thermal performance. 

Compensatory approaches can be used to vary the
U-values providing they are within the individual limit;
and that overall heat loss is not greater than that of a
compliant ‘notional’ extension of the same size and
shape. This approach also allows extensions to poorly
insulated buildings to be built to the values within
column B. A ‘notional’ extension is created using the
values in column A with the remaining reduction in
heat loss achieved through improvements to the
existing building envelope.

It is also now possible to use the whole dwelling
approach for retrofits by modelling the existing
dwelling and extension to calculate the TER and DER.

Non-Domestic Buildings
As with Section 6 2013, the National Calculation
Methodology (NCM) is used within an approved tool,
typically SBEM, to create a notional building from
which a TER is generated. In addition to improving the
building fabric performance values for the notional

building, the new Standards also allow heated 
buildings to be separated into zones depending on
whether they are naturally or mechanically ventilated.

A Building Emission Rate (BER) is then created based
on calculated performance against the notional 
building. The actual specification can vary from the
notional, provided the calculated BER is better than
the TER and the limiting requirements are met. Fabric
performance is strongly supported with tightened

Area Weighted Average limit

A: Extensions where existing
walls and roof are worse than 
0.7 and 0.25 W/m²K respectively. 

B: Other extensions; 
upgraded existing elements and
non-exempt conservatories.

Walls (W/m²K) 0.17 0.22

Floors (W/m²K) 0.15 0.18

Pitched roof (insulation between 
ceiling ties or collars) (W/m²K) 0.11 0.15

Flat or Pitched Roof (Insulation
between the rafters) (W/m²K) 0.13 0.18

Figure 3: Maximum U-values for extended domestic insulation envelope Section 6 2015

Figure 4:  Notional building - fabric U-values 

Heated and
Naturally 
Ventilated

Mechanically
Ventilated/
Cooled

Wall (W/m2K) 0.23 0.20

Floor (W/m2K) 0.22 0.20

Roof (W/m2K) 0.18 0.16
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area weighted average U-values, particularly for shell
buildings. Again, a recommended starting point for a
fabric first approach for non-domestic buildings is
provided in figure 5.

The requirements for converted and extended non-
domestic buildings remain relatively unchanged from
the 2013 standards although extensions with a floor
area over 50m2 must comply with the new build
Standards.

Fabric to the Fore
Section 6 2015 represents a sensible step forward
for Scotland. Whilst the additional carbon reductions

for new buildings are significant, a well-considered
fabric-first approach should ensure compliance and
provide a strong base from which to move to near
zero carbon construction in the future. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Tony Millichap
Technical Manager
Kingspan Insulation Limited
Tel: +44 (0)1544 387 384
info@kingspaninsulation.co.uk 
www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk
twitter.com/KingspanIns_UK
www.Google.com/+kingspaninsulationcouk

Figure 5: Maximum U-values for new non-domestic insulation envelopes in Section 6 2015

Area weighted average
U-value limit

Area weighted 
average U-value limit –

Shell buildings

Recommended 
Starting Point

Walls (W/m²K) 0.27 0.23 0.18

Floor (W/m²K) 0.22 0.20 0.15

Roof (W/m²K) 0.20 0.15 0.13

A fabric first approach provides a
simple route to compliance with the
new Standards

mailto:info@kingspaninsulation.co.uk
http://www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk
http://www.Google.com/+kingspaninsulationcouk


Building a home? Build a solar home
Paul Hutchens, Chairman of the Solar Trade Association New Build
Working Group and Managing Director of Eco2Solar explains the benefits
of fitting solar panels to new build…

Solar is a cheap and easy way of making the new
homes and offices we build more sustainable,
cheaper to run and compliant with ever more

stringent building regulations.

The cost of solar panels has fallen around 70% since
2010 – solar is now cheaper than ever. Back in 2010 it
might have cost you £6,000 to fit solar on an average
new build. These days all in you are looking at more
like £1,500 per plot.

Solar PV has become one of the easiest and lowest
cost ways of meeting key carbon compliance stan-
dards for 2016 Building Regulations (or Code Level 4

and above of the now scrapped Code for Sustainable
Homes). We are convinced that in the long term there
is going to be more and more pressure to meet
carbon saving requirements on site, rather than
using complex offset schemes such as Allowable
Solutions, and so we encourage house builders to 
be early adopters and make it part of their business
models now. The government’s own advisers, Zero
Carbon Hub, were clear that solar PV on site is the
biggest factor in the massive cost drop they recently
calculated for Zero Carbon Homes in their revised
cost analysis. There are some challenges that need
to be overcome however, in that government is
potentially ignoring their own advisers advice on new
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build standards for 2016 – although Labour say they
will reinstate stronger Zero Carbon Home standards
if they are elected.

North of the border, Scotland is forging ahead with
much higher new build standards this year which is
set to drive take up of solar. The group I chair at the
STA will be working hard to ensure the rest of the UK
follows Scotland’s lead, and we will do so with strong
public backing; a recent Mintel poll shows 8 in 10
people want to see solar in new homes. A Zero
Carbon Home is the star of Ideal Home Show this
year too. 

Solar is a ‘fit and forget’ technology’, meaning that
once it is up on a roof there is virtually no hassle or
maintenance with very long warranty periods of 25
years on the panels. The only thing the homeowner
will need to be aware of is many inverters, the
machine that turns the DC into AC, require replace-
ment every 10-15 years at a cost of about £200. 

More and more house buyers are attracted by the
idea of living in a sustainable building that is cheap 
to run and treads lightly on the environment. Solar
reduces homebuyers’ energy bills, and brings with it a
guaranteed Feed-in Tariff payment for the electricity
generated for 20 years to come. When combined
with trees, green spaces and well insulated buildings,
it can all be part of a ‘green’ marketing package that
attracts a lot of buyers – particularly first time buyers.

And it is also a selling point for investors. A poll of
property investors conducted by CBRE recently
showed that 70% of investors give weight to sustain-
ability considerations when deciding where to put
their money.

For any roofs that are perhaps too small or shady to
be suitable for solar PV, there is also the option of
solar thermal hot water heating. Even in northern 
climates solar thermal can easily provide between
50-70% of hot water needs over the year.

Solar PV is strikingly easy to install – the scaffolding is
up anyway to tile the roof, so you might as well place a
solar panel on there. Roof integrated panels are by far
the most popular for new build homes. We are also
now seeing more and more ‘all black’ panels rather
than the classic ‘blue squares’ panels, which blend in
well. And if you really want to push the boat out on
aesthetics then there is also the option of solar tiles –
the same size and shape as slate roof tiles – to blend
in with the roof even more.

Solar doesn’t take up precious internal space in our
flats and homes either, other than a small inverter
unit bolted to a wall in a loft or garage. In urban areas
where every square metre comes at a premium, that
is a compelling reason to choose solar over bulky 
biomass boilers or other green alternatives.

The supply chain is there. The stock is there. The
prices are tumbling. The legislation mandating house
builders to include green measures is becoming
more and more stringent. If you’re building a home,
you might as well build a solar home. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Paul Hutchens 
Chairman
Solar Trade Association New Build Working Group
and Managing Director of Eco2Solar
www.solar-trade.org.uk
www.twitter.com/thesolartrade
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A fuel poverty crises – why only
infrastructure will do
Bryn Kewley, Campaigner at the Energy Bill Revolution explores the facts
behind our fuel poverty crises and calls on the next government to make
home energy efficiency a national infrastructure spending priority…

Shortly after the 7th May one man will hold the
keys to No.10 Downing Street. The question is
whether any of the contenders to be Prime

Minister have a solution to one of the biggest threats
to the UK’s most vulnerable people.

Fuel poverty in the UK is at crisis levels. According 
to one European survey, only Estonia has a worse
record.  We’re not talking about an extra sniffle or a
few cold toes. The harsh reality is that thousands of
people die every winter because they simply can’t
afford to turn on their heating. The UK has almost
30,000 Excess Winter Deaths a year on average with
30% of these attributable to cold homes. This is far
more than in Scandinavian countries which have
much colder winters. The stark truth is that cold
homes cause more deaths in the UK than road 
traffic accidents, alcohol or drug abuse.

Two million children are also growing up cold in the
UK. They face twice the likelihood of contracting 
respiratory diseases like asthma, are more susceptible
to multiple mental health issues and will probably
suffer a lower educational attainment than their peers
in warmer homes.

The primary cause of this crisis is the fact the UK still
has some of the least efficient housing in Europe. The
UK has toyed with more energy efficiency policies than
any other country in the world, but lessons have not
been learned and they are failing. 

Over the last two years the number of energy 
efficiency measures being installed in UK homes has
fallen by 80%. It’s been an energy policy car crash.
The new flagship energy efficiency loan programme,

the Green Deal, has led to only 5,000 homes being
retrofitted since the start of 2013. It was supposed
to be taken up by at least 100,000 households in the
first year. But the interest rates are too high and the
offer too complicated. 

The heavy lifting has been left to the Energy 
Companies Obligation, a levy on energy bills to 
subsidise energy efficiency measures in UK homes.
But in the wake of high energy bills the levy has been
cut back and the targets reduced. This has left fuel
poor households without almost any major insulation
support during the last winter. This is a winter in
which the Association for the Conservation of Energy
estimates 13,000 people died because they lived in
cold homes.

Not all countries have chosen this path of low ambition
on energy efficiency. The Swedes build and retrofit
their homes to a high standard of energy efficiency.
The gas they use to heat their homes costs more than
ours; yet because they live in such well insulated and
efficient homes they have proportionally half as many
people in fuel poverty. 
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The Energy Bill Revolution is a major alliance campaign
in the UK to turn things around. The alliance of 200
charities, businesses and unions is calling for a stable,
secure and long term revenue stream to retrofit UK
homes to a high energy efficiency standard. The 
solution is to make home energy efficiency a national
infrastructure spending priority. If energy efficiency is
going to be the first fuel, it needs investment.

“The harsh reality is that thousands of
people die every winter because they
simply can’t afford to turn on their
heating. The UK has almost 30,000 Excess
Winter Deaths a year on average with 30%
of these attributable to cold homes.” 

Over the next five years alone, the UK Government
plans to spend over £100bn of public money on
infrastructure projects such as road and rail. But
despite the fact buildings are infrastructure, not one
penny of this budget is yet pledged to retrofit homes.

This is a huge missed opportunity, the economic
returns are vast. Cambridge Econometrics, one of the
most respected economic institutes in the UK, took
the Energy Bill Revolution plan to retrofit all UK homes
and calculated the macro economic and fiscal impacts.
The programme includes grants for all low income
homes and 0% loans for everyone else.

The findings show that every £1 invested by the
Treasury would see £3.20 returned in GDP, another
£1.27 returned to HMT in tax and a further 42p saved
by the NHS. This programme would completely pay
for itself within 8 years. Importantly, its economic
benefits are so great it would be classified as a high
value infrastructure investment.  And of course it
would end the UK cold home crisis.  

The key message from this ground-breaking
research is that home energy efficiency investment

is spectacularly good value for money. It appears
that this value has been badly underestimated by
economic ministries across Europe until now.
Whole house retrofits to make our homes super
energy efficient are one of the best investments a
country can make.

We now wait to see whether the UK’s political parties
will take up the mantel to make home energy efficiency
a UK infrastructure investment priority. Imagine 
standing on the doorstep and being able to state that
your party, if elected, will invest in a massive energy
efficiency programme than can save households over
£400 every year, boosting the economy and ending
fuel poverty.  

It’s not just a solution to fuel poverty. It’s a vote
winner. We’ll soon find out which of our political
leaders have the vision to embrace it. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Bryn Kewley
Campaigner
Energy Bill Revolution
bryn@energybillrevolution.org
www.energybillrevolution.org
www.twitter.com/EnergyBillRev

mailto:bryn@energybillrevolution.org
http://www.energybillrevolution.org
http://www.twitter.com/EnergyBillRev


Engine
emissions –
2020 vision
Malcolm Kent, Technical Consultant to the Construction Equipment Association
gives an update on the progress towards new engine emissions legislation…

You might be thinking that you have heard
enough of machinery salesmen telling you
about European emissions legislation and why

that means their Stage IV machines have to be more
expensive than the last ones, but there is more in
the pipeline. We have been reporting for some time
on the plans for a European Stage V and we now
have a pretty clear idea of where we are heading, 
but first, a bit of background.

European air quality is a problem
The member states of the European Union signed 
up a long time ago to make sure that the air that the
people breathe is clean enough. They agreed limits for
pollution levels in the air and agreed a timetable for
delivery. Now, plans are one thing, but in reality can be
different. Many of the member states, including the
UK for some areas, are in breach of their obligations
and are facing the prospect of massive fines. This is
leading to huge pressure to do as much as possible 
to improve air quality by reducing emissions. Any
company looking to work on major developments in
London will be aware of the new rules on emissions
from sites and the need to do assessments of dust

emissions and introduce control measures where
necessary. That also carries over to machinery with
diesel engines. (See box opposite) 

London Low Emission Zone
The controls in London were introduced via the 
‘Supplementary Planning Guidance’ issued in August
2014 and make planning approval dependent on a
set of conditions including the emission control
levels of the machinery used in the construction
phase. The requirements are as follows:

Note that the “emission stage” dates are complex
and are different depending on engine power. Also,
due to various details of the engine emission laws,
there is no simple check as to what stage of engine is
in a machine based on its manufacturing year, so a
more careful check might be necessary. The dates
for single-speed engines, such as are often installed
in compressors and generator sets, are different
again. Overall, due to this complexity, there are real
concerns about how well the London boroughs will
understand what is in a machine and be able to
enforce the planning conditions correctly.
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Negotiations are under way to allow some exemptions
from the rules but at the time of going to press this was
not finalised.

All the pressure about air quality has led to the view
in some quarters that as much as possible must be
done. It is well understood that pollution from on-
highway engines adds up to a great deal more than
the off-highway sector, but the view is that a contri-
bution to improvement is required from off-highway
too. No matter that diesel emission levels have 
been reduced by 96% over the fifteen years between
Stage I and Stage IV: we have to make inroads on the
remaining 4%. 

Ultra-fine particles
One area of understanding that has developed 
over recent decades is the importance to health 
of ultra-fine particles in the emissions. All the 
off-highway engine emission limits so far, including
the recently-introduced Stage IV, have been based
on the total mass of pollutants emitted, with no
regard for whether the particles are small or large.
The on-highway sector has had controls on particle
numbers (related to particle size) for some years
now, which is why diesel particulate filters (DPFs)

have been pretty much standard on vehicles for 
several years. So, where are we going with the next
stage for off-highway diesels?

Stage V
After extensive debates, the European Commission
have published their proposals for Stage V, but that is
by no means the end of the haggling. The European
Parliament and the Council of Ministers now get the
chance to get their teeth into it and to propose
amendments. The three parties will then go through a
process to agree on the final text of the law. However,
the Commission proposal gives us a pretty good idea
of what is going to be in the final package.

Firstly, the principle of minimising the emission of
ultra-fine particles is transferring into the off-highway
sector for all engines between 19 and 560kW. That
means that, unless someone comes up with some
cunning new technology pretty quickly, all machines
between the equivalents of, roughly, excavators from
2.5 tonnes to 150 tonnes, will need particulate filters.
Of course, there are a lot of machines in the market
today with DPFs already installed. That is because 
different manufacturers have chosen different ways of
complying with the recent emissions limits. Some have

Implementation date Affected Required engine 
emission stage

Emission stage 
“came into force”

01/09/2015

Major developments,
Greater London Stage IIIA 2006 – 2008

Any site in Central Activity
Zone or Canary Wharf Stage IIIB

2011 – 2013

01/09/2020

Any site within 
Greater London Stage IIIB

Any site in Central Activity
Zone or Canary Wharf Stage IV 2014 – 2015 



used urea injection (such as Ad Blue) without a DPF
while others have done the opposite and others again
have applied both. However, the stringency of Stage V
will probably mean less diversity in the solutions
applied. Almost everyone, perhaps actually everyone,
will be applying both urea injection and a DPF.

Timing
It’s hard to be certain about when the new stage will
come into force until the final legislation is published,
but what is on the table now would mean that only
Stage V engines can be built after the end of 2018
and engine powers other than 56kW to 130kW would
be one year later. For machine manufacturers this
means a huge crunch. They will need to engineer
new engine installations for their full line-up of
machines over a very short timescale. All production
of pre-Stage V engines, from the smallest to the
largest, will come to an end over a time span of just
12 months. That is going to consume an enormous
amount of engineering resource.

Compressors and Gen-sets
The types of machines that will see the biggest
changes are those which use constant speed
engines. The definition of constant speed is strict –
basically they are just on/off engines with no standby
speed – but they are used in a great many generators
and compressors. Although these engines come
under the same law as variable speed engines, they
have had different requirements up to now. Those
constant speed engines currently regulated are still

at Stage IIIA where the variable speed engines have
gone through the changes of Stages IIIB and IV. 
However, from Stage V constant speed engines 
will have the same limits as variable speed engines
and the introduction dates are the same too. That
means that there will be a big jump in the technology
applied to those engines and a much bigger jump in
cost than is likely to be seen on variable speed engines.

The replacement engine bomb-shell
The one aspect of the proposed new legislation
which is potentially the most worrying for machine
owners is that it would prevent the manufacture of
all non-Stage V engines from the date the new stage
starts. That includes any intended as replacements
for failed engines. Complete engine failures are quite
rare nowadays but not completely unknown, especially
as machines get older. Under the proposed legislation
engine makers would be unable to manufacture 
old-spec engines to supply as replacements, meaning
that the market would be reliant on reconditioned
engines to keep machines going, but even then there
would be legal and logistical obstacles to overcome.
Given that the engine manufacturers do currently
supply a moderate number of replacement engines
for old machines it is hard to see how the gap will be
filled. If it is not, it means that a machine with a failed
engine could be scrap. That would to lead to a lot of
unhappy conversations between machine owners
and manufacturers’ dealers. I can hear it now: “I’m
sorry Sir, but we can’t fix your engine. We can’t replace
it either, but can I sell you a new machine instead?”

Industry groups are not taking this lying down and are
pushing hard for the draft legislation to be amended
to allow the continuation of the supply of like-for-like
replacement of engines for older machines. This will
go on for several months yet so it’s too early for us 
to know how this will pan out. We will have to wait 
and see. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Malcolm Kent
Technical Consultant
Construction Equipment Association 
Tel: +44 (0)20 8253 4502
cea@admin.co.uk
www.coneq.org.uk
twitter.com/ConEquipAssocia
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Malcolm Kent, left, discusses engine technology with Gary
LaFine of Cummins Power Generation. Constant speed
engines such as these will need to jump from Stage IIIA to
Stage V in 2019.

mailto:cea@admin.co.uk
http://www.coneq.org.uk
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Combatting machinery theft
Commander Neil Basu of the Metropolitan Police outlines his involvement
with the CEA’s Security and Registration Scheme – CESAR, and how machinery
theft is being reduced…

Commander Neil Basu is the head of Gangs
and Organised Crime, within Specialist Crime
and Operations for the Metropolitan Police

and is responsible for some 2000 officers. In this
article he explains how and why CESAR was born.

“It started in 2006 when the CEA came to us to 
highlight the problem that machinery theft was aver-
aging something like £1.5m per week; with related
costs running at many millions more and what were
we going to do about it?” said Commander Basu.

“At that time, ‘One Key Fits All’ and ‘One Stolen is
Another Sold’ were phrases often used and heard.
The response from the Metropolitan Police to tackle
the problem of machinery theft was three fold and
we made recommendations/actions to the industry –
these were that a Police Unit dedicated to tackling
the problem of construction and agricultural machin-
ery theft, a database set up to capture all reported
theft for the UK and a universally accepted marking
scheme recognised by the industry, for the industry
was required” added Commander Basu. 

These recommendations were embraced by the
industry and working together with the Metropolitan
Police Service the CEA took up the challenge to
become the ‘Owner’ of the proposed marking scheme. 

In November 2007 the first machine protected by
the new industry marking scheme, rolled off the 
production line at JCB World Headquarters. “And so
CESAR was born” said Commander Basu, “today over
150,000 machines are protected by CESAR.”

Other sections of the industry, notably the insurance
companies specialising in the arena of construction
and agricultural machinery insurance recognised

they had a part to play. Donations from the leading
insurers to the Metropolitan Police Service secured
the funding necessary to form the dedicated unit. 

“In October 2008, The Plant & Agricultural National
Intelligence Unit (PANIU) was formed and with that
came the national database to capture all reported
machinery thefts” reported Commander Basu.

As the reputation of PANIU grew, so too did the theft
database. Accurate reporting of thefts was key so that
the industry and the public had confidence in the
police response. The plant theft figures peaked in
October 2010 with an estimated £2m of machinery
being stolen each week.

PANIU engaged with industry partners and embarked
upon a crime prevention strategy the like of which had
never been seen before. Machinery manufacturers
were encouraged to fit CESAR as standard, as were
major buyers of equipment and even end users were
advised to consider security for the products they
were using.

CESAR was quickly recognised as the industry stan-
dard with the insurance industry offering substantial
discounts on premium if CESAR was fitted.

Working with Thatcham, the motor insurance test
facility, a five star security rating system was intro-
duced for construction and agricultural machinery,
mirroring a similar system used by the motor vehicle
industry. The more stars a manufacturer or end user
could gain on their product, the greater the insurance
discount offered.

The benefits were immediately obvious to all. Fit a
unique key, immobiliser technology and CESAR to
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Commoditised Insurance
JCB Insurance Services are an Insurance
Broker specialising in arranging all of the
insurance a business needs. 

As you would expect from a name like JCB, we
focus on clients who are in the construction
sector, especially businesses involved with
Plant Hire, Ground Works, Civil Engineering
and the like. We’ve been doing this for 31
years now and over this time we’ve developed
a wealth of expertise in getting great cover,
tailored to the individual business, whatever
the size, at really a competitive cost.

Recently we’ve noticed that there’s been a
gradual shift in how some of the Insurance
world treats its customers. In some ways it’s
become far less personal and far more com-
moditised. Insurance businesses seem to be
trying to streamline processes, often on-line
and taking a ‘one size fits all’ approach. Also,
there’s been a rise in the use of call centres
and the like to handle claims where it all
seems a bit ‘sausage machine’ and let’s be
honest, the claims service is the acid test of
any insurance – that’s why you buy it.

Personal Service
It has become ever more apparent to us that
clients with multiple insurance policies really
appreciate having a dedicated Account Han-
dler dealing with their Insurance needs.
Someone who takes the time to genuinely
understand their business and attitude to
risk. Also, there is a real benefit to having a
single point of contact – someone who has
arranged your insurance personally, under-
stands exactly what it involves and also deals
with your claims – not just reading a bit of
background from a computer screen.

That’s why JCB Insurance has formed a New
Team – ‘Tailormade Solutions’ 

Dedicated Team
We have pulled together a dedicated team
of six long standing and highly experienced
employees with over 100 years combined
Insurance Industry service to work in part-
nership with you. Our aim is to provide a full
specialist insurance broker service, providing
a human face in an increasingly impersonal
world. We believe that the relationship,
advice and support that we give adds 
genuine value to businesses.

Exclusive Deals
Through our wealth of experience and
knowledge we understand that the needs of
the larger, more complex business do not
suit standard products and we will never
make something simply fit. We have strong
relationships with many like-minded Insur-
ance Underwriters who also understand the
Construction, Plant and Groundworks indus-
tries. Also they are often willing to work with
us on an exclusive basis because they have
absolute confidence in our ability as a
Broker. This means we are in a great position
to achieve the best balance of insurance 
protection and cost available for you.

Michael Gregory
Director and General Manager
JCB Insurance Services Ltd 
Tel: +44 (0)800 141 2877
michael.gregory@jcb.com 
www.jcbinsurance.co.uk
www.twitter.com/jcbinsurance

JCB INSURANCE LAUNCH
‘TAILORMADE SOLUTIONS’

Working Hard – For you
When you’re working flat out on your busi-
ness, be reassured that we are working just
as hard on your behalf to ensure that your
Insurance needs are covered. Furthermore,
your dedicated handler is only a phone call
or an email away and when you need it, we
will visit and meet up face to face too.  A com-
plete service from every day amendments to
claims handling - we do it all.

As in introduction to Tailormade Solutions 
and as a thank you for placing your Insurances
with our Team, we are offering every business
with a premium spend over £10,000 the
opportunity to win an I-Pad in our quarterly
prize draw.  

Don’t leave it till tomorrow, visit our website or
give us a call - our Team is waiting for your call.

   

mailto:michael.gregory@jcb.com
http://www.jcbinsurance.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/jcbinsurance
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the machine and 3 stars were immediately achieved.
Broadly this led to a discount on premium of around
12.5%, year on year.

Commander Basu said, “We are currently working
towards a more streamlined system of funding for
PANIU where the MOPAC (Mayor’s Office for Policing
and Crime) has a single contract with the CEA instead
of the existing eight individual contracts with the
insurers. This agreement will further enhance and
cement the relationship that exists between the MPS
and the CEA.

“Working together with our partners, Allianz, Aviva,
HSB Engineering, NFU Mutual, Northern Marine
Underwriters, QBE, RSA and Zurich we have seen
some remarkable results across the industry. 
Overall, machinery theft is down 33% since the 
peak of October 2010.”

Commander Basu also highlighted further results
from the CESAR Scheme, which is delivered by
Datatag on behalf of the CEA:

A machine protected by CESAR is 6 times less likely•
to be stolen than an unmarked machine;

A CESAR marked item of machinery is 4 times•
more likely to be recovered in the event of theft.
Not one John Deere tractor fitted with Thatcham 3
star product has been reported stolen to PANIU in
the last 18 months; 

Just 5 JCB products meeting the 3 star rating have•
been reported stolen in the previous 18 months
and one of these had the keys left in the ignition.
JCB recorded theft has fallen 59%;

We have recorded 1,201 CESAR marked items •
of equipment stolen and recovered 360 of them.
That is 30%. The national recovery rate for 
machinery theft in 2008 was around 5%;

Tractor theft was at its worst in the period July-•
September 2009 with 159 reported stolen. In the
quarter April - June 2014 this has fallen to just 39;

The most stolen item of machinery by generic type•
is the mini excavator. For Jul- Sept 2009 the figure
was 256 reported stolen. Today that has fallen to 95;

PANIU has assisted in or been directly involved in•
the recovery of over £12m of stolen machinery.

Commander Basu concluded, “The work of PANIU
and the relationship that has been fostered between
the Metropolitan Police Service, the CEA, Datatag
and the wider industry is a brilliant example of what
can be achieved in the fight against organised vehicle
crime. This relationship has been born out of a
shared desire to tackle head on machinery theft in
the UK – a fact that I am very happy to recognise.”

Rob Oliver, chief executive, CEA said, “Our partnership
with the police has been key in ensuring that there is
a committed crime fighting team working in tandem
with the CESAR Scheme. Our scheme managers,
Datatag, have now also been able to extend the
practices and technology involved in CESAR to other
sectors, including the motor cycle market. Future
challenges are to extend the scheme take-up overseas
and to build the value of our machine database for
the benefit of our industry”. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Construction Equipment Association 
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Commander 
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Metropolitan Police
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Our aim is to ensure that our UK customers
benefit from over 40 years of knowledge and
experience in the construction sector. Since

1970 we have remained true to our customers – helping
them to survive 4 recessions. In the good times we are
also there to help businesses grow. We will always focus
on the needs of our customers and treating them fairly.

JCB Finance’s nationwide field force is able to offer a
local service in tune with local conditions.* Our aim is
to help you preserve your vital working capital whilst
spreading the cost of machinery acquisition in the most
cost effective and tax efficient manner.  After all – you
wouldn’t pay your staff three years wages in advance so
why do the same for your plant – paying cash won’t make
it work any harder on day one. In 2012 we financed 52%
of all JCB machines sold in the UK.

We offer the full suite of asset finance options from
Hire Purchase through to Leasing.  Some of these have
unique features and benefits to suit the construction
industry. Our finance options are not restricted to JCB
equipment but are also available for other new non-
competitive machinery and all used machinery plus
cars, 4x4’s, commercial vehicles, access equipment
and a whole lot more.

JCB Finance Key Stats:

• Total lending 1970-2012 – just over £8.0 billion

• Total lending in downturn (2008-2012) – c. £2.75
billion plus 4,604 new customers

• Many reports show that SME’s have found it hard to
access traditional sources of lending but in 2012 our
lending grew by 31.7% with total turnover of £748
million

• In 2012 a total of 22,236 assets across 16,654 agree-
ments were financed

• In 1993 we entered the Local Authority market lending
c. £270m to date – current balances with 158 different
Local Authorities

• Asset mix – JCB 62% and Others 38%

• In 2012 JCB Finance provided 21.3% (some months
touching 40%) of all HP and Lease finance in the UK
construction machinery market (according to Finance
and Leasing Association asset finance statistics). 

* JCB Finance Ltd is regulated and authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority.
JCB Finance only provides asset finance facilities to businesses in the UK.

Fast 
Flexible 
Finance



The ground you work on
Kevin Minton, Director of the Construction Plant Hire Association
highlights the levels of risk involved in ground conditions for machinery
and how it can be driven down…

All contractors on site don’t just need to think
about what happens above ground – they
need to know and understand the ground

they’re working on. Ground failure can have serious
and life-changing consequences.

The load that plant places on the ground is in many
cases simply the weight of the machine. But it will
also include the weight of the load or object that the
plant is lifting – for a mobile crane, this could mean a
massive increase in the force being applied through
the outriggers, which will change as the load is moved.

The force put into the ground can be a lot more 
than just the weight of the machine and the load. 
An excavator that is pulling a sheet pile also has to
overcome the friction and gripping force of the
ground that is holding the sheet. These loads are
increased by the natural forward tipping movement
of the excavator, putting more force at the front of
the tracks – frequently close to the edge of the 
excavation it is working on.

If the ground gives way, the plant and its load could
move unexpectedly, or completely overturn. This
could be caused by something as simple as an 
outrigger punching through a tarmac surface, or a
more complex failure of soil strata some metres
below the surface.

The strength and nature of the ground needs to 
be considered from the outset in any construction
project, and is equally important to the selection and
management of the plant. Ground use should be
planned and managed as if it were part of the overall
plant system.

The sorts of “ground” that need to be taken into
account are as varied as the complete range of 
construction sites. This includes natural undisturbed
ground, areas that have been worked on in the past
or as part of the current project, embankments, spoil
heaps, roadways, carparks, asphalted areas, docks, and
other constructed structures. The surface of the ground
can hide drains, culverts, tunnels and other under-
ground features that can seriously affect its strength,
both in narrow areas and over a wider worksite.

Whenever a machine loses control or overturns,
there is always the possibility of serious or fatal
injuries to the driver, and those working in the area.
Even if no injury is caused, there will be serious losses,
as not only is production disrupted, but the recovery
operation can be difficult and costly. Research work
by HSE found that for every £1 recovered through
insurance following an incident, there was a further
£8 to £36 that could not be recovered, which had to
be borne directly by the employer.

The principal contractor in charge of the site has 
ultimate responsibility for assessing and managing
the capability of the ground. They must work with
plant companies, sub-contractors and ground 
engineering specialists as necessary to minimise 
the risk of ground failure.

Assessment and management of ground conditions
must be part of the planning process. There are basi-
cally two strands of activity which are best done in
parallel. One is to select the plant and to determine
the nature and scales of the loads and forces that it
will apply to the ground. The second strand is to
gather information about the ground and its bearing
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capacity. When sufficient information is gathered, an
assessment is made as to whether the ground will
take the loads imposed by the plant. This may mean
that the plant needs to be changed, or that the job
needs to be done differently, or that work needs to
be done to improve the ground’s strength.

Information about the ground itself may already be
readily available from previous assessments or records,
plans and specifications about work that has already
been done. Sometimes, however, investigations on
site are required. This could involve digging trial pits,
or collection of samples using bores.

The level of detail in the ground investigation and
assessment needs to reflect the complexity of the
job, the reliability of the information, and the margins
of safety that result from the selection of plant. 
Monitoring and management of ground conditions
needs to continue as work progresses, not only to
take account of changes in the task being done, but
also changes to site conditions as a result of rain,
snow, flooding or other influences.

The Strategic Forum Plant Safety Group recently wrote
new guidance on Ground Conditions, in conjunction

with the HSE, Temporary Works Forum and other
industry bodies. Although guidance documents 
were already available, the new work emphasises the
importance of the principal contractor’s coordinating
role. By ensuring that the supply chain communicates
and works together, overall levels of risk can be driven
down. When sectors work in isolation, responsibilities
and liabilities can frequently be displaced to other
parties, without actually reducing overall levels of risk.

The new guidance on Ground Conditions for Con-
struction Plant is published by Construction Plant-hire
Association (CPA), and can be downloaded from the
CPA website at www.cpa.uk.net . ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Kevin Minton
Director
Construction Plant Hire Association
Tel: 020 7796 3366
enquiries@cpa.uk.net
www.cpa.uk.net
www.twitter.com/CPA_Planthire

http://www.cpa.uk.net
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http://www.twitter.com/CPA_Planthire


01628 781 698 www.LD-Enviro.co.uk
info@LD-Enviro.co.uk

LD Environmental Ltd | Ledger House | Forest Green Road | Fifield | Berkshire | SL6 2NR  T: 01628 781 698 F: 01628 625 740

LD Environmental Limited is a multifaceted asbestos
management and environmental solutions company. With its
directors having run construction related companies and
other various businesses we pride ourselves on producing
excellent results for our clients whilst keeping projects on
time and within budget.

We have a track record of delivering complex projects 
in technically demanding, high-hazard and sensitive
regulated environments.

LD Environmental Services offer the following services nationwide
to all sectors, from the removal of asbestos cement clad garage
roofs to industrial and commercial property asbestos removal. We
also offer single soil test sampling, bulk excavation and remedial
works within contaminated brownfield sites.

SERVICES
• Licensed Asbestos Removal
• Asbestos Surveys
• Environmental Cleaning
• Soil Remediation
• Soil Testing
• Bulk Collection Asbestos Sampling
• General Construction and Maintenance Works 
around Asbestos Containing Materials

http://www.LD-Enviro.co.uk
mailto:info@LD-Enviro.co.uk
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Building Regulations
Any person carrying out a building project that aims to create
something new, or extend an existing building, has to comply with
Building Regulations. The following summarises each regulation
and includes a link to each approved document.

Part A – Structural Safety 

Part A aims to ensure the integrity and stability of a building: loading, ground movement and
disproportionate collapse must be addressed.

Part A covers technical guidance concerned with the requirements in regards to structural safety
and incorporating any changes arising as a result of the Building Regulations 2010.

This includes the July 2013 amendments that came into force on 1 October 2013. 

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/parta/documenta

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/parta/documenta
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Part B – Fire Safety volume 1 & 2

This section covers the technical guidance contained in Part B (Approved Document B) of schedule
1 of the Building Regulations concerned with the requirements in respect to fire safety.

Each volume deals with 5 specific areas:
Means of warning and escape;•

Internal fire spread (linings);•

Internal fire spread (structure);•

External fire spread;•

Access and facilities for fire and rescue services.•

Volume 1 – Dwelling Houses
The changes in the 2006 edition, incorporating the 2010 and 2013 amendments of AD B Vol 1, take
effect from 6 April 2013 for building work carried out in England and for excepted energy buildings
in Wales as defined in the Welsh Ministers (Transfer of Functions) (No. 2) Order 2009. The 2006
edition incorporating the 2010 amendments will continue to apply to building work started before
6 April 2013 or subject to a building notice, full plans application or initial notice submitted
before 6 April 2013.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/uploads/br/BR_PDF_AD_B1_2013.pdf

Volume 2 – Buildings other than dwellings
This is the current edition of Approved Document B – Volume 2: Buildings other than dwellings. It
incorporates amendments made to reflect any changes arising as a result of the Building Regula-
tions 2010. The changes mainly reflect regulation number changes as a result of re-ordering. There
have been no amendments to the substantive requirements in Schedule 1 (ie Parts A to P) of the
Building Regulations.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partb/bcapproveddocu-
mentsb/bcapproveddocbvol2#Download

Part C – Site preparation and resistance to contaminants and moisture

The aim of Part C is to ensure the health and safety of the building’s users with regard to the effects
of pollution and contaminants. In addition, emphasis is given to resistance to moisture in terms of
providing a barrier against ground water and the weather.

This current reprint of Approved Document C – Site preparation and resistance to contaminates
and moisture, incorporates amendments made to the 2004 edition. This includes the July 2013
amendments that came into force on 1 October 2013. This reprint further incorporates editorial
corrections and amendments.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partc/documentc

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/uploads/br/BR_PDF_AD_B1_2013.pdf
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partb/bcapproveddocu-mentsb/bcapproveddocbvol2#Download
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partb/bcapproveddocu-mentsb/bcapproveddocbvol2#Download
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partb/bcapproveddocu-mentsb/bcapproveddocbvol2#Download
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partc/documentc
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Part D – Toxic Substances
Part D examines the potential of cavity wall insulation to release toxic fumes into a building. The
Document stipulates that fumes should not penetrate occupied parts of the building, and only
where a continuous barrier is used, may potentially dangerous substances be used.

This current edition of Approved Document D (Toxic Substances) has been updated and replaces
the previous 2002 edition.

It incorporates amendments made to reflect any changes arising as a result of the Building 
Regulations 2010. The changes mainly reflect regulation number changes as a result of re-ordering.
There have been no amendments to the substantive requirements in Schedule 1 (ie Parts A to P)
of the Building Regulations.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partd/approved

Part E – Resistance to the passage of sound
This document deals with 4 major areas including:

Protection against sound from other parts of the building and adjoining buildings; •

Protection against sound within a dwelling house;•

Reverberation in common internal parts of a residential building;•

Acoustic conditions in schools.•

This current edition of Approved Document E – Resistance to the passage of sound, has been
updated to incorporate amendments made to reflect any changes arising as a result of the Building
Regulations 2010.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/parte/approved

Part F – Ventilation
The Part F document states that ventilation is the removal of ‘stale’ air from a building 
and replacement with ‘fresh’ outside air. This of course assumes that the outside air is of 
reasonable quality.

The Document states that ventilation is required for one or more of the following purposes:
Provision of outside air for breathing;•

Dilution and removal of airborne pollutants including odours;•

Control of excess humidity (arising from water vapour in the indoor air);•

Provision of air for fuel-burning appliances (which is covered under Part J of the Building•
Regulations).

This 2010 edition of Approved Document F – Ventilation has been updated and replaces the
previous edition.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partf/approved

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partd/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/parte/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partf/approved
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Part G – Sanitation, Hot Water Safety and Water Efficiency

The 2015 edition of Approved Document G (Sanitation, hot water safety and water efficiency)
contains changes to the water efficiency requirements. In particular, it introduces an optional
requirement of 110 litres/person/day where required by planning permission, and an alternative
fittings-based approach to demonstrating compliance.  It also includes the water-efficiency calcula-
tion methodology for new dwellings, approved by the Secretary of State. This edition incorporates
previous amendments. It replaces the 2010 edition of Approved Document G, as amended.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partg/approved

Part H – Drainage and Waste
Part H states that adequate drainage systems must be provided in order to promote both personal
and environmental health. Also highlighted, is the importance of a working sewerage infrastructure
and maintenance, along with pollution prevention.

There are 6 main sections to Part H:
Foul water drainage;•

Wastewater treatment systems and cesspools;•

Rainwater drainage;•

Building over sewers;•

Separate systems of drainage;•

Solid waste storage.•

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/parth/approved

Part J – Heat producing appliances
Part J is concerned with all heat producing appliances that could produce health and safety hazards
such as fire, explosion and carbon monoxide poisoning. Appliances such as boilers, room heaters
and oil tanks are included, with the addition of liquid fuel storage systems.

There are 6 main sections to these regulations:
Air supply;•

Discharge of products and combustion;•

Protection of building;•

Provision of information;•

Protection of liquid fuel storage systems;•

Protection against pollution.•

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partj/approved

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partg/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/parth/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partj/approved
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Part K – Protection from falling
Part K is concerned with the health and safety aspects of areas such as stairs, ladders and barriers
and also addresses the risk from falling. This edition has been updated by combining Approved
Document N: Glazing and also some overlapping guidance that is in Approved Document M: Access
to and use of buildings respectively.

This document deals with 6 main areas including:
Stairs, ladders and ramps;•

Protection from falling;•

Vehicle barriers and loading bays;•

Protection against impact with glazing;•

Additional provisions for glazing in buildings other than dwellings;•

Protection against impact from and by trapping doors.•

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partk/approved

Part L – Conservation of fuel and power
The changes to Part L will now come into force in April 2014 and will set a requirement for new
homes to achieve a 6% carbon improvement on 2010 regulations across the build mix.

The Government also announced that it would shortly be consulting on the next steps to Zero
Carbon Homes and also on delivering Allowable Solutions.

In summary the headline changes are:

Projected £16m savings per annum to business;•

6.4 million tonnes CO2 saved per annum.•

To view all the documents click below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partl/approved

Part M – Access to and Use of Buildings
This document has been split into two volumes:

Volume 1 – Dwellings

Volume 2 – Buildings other than dwellings

This 2015 edition of Approved Document M: Volume 1 (Access to and use of dwellings) only covers
dwellings and contains updated guidance. In particular, it introduces three categories of dwellings:

Category 1 – Visitable dwellings

Category 2 – Accessible and adaptable dwellings

Category 3 – Wheelchair user dwellings

Categories 2 and 3 apply only where required by planning permission.

Part M in Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations has been amended.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partm/adm/admvol1

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partk/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partl/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partm/adm/admvol1
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Part N – Glazing – Safety in relation to impact, opening and cleaning

Changes coming into effect on 6 April 2013.

In 2013, Part N of Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations 2010 (as amended) and the current
edition of AD N will be withdrawn, with the functional requirements and technical guidance in them
subsumed into Part K and AD K respectively.

However, AD N (1998 edition including 2010 amendments) (archived below) will continue to apply
to building work carried out in Wales from 6 April 2013.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partn/approved

Part P – Electrical safety – Dwellings

Part P aims to reduce the number of domestic accidents, deaths and fires arising from electricity.
It is also seen as a way to improve the competence of those undertaking electrical work.

This edition:
Reduces the range of electrical installation work that is notifiable;•

Installers who are not a registered competent person may now use a competent person to•
certify work as an alternative to using building control;

The technical guidance throughout now refers to BS 7671:2008 incorporating Amendment •
No 1:2011.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partp/approved

Part Q (Security: Dwellings)

Security requirements for dwellings are set out in Part Q of Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations.

The aim is to introduce a level of consistency and consolidate cost effective measures to reduce the
incidence of burglary.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partq

Building Regulation 7 – Materials and workmanship

This document requires that any building work shall be carried out with proper materials and in a
workmanlike manner. It reflects the full implementation of European Regulation 305/2011/EU-CPR
covering construction products referred to as the Construction Products Regulation, from 1 July 2013.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/workandmaterials/approved

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partn/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partp/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partq
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/workandmaterials/approved
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